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Preface 
 
Don and Helen Hill would consider themselves just an ordinary couple who have 
been blessed throughout their life and had many opportunities to do 
extraordinary things. Perhaps that is over simplifying their lifetime experiences, 
when in reality they have recognised opportunities, prayed for guidance and 
discernment and then acted. This has lead to extensive travel to foreign lands on 
evangelical and teaching missions with the Rev. Dr. Geoff Waugh, to whom the 
title of this book refers.  
 
Don and Helen have retired and Don has just completed writing up an extensive 
memoir of their lifetime experiences, mainly a private family diatribe for their 
children and grandchildren. Re-reading these memoirs showed there were a lot 
of extraordinary things that should be shared around. They have recently coined 
the phrase ....and it just so happened... But did it? They think not and there is 
evidence of the hand of God and His leading.  
 
Don was an electrical engineer and Helen a primary school teacher. In 1987 Don, 
with his then boss took voluntary redundancy and set up their own engineering 
consultancy. Don leaving the power industry was akin to jumping out of a boat 
after thirty five years of job security. It was not done without a lot of very careful 
and prayerful consideration, but it was still a step into the unknown trusting 
completely in God.  
 
This was a major change in Don and Helen's lives and opened many unknown 
doors and opportunities, especially the opportunity for quality overseas 
engineering assignments and associated opportunities in places like Malaysia, 
Burma, Brunei, and the Pacific Islands to name a few.  
 
But more importantly Don and Helen became aware of, as well as part of, the 
Brisbane Renewal Fellowship led by Geoff Waugh at about the same time. Both 
their secular and spiritual lives received a boost. They were travelling with Geoff 
both spiritually and physically.  
 
Geoff had a quiet but powerful ministry and mainly through his work as editor of 
the Renewal Journal became widely known. Invitations were received to come 
and preach in places like Ghana, Nepal, Sri Lanka, and the Pacific Islands to again 
name just a few. When the letter reads "Come over to Macedonia ......you do 
not know how poor we are..." it is hard to refuse.  
 
Geoff accepted these invitations, but never asked others to accompany him. He 
asked them to pray about it and if they felt called they were quite welcome to 
come along. People from the Renewal Fellowship often did accompany him. All 
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had the love of the Lord and if nothing else were travelling companions in 
foreign lands and backroom helpers.  
 
Helen developed a video ministry recording Geoff's teaching, and left videos and 
later DVDs to multiply the word. This was particularly important where it was 
difficult to post Christian literature back into the country without it being 
intercepted and lost.  
 
Don was just there most of the time, but with the publication of the material in 
this book, perhaps his time has come and the stories recorded will have an 
impact.  
 
Thus as you read you will find in chronological order (necessary as we grow 
through each new experience) accounts of God moment events both from their 
personal experiences and as a consequence of their travelling with Geoff  
 
Don and Helen Hill 
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Dear Visitor, Your coming to this holy 
place is not a chance event in your life.  
 
God, who wishes all men to be saved 
and to come to the knowledge of the 
truth (1Tim 2:4), who directs all things 
for man's spiritual benefit has guided 
you here for you to listen deep within 
yourself to the secret echo of the words 
that were spoken to St. John and the 
Seven Churches of Asia Minor - whose 
light, alas, has been extinguished 
because their faith in God grew cold - 
and for you to see with your mind's eye 
the heavenly vision revealed to the 
Apostle. 
 
 
(From a sign in the Cave of the Apocalypse on Patmos 
Island, where it is believed John had his visions and 
probably wrote Revelations) 
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Chapter 1- The Seven Cities of Revelations (1987) 
 

In September 1987 we set off on a trip to Turkey to visit the Seven Cities of 
Revelations. We pick up the story as we travel to the Island of Rhodes on the 
way....  
 
Rhodes, Cos, and Patmos 
 
Monday 7 September 1987. We left Athens today bound for Rhodes, with 
Sandra and Gwen setting off for Cairo and Mt. Sinai. We were to meet again on 
Patmos next Saturday or Sunday. This would be an interesting part of our trip as 
for the first time ever, we set off without advance accommodation bookings. We 
were well looked after and had some remarkable experiences.  
 
At Rhodes airport we engaged a taxi for the day as the airport was out in the 
country and we could do that part of the island before going into town. The taxi 
driver no doubt would know of some suitable accommodation.  
 
After a day in the country down the east coast as far as Lindos near where Paul 
the Apostle landed after a storm at sea, (Bay of Paul), we were dropped off in 
town at a private home with a couple of basement rooms for travellers. 
Although late summer there was still some twilight before the still full moon 
took over and we walked into town for the sound and light show at the fortress, 
which depicted a bit of the history during the crusader times when it was used 
as a base for attacks on the then Muslim held Holy Land.  
 
Tuesday 8 September 1987. This morning we ventured into town to explore the 
inside of the fortress before an early afternoon flight to the Island of Cos. We 
took a bus after asking directions from a young lady at the bus stop, and were 
surprised to find she had recently returned from Brisbane to look after her 
parents. We were later to find a lot of Greeks who had migrated to Australia did 
this when the time came.  
 
We flew on a small Dornier 228 short take off and landing aircraft for the 15/20 
minute flight across the sea between the islands. Before departure we engaged 
in conversation with a young Australian girl from Melbourne, also called Helen. 
On arrival at Cos she confessed to a problem. She had double booked her 
accommodation and didn’t know what to do about it. We solved that problem 
for her very quickly, but it did mean I had to carry her heavy bags for a few 
blocks as we walked from the bus terminal in town. The landlady was delighted 
and we were agreeably surprised with the nice place that had just landed in our 
laps! 
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There were three places recognised for medicine and healing in the ancient 
world. We had already been to Epidaurus in Greece both on this and a previous 
trip, and now we picked up on the Asclepsion on Cos. An Asclepsion is a hospital 
dedicated to Asclepsos, the god of healing. This was now a ruin but it had been a 
hospital for a thousand years. Hippocrates was born on Cos and practised here. 
Even now doctors take the Hippocratic Oath. The third Asclepsion is in Turkey at 
Pergamum and we would visit it later. 
 
Friday 11 September 1987. We enjoyed our two day stay on Cos and moved on 
by Greek Ferry to Patmos, late in the afternoon. Patmos was too small and rocky 
for an airfield and was only accessible by sea. Before moving on we asked our 
landlady about accommodation on Patmos and she telephoned to John, the 
manager of the Australis Hotel. It turned out he had been to Australia where he 
ran a shop at Norman Park in Brisbane, and was another who had returned to 
Greece to look after his parents and to sort out marriage arrangements for his 
sons and daughters.  
 
He had a room for us and what’s more would meet us at the wharf. Just look for 
the car with an illuminated Australis Hotel on the roof as it would be dark when 
we arrived. He had a brother and, would you believe it, he owned the Sydney 
Hotel around the corner! 
 
John (every boy on Patmos is called John) was there to meet us as promised and 
we were given his last room. He was very helpful and we saw a lot more over the 
next few days than if we had been left to our own resources.  
 
Patmos is one of the smallest of the Aegean Islands. It is rocky and arid. It would 
probably take about two days by sailing ship to travel from Ephesus in good 
weather. John, the author of Revelations was exiled to Patmos.  
 
Saturday 12 September 1987. Our first day was spent at the Monastery of St. 
John, which dates from the 11th century and the crusades, exploring the 
building, the treasures, the art works and the ancient manuscripts, some of 
which were thousands of years old.  
 
We also re-visited the Cave of the Apocalypse where it is believed John had his 
visions and probably wrote Revelations. However, we found barriers had been 
erected since our previous visit in 1984 to keep the throngs of tourists at bay, 
and we could no longer wander at will.  
 
Nevertheless the sign remained which reads, Dear Visitor; your coming to this 
holy place is not a chance event in your life. God, who wishes all men to be 
saved and to come to the knowledge of the truth (1Tim 2:4), who directs all 
things for man's spiritual benefit has guided you here for you to listen deep 
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within yourself to the secret echo of the words that were spoken to St. John 
and the Seven Churches of Asia Minor - whose light, alas, has been 
extinguished because their faith in God grew cold - and for you to see with 
your mind's eye the heavenly vision revealed to the Apostle.  
 
Sunday 13 September 1987. Today we were taken to Church. I seem to recall 
the men of Patmos take their sons to a church service on the hill near the 
Monastery for a 6am dawn service, while the women take their daughters to a 
later service. The still later service we attended was a combined men and 
women’s service.  
 
It was at this service that communion took on a new meaning. As a little old nun 
held out her hands to receive the bread from the priest with a lean and hungry 
look in her eyes, he responded with a second piece. The look immediately 
changed to one of thank you and pleasure. We suspect she might have really 
been hungry and this might have been her first food of the day.  
 
Afterwards we were invited by the nuns for a cup of Greek coffee, which, out of 
respect for our hosts, we swallowed with great difficulty.  
 
Sandra and Gwen were supposed to meet us on Patmos but failed to arrive on 
Saturday. We were concerned but not unduly worried. However we reached a 
crisis point on Sunday when they again failed to arrive. We had to leave Monday 
as we were scheduled to travel together to Kusadasi in Turkey on the Tuesday. 
All we could do was to trust that having missed the Sunday rendezvous on 
Patmos, they would remain on Samos until we came across. It was frustrating 
not having any way to contact them, but mobile phones, let alone global 
roaming mobile phones, were not available.  
 
Monday 14 September 1987. What happened on our arrival at Pythagorean on 
Samos late morning was miraculous. As we stepped ashore we recognised the 
landlord from our previous visit in 1984 and he recognised us. Seems he always 
met the boat so we were welcomed with open arms as repeat business and 
walked across to his little hotel just across the road.  
 
We mentioned about Sandra and Gwen and he said there were two women 
fitting their description looking for a room with him just five minutes ago. We 
went next door and there they were1. Seems they had encountered several 
delays with cancelled flights and bad weather and had just arrived. Amazingly 
they had headed for the same establishment as we found in 1984 even though 
there was no way of them knowing it. We were together again and would be on 
our way to Turkey tomorrow.  

                                                           
1 For some reason he had not given them a room. 
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The Seven Churches of Revelations Today 
 

 
 
Tuesday 15 September 1987. In the book of Revelations John wrote letters to 
the Christian Churches in seven cities in Asia (modern Turkey). These cities were 
all prosperous civilizations of the ancient world, but they were not the only cities 
where Christian Churches had been established. It is thought they were selected 
because they were on a postal route so that the letters would be quickly 
distributed to a wide audience. 
 
The cities included Ephesus, Laodicea, Philadelphia, Sardis Thyatira, Pergamum 
and Smyrna.  
 
At the time of John, Ephesus was the greatest harbour in Asia, but due to silting 
it is now some 5km from the sea. The road from Mesopotamia came by way of 
Colossae and Laodicea and the road from Galatia via Sardis, which was the 
market and gateway of Asia. Its position made it the wealthiest city in Asia. It has 
been called the Vanity Fair of the ancient world.  
 
We had made enquiries about travel in Turkey with Azim Tour, travel agents 
near the Kusadasi boat terminal during our previous one day visit in 1984. We 
had followed up by telephone from our then Brisbane home, marveling that we 
could do such a thing.  
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Although we thought all the arrangements were in place, we think Azim was 
surprised and caught out when we actually turned up and hence some very fast 
arrangements were necessary to save face. Following an introduction to our 
driver, Ali, and a guide just for this day, we were quickly bundled into the nearby 
Sinem Hotel, and told to make ourselves comfortable for a while, presumably 
while the arrangements for the next few days were put together. We thus 
stayed in Kusadasi for the first day and night.  
 
The hotel was new and clean, but we had never seen such a poorly constructed 
or dangerous building open to the public. Apart from doors that would not open 
or close properly and wonky stairs, the most worrying thing was the mass of live 
electric wires just behind the bed-head, just where you would put your hand to 
switch on the bed lamp. If you rolled over at night there was a very good chance 
of an electrocution, or at best a very rude awakening!  
 
Outside we watched dumbfounded as a load of gravel and a few bags of cement 
were mixed on the ground with a rake while being watered with a fire hose! 
 
We were picked up just before lunch and taken to the hills behind Ephesus, to 
visit Mary’s House and then St. John’s Museum at Ephesus. 
 
According to predominant Christian tradition, Mary was brought to Ephesus by 
the Apostle John after the Resurrection of Christ where she lived out her days. 
This is based mainly on the traditional belief that John came to Ephesus, 
combined with the biblical statement that Jesus consigned her to John's care.  
 
Archaeologists who have examined the building identified as the House of the 
Virgin believe most of the building dates from the 6th or 7th century, but its 
foundations are much older and may well date from the 1st century AD, the 
time of Mary.  
 
The modern history of the discovery of the Virgin Mary's House is interesting. It 
was discovered in 1812 by a German nun, who never travelled away from her 
home. She was an invalid confined to bed, who awoke in a trance one morning 
after visions that included the Virgin Mary and Apostle John travelling from 
Jerusalem to Ephesus. She described Mary's house in detail, all of which were 
recorded at her bedside. Years after the visions, a French clergyman who had 
read about the vision went to Ephesus and found a house matching the nun's 
description.  
 
Since 1892 the House of the Virgin has been a Catholic pilgrimage site. It has 
been visited by popes and confirmed appropriate as a place of pilgrimage. Pope 
Benedict XVI celebrated mass there on 29 November 2006. It is a sacred site for 
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both Christians and Muslims who honour Mary as the mother of Jesus the 
prophet.  
 
Moving back to Ephesus, we note that after the death of Paul, John returned to 
Ephesus to assume authority over all the churches in the region. John died and 
was buried here and the church bearing his name was built over his grave in the 
6th century. We had briefly visited the Basilica of St. John on the 1984 visit but 
this time we had a more extensive tour including the museum.  
 
There are many strange and what could only be described as weird artefacts 
including two colossal statues of the Ephesians Artemis. Both statues feature 
rows of bull testicles, thought to be breasts or eggs, but all symbolically related 
to the idea of fertility. You might remember the story of the jeweler Demetrius 
who made a living by selling silver statues of the goddess Artemis or Diana of the 
Ephesians. He was most upset at the way Christianity was ruining his business. 
 
We also saw the site of the sanctuary of Artemis, which had 117 columns all over 
18 meters high and would have been one of the most impressive buildings in 
Ephesus. A single column in a duck pond is all that remains today. 
 
Wednesday 16 September 1987. During a breakfast of bread, feta cheese, and 
over ripe tomatoes, Metim, who would be our guide for the remainder of the 
tour arrived and introduced himself. He had been a hotel manager but had 
retired early with a heart problem. Nevertheless he was a real livewire, knew his 
hotel business well, and turned out to be an excellent guide.  
 
We booked out of the hotel and the adventure began with another trip to the 
archeological site of Ephesus, which Helen and I had previously visited in 1984. 
Digging had continued in our absence and there was more to see. In particular 
Metim was able to get us into places not yet open to the public, including some 
beautifully restored villas. Around lunch time we departed Kusadasi and drove 
east for three hours to Pamukkale.  
 
Pamukkale is a very spectacular Turkish natural phenomenon. Pamukkale means 
cotton castle. The site consists of an unusual natural formation of sparkling 
white cascades. The dazzling white calcareous castles are formed by limestone 
laden thermal springs, creating the formation of stalactites, potholes and 
cataracts. We could describe them as limestone caves inside out. I had a great 
time walking my camera over them just before sunset.  
 
The water supply to the biblical city of Laodicea, which we would visit next day, 
was taken by aqueduct from here and gave rise to the words in Revelations; you 
are neither hot nor cold. How I wish you were either one or the other...........  
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Thursday 17 September 1987. At breakfast (bread, olives feta cheese, yoghurt, 
coffee) we were introduced to a local guide, Suleyman Tire, for the tour of 
Laodicea, our first stop for the day just a few kilometers down the road.  
 
We were asked if we 
knew the Bible as that 
was the best guide 
book for the day. We 
surprised him when 
we said we did and 
also produced 
Barclay’s Commentary 
on Revelations. He 
thought that with 
both of these books 
maybe we did not 
need a guide!  
 
Interestingly, he asked us for a copy of Barclay’s Commentary and we sent one 
over on our return home. However it came back unopened.  
 
Laodicea was in a valley below the warm springs. Very little excavation has been 
done. There was virtually nothing to see on the surface except perhaps the 
vague outline of a most impressive and large amphitheatre and some ruins of 
the aqueduct that brought water across from Pamukkale.  
 
Laodicea had been a very important trading centre and the only one of the 
seven cities about which there was nothing good to say! It was still a trading 
centre. Although we thought we were the only people there, a local lad 
appeared from nowhere with old coins for sale.  
 
Not far from Laodicea, we were surprised to divert to the hill top site of ancient 
Colossae. Again, there was little to see. Although it was not directly addressed in 
Revelations, Paul wrote to the citizens, and this letter became a full book in the 
New Testament. Earthquakes had buried the original town.  
 
Philadelphia came up next. It was the youngest of the Seven Cities. Nothing 
remains of ancient times except the base of some massive brick pillars of an 
early church, now the only Christian remains amongst several Muslim mosques. 

 
We lunched at the Hotel Benan, which Metim knew, and then it was on to 
Sardis. Seven hundred years before John wrote to the Christians in Sardis, that 
city, it is said, was one of the greatest and wealthiest in the world. It was the 
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capital of the ancient kingdom of Lydia and home of King Croesus (560-546 BC), 
famous for his wealth. Money was said to have first been used here.  
 
Sardis was perched high on what was thought to be an impregnable plateau, but 
the inhabitants became complacent, dropped their guard and the city was 
conquered and liberated from the Persians by Alexander the Great in 340 BC. It 
became a Greek city with an impressive Temple of Artemis.  
 
Ancient Sardis had a very large and prosperous Jewish community, and the 
largest ancient synagogue outside of Palestine. Christianity arrived in the 1st 
century AD. Excavations and restoration were very much in evidence. 
 
Thyatira was next. John wrote the longest letter to the least important of the 
Seven Cities. Very little of the old city remains, and nobody seemed interested in 
doing anything about it. In fact by now it seemed to us that the powers that be 
were actively discouraging anything to do with Christian history.  
 
At each of the cities up to Philadelphia, there was a large brass plaque on which 
was embossed the relevant section of Revelation. They were quite new and we 
expected to find similar plaques at Sardis and Thyatira. We saw where they had 
been bolted onto a block of concrete, but they had been removed. Metim made 
enquiries at the local council office at Thyatira and found that pressure from the 
Muslins had forced their removal. The Thyatira plaque could be viewed at the 
council depot if we wanted to see it. We drove on and finally at dusk arrived at 
the Perla Hotel at the seaside town of Dikili after a very long day in the field.  
 
Friday 18 September 1987. A short drive back inland brought us to Pergamum 
for the morning for a most interesting visit to the old town perched high on a hill 
overlooking the modern town of Bergama.  
 
Pergamum, wrote John, I know where you live, there where Satan has his 
throne............. There, on top of the hill, were the foundations of the altar of 
Zeus, which was considered by many early Christians to be the throne of Satan. 
Interestingly, the altar was removed to the Berlin Museum prior to World War 2.  
 
There were surprises around every corner. As noted Pergamum was perched on 
top of a high hill and we could only see one side of the hill as we drove up to the 
top. Walking around what seemed to be the summit, we approached and passed 
through a dark archway. As we emerged on the other side of the hill, we were 
gob smacked for want of a better expression, at the breathtaking view of an 
incredibly large and steep amphitheatre built into the hill side. It must have been 
the largest amphitheatre we had ever seen and by now we had seen quite a few.  
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Back down on the plains and out past the city of Bergama we visited the 
museum and the Asclepsion, the third of the important places of healing in the 
ancient world. After passing the statue of Nike Acroteria and walking down the 
sacred road we passed into a tunnel called the Sacred Crypoportico to the 
therapy building. The inside of the Crypoportico was silent except for the sound 
of running water, which was supposed to enhance the mystic atmosphere where 
healing took place as one passed through. Recent analysis of the water shows 
high radioactivity. Maybe they really had something here. 
 
One more city to go, Izmir, the modern city on the site of ancient Smyrna. We 
had lunch at a pavement cafe and took in the passing scene. There were no 
relics. Anything that might have been of interest that had survived was finally 
destroyed, we were told, during wars with Greece and subsequent fires in 1923. 
 
In the afternoon we returned to Kusadasi after another stop at the Ephesus 
Museum. That night Metim took us through the eye of the needle2 into the 
Kasbah for dinner and we finished the day and the trip to Turkey with some 
retail therapy.   

                                                           
2 A small door fitted inside a larger door such that a camel could not pass 
through.  
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Chapter 2 - Mauritius and VW Kombi Vans (1989) 
 
In August 1989 we set out to visit our son Jonathan, a geologist in South Africa. 
We take up the story with a short stopover on the Island of Mauritius........ 
 
Direct flights between Australia and South Africa were not available due the 
sanctions in place as a protest against apartheid, so we had to work around this 
in the most economical way. Sydney, Hong Kong, Johannesburg was the norm, 
but to us that was a long way around the problem. We finally found British 
Airways/ Air Mauritius had an attractive fare from Brisbane via Sydney, 
Singapore and Mauritius. We arranged a stop-over in Mauritius.  
 
We had found our evangelist friends Percy and Ventress King, who went to 
Mauritius to set up a World Evangelical Conference (WEC) mission after selling 
us their VW Kombi in 1975, would be back there for a holiday. We had lost 
contact over the years, and took advantage of this opportunity to meet again on 
the mission field.  
 
Saturday 19 August 1989. At 11.15pm we left Singapore on the Air Mauritius 
flight. This was a terrible flight and thankfully only six hours. It was full and we 
have never seen so much stuff carried on board any aircraft as hand luggage, 
before or since. It appeared to be Mauritius residents returning after a duty free 
shopping spree. It was also the days when smoking was allowed and we 
certainly had more than our fill down the back.  
 
Sunday 20 August 1989. The airport was on the eastern side of the island, quite 
a long way from Port Louis and the WEC mission at Tombeau Bay was on the 
west coast. It was a 3am local time arrival, so Percy sent a taxi to meet us. We 
duly arrived at a small hotel near Tombeau Bay as dawn was breaking. We were 
hardly settled down for a quick nap when we were called to breakfast of bread, 
jam and tea! We were later to learn there was just one main meal per day on 
Mauritius. Later we were picked up in the WEC Kombi and taken to the WEC 
Mission at Tombeau Bay.  
 
Percy and Ventress King had established this mission in 1975. We had taken 
them to Brisbane Airport to board a flight to Mauritius following our purchase of 
their VW Kombi. As this is an important and interesting story with the sequel 
being about to be played out, it is worth a flashback to my 1975 memoirs.  
 
......We had no thoughts of a second car when we arrived at Helen's brother's 
home in Nambour and found a cream VW Kombi parked in the yard. It belonged 
to Percy and Ventress King, a retired missionary couple who had brought it back 
from Borneo.  
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Percy and Ventress were born in China, and had spent time on the mission fields 
of that country. They were able to get out just before WW2 and it seems they 
might have gone to the mission fields of Borneo after the war. I never thought to 
ask just where in Borneo as to me it was just a big island to the north of Australia 
with no towns of any great importance. There were a few familiar names from 
WW2 such as Sandakan, Sarawak, and Brunei where Australians had fought, but 
that was the extent of my knowledge at the time. I had no idea then that within 
twenty years I would be working in some of these places, and as I write this in 
2004 at 68 years of age I would be concurrently working on a project for Brunei! 
 
The King’s had decided to retire in Australia in the Nambour area, but had now 
changed their minds and wanted to get back to do more mission work in 
Indonesia. They were staying with the Allan family awaiting visas.  
 
They expected to get the visas any day and were all set to go, except they had to 
sell their VW Kombi. Initially I was not interested. I didn’t like the VW looks and I 
was sure they were too big and unwieldy for us. However, a chance remark that 
they had the same wheelbase and turning circle as the VW Bug changed all that 
and we started to negotiate.  
 
The first problem was getting an agreement on price, but that was not too 
difficult as King’s needed to sell and we had convinced ourselves by now we 
needed the van. However, we had one daughter at Girls Grammar and our 
second about to start, so we had to consider where the finance would come 
from, and that included the ongoing costs of a second car as well as the capital 
cost of purchase, registration and insurance. There was also the unknown 
maintenance factor as it had spent its life in the wilds of Borneo. Still, it would be 
an ideal vehicle for our long trips and could be used as a camper van, so the 
positives started to stack up.  
 
The King’s needed assistance, so we agreed on a price and agreed we would take 
delivery when the visas came through and they were leaving the country. That 
satisfied both of us. It gave us time to get the money and it gave them an 
assurance they could leave the country without any last minute hassles. This was 
April. Their visas for Indonesia were not forth coming. They reconsidered and 
applied for visas for Mauritius. These were quickly granted and in August we 
took delivery of the VW Kombi, and took the King's to the Brisbane Airport, their 
last trip in their VW Kombi. 
 
That VW Kombi as it turned out was a rather special vehicle with a blessed past. 
It was a 1969 model and had been imported directly from Germany to Borneo 
and as such had some features not found on Australian assembled models. It 
looked good, had no rust and ran well. However Percy told stories of times when 
it would not start when he wanted to leave a village, so he just took that as a 
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sign from the Lord that he was not to go and stayed on preaching where he was. 
When the VW Kombi decided to start again Percy and Ventress moved on. We 
never had any troubles like that, but within days, tyres started to go flat in our 
front yard! Well I guess that’s not unusual, but when we came to fit the spare on 
the first occasion, it was also flat. We took it down to Alex Sinclair who found it 
had probably never been pumped up and was fitted with an incorrectly sized 
tube – made in Israel of all places! During the following couple of weeks all 
tyres went flat, one by one, in our yard. How Percy had travelled around 
Borneo and Australia with tyres and mal fitting tubes is in itself another 
miracle and demonstrated firsthand how the Lord looked after Percy and that 
car. 
 
That’s not the end of the story either. Percy needed another VW Kombi for his 
work in Mauritius to be effective and after much prayer was led to order another 
from Germany, with virtually no money in the bank, and little prospects from a 
very poor congregation. However, the order was accepted and the vehicle duly 
arrived, as did the money exactly when payment was due! Percy had been so 
pleased with the first VW Kombi that he ordered the second as identical as 
possible, and it provided similar service.........  
 
We were now riding in Percy’s second VW Kombi. It had been doing God's work 
in Mauritius for fourteen years. 
 

We had a tour of inspection of the WEC facilities and met the locals before the 
morning worship service. An English couple, Mr and Mrs Alan McKenzie, 
probably in their early 60’s had taken over from Percy as the WEC 
representatives, but the young congregation were on fire and virtually ran the 
mission. Mauritius had at different times been British and French before 
independence, but there was quite a strong Chinese population. The locals 
seemed to be a mixture and spoke a language called Creole.  
 
Most of the morning was taken up with their church service powerfully 
preached in Creole, which of course we did not understand, but there was no 
doubt as to the power of the sermon. Percy's work over the time he was in 
Mauritius, and certainly with the help of the VW Kombi, had born much fruit.  
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Chapter 3 - HCJB Heralding Christ Jesus Blessings (1991) 
 
It is possible to be world travellers and involved in worldwide missions without 
leaving home. We did this in 1991 when we were introduced to HCJB, Heralding 
Christ Jesus Blessings.  
 
We were introduced through good neighbours Carey and June Mansfield. Carey 
in retirement had taken the position of Queensland Representative and was 
seeking support. HCJB was a missionary organisation that required all members 
from top to bottom to take care of their own support within certain guidelines, 
and we had agreed to be one of Carey’s supporters. Prayer as well as financial 
support was required, and we had many great meetings in our lounge room in 
our Brisbane home at the time, as well as at the homes of other supporters.  
 
Radio station HCJB the Voice of the Andes, started as the vision of Clarence W. 
Jones, who, after working as an evangelist in radio ministry in North America felt 
called to establish missionary radio in Latin America. As a result, he travelled to 
Venezuela, Colombia, Panama, and Cuba on a seven-week trip in 1928 looking 
for a suitable location for his envisioned radio station, but was unable to obtain 
the necessary government permits. Back in Chicago nearly two years later, Jones 
met Christian and Missionary Alliance Missionaries from Ecuador who 
encouraged him to consider Ecuador as the place to start his missionary radio 
station. 
 
As the first step in fulfilling his vision, Jones needed to obtain a contract of 
approval from the Ecuadorian Government for setting up the radio station. On 
August 15, 1930, the Ecuadorian Congress approved a bill which granted Jones a 
25-year contract to operate a radio station in the country.  
 
The call letters HCJB were allocated by the government of Ecuador, beginning 
with the internationally allocated prefix for Ecuador's broadcast stations (HC). 
Station co-founders Jones and Larson advocated for, and were granted by the 
government, call letters that were an acronym indicative of the stations agreed 
upon purpose. The result was Heralding Christ Jesus Blessings. In Spanish (one of 
the original broadcast languages of the South American station) the call letters 
represent Hoy Cristo Jesus Bend ice. 
 
HCJB's first broadcast on Christmas Day, 1931 had the potential of being heard 
by the six radio receivers capable of receiving the program and existing in the 
country at the time. The inaugural program was broadcast in English and Spanish 
from a studio in the Jones's living room and powered by a 200-watt, table-top 
transmitter. The antenna used was a simple, single wire antenna strung between 
two make-shift poles. The broadcast lasted 30 minutes.  
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The interesting thing is the broadcasts should not have worked at all, as expert 
opinion at the time concluded the air was too thin at the 10,000 foot elevation 
at Quito. The experts were proved wrong and the broadcasts went out to the 
four corners of the globe, elevation apparently enhancing the transmission.  
 
Broadcasting in a wide range of languages has continued up until the present, 
but the requirement to dismantle the antennas to make room for an extension 
of the Quito Airport will bring it to an end. However, the way people receive 
media has changed and time moves on. The major broadcasting station is now 
being developed at Kununurra in the NW of Western Australia and it will reach 
out over Asia to Europe and Africa as well as backward over the Pacific into what 
is known as the 10/60 region where, 60% of the world’s population live in 10% 
of the world’s land area. The Quito broadcasts are being replaced with satellite 
and local FM stations.  
 
It was interesting to meet face to face with genuine and interesting people, 
many of whom had either worked on the mission fields in foreign countries, or 
had a strong association with somebody working there at present. These were 
all positive switched on people who really made a difference in the world. Can’t 
remember all the names, but a few come to mind, There was Alyn who had a 
radio technician son Malcolm working in Quito with wife Gail and three young 
children. Gavin was senior pilot of the Queensland Government jet, a mate of 
Malcolm. Jan had been a missionary nurse who had worked in Bolivia.  
 
We have lost contact now with most of the group since Carey really retired 
several years ago, but we still support HCJB and receive the monthly prayer 
letters and updates on what is happening. There is a lot of interest at present in 
Kununurra as work on this project gathers momentum and time on air increases. 
It is virtually complete (2013) and will have an official grand opening this year. 
 
We have recently met and receive monthly reports from Florence, a now 70 
something year old missionary nurse who works at the HCJB missionary hospital 
at Shell in the Ecuadorian Amazon ministering amongst the tribe who killed Nat 
Saint and his companions as narrated in the book Through Gates of Splendour. 
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Chapter 4 - Burma3 Third Visit (1992) 
 
I made five work related trips into 
Burma between 1990 and 1992 
spending something like three months 
in total in that country. I initially 
arrived to help resolve a 
commissioning problem with the 
electrical pumps associated with a 
new water supply system for 
Mandalay and ended up as Electrical 
Engineer for the project. Concurrently 
UNICEF appointed me Project 
Engineer to restart and complete the 
Tang Zin Village Tube Well Project, an 
Australian aid project that Australia 
had abandoned following the August 
19884 student uprising and bloodshed. 
I made two trips before it was possible 
for Helen to accompany me, and she 
was then able to do so on two further 
occasions.  
 
Helens first trip was mainly background on Buddhism, with a few interesting 
spiritual experience thrown in. 
 
I had no idea what I was getting into when I accepted the assignment. It was a 
very anxious but exciting time. Rudyard Kipling summed it up well in Letters 
From the East (1889), a hundred years previously. 
 
Then a golden mystery up heaved itself on the horizon--a beautiful, winking 
wonder that blazed in the sun, of a shape that was neither Muslim dome nor 
Hindu temple spire. It stood upon a green knoll... "there's the old Shwe 
Dagon," said my companion....The golden dome said, "This is Burma, and it 
will be quite unlike any land you know about."  
 

                                                           
3 Officially Burma is now known as Myanmar, and Rangoon, the capital is now 
Yangon. These changes came into force after my association with Burma 
commenced and for these memoirs and for the benefit of older readers I have 
chosen to keep the old spelling.  
4 The student "problems" and riots started on 8 August (the 8th month) 1988 and 

hence are often referred to the 8888 problem. 
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We take up our story on my third trip as we leave the Kandawgyi Hotel, Yangon, 
(previously Rangoon) for the early morning flight to Mandalay.  
 
Wednesday 19 February 1992. An early morning start and although we were 
supposed to be picked up at 4.45am, it was 5.15am when our driver appeared. 
The night curfew remained in force until 5am.  
 
Nothing had changed in the streets. Still a lot of people walking all over the road 
and kicking soccer balls, as if enjoying a new found freedom now that the curfew 
was over for the night. The domestic airport had improved since the last trip 
with a new departure lounge and x-ray baggage checks. The chicken roost 
grandstand building outside the terminal where I had waited for the boarding 
call on previous trips was gone. Such is the price of progress even in Burma.  
 
The flight was one hour late departing for no apparent reason, but once on 
board we were off on a one and a half hour smooth and very pleasant flight, 
although Mandalay was clouded in almost down to the ground. Probably the 
reason for the delayed departure.  
 
I had been engaged through Coffey Partners and they took care of my every 
need whilst in Burma. Their Mandalay driver was at the airport, and we were 
soon settling back into Coffey’s compound where Emita and Jeffery5 were very 
pleased to see Malcolm6 and me again and to meet Helen. The compound was 
still maintained for casual visitors such as us.  
 
It was a working day for Malcolm and me, so we reported to the project office 
and met the new project manager about 11am and started off on a site by site 
inspection of the tube well installations broken only by a quick lunch break.  
 
Meanwhile Helen, who had been left with Emita and Jeffery, set out on a bicycle 
to make a visit to the Shwenandaw Kyaung, the only palace building to survive 
World War 2 intact. It is a fine but frail example of a traditional Burmese 
monastery with finely carved outer walls of teak. However the bicycle riding 
didn’t work too well so the bicycles were returned and Helen went off pillion 
passenger behind Jeffery on his motor cycle.  
 
Thursday 20 February 1992. Today we dropped Helen and Jeffery at the 
Irrawaddy River for a morning trip to the other side to see the Mingun Bell.  
 

                                                           
5 Emita and Jeffery were Karen Christian housekeepers at Coffey's compound.  
6 An engineering associate working with me responsible for communication 

technology on the project.  
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Helen and Jeffery crossed the Irrawaddy quite easily on a boat carrying 
limestone and enjoyed the experience of riding in an ox cart to the Mingun Bell. 
However, when it came time to return home and pick Malcolm and me up for 
lunch, things became difficult as the boat man wanted a full load before leaving 
for Mandalay. This was finally overcome when Helen paid the balance of the 
money required for the trip. We had a late lunch that day and had a few things 
to say to Jeffery.  
 
The Mingun Bell is some 11 km north of Mandalay on the western bank of the 
River. It was cast using the lost wax process on Nandaw Island in the Irrawaddy 
for King Bodawpaya (1745-1819) to go with his huge stupa, the Mingun 
Pahtodawgyi, severely damaged by an earthquake before completion. The bell, 
which weighs 90 tons, was transported across to the present site on two 
catamarans. It is said to be the world's largest still intact ringing bell. It was 
originally hung off teak supports but these gave way in an earthquake in 1838 
and it was re-hung with steel supports by the Irrawaddy Flotilla Company. 
 
I had to wait until my next trip to see the bell.  
 
Friday 21 February 1992. By now Marcus, U Ko Ko and his wife and Philip had 
arrived from Rangoon. Coffey’s house party was complete. Marcus and Philip 
were contractor engineers on the project from Singapore, and U Ko Ko was their 
firm's local representative.  
 

After lunch Malcolm and I, our 
initial inspections over, reported 
back to the project manager. I 
think the message was finally 
getting through that the power 
supply was not adequate for the 
project, and the message 
certainly trickled down to us that 
the power supply system will be 
fixed – or else.  

 
Later he took me into his office on my own and said in a measured voice; “Mr. 
Hill, (pause) do you know we have spent one million US dollars on power for 
this project, (pause) and WE HAVE NO POWER. I want you to find out why!”  
 
I had not initially come to Burma to fix up the country's power supply problems, 
but now by default I was the man on the spot who could at least tell him what 
was wrong, so that he could get his project commissioned and working. This was 
the first time I felt I had any official role to play in this project and finally my 
presence and the results of my studies were being recognised. With this go 
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ahead, I was provided with the project manager’s jeep, a driver and an armed 
soldier and virtually given the freedom of the city to go where I needed to go 
and see what I needed to see to come up with the answers. This was all 
arranged to take place tomorrow morning.  
 
Helen had that Friday morning out with David and Margaret, helpers at Coffey's 
Compound. She visited the Mahamuni Buddha and Pagoda, and the gold beating 
place close by. This is Mandalay's most fabled pagoda. The central feature is the 
3.8 meter high Buddha, which the Burmese tried to steal from the Arakanese on 
three occasions, being successful only in 1784. It is not known how this massive 
sculpture, was ever hauled over virtually pathless mountains from Arakan to 
Mandalay. 
 
The shape of the body is now greatly distorted as each day pilgrims paste more 
and more little squares of gold leaf onto it. Some say he weighs something like 
sixty tones. I guess that is possible, but it’s a lot of gold. Still it just keeps going 
on and none ever comes off!  
 

Gold is a very malleable 
metal and an ounce can 
be beaten into a sheet of 
12 square meters so we 
were told. This is done by 
a centuries old technique 
and rarely witnessed by 
women. Helen was not 
only able to see it being 
beaten, but she was able 
to video the whole 
process. The resultant 
very thin and fragile gold 
leaf is made up into packs 
about 4cm square, each 
sheet being placed 
between pieces of rice 

paper. These are sold at the temple for pilgrims to plaster onto the Buddha. We 
have a pack and when I took it apart to photograph it for these memoirs, the 
gold was so thin it started to fall apart in my hands.  
 
The Spirits Show Themselves 
 
Sunday 23 February 1992 (Maymyo). We had the good fortune to be able to 
arrange cars and a petrol supply for a day and a night excursion to the old British 
hill station town of Maymyo and also drive on a further fifty kilometres along the 
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old Burma Road towards China. I don’t think we were supposed to leave 
Mandalay, but Marcus and U Ko Ko arranged things and accompanied us so 
don’t ask too many questions. Petrol and using the cars would have been the 
major problems. Foreigners were not supposed to go north of, or beyond, 
Mandalay as the Government would not be responsible for their well being if 
they did, whatever that might mean.  
 
There were seven of us in the party including Helen and I, Malcolm, Marcus, U 
Ko Ko and his wife, and Philip. For good measure Jeffery came along on his 
motor scooter to keep an eye on us, but looked after himself. More likely so he 
could report back to the police on just what we were up to. (I only found out 
later on my last trip that he had to do this every night). 
 
We would stay overnight and drive back early Monday morning. First 
appointment was with the project chairman at 9am Monday.  
 
Maymyo is 67 km from Mandalay at an elevation of 3000 odd feet on the Shan 
Highlands to the east of Mandalay, so it is always pleasantly cool and can be 
quite chilly. The trip up took about three hours due to the condition of the cars, 
the road, and what could only be described as spiritual interferences by the nats 
guarding Mandalay. 
 
If Burma is quite unlike any land you know about, then Maymyo is quite unlike 
any town you know about.  
 
For starters, the main means of transport seems to be local miniature coaches 
pulled by ponies. It is not clear when or how this type of horse cart emerged 
from classical stories to become a standard mode of transportation, These 
coaches could have been half sized replicas from the Wells Fargo days of the 
American West, or something from the British stand and deliver days. Whatever 
the origin, they can be found nowhere else in Burma. 
 
The town began as a military outpost established near a small Shan village, on 
the Lashio to Mandalay trail. In 1896, a permanent military post was established 
in the town and later, because of its climate, it became a hill station and the 
summer capital of British Burma. The railway from Rangoon via Mandalay 
reached Maymyo in 1902.  
 
The Burmese establishment (civil, commercial and military) moved to Maymyo 
during the hot season to escape the heat and humidity of Rangoon.  
 
The British named the location Maymyo, literally May's Town in Burmese, after 
Colonel May, a veteran of the Indian Mutiny and commander of the Bengal 
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Regiment temporarily stationed at the location of the town in 1887. The military 
government of Burma renamed the town Pyin U Lwin. 
 
Decades of British rule created a landscape similar in many respects to parts of 
England. Until recently, these colonial houses had been shared by multiple 
families and were not well maintained. More and more of them have now been 
renovated for luxury hotels, or sold to the wealthy Chinese merchants who make 
a fortune from cross-border trade. 
 
It was an interesting trip up the mountain including the appeasement of the 
spiritual powers so prevalent in this land, with flowers and ornaments dangling 
on dashboards to ensure safe passage through the Mandalay City Gates. 
Nevertheless perfectly good cameras with fully charged batteries refused to 
photograph the temples and religious paraphernalia at the gates, the cars 
stopped by the road side with electrical problems that stumped fully qualified 
electrical and electronic engineers and then fixed themselves just as quickly 
without apparent reason so we could carry on. It was quite a trip up the 
mountain.  
 
There was no shortage of things to do, so after a quick drive around the town we 
drove out along the road to Lashio, the rail head, and considered to be at the 
Burmese end of the infamous Burma Road to Kunming in China, some 1,100km 
away through rough mountainous country. We would not go to Lashio as it was 
too far and the famous mountainous sections of the road were beyond and 
mainly in China.  
 
The Burma road had a role in WW2, when the British used the Burma Road to 
transport war material to China before Japan was at war with the British. 
Supplies would be landed at Rangoon and moved by rail to Lashio, for 
transhipment to road transport. After the Japanese overran Burma in 1942, the 
Allies were forced to supply Chiang-Kai-shek and the nationalist Chinese by air. 
They flew these supplies from airfields in Assam in India over the hump at the 
eastern end of the Himalaya uplift. At the insistence of the United States, and 
much to the chagrin of Winston Churchill, British forces were given, as their 
primary goal in the war against Japan, the task of recapturing Burma and 
reopening land communication with China. Under British command Indian, 
British, Chinese, and American forces, defeated a Japanese attempt to capture 
Assam and recaptured northern Burma. In this area they built a new road, the 
Ledo Road, which ran from Ledo Assam, through Myitkina in Burma and 
connected to the old Burma Road at Wandingzhen, Yunnan, China. The first 
trucks reached the Chinese frontier by this route on 28 January 1945.  
 
About 12km east of Maymyo are the Pwe Kauk Falls and the Beit-Shin-Maung 
Cave. We visited both on the trip out towards Lashio. 
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The cave has many springs and we walked perhaps 300-400m into it along a 
flowing stream. Water seeps from the walls of the rock; and is clean and cool. It 
is said this water cures eye ailments and itching, so pilgrims take this spring 
water home in bottles. The Buddha's life story up to his enlightenment is 
featured at appropriate places. There are Buddha images and pagodas in almost 
every corner and niche, making these limestone caves quite different to any to 
be seen anywhere else in the world.  
 
Monday 24 February 1992. A dawn start today and a quick downhill run to 
Mandalay where Emita and Margaret had breakfast ready for us. Malcolm and I 
had a 9am meeting with the chairman of the Mandalay Water Project, but again 
as almost predictable it was put off until 2pm and then 4pm and then until 
another day. We didn’t meet until the next visit.  
 
This was also the day Helen didn’t feel too well, and the house keepers decided 
the doctor should be called. Well meaning U Ko Ko called the Buddhist doctor 
and Jeffery called the Karen Christian doctor. It was a nail biting waiting game 
to see who won as we had been warned against any doctor in Burma except in 
a dire emergency. Helen was relieved to note the Christian doctor won. She 
recovered and was OK for the road trip across to Pagan on Wednesday.  
 
Wednesday 26 February 1992. Helen and I travelled by road from Mandalay to 
Pagan, while Malcolm remained to supervise the laying of cable. This was my 
second visit to the now UNICEF Taung Zin Village Tube Well Project, which I had 
been able to combine with the visit to Mandalay. Helen was getting good value!  
 
We were now in the hands of the Rural Water Supply Division, (RWSD), which 
slotted in under the Agricultural Mechanisation Division (AMD) who would take 
care of us during the next few days. Funding for such a trip as this from Australia 
was never on as the Australian Government had, and would continue to take the 
hard line that no more money was to be made available. Nevertheless this trip 
was essential and with Mandalay Water paying for my fares from and back to 
Australia, UNICEF had agreed to pay me for three days in Burma plus expenses.  
 
Thus we were picked up by U Soe Tin and his driver in an immaculate Taung Zin 
Project Land Rover at the Coffey Compound in Mandalay, right on schedule just 
after breakfast for the overland trip to Nyaung-U and Pagan.  
 
This was our first meeting with U Soe Tin who described himself as the Staff 
Officer, RWSD, AMD, Nyaung-U. Why I did not meet him on my previous visit to 
Nyaung-U I do not know, but probably now that the captains and the kings who 
had gathered for my first visit had departed from Nyaung-U he was in charge 
and emerged from hiding. 
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He was one of those great little guys you meet on your walk through life with 
whom you immediately relate. He was dumpy. He always wore a longyi and a 
pork pie hat on his partly bald head and every time he opened his mouth there 
was a flash of light from a gold tooth. He was a native of Nyaung-U and a good 
Buddhist, knew his way around and just about everybody in town that mattered 
or didn’t matter. He never stopped extending his hospitality and knowledge 
both on work matters and private tours through the area.  
 
Our experience of the area was just so much deeper and richer because of the 
interest he took in us.  
 
He spoke good English so communications were good and he had a rare sense of 
humour. 
 
The distance across was probably of the order of 150km and took all day, not 
because of the condition of the road, which was narrow but good bitumen, but 
because of the bicycle, ox cart and occasional truck traffic, and we stopped to be 
shown points of interest. There could have been even more holdups at police 
and army check points but we just sailed on through these. When this became 
obvious, we asked U Soe Tin how this was possible. He replied with a question, 
“what colour are the curtains?” Actually we had not even noticed there were 
curtains on the windows of the Land Rover, but now he mentioned it, they were 
blue. That was the clue, official vehicles had blue curtains! 
 
U San Maung (RWSD) had promised on my last trip whilst driving back to 
Nyaung-U from Chauk, that he would take me to see Mt. Popa, the home of the 
nats, not far off the Chauk to Nyaung-U road. He had no need to make a special 
trip now as Mt. Popa was on our route across and only required a minor detour.  
 
If you do not believe in spirits, good, bad, or indifferent, you had better think 
again after the Mt. Popa experience, as it is the home to the 37 nats who still 
influence life in Burma. Now before pooh poohing the idea of spirits remember 
Christ spent a lot of his time on earth dealing with spirits, so there is some rather 
strong evidence for their existence. We had just come through the experience at 
the Mandalay gates where we could not take photographs. Likewise we could 
not get any decent photos of spectacular Mt. Popa.  
 
Mt. Popa is a volcano 1518 meters above sea level, believed to be extinct, and 
located in central Burma about 50km southeast of Pagan. It can be seen from 
the Irrawaddy from 60km away in clear weather. Mt Popa is perhaps best known 
for the nearby stunningly picturesque Popa Taungkalat monastery on top of one 
of several volcanic plugs.  
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What is and is not Mt. Popa is confusing. Southwest is Taung Kalat or pedestal 
hill, a 737 meter sheer-sided volcanic plug. A Buddhist monastery is located at 
the summit. At one time, the Buddhist hermit U-Khandi maintained the stairway 
of 777 steps to the summit of Taung Kalat, which is sometimes also referred to 
as Mt Popa. The volcanic crater itself is a mile in diameter. The Popa Taungkalat 
(Taung Kalat) Shrine is home to the 37 Mahagiri nats, or spirits. Statues depicting 
the nats are at the base of the Shrine. I had already seen pictures of two nats, 
Golden Face and Mr. Handsome, adorning the walls at the gates of Old Pagan. 
(My second visit to Burma, and first to Pagan). 
 

  
 

U Soe Tin dropped us off at the base of the volcanic plug with the intention of 
chaperoning us up the 777 stairs. No way. Helen managed just a few, before we 
had to give in and return to the Land Rover. Still it had been quite a unique 
experience and certainly explains a lot about why Burma is a land like no other.  
 
It was still a working day, and time was passing. We turned into Chauk where I 
inspected work on the 66kV switchgear bay and was pleased to report it looked 
like being about 80% complete. Quite a good result considering the amount of 
work required not only to erect the new equipment, but also to rearrange 
existing outgoing 66kV feeders to get around the short supply problems7.  
 
We were dropped off at the Thiripyitsaya Hotel in the country outside Pagan. 
However, we were not the only ones heading to Nyaung-U and Pagan, we just 
happened to be the first to arrive.  

                                                           
7Australia donated all the equipment necessary to upgrade the power supply 
system from a power station at Chauk to a new 66/11kV substation at Nyaung-U 
45km away, necessary to power the pumps of the Taung Zin Scheme. This 
equipment was in storage in Australia for three years before being shipped to 
Burma. As project manager to restart the project, I arrived at the same time as 
the equipment and found numerous items either lost, stolen or just not there. My 
first task was to "redesign" the project using only the equipment on hand. 
Australia in donating the equipment through UNICEF had wiped their hands of 
any further finance or involvement.  
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Thursday 27 February 1992. Went into Nyaung-U 66/11kV substation first thing 
and noted a lot of activity along the way, especially around the Shwezigon 
Temple where there were hundreds of workers engaged in what appeared to be 
road works. Yes they were road works, but of a kind we were not used to as they 
 

 
 

were out laying a red (soil) carpet entrance to the temple. Today was the day the 
big general, the head man of Burma, General U Saw Maung would arrive on his 
annual pilgrimage to pay homage and presumably leave a substantial gift. Not 
only were they raking the road and doing a great job, but there were the fire 
brigade water trucks watering it down. From what I had seen of the power 
supplies on my last trip and the difficulty being experienced with the piddly little 
pump to raise a trickle out of the Irrawaddy, this was nothing short of sacrilege!  
 
The general duly arrived although we were well out of the way, but we were 
well aware of his presence when we returned to the Thiripyitsaya Hotel later in 
the day to find a half dozen of the most up market helicopters I had ever seen 
parked in a paddock opposite. They were just inside the fence, and with the 
doors wide open we could see the luxurious white leather seats and cabin lining. 
The general stayed the night in accommodation next door to us! 
 
We blew his cover that night. Every afternoon around 5pm Burmese TV went on 
air for three to four hours. Every night it started with fanfares and military music 
and library film of what the army and the general in particular were up that day. 
Every day he drives along streets filled with cheering and flag waving children 
and then toward sunset, as if it were live, he gives the necessary8 instructions, 
climbs up the stairs and into an army Fokker Friendship and flies off into the 

                                                           
8 This expression "necessary instructions" were the words used in every media 
report at the conclusion of a visit by a government official. "Having given the 
necessary instructions, he left.......".  
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wide blue yonder. The TV showed that as usual tonight, but we know he did 
nothing of the kind that day and stayed put in Pagan that night! 
 
After the substation visit, U Soe Tin took us to the No.1 Pumping Station. Here 
he informed us that U Khan Maung, Director of AMD would be arriving this 
afternoon, as well as Mr. Kalidas Ray and his wife from UNICEF and the 
Australian Ambassador. When I met Mr. Kalidas Ray and U Khan Maung just a 
week ago, I was only told of the Ambassador’s visit, but not of the others, so 
they had hastily arranged this trip. We had a party on our hands. We started to 
think about ulterior motives.  
 
U Khan Maung as the Director of Agricultural Mechanization was the boss of 
RWSD and AMD so he could come and go as much as he liked. I related well with 
him. His department would take over and run the Taung Zin Scheme when 
complete and surprisingly, the new Nyaung-U substation, so it was pleasing that 
he was coming to see the progress. He probably had to checkmate the 
Australian Ambassador. 
 
It was a bit of a mystery why the Kalidas Ray’s were coming, as he was always 
too busy and knew nothing about power. However, he was in charge of the 
project for UNICEF so it would be a good thing if he saw it. His wife was 
accompanying him, so she would watch Helen.  
 
I knew the Australian Ambassador would be there as he was the mover and 
shaker behind this project. However, he must have been on a pre-arranged trip 
around Burma accompanied as he was by his wife, son, and daughter-in-law 
elect. Had he planned the trip to keep a close eye on the General next door?  
 
U Soe Tin then went through the arrangements for the function next morning 
when everybody (except the General) would be present. He had turned one 
room at No1 Pumping Station onto a luxurious auditorium for the meeting and 
went through what would happen line by line. He invited Helen to video what he 
was telling us as she would not be able to do that tomorrow.  
 
He told us precisely where we would be seated and what would happen. Then 
he went through the maps and charts that would be used. All this was done 
mimicking the actions and voices of the participants. There was certainly a treat 
in store for us tomorrow and we were the only ones who knew about it.  
 
U Khan Maung and his entourage arrived in a convoy of about half a dozen Land 
Rovers and Toyota’s around 3pm. I was unsure of protocol and whether I should 
seek him out or wait, but U Soe Tin as staff officer had to meet him, we went 
along together to the AMD Guest House. He was genuinely pleased to see me 
and invited me along on his tour of the substation site and water pipelines.  
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Later that evening the Kalidas Ray’s arrived by road from Rangoon and we dined 
with them. Whilst dining, the Australian Ambassador, wife, son and daughter-in-
law-elect arrived, but they dined on their own as we had finished and were 
about to leave the dining room.  
 
Friday 28 February 1992. We made our way individually to the No.1 Pump 
House and were led into our seats in the auditorium where U Khan Maung as 
Director of AMD formally welcomed us all and proceeded to deliver his 
presentation on the Taung Zin Scheme exactly as U Soe Tin had performed it the 
day before. It was a great occasion and I felt humble to be there doing my bit, 
even though there was a long way to go. I guess everybody here imagined that 
when the new substation was commissioned it would just be a matter of 
pressing a button and the big pumps would start. Little did they, I, or anybody 
else know that would not be the case and I would be isolated and in a very hot 
seat in this very same No1 Pump House to get them going. Being on site I had 
been offered and had accepted an extension to my contract to complete the 
Nyaung-U substation and power system upgrade and would now commission 
the pumps when power was available.  
 
We made another inspection tour of the substation and other works before U 
Khan Maung invited us to lunch at the AMD Guest House. That night we dined 
together as guests of the Australian Ambassador at the Riverside Restaurant, 
Thiripyitsaya Village. I think the general must have given the necessary 
instructions and already left.  
 
Saturday 29 February (it was a leap year). We were flying back to Rangoon 
today and had to make an early 6.45am start for the airport to get a ticket. U 
Soe Tin arranged that OK and we were on a flight via Mandalay and Heho, a 
small town about half way between Mandalay and Rangoon, at an elevation of 
4,000 feet on the Shan Plateau about as far east of Meiktila as Chauk was west. 
It is near, but not on the large Inle Lake.  
 
It was a beautiful fine Saturday and it felt good. Not that I wanted to leave Pagan 
as we had not even scratched the surface of what there was to see and do, but I 
was going to have a weekend in Burma off work for once. We would fly out to 
Australia on Monday afternoon. Next appointment was with Mr. Kalidas Ray on 
Monday morning. We had good seats in the middle in the exit row of the Fokker 
Friendship, and the Pagan to Mandalay sector was a non event. 
 
Mandalay was the end of the early morning flight up from Rangoon. Pilots, 
hostesses, and other passengers just walked off and left us sitting and 
wondering what was going on. We were booked through to Rangoon and 
assumed this was just a quick stopover to unload, reload and go again and had 
not been told anything to the contrary. As we were nicely seated we just stayed 
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there and sat it out. An hour later, pilots, hostesses and other passengers came 
on board and with a few dirty looks from some military men who seemed to be 
saying “who are you and why are you sitting in those seats”, we set off for Heho.  
 
The Heho airport has about the narrowest strip of bitumen runway I had ever 
seen, just wide enough for a Fokker Friendship’s wheel base. We were told to 
stay seated and on board while some injured soldiers were loaded. Heho is close 
to the Thailand border, and there was a shooting war going on. Again the dirty 
looks, but we resolutely looked to the front and do not know what went on 
behind us, but I suspect there was a bit of shuffling for better seats9 as by now 
the flight was full. Eventually the doors closed and we took off with a few 
turbulent heigh-hos as the mountain air was now warming up.  
 
On arrival at Rangoon I now knew to collect our baggage at the aeroplane, and 
as it was a domestic flight we were quickly on our way out through the terminal. 
In fact we were probably first through the terminal. AMD were there to meet us 
in, guess what? Yes a Land Rover with blue curtains! A few military eyes popped 
as we drove away. We were dropped off back home at the Kandawgyi Hotel 
where we met Marcus, Philip and of course U Ko Ko while waiting for our room. 
Amazing how those people just pop up! 
 
Sunday 1 March 1992. Willoughby’s brother, Dr. Albert Tun Lin, the second of 
three doctor sons, came around in his car with Moona and Aung Zaw, 
(Willoughby's wife and son) and we all went to the morning service at the 
Baptist Church near the Sule Pagoda. Willoughby was Dr. Willoughby Tun Lin, a 
medical doctor whom we met at the Toowong Uniting Church three years ago 
when he arrived in Brisbane to do a three year doctorate on dengue fever. The 
Burmese government would not allow his wife and son to accompany him, and 
neither would they allow him to return home, even for a short visit. I met his 
wife and son on my first visit and acted as a messenger and go between. He had 
still not returned but would do so before my fifth and final visit.  
 
After the church service and a look around the streets of Rangoon, we called on 
the Tun Lin’s 70 year old mother still living in the family home not far away in 
down town Rangoon. We then went to Willoughby’s home and later to a 
Chinese Restaurant for lunch. Moona was a dentist. The front veranda of her 
home was used as the surgery, set up with chair and a foot operated drill.   

                                                           
9 Meaning the position in the aircraft as no seat on a Burmese aircraft was ever 
in a good state of repair. There was also a pecking order, but I forget what it 
was. Monks, military, tourists, foreigners, and others all had their place.  
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Chapter 5 - Burma Fourth Visit (1992) 
 
Friday 3 July 1992. The story continues as we (Malcolm and I) met Marcus at the 
check-in counter at Singapore Airport for our Silk Air flight to Rangoon. Helen did 
not accompany me this time............  
 
Here we experienced Marcus and his smooth talk at its best for a second10 time. 
He had with him a replacement consignment of brass solenoid valves and we 
carried a heavy replacement drive shaft for one of Coffey’s cars in Mandalay. 
There was no way Marcus was going to lose his valves again and the same went 
for the car spare part. All up there was nearly 100kg on his trolley which he 
managed to get on board as hand luggage. Try that today!  
 
It was the usual smooth and enjoyable flight with just 20 passengers and over a 
hundred spare seats. I guess Silk Air made money out of cargo as with our 
baggage packed in the rear four rows under a heavy net, the cargo bays 
presumably were full.  
 
With so few passengers we were free to move around the plane and on this 
trip, I became involved in conversation with the chap in the seat behind me, 
quite unusual for that to happen. He turned out to be the minister of the 
Methodist Church in Rangoon and I took his card. Little did I know that we 
would meet again in a most incredible way, especially for Helen, on our last 
day of the final trip to Burma in September.  
 
Rangoon international airport was still slow and methodical, but with just 20 
passengers we passed through quickly. U Ko Ko was there to meet us with two 
cars and had already arranged with airport officials to look after the hand 
baggage.  
 
Tuesday 21 July 1992 (three weeks on). Things were quiet now in Mandalay 
waiting for wiring modifications and other works to be completed. I arranged for 
Jeffery to take me over across the Irrawaddy to the Mingun side where I could 
see the Mingun Bell and visit the largest pile of broken bricks in the world, King 
Bodawpaya's folly. Jeffery had taken Helen across by boat in February, but he 
thought we could drive this time as it would be easier to get around if we had 
the car. We drove south and crossed the Irrawaddy via the Ava Bridge, but found 
it was too boggy to get through to Mingun. We turned around and returned to 
take a look at Sagaing, Ava, and Amarapura.  
 

                                                           
10 The first time was my first trip when the Singapore Bangkok flight was 
cancelled.  
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The trip over the Ava Bridge was very special and interesting, as at the time and 
until 1998, it was the only bridge across the Irrawaddy. It is a long 16 span road 
and rail bridge built by the British colonial government in 1934. It was destroyed 
by the retreating British Army during the WW II and rebuilt in 1954 after 
Burmese independence.  
 
As a little aside I had noted that the Protestant Churches of Burma were begun 
in the early 19th century by Adoniram Judson, an American Baptist missionary 
who spent 35 years in the country learning the language and translating the 
Bible. He had a terrible time including imprisonment at Ava for the duration of 
the first Anglo Burmese War in 1824-26. Although he died and was buried at sea 
a memorial was later erected at Ava and known as the Judson Stone.  
 
In 1966 all missionaries were expelled by the Burmese government, and the 
Judson Stone thrown into the Irrawaddy off the Ava Bridge.  
 
Sagaing is a hallowed centre encompassing at least 900 monasteries, nunneries 
and stupas, as well as an International University of Buddhism. It is home to over 
4000 monks and nuns. The temples, the oldest of which date back to around the 
14th century, have been well maintained over the years, and the area is a visual 
and spiritual feast of elegant old architecture, white washed pagodas, red robed 
monks and pink robed nuns. The views from some of the hill tops are 
spectacular.  
 
On Jeffery’s insistence we went for a long walk through the area to see a “dead” 
man, which turned out to be the shrivelled up body of a dead monk on display in 
a glass cabinet.  
 
This area right up and through to Mingun was regarded as the religious centre of 
Burma.  
 
On the way back the car suffered a flat tyre. In spite of the fact that drivers are 
employed specifically to look after the vehicles, the spare was also flat so we 
were considerably delayed somewhere near the match factory and had an 
intimate and unwanted view of Burma passing by. In my attempts to help, my 
glasses must have slipped out of my shirt pocket. No worry, just go to the local 
market tonight and buy them back!  
 
Friday 25 July, 1992. Jeffery took me into town this afternoon to meet a young 
evangelist and his wife at the Living Water Book Shop. I took some slides in the 
shop located at the end of a narrow lane. It was so small I had to fit a wide angle 
lens to get most of the interior into the photo. The couple live here with a 
vertical ladder leading to a bed over the desk! (note details in photograph) 
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Sunday 26 July 1992. Went 
down to the vegetable 
market this morning with 
Emita and Jeffery, before 
attending the Mandalay 
Karen Baptist Church service 
at 10am.  
 
I listened to the sermon in 
Karen and then a little old 
lady arose from her seat and 
did a précis of the sermon in 

English from the pulpit for my benefit. "Read the Bible every day to know about 
God and learn by heart. Pray every day", she told me.  
 
I subsequently learned the little old lady was known as the Professor as she was 
indeed a retired professor of geography.  
 
She not only translated the sermon, but later provided an English translation of 
the words of an audio cassette of praise songs Jeffery gave me.  
 
The Mingun Bell and the Head Monk of Burma's Bedroom. 
 
Tuesday 28 July 1992. Today was my big day out across the Irrawaddy to 
Mingun. It was also my last chance as I was supposed to leave Mandalay 
tomorrow. I thought I would miss out, but Ma Yin Nu who knew about my 
disappointment last week on not getting to Mingun by road was able to arrange 
a special trip through her brother-in-law. (Ma Yin Nu was a lady electrical 
engineer on the Mandalay Project).  
 
The big surprise was we would go on what I dubbed the Royal Barge, the 
personal river boat for the head monk of Burma who lived at Mingun. We could 
use his boat all day for the crossing over and back, and a man I would describe 
as his protocol man or Minder would come along as a guide. He was dressed in 
the normal longyi but wore an unusual plastic pith helmet on his head as if a 
robe of office. I was really being given the VIP treatment.  
 
The head monk arrived at the Mandalay landing from home across the river at 
around 8.30am and when he had left the landing area, we boarded. Just the 
minder, the boat man, Ma Yin Nu and myself, plus a couple of what looked like 
paying passengers. The Irrawaddy is several miles wide at Mandalay and with 
the swiftly flowing water, the trip across took around forty five minutes with the 
bow pointing upstream and our actual course sort of side slipping across. The 
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Irrawaddy floods twice a year, once following the monsoons, and later with the 
melting snows in the Himalayas.  
 

  
 

The "Royal Barge"                                          Travelling "Business Class"  
 

On arrival we were taken up to the head monk’s temple where we were given 
cold tea leaves and nuts for nibbles and tea to drink. I was somewhat 
dumbfounded as I was not prepared for this experience when all I expected was 
a look around and an opportunity to take a few photographs.  
 
Next I was seated cross legged on a low bench with a few monks who wanted to 
talk, but we had language difficulties. The visitor’s book was brought out and I 
was invited to make an entry. Browsing back through it, previous entries were 
few and far apart, probably no more than ten each year, so visitors to this part 
of the world and in this company were rare.  
 
By now the Minder had brought up a Land Rover to trip around the area. Helen 
and Jeffery could only muster an ox cart.  

 
We headed north past the Mingun Bell to 
the Hsinbyume Pagoda. This is a white 
pagoda built by King Bodawpapa's 
grandson (later king Bagyidaw) in 
memory of one of his wives. Around the 
base were seven concentric circular 
terraces. The structure itself is symbolical 
of Meru, the cosmic mountain, while the 
undulating terraces symbolize the Seven 
Seas of Buddhist cosmology. There is a 
story behind everything. There were 
begging nuns in the area dressed in pink 
robes.  
 
We stopped off at the Mingun Bell on the 
way back, before visiting a Buddhist old 
people’s home. This part of the world 
was isolated as I had already found out 
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being inaccessible by road and difficult to access by river, so it was sparsely 
populated and what I saw could not be taken as typical Burma. Exactly who 
qualified for residency in the old people's home I did not find out.  
 
The photo shows Ma Yin Nu and the Minder in front of the Mingun Bell.  
 
Driving further south we came to King Bodawpaya's folly, the largest pile of 
bricks in the world. Having enlarged his kingdom to include Arakan and carry off 
their Mahamuni Image and established a new capital at Amarapura, King 
Bodawpaya set about constructing a mammoth pagoda on the western bank of 
the Irrawaddy. Construction started in 1790 but for unclear reasons stopped in 
1797. What is seen now is a construction site 200 years old severely damaged by 
earthquakes. The square ruin stands on three terraces, the walls of which are 
some 48m high and pedimented and pillastered in Pagan style. The pagoda, if 
finished, would have been 150m high.  
 
We then returned to the head monk’s monastery and residence where it was 
10.30am and meal time11. Monks both young and old filed into the dining room 
with their begging bowls of rice. I was then taken on a tour through the head 
monk’s house.  
 
He had a summer bed room and study as well as a winter bedroom and study.  
 
Noted the porcelain potty under the bed but surprise of surprises, there was a 
6kVA voltage regulator installed in the bed room, so he presumably did not 
suffer eye strain at night due to the low voltage government edict. 
 
I checked his mattress. He actually sleeps on a very thin one.  
 
Saw monks shaving each other’s heads.  
 
By now it was time to leave fairy land and return to the river landing where the 
Royal Barge was awaiting our command. We said goodbye and thank you to the 
minder who stayed behind.  
 
Who or what Ma Yin Nu’s brother-in-law was I never found out, but he must 
have been a very influential person to get me across the Irrawaddy on the Royal 
Barge. It is also interesting to ponder on the workings of his mind as to why he 
would want to open the doors of the royal residence and have me see things 
normally only privy to the butler. Never mind, it was a great experience and 
again confirmed Burma is a land like no other.....  

                                                           
11 As I found out at Pagan. No breakfast as such in Burma, but a big meal for 
hungry people late mid morning.  
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Friday 31 July 1992. Rangoon again on the way home. Started the day with a 
courtesy call on Coffey’s. I then went back to UNICEF before calling on the 
Australian Ambassador where we had a great talk about many things including 
the life of an ambassador to a country like Burma and of course the Taung Zin 
Project.  
 
Malcolm arrived from Mandalay yesterday afternoon, and would fly out with me 
this afternoon. However, if Silk Air had not been late we might both have been 
staying in Rangoon for the weekend as Coffey’s driver blotted his copybook.  
 
It is difficult to understand, how he could fail to keep the fuel tank full. Would 
you believe, having picked us up for the drive to the airport no more than 10km 
away, he needed petrol. Unfortunately the power was off again so the petrol 
pumps were not working. The service stations were used to this and had Honda 
generators out the back to provide power to pump petrol. Fine, but this was 
1992 and small motors were unreliable to start, and that’s what happened– the 
Honda would not start. We were delayed in a queue until we could get hand 
pumped petrol and we might well have missed the flight had it been on time.  
 
Because of the late flight I did not make the Singapore to Brisbane connection, 
which meant I celebrated my Mother’s 90th birthday with Malcolm in Singapore 
instead of with the family in Maryborough, although getting to Maryborough, 
Queensland, from Rangoon in less than 24 hours was always a big ask.   
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Chapter 6 - Burma Fifth Visit (1992) 
 

I was in Burma this time to commission the upgraded 66/11kV substation at 
Nyaung-U, which was required to provide power to the two large motors to raise 
water from the Irrawaddy River and pump it into what was known as the Dry 
Zone. There were 100,000 people living there and completion of this scheme 
would provide 10 gallons of water each per day. More importantly they would 
no longer need to spend the best part of each day travelling to and from the 
river to get water in their ox carts, and could devote the time to real subsistence 
farming.  
 
The project had floundered in 1988 following the bloody student revolution 
when the Australian Government, who was funding the project, withdrew 
support. My first association with the project went back to 1988 when I was 
commissioned to advise on how to store the electrical equipment then on the 
wharf in Sydney that was not now going to leave Australia.  
 
Three years later the Australian Ambassador had the brilliant idea that if 
Australia donated the equipment to the United Nations it could be completed by 
them and Australia would save face.  
 
I was appointed by the United Nations through UNICEF, as project manager to 
restart the power supply upgrade project necessary to provide power for the 
pumps. UNICEF was the only ground based organization in Burma with any 
construction or engineering capability (if providing urinals for villages can be 
called engineering). There was no more Australian money to complete the 
project and it floundered again until some was found and the work completed.  
 
I had managed the re-started project from the time the delayed shipment 
arrived on site at Pagan way up the Irrawaddy River near Mandalay (my second 
trip). I found the designs flawed and the equipment supplied not always what 
was wanted, didn't fit, was lost, stolen or strayed.  
 
These obstacles had now been largely overcome and the new Nyaung-U 
66/11kV substation was ready to be commissioned. The Burmese had well 
qualified engineers capable of doing the work, but I was responsible to UNICEF 
and was the one who had the final responsibility to switch on and sign off.  
 
The substation works were no problem. I had been associated with substations 
for 40 years at the time and there was not much I could not handle. Nyaung-U 
was commissioned successfully and then came the commissioning of the pumps.  
 
Although I had dealt with motors all my working life, I lacked any recent hands 
on experience at the workface, even though I had been responsible for the 
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planning and operation of fifty huge draglines on the Central Queensland coal 
field at one time. But then I had support from other engineers, and the 
machinery had been thoroughly tested and proved before I became involved. 
This time I was on my own.  
 
Initially I could get the motors to turn, but that was all. I could not get them up 
to speed. I had no manuals or circuit diagrams. I had no communication with the 
outside world. Any telephones there might have been no longer worked. I also 
had an audience around me who had been waiting for years for this day, and 
with power available, why is it the motors will not start? I was in trouble and I 
prayed earnestly. With God's help I worked through the problems. 
 
It was two days before I finally had both motors running at speed and pumping 
water. I was led step by step along the way and shown the design flaws that 
prevented successful starting, as well as the work around solutions in the field to 
at least overcome the initial problems pending permanent fixes. As an example, I 
could see a way around one problem which I dubbed bypass surgery. The local 
people did not have tools, not even a screw driver! They did not have bits and 
pieces of wire to make the necessary changes. This was solved with a visit to the 
market to buy a few tools and a few old bed lamps from which to cut the flex to 
provide wire for the circuitry. All this to commission a poorly designed project 
costing many millions of dollars now running at least four years late.  
 

 
 

The day the pumps ran. U So Tin and Don standing sixth and seventh from the left. 
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God was surely in this work and especially with me. 100,000 people did get 
their 10 gallons of water a day. There was great jubilation such as we (Helen 
was with me) have never seen before or after as the ox carts filed into the 
watering stations to fill up to over flowing. and make a muddy mess.  
 
The lesson for the day was that God cares for everybody even Buddhists and will 
support us in our times of distress even in physical things like power supplies 
and motors that will not start.  
 
I was alone with God and Helen on that last trip to Burma. I am sure God cleared 
the way for Helen to be there, share the stresses, support me and share in the 
ultimate triumph. It was perhaps the greatest triumph in the whole of my 
working life in the electrical industry, now totalling 61 years (2013). 
 

  
 

Day One - Filling the Water Carts 

 
Friday 11 September 1992. This was to be my last day in the area. I had the 
pumps running and water flowing and until the complete design was reviewed 
and modified using facilities only available in Australia there was little else I 
could do in Burma to complete the work. The Australian Ambassador was paying 
a visit to inspect the scheme today before my departure and I would play host.  
 
I had dubbed yesterday as Heath Robinson Day. I had missed the fact that it was 
also D-Day, the day the Burmese army infiltrated the Taung Zin project.  
 
There were two watering facilities close by to Nyaung-U and while I was visiting 
one of them and observing the jubilation late yesterday (see photographs 
above), the Burmese army had quietly moved in on the other. With a copious 
supply of water now available they had decided it would be an ideal place to set 
up an army camp.  
 
The Ambassador had driven up from Rangoon and picked me up early in the 
morning in the official Land Rover. I wanted to give him a good cross section 
overview of the scheme as well as a debriefing on my problems and took him 
out to No. 3 Pumping Station, the closest pipe line pumping station to Nyaung-U, 
to commence the tour. I found the power was off, which was most unexpected 
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and immediately suspected a fault. This had to be dealt with and we proceeded 
back to Nyaung-U 66/11kV substation. On the way we spotted the problem. The 
army was working on the 11kV line at the watering station! They had brazenly 
gone into the Nyaung-U substation, switched off the 11kV feeder to the pipe line 
pumping stations and were now busy erecting their own transformer on the line 
to supply the camp.  
 
The Ambassador was angry to say the least. The Land Rover was pulled up on 
the road side opposite and he stepped out to inspect the scene. He produced his 
camera and started to take photographs. I then heard what I thought was 
machine gun fire, but it turned out to be the chattering teeth of the driver. He 
was traumatized. I have never before seen a man so frightened. He must have 
had memories of earlier encounters with the army and feared for his immediate 
and long term future.  
 
I remained inside the vehicle thinking it wise to stay out of sight and did not 
expose my camera. I did not want to lose it or the film already in it as was quite 
a possibility. I did not know how far diplomatic immunity would extend in these 
circumstances.  
 
Thus the day after the water flowed the locals abandoned that water facility. 
They were too frightened to come for water with the military presence.  
 
That was not all. We heard later in the day that the bright lights of Nyaung-U 
and Pagan had not gone unnoticed and as these centres were getting more than 
their fair share of power, the voltage had to be turned down12. That could be 
fatal for staring the motors. I ignored that while it was in my power to do so. 
That 5% was the difference between the motors running or not running. The 
flow on effect was the voltage for the town of Nyaung-U now supplied from the 
new substation, was also up by 5% and looked like fairy land at night.  
 
What went back to Canberra in the diplomatic bag I do not know, but there 
would have been some very strong words. Remember this project had been 
abandoned by the Australian Government because of military action four years 
ago after the events of 8888, and now after the all the diplomatic wrangling to 
get it complete, the army had stuffed it up on the day the water flowed.  

                                                           
12By government decree system voltage was reduced by 5% to reduce the load 

on the power system. This was only partially effective and resulted in very dim 
lights. It caused me a lot of trouble when trying to commission both the 
Mandalay and Taung Zin pumps. It was also part of the reason why the 
Mandalay Project Manager was not getting value for his $1M expenditure.  
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I continued to clean up prior to leaving next morning. The local Burmese had by 
now successfully started the pumps on two occasions in my absence and 
understood the instructions.  
 
Late in the afternoon U Soe Tin presented a lacquer ware plaque to Helen and I 
at the No1 Pumping Station. This had the Ananda Temple in gold leaf and was 
engraved with a thank you message. It was a touching moment as we knew I had 
done my best to get the project this far and we would most likely never return. 
We had greatly appreciated the opportunity to work with these people.  
 
The day ended with a dinner hosted by AMD. Then perhaps the most ironical 
thing that could happen given it was D-Day plus one – The curfew which had 
been in force since the events of 8888 was lifted and we could stay out tonight 
as long as we liked. More importantly we could set out on the long drive back to 
Rangoon at 3am next morning rather than 5am. It was at least a fourteen hour 
drive. Burma, you have not changed and still remain a land like no other.  
 
The Grand Finale and more God Moments 
 
Sunday 13 September 1992. Willoughby, who was now back in Burma, took us 
to the English Methodist Church in Rangoon this morning, but as he was under 
government orders not to fraternize with foreigners, could not be seen in public 
with us, he dropped us off a couple of hundred meters away. Amazingly the 
minister of this church turned out to be the man I had met in the seat behind me 
on the July trip into Rangoon! 
 
It was a special service today, when instead of a sermon, five people from the 
congregation related some recent experience. Daw So and So (not her real name 
of course, but in Burma it could have been) was welcomed back from Insein 
Prison. Nothing more was said, nor was it necessary as everybody knew what 
that meant. She was one of those fortunate enough to be released.  
 
It was a great morning listening to each speaker and the stories they told, but 
speech was very guarded right throughout the service including the prayers, but 
I am sure God would know.  
 
I had later appointments with Mr. Kalidas Ray, fitted in lunch and an afternoon 
session at a Sunday School in action in a very dark room behind or under Albert's 
house where Karen children were being taught in English, Burmese and Karen 
languages. Helen has video footage of this and I recall marvelling that the 
camera could record anything in such a dark location.  
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We did see Willoughby again, but because he could not be seen in public with a 
foreigner, we talked in the back seat of Albert's car as we drove slowly through 
the streets of Rangoon in the rain.  
 
Monday 14 September 1992. This was our last day in Burma. I had a full morning 
and left Helen at the Kandawgyi Hotel. As it turned out she had quite an 
adventurous morning and we were nearly late to the airport.  
 
I spent the morning visiting the Australian Ambassador, The Minister for 
Agricultural Mechanization, U Khan Maung, and the new head of UNICEF in 
Burma. Getting around Rangoon was not difficult as the places I had to visit were 
not far apart and traffic was not heavy.  
 
Helen waited at the Kandawgyi for the Minister from the Methodist Church we 
attended on Sunday, when Collette from Coffey’s arrived. She was surprised to 
see Helen as we had not yet told her we were back in Rangoon. This was, after 
all, first thing Monday morning and we had only arrived late Saturday.  
 
It seems there was some confusion about meeting the Minister. Helen thought 
he would come to the Kandawgyi, whereas he thought Helen would go to the 
church. Helen told Collette about the meeting and although catholic, it just so 
happened Collette attended a bible study at that same Methodist Church and 
knew the Minister.  
 
Collette took Helen around to the church where the three of them had an 
extremely interesting God time in the Minister’s office, and they only just arrived 
back at the Kandawgyi as I also arrived on the way to the airport.  
 
There was just time for a quick exchange of mail and a less than adequate 
goodbye to Collette before we had to leave.  
 
U Tin from UNICEF was assigned to take us to the airport and see us on our way.  
 
As we would not be coming back to Burma we had taken the opportunity to 
purchase a lot of good quality lacquer ware from the craftsmen at Pagan without 
too much thought for what we had spent or how we would reconcile our 
financial paperwork at the airport. Included in the haul was a beautifully crafted 
nest of three boxes. We gave one each to our children Christine, Judith and 
Jonathan and it will be interesting to see if they ever come together again as a 
set.  
 
We mentioned our financial predicament to U Tin who told us all we had to do 
at the customs check point was to say we had gratis visas.  
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That worked well. We went through the usual performance of checking in, 
baggage taken off, reunited with baggage etc. When the man requested we 
open our bags I just said we had gratis visas. His eye popped, he bowed low, 
and with a few “sorry sirs” we were through. I don’t know what happened 
about our financial papers. I don’t think anybody bothered to ask for them.  
 
For once Silk Air was on time out of Rangoon and we easily made the connection 
to Brisbane at Singapore. But there was one last hurdle – the aircraft engines 
refused to start!  
 
So, I was not the only one who had motor starting problems. Let us pray!  
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Chapter 7 - China (1992) 
 
We had an opportunity to attend an engineering conference in Hong Kong in 
November 1992. Just prior to that we had met a lady at the Renewal Fellowship 
meeting......... 
 
It is amazing (or is it really?) how many things start in church. This story and our 
adventures in China certainly did and carried through right down to carrying 
Christian literature into that country, something in the normal course of events 
we would applaud when other did it, but would have run away if asked to do it 
ourselves. It gets a bit complex when you try to match up the people we were 
involved with, many of whom we did not even know when the adventure was 
planned, but it was all coordinated. It has been our experience that if God wants 
you somewhere or to do something specific, there is a reward at the end, and 
this time the reward was a re-arranged and fascinating look at China, something 
we could not possibly have done on our own.  
 
As planners we had made basic arrangement many months before the 
conference. China was open to tourists, but with the trouble in Tiananmen 
Square just four years prior, the real boom had not started. Qantas had not yet 
resumed flights to Beijing. Hong Kong was still British.  
 
One Sunday morning in July 1992 while I was working in Burma, (Fourth Trip)a 
request went out from the Uniting Church at Toowong in Brisbane for 
accommodation for a few weeks for a Chinese professor on sabbatical leave in 
Brisbane. Helen put her hand up, and the Professor13came to stay. He had been 
roughing it with students and wanted something a little quieter. He could not 
afford to pay much, but Helen thought “you have no idea what this is going to 
cost you as we are off to China in a few months time........" 
 
We were off to attend a week long engineering conference in Hong Kong. We 
attended the same conference every two years in a different South East Asia/ 
Pacific city, and took the opportunity to spend a second week in an adjacent 
country as the air fares were virtually paid.  
 
Recently retired medical missionary friends had just returned from Beijing. We 
invited them for dinner one night and they not only told us what we should see 
and do, but wrote out a comprehensive list long hand. We had a good basis for 
detailed discussions when the Professor came into the picture.  
 

                                                           
13Lets continue to call him this  
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The Professor was not a Christian and probably not anything having been 
brought up in the revolution days of China. He had been through the burning of 
books stage and more recently the re-education phase where academics had to 
serve time in the communes in the country. He had been clever enough to work 
the system and get out of that after a couple of years. He was sensitive to what 
was going on in China and was able to keep his students out of Tiananmen 
Square in 1988. Although not a Christian, he was studying Milton’s Paradise Lost 
for its English literature content and later we were able to send him a Bible. It 
was interesting that his call for accommodation when out from the pulpit of a 
Christian church! 
 
The major impact on our plans were the connections the Professor had with the 
Fragrant Hills Hotel just outside of Beijing. We had never heard of it, but a little 
bit of investigation revealed it could be an attractive and interesting place to 
stay. We took up his offer to see what he could do, and with the help of Chinese 
neighbours in Brisbane, a couple of faxes and telephone calls in Chinese after he 
had  returned to China, we were booked in.  
 
We would usually travel alone but this time we were accompanied by two ladies 
from a Know Your Bible (KYB) study group Helen was taking at the time. They 
were interesting people. Lyn was an Australian married to a Chinese man with a 
Chinese surname as common in China as "Smith" in Australia, and Olive was a 
Mormon.  
 
Hong Kong 
 
Saturday 14 November 1992. We flew to Hong Kong this afternoon. We had a 
special deal getting to and from Hong Kong including air fares, three night's 
accommodation and a half day introductory tour.  
 
Sunday 15 November 1992. We took the half day orientation tour this morning.  
In the afternoon we met up with Lady as we will call the lady we met at the 
Renewal Fellowship. She had a remarkable story to tell of a miraculous healing 
and now ran an organisation in Hong Kong to get Christian literature into China. 
Knowing we were about to come up to Hong Kong shortly after we met, she 
quickly recruited four somewhat unwilling carriers. That Sunday afternoon our 
crash training course started when she introduced us to Hong Kong at the 
practical level of how to use the trains, the buses and buy a meal.  
 
Monday 16 November 1992. Today we had to find our way to Lady's office for a 
full day seminar on what every smuggler needs to know. The first bit of training 
was to find our own way to her office putting into practice the experience of the 
previous afternoon. We did this with a bit if difficulty and wondered how 
anybody could run an organisation from these cramped quarters somewhere 
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high up in an old building in down town Hong Kong. The place was a bit of a 
mess and so small I doubt it had an address.  
 
China was not particularly happy about people bringing Christian literature into 
the country, particularly in commercial sized lots, but the underground Christian 
Church needed support and Lady's organisation specialised in getting whatever 
they could into China through people like us. I don’t think jail was likely if caught 
out, but you were pretty sure to be on the next flight out. We embarked on this 
venture with a bit of fear and trembling, but it was hard to say “no”, so we 
resorted to a lot of prayer to see us through, and paid particular attention to the 
lessons of the day as inattention might well spoil our carefully planned visit to 
Beijing. This was serious stuff! 
 
Beijing  
 
Tuesday 17 November 1992. It is one thing to prepare for an adventure but 
quite another when the day and hour of reckoning arrives. We did not strap our 
literature to our bodies or legs as you might read about, but had it dispersed 
throughout our luggage trusting it would not be searched, and if we were, only a 
small quantity of a variety of literature would be found that might be passed off 
as personal items. We were not to travel as a group. Helen and I would stay 
together of course, but Lyn and Olive were to keep apart and stay apart and not 
be seen to make any contact with each other or with us. We would contact them 
only after we had met the Professor at the Beijing Airport.  
 
Today we were flying with Dragon Air as the mainland Chinese would have 
nothing to do (officially at least) with Hong Kong. Cathay were not allowed to fly 
into China, so the impasse was overcome by painting one of their predominately 
green Lockheed L1011 aircraft a bright red and adding a huge dragon motif to 
the tail. It was good smooth flight and we were in Beijing on time at 11.30am. 
The hour of reckoning had come.  
 
Immigration and customs were no problem for Helen and I, but Lyn, as had also 
happened in Hong Kong both on arrival and departure was held up. No 
particular problem, but it seems an Australian woman with a Chinese surname 
as common as "Smith" and travelling on her own just demanded attention.  
 
We followed plan A and moved through. So far so good, but then as we had 
been told, the Chinese X-ray all baggage carried by arriving passengers. We 
approached the X-ray machine with a concentrated barrage of silent prayer 
going up while staring all over the place in wide eyed bewilderment. Next thing 
we were waved through – the machine had broken down!  
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There was the Professor. He had taken the day off to meet us and had brought 
two cars from the Fragrant Hill Hotel, which we were to find was 45km from the 
airport, so, smog permitting, there was a lot of China to see on just a trip 
between the airport and the hotel  
 
We waited for Lyn to catch up and then left the airport for the Great Bell Temple 
and Ancient Bell Museum. Funny how things work out. Here we were in China 
worrying about being caught with Christian literature in our possession one 
minutes and the next visiting a bell temple, a most unlikely place for a first stop 
in the country. The reason for the stop was because it was important and it was 
on the way. Although the bells are very old, the Great Bell Temple and Ancient 
Museum were only opened in 1985 and in 1986 were included in the 16 Scenes 
of Interest in New Beijing  
 
Outside the day had changed to one of those cold, miserable, overcast, smoggy 
days similar to those we experienced so often in Liverpool in the UK during our 
time there in 1960/ 62. We travelled out through Chinese market gardens to the 
Fragrant Hills Hotel, but apart from the building everything else was obscured 
from view. We would have to wait for a couple of days to really appreciate our 
surroundings. It was cold as winter was approaching and we would watch a lake 
in the gardens freeze over before the weekend.  
 
We were welcomed as long lost friends and taken up to what we thought had to 
be a much better class of rooms than the ones we had paid for. There was a 
large vase of flowers and a bowl of fruit in our room as well as underfloor 
heating. Everything one could wish for in a modern hotel was there. Not the 
China we had expected.  
 
The Professor would also take the day off work tomorrow to accompany us to 
the Great Wall. As that was the last we would see of him until a farewell dinner 
on our last night, he wrote out instructions for the Chinese taxi drivers to be 
engaged each day to take us around. We had a copy in English. Thus we said 
goodbye and thank you, and started to explore the inside of the hotel as the 
weather outside was vile.  
 
The four star Fragrant Hills Hotel was a unique building designed by the Chinese-
American architect I. M. Pei. It was a combination of traditional Chinese 
courtyards and modern Western living. Nestled in the hilly western suburbs far 
from the urban bustle, it stood in the grounds of Fragrant Hills Park. There were 
286 rooms, which could accommodate up to 500 people.  
 
Outside of our window was the Interview Pine. When the weather was kind 
enough to go outside we read and photographed the simple inscribed marble 
plaque. On the eve of the founding of the PRC in 1949 , Chairman Mao Tse-Tung 
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once had an interview with General Fu 
Zhuo-Yi under this pine tree so it was 
called the interview tree.  
 
To add to the historical interest, Puyi, the 
last Emperor of China, may have spent his 
last days as a gardener in these grounds. 
It depends on the reference. There is no 
doubt he was a gardener in this area.  
 
Down the road within easy walking distance was Shuangqing Villa, once the 
residence of Mao Zedong and an early site for the headquarters of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of China. Interesting stuff. We were going to 
have an experience in China quite unlike the usual tourist rounds.  
 
I well remember the news and the fear in 1949 when civil war broke out in 
China, just a few short years after WW2. I was still in primary school. Here we 
were now standing on the site where world changing upheavals were planned, 
and here we were, scared silly that somebody was going to find our Christian 
literature. We could not have been more in the centre of the action if we tried. 
Maybe that would be the saving grace. Who would dare try this right under the 
noses of the authorities?  
 
We still had the stuff in our luggage and eagerly awaited a message of some sort 
to arrange a pick up. We could not tell the Professor, and could only leave 
everything in our room concealed amongst our clothes and trust the maids did 
not go through our baggage.  
 
Wednesday 18 November 1992. Today we went “Up the Great Wall”. Well that’s 
what the sign said, the only sign in English except for one about police 
admonishment and pickpockets. The weather was absolutely foul and not the 
sort of day to come thousands of miles to get good photographs of one of the 
great wonders of the world. No contact to collect the literature. It will have to 
stay in our baggage for another day. When we think of it, how would we explain 
a visitor to the Professor if one did turn up while he was here? After all we didn't 
know anybody in China. 
 
Thursday 19 November 1992. The weather was a little better today and we 
made a trip into the city area to pick up three of the must sees, the Lama 
Temple, the Confucius Temple and Museum, and the Temple of Heaven. We 
achieved all three with the instructions the Professor had written on the card for 
today. Still no pick up contact.  
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Friday 20 November 1992. The weather today looked like a repeat of yesterdays 
so it augured well for our trip into the Forbidden City. On our return to the hotel, 
although cold, we checked out the ducks now walking on a thin cover of ice on 
the lake, just in case Peking Duck was on the menu tonight. We were now very 
concerned, and I broke radio silence with a guarded phone call from the hotel to 
Hong Kong. There were no mobile phones and the hotel phone had to be used. I 
could do no more than advise of the situation. We only had one day left and we 
did not want to take the stuff back with us, neither could we just walk away 
from it.  
 
Saturday 21 November 1992. We had an early morning trip arranged to the 
Summer Palace, followed by a couple of other short visits, and we would be 
returned to the hotel by lunch time. where we started to sweat it out waiting 
and praying for some sort of contact to turn up. Then it happened rather quickly 
and we had a man in our room with the right credentials, packing our stuff into a 
couple of back packs. I didn't go down to reception to meet him, he just 
appeared. He must have bypassed reception as they would not have sent him up 
to our room unannounced. If ever there was an answer to prayer this was it. 
 
He had come on a local bus and had walked up from the village. He probably had 
the back packs stuffed with paper to make them appear full. We had to be 
careful now to treat him as an expected visitor whom we knew, and took him for 
a walk around the inside and outside of the hotel to be seen showing him 
around. If queried, we could pass him off as somebody we had met on one of 
our visits, and invited out to see us.  
 
We did not have coffee, as the days were short with winter setting in and he 
wanted to get back in daylight. He had two heavy packs, so I accompanied him 
out the door and down the hill to the village carrying one of them. We parted 
near the bus station, he going on a bus and me walking back up the hill empty 
handed. Usually there were people around outside the hotel. This afternoon 
there was nobody, and I was looking! Mission accomplished. Thanks be to God! 
 
Tonight the Professor returned for a farewell banquet. It had to be the most 
memorable meal of our lives in one of the best hotels in Beijing. What an 
outcome from Helen’s offer of accommodation to a poor Chinese professor 
going through hard times. We were extremely grateful, and now fully relaxed to 
enjoy the experience.  
 
There were at least eight courses (eight is a lucky number) all served in exquisite 
and specially designed chinaware. For example, the turtle soup was served in a 
bowl with a china turtle shell lid. All went well as the night moved on and each 
course was related in some way to the bowl in which it was served. However, 
the last had us all stumped. It seemed to be a meat dish, looked like onion rings 
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and tasted good, but neither Helen, Olive, Lyn nor I had any idea of what it was 
and had to ask the Professor. He was embarrassed and we had to work on him 
before he quietly and sheepishly told us “ox testicles”! 
 
Sunday 22 November 1992. Today we flew back to Hong Kong with Dragon Air.  
 
The Conference.  
 
We spent the whole week from Sunday night to Friday night at the conference. 
We had Saturday at the end of the week free because of airline schedules. The 
Lady capitalised on that and had another trip into China for us on that day taking 
advantage of our multiple entry visas.  
 
Saturday 28 November 1992 – Shenzhen. It’s debatable what we would have 
done with this spare Saturday. Most likely we would have taken the train to the 
Hong Kong/ Chinese border and possibly even crossed the border to have a look 
around the special economic zone town of Shenzhen as we had multiple entry 
visas for China.  
 
Lady also thought along those lines and as she had mail to hand deliver across 
the border, we set out with her on a train at around 6am for Shenzhen in China. 
The rules were to travel separately, cross the border and meet up in Shenzhen.  
 
The one-time fishing village Shenzhen was singled out only in 1979 to be the first 
of the special economic zones in China, due to its proximity to Hong Kong. 
Special economic zones were created as an experiment for the practice of 
market capitalism within a community guided by ideals of socialism with Chinese 
characteristics.  
 
At the border we cleared Hong Kong customs and Immigration and then walked 
about three or four hundred metres through no man’s land, across a bridge and 
did the same on the Chinese side. At this hour of the morning there were few 
people crossing and nobody seemed too interested in us, so we passed through 
without hassle, all that is, except Lyn. It was another anxious time.  
 
We took separate cabs to a previously arranged address. Helen and I were in 
one with Lady, Lyn, and Olive in another. For some reason we were taken to the 
wrong place and separated, and had no option but to be taken back to the 
border crossing hoping the others would return so we could regroup. That did 
not happen and after a two hour wait just outside of the entrance to the border 
crossing and in full view of a security camera we decided we just had to face up 
to going back through customs and immigration and returning to Hong Kong 
with our letters still on us and undelivered.   
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Chapter 8 - Elcho Island (1994) 
 
On Friday morning 11 March we flew out of Brisbane for Darwin and a long 
weekend trip to Elcho Island with Rev. Dr. Geoff Waugh and a group from the 
Renewal Fellowship. This was the time we physically travelled with Geoff.  
 
A group of twenty five aboriginal Christians from Elcho Island had recently 
travelled to Brisbane as guests of the Renewal Fellowship and this was the 
return visit. Their visit had fortunately coincided with holidays and Geoff had 
been able to billet them at the Uniting Church Theological College in Bayliss 
Street, Auchenflower. When they decide to go walkabout they do it in grand 
style.  
 
Elcho Island is off the coast of Arnhem Land. It is approximately 55km long and 
6km across at its widest point, bounded on the western side by the Arafura Sea 
and on the east by the Cadell Strait. It is a short distance away from the 
mainland and Howard Island  
 
The island is home to the largest Aboriginal community in northeast Arnhem 
Land, with approximately 2,000 people living in the main settlement of 
Galiwin'ku and across many outstations including Matamata, Ingliss Island, 
Maparru, and Gariyak, including a large number of tribal groups, with up to 22 
different dialects being used in the community.  
 
The people of Galiwin'ku retain their tradition and culture for future generations 
by strict traditional methods, and through education, embrace the wider 
Australian community. 
 
Galiwin'ku is a traditional Aboriginal community with restricted access. 
Permission to visit is required by law and can be made through the Northern 
Land Council directly or via the Galiwin'ku Council. Total alcohol restrictions 
apply and there is no standard gasoline available on the island. All gasoline-
powered vehicles use Opal, the low-aromatic petrol, as a fuel substitute and so 
avoid the temptation for teenage fuel sniffing. 
 
The settlement was originally established as a Methodist mission in 1942, with 
the arrival of Harold Shepherdson, a lay associate of the Methodist Overseas 
Mission from Milingimbi. It remained under church direction until 1974 when it 
became self-managed.  
 
Revival among aborigines commenced in Galiwin'ku from 1979. Djiniyini 
Gondarra ministered there where half the island became involved in the church 
and the whole community was affected. The pattern was similar to other 
revivals: prayers and expectations, the Spirit of God moving in new and powerful 
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ways, repentance and confession on a wide scale, restitution of stolen goods and 
money, forgiveness and reconciliation between people, crime and drunkenness 
greatly diminished, renewed concern for justice and righteousness in the 
community, churches filled with Christians alive in the Spirit. Here too, teams 
travelled to other areas bringing some of the fire of revival to ignite churches 
and communities with a vital Christian commitment and a strong impact on 
society.  
 
An account of how it all happened on the night of 14 March 1979, just fifteen 
years previously, has been included as Appendix 1. This is a great aboriginal 
story that does not get much publicity.  
 
There were ten in the Renewal Fellowship party including Geoff, Don, Helen Hill, 
Meryl Hirche, Harold Uncles, Ada Koy, Carol Deighton, Hilary MacKerras, June 
Fooks, and Allison Sherrington. Numbers were limited as we had to fly out in the 
Missionary Aviation Fellowship Cessna 208 and it only carried six including the 
pilot. As the aircraft had to come across from the island to pick us up, we flew on 
consecutive days. Geoff went with four others on the first flight and we followed 
with the remainder on day two. It was a two hour flight each way.  
 
We arrived in Darwin around noon, picked up a hire car and stayed in a Darwin 
hotel over night. Saturday we drove north to Jabiru airstrip, squeezing five 
people into the car. It had to be parked in the bush as Jabiru airport had 
absolutely no facilities, and we waited until the Cessna 208 arrived early 
afternoon.  
 

The pilot was Bill Fuller who 
Helen and I had met on a visit to 
our daughter Judi in Aurukun in 
1985. He and his wife Yvonne 
and children were now living on 
Elcho Island and we would be 
billeted with them for the 
weekend. Small world again! 
 
Bill looked at his passengers, 
most of whom were rather 

larger than usual, and worked out the order in which we could board and where 
we would sit so that the aircraft’s balance on three wheels would be maintained 
and the tail would not strike the ground. It was a bit of a juggling act, but he 
managed and he finally took his seat with the tail well down.  
 
One has to wonder how that small machine ever became airborne with that load 
and fuel for a two hour flight. Take off was dreadfully slow and we did not clear 
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the trees by much. We certainly had great views of the severely eroded 
sandstone rocks of Arnhem land, but they were a little too close for comfort for 
the first minutes of the flight. I think it took nearly 40 minutes to eventually get 
to 6000 feet! Nevertheless it was a smooth but cramped flight and we did arrive 
safely.  
 
We found Geoff and the advance party had also arrived safely and were settled 
into their accommodation. The Fuller’s made us very welcome and comfortable.  
 
That night a big rally had been arranged with Geoff as the guest speaker. It went 
all night until dawn Sunday morning, so we were told, as we retired just after 
midnight.  
 
Sunday morning was a special church service, lengthened by the necessity to 
translate the message into different languages. This was followed by lunch on 
the grass at the church. Helen's video came in handy for the local Australian 
Pastor as it had been recorded in two languages. Just the audio was put on tape. 
 
That afternoon it was overcast and gloomy, but it did not rain, and we witnessed 
a long graveside ceremony for a recently departed local. Aboriginal tradition is 
still strong even though this was now a Christian community. That night there 
was another rally.  
 
Monday morning and it was time to go. Our group, although last in were first to 
fly out, with Bill returning for a second trip in the afternoon.  
 
We stayed in Darwin overnight as we could not make the 1.30pm flight to 
Brisbane that day.  
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Chapter 9 - Rwanda (1994) 
 
In July UNICEF Sydney office was in contact with me to sound out my willingness 
and availability to go to Rwanda to supervise the installation of some temporary 
generators in the town of Kigali so that the civilian population displaced by the 
recent civil war and genocide could return. Seems the water supplies and 
sewerage systems being underground had not been as severely damaged as 
surface plant such as the power stations, and these facilities needed to be 
reinstated before the population could be allowed to return. Seems like my 
Taung Zin efforts had been noted and appreciated.  
 
The generators had been donated by Switzerland and UNICEF told me they “did 
not want the connections stuffed up”.  
 
It was not exactly the overseas experience one craves for, but it was 
humanitarian work and in all consciousness I could not really refuse. I was told 
they had accommodation of a sort, the rooms were clean but there was still 
blood on the walls. 
 
My partner and I discussed the request and we did lift our fees slightly above 
normal, but before our proposal could be processed, the Australian Government 
stepped in and dispatched a contingent of the Australian Army from Townsville.  
 
That came as a great relief. I was ready to go and had been in contact with our 
son Jonathan in South Africa thinking there might have been a chance to see 
him. Ever since, I keep thinking about the relief Abraham must have felt when he 
found the ram in the thicket and did not have to sacrifice Isaac! 
 

 
 

Tutsi Refugee Farmers at Geita, Tanzania just across the border with Rwanda (during a 
2003 visit to Tanzania) 
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Chapter 10 - Solomon Islands First Visit (1994) 
 
In June Helen and four or five women from the Renewal Fellowship 
accompanied Geoff to a men’s camp in the Solomon Islands at the invitation of 
Rev. Gideon Tuke. We knew Gideon from the time he was in Brisbane studying 
for the ministry at the Uniting Church Theological College at Bayliss Street, 
Auchenflower in the mid 1980s. He was now an ordained minister of the United 
Church of the Solomon Islands.  
 
This was a girls own adventure and it started from the moment the girls fronted 
at the check in counter at the old Brisbane International Airport where some, 
including Helen were told they would not be going as the plane was over 
booked. Time and again this sort of thing was to happen on Renewal Fellowship 
adventures as the Devil stepped14 in to either stop the venture or to at least 
thwart it. The girls dug their heels in and said they were going, and that was 
that, so there was a bit of a confrontation at the counter.  
 
The airline backed down slightly and said they would be re-routed via Port 
Moresby in New Guinea. The girls responded “no way” and Helen sent me home 
confident God would win this battle - which he did! 
 
That was just the start. They did reach Honiara early afternoon after a three 
hour flight and did make the connection for the hour long flight in a smaller 
aircraft to Munda on the extreme western tip of New Georgia, just before dark.  
 
They were booked to stay the night at Agnes Lodge where they had a cabin on a 
small island a few hundred meters off the shore. In good weather this would 
have been an idyllic location in what is now a world heritage listed Roviana 
Lagoon. However, it was a wild and stormy night.  
 
Next day there was the hair raising trip in an overloaded tinny through rough 
seas and reefs to the camp site at Tabaka. 
 
There were two hundred (200) men already encamped in tents in a jungle 
clearing when the girls arrived. Local wives fed the multitudes by boiling huge 
quantities of rice and fish, baking bread in camp ovens and so on. Then there 

                                                           
14 In 1999 (and I will tell it in full in a later), Geoff Waugh, Bob Densley and I 
stood at the front of the queue at Delhi International Airport in India for four 
hours in the middle of the night to get our party on board a plane to Colombo 
that again was allegedly fully booked. We had confirmed our booking the day 
before and when we eventually went on board, the plane was twice the size of 
the normal one for that route and there were in excess of 100 spare seats!  
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was the scrubbing of the pots with no more than elbow grease and sand. The 
girls presence was an embarrassment to many men whose women would not 
have been asked to such an event unless to work. 
 

All that was just part of the adventure, but I want to focus on the impact this 
group of women had on the Renewal Fellowship and its future missions. 
Although Elcho Island earlier in the year had been the first outreach where a 
group had accompanied Geoff, this was the first overseas, and paved the way for 
many further missions to many other countries.  
 

It was the first time Geoff had answered a call overseas such as this since his 
association with the Renewal Fellowship. He and his wife Meg had been 
missionaries to New Guinea and had actually met on the mission field in the 
Highlands, so missions were nothing new to them. These women definitely felt a 
strong call this time. It was a rather brave decision to want to travel to this part 
of the world to a men’s camp.  
 

Having travelling companions on these trips freed Geoff from a lot of 
administration work and allowed him to concentrate on his evangelism tasks. 
Inevitably the travelling companions mixed with the locals and provided valuable 
feed back to Geoff. Geoff's wife Meg and trainee nurse daughter Melinda 
treated many medical needs such as cuts, infections and malaria.  
 

Helen had been using her video camera now for several years and had an idea 
that it was worthwhile to video these events. Initially perhaps just for the record 
and to encourage those back home, but the idea developed and on future trips 
Helen videoed Geoff’s teaching and tapes were left behind for local use. Later 
this work would develop further with better cameras to the stage where 
comprehensive sets of DVDs were made to multiply the word. A fifteen minute 
interview with Gideon Tuke at the Tabaka Camp, was perhaps the forerunner of 
a long and continuing association with him.  
 

Helen relates a rather interesting conversation at Tabaka when her video 
camera was noticed. It goes something like this.  
 

(Men) ...who bought your camera? 
Helen) ...my husband. 
(Men) ...and who paid your fare over? 
(Helen) ...my husband. 
(Men) ...and back? 
 
Tabaka was being developed by the United Church of the Solomon Islands as a 
training area for young people particularly young men, in wood working skills, 
and required a lot of equipment. This was the start of long term ongoing support 
through Rev. Gideon Tuke.  
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On Helen’s return the Renewal Fellowship rallied with all sorts of stuff for 
Tabaka and Simbo Island, Gideon’s home island. At one time there were six tea 
chests being tightly packed in the lounge of our Brisbane home. Lids were then 
nailed down and addresses painted on them before being taken down to the 
wharves in our VW Kombi van for shipment. 
 
This was the first of many such shipments, which would eventually include such 
things as Helen’s mother’s sewing machine, another sewing machine from the 
under the house collection of a good friend, a new portable generator, a TV set 
and a video machine15.  
 
The trip home was also an adventure with tales of accommodation hiccups at 
the allegedly up market King Solomon Hotel in Honiara where the lifts and air-
conditioning would not work due to power problems.  
 
  

                                                           
15 The generator, TV and Video were later used to build a large church on Simbo 
– see 1997 chapters when Helen and I travelled independently to Simbo Island.  
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Chapter 11 - South Africa, Ghana, UK, Canada (1995) 
 
..Come over to us in Macedonia, you will cry when you see how poor we are... 
 
The physical and spiritual blackness of darkest Africa has to be experienced to be 
even partially understood. Physically, for the full week we were in Ghana, we 
saw no white faces apart from our own, and on arrival at 7pm at the stony, 
muddy, market place in the town of Suhum for the first night of a three night 
crusade with the rain pouring down and in the middle of a blackout, darkness 
took on a completely new meaning. Spiritually, we were told by the locals that 
Satan lived in the blackness down beyond the glimmer of light when the six 
lonely fluorescent tubes placed on temporary poles to light the crusade area 
finally came on. The only movement down there came from the occasional goat 
that moved in and out of the shadows. People avoided the area 
 
We were in Ghana in response to a call from Pastor Nana of Wintel (win and tell 
about Jesus) Ministries International, one of the numerous small Christian 
groups in Ghana. Pastor Nana had read one of Geoff’s articles on renewal and 
wrote to him earlier in the year with a plea to come over to us in Macedonia, you 
will cry when you see how poor we are.  
 
We had been away with Geoff on previous occasions, once as part of a team to 
the aboriginal settlement on Elcho Island and once Helen accompanied him as 
part of another team to the Solomon Islands. As we were intending to visit our 
son Jonathan in South Africa and then carry on to a work conference in England 
we saw the possibility of perhaps supporting Geoff in this call to Ghana. After all 
Ghana could be on the way to England from South Africa.  
 
Timing was left in Geoff’s hands and we found that June fitted perfectly with 
both his and our prior commitments. It also fitted in with the school holidays so 
Geoff’s wife Meg could accompany him. We then marvelled at God’s provision 
of airline seats for four people exactly when we needed them, especially as the 
airlines were heavily booked to South Africa for the Rugby World Cup.  
 
However it was also the middle of the monsoon season and to the worldly wise 
not an appropriate time for an outdoor crusade. But God also took care of that. 
Apart from us both generally supporting Geoff, Helen made videos of the 
proceedings of the outreach so that the blessings could be multiplied 
throughout the country. 
 
We spent a week with Jonathan on the way over, and the UK conference 
evaporated, so we carried on to Toronto in Canada for a three day visit to check 
out what was happening at the Toronto Airport Christian Fellowship. 
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To Johannesburg. 
 
Helen travelled to Perth a week before me, to spend time with our daughter Judi 
and her family. I had work in Brisbane, but the more important issue was our 
visas for Ghana, which, would you believe, could only be issued in London, New 
York and Tokyo. Tokyo was obviously the closest for us, but it took time, 
paperwork, money and couriers to get them. They actually arrived on the 
morning of the night I was booked to fly to Perth. I couldn’t go to Perth without 
them as we needed our passports for South Africa.  
 
The flight to South Africa in the wee hours of Sunday morning, 11 June 1995, 
was another of those 10 hour night flights that never seemed to end and 
amazingly arrived before dawn. Jonathan was there to meet us. He was now 
living in his Johannesburg unit at Garden View only 20 minutes from the airport 
so we were soon at the unit and settling down for some sleep and recuperation 
from jetlag. Today was our 35th Wedding Anniversary. 
 
Our stay in South Africa this time was of the nature of a quick one week 
convenience stopover to see Jonathan and do a few odd jobs around the unit for 
him. He had to work during the day, but he left his car for our use and we were 
happy enough to drive down to the East Gate shopping centre to buy hardware 
and things we needed. My main job was to install a few more power points and 
curtain rails.  
 
Helen had a far more interesting job sorting out the maid who was absolutely 
amazed to find there was a bag in the vacuum cleaner that had to be emptied 
occasionally. Less obvious perhaps, but nevertheless just as important was the 
lint filter in the clothes dryer that had, to date, never been cleaned. One has to 
wonder about the maid system…..? 
 
Nevertheless Jonathan would not be Jonathan if he has not arranged something 
special for us. He took me to Pretoria on the first Sunday afternoon to see a 
rugby match between Pretoria and Scotland.  
 
Friday 16 June 1995. Soweto Day, a public holiday. Jonathan took the 
opportunity to take us into downtown Johannesburg to visit his office. That 
night we made the trip to Pretoria to have dinner with South African friends we 
had first met in England in 1960.  
 
Sunday 18 June 1995. Geoff and Meg Waugh flew in today on the same flight 
just one week later. Jonathan and I picked them up and left them to rest for the 
morning and recuperate. It was Geoff and Meg’s first time in Africa.  
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Jonathan then took us all for an afternoon outing through downtown 
Johannesburg to Gold Rush City (an historical village) and on to Soweto.  
 
We departed Johannesburg at 11pm Sunday night for Accra via Harare in 
Zimbabwe flying Ghana Airlines for the first and only time in our lives in what 
was probably one of the oldest DC10 aircraft around. All airliners seem to 
gravitate eventually to Africa where they spend the final years of their lives after 
other nations have finished with them. This one was no exception and no doubt 
painted up in the national colours of Ghana was a proud symbol of the hopes 
and aspirations of the young country.  
 

The DC10 was the Douglas and later 
McDonnell-Douglas answer to the 
Boeing Jumbo. It was just slightly 
smaller and was easily 
distinguishable with two large 
engines under the wings and a third 
perched majestically half way up 
the tall tail. It had not been an 
entire success and there were 
several early disasters. I remember 
once reading a book called the Rise 
and Fall of the DC10. Nevertheless 
the problems seemed to have been 
fixed and they continued to fly 
around the world in the colours of 
the national airlines of poorer 
nations, or relegated to freight 
duties.  

 
This one was the flagship of the Ghana Airlines international fleet and apart 
from a generally tatty appearance inside with a few unserviceable seats it flew 
well and we had a reasonably comfortable flight. We were fully committed now 
to our mission to Ghana and in God’s hands. We had no option but to go on 
board.  
 
Even though we were committed to Pastor Nana’s mission we still had another 
string in our bow, which no doubt made the decision to go just a little easier. 
Some little time before, Jonathan had saved one of the onsite employees at the 
Sadiola mine in Mali from drowning. His name was Brem Acquah, and he was 
the son of a Jehovah Witness pastor in Accra. When the word went around that 
we were contemplating a visit to Ghana, his father Pastor Dan Acquah and his 
wife offered accommodation and an airport pick up on arrival.  
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As we had not had confirmation from Pastor Nana it seemed a good idea at the 
time to accept the offer just in case Pastor Nana did not materialize. 
Communications with Pastor Nana had been minimal consisting only of the 
letter of invitation and one or two telephone calls. There had been no 
communications for several weeks now and another source in Accra who could 
not track him down advised us not to waste our time and money on the trip. We 
could only find Pastor Nana through a friend’s telephone or by mail through a 
post office box.  
 
Communications were so poor with Ghana that we just had to let these 
arrangements stand and be prepared to sort out any embarrassing problems 
when we arrived.  
 
Monday 19 June 1995. As we disembarked through a surprisingly new and well 
ordered terminal the moment of truth arrived.  
 
Both pastors were there waiting for us in the baggage collection area, but we did 
not know who was who and neither were they aware of the other's presence or 
business. Pastor Acquah had never heard of Pastor Nana, which, as we were 
soon to realize was not surprising. Thus we had to make the embarrassing 
decision as to whose guests we really were. Obviously we had to stick with Geoff 
and Meg so we had to go with Pastor Nana, but we did arrange to call and see 
the Acquah’s later in the week, which we did at the end of the mission program. 
Face had to be, and I think was, saved.  
 
We were taken to the 
Prince Charles Hotel, 
somewhere in Accra, in 
one of the worst taxis 
we had ever seen. Apart 
from the dilapidated 
appearance somewhat 
camouflaged with the 
bright red and orange 
paint, nothing seemed 
to work. The doors 
rattled, the suspension was rough, and there was only one window winding 
handle for all windows that we passed around to wind windows up or down. No 
speedo or odometer, so how far we travelled or how fast was anybody’s guess. 
The windscreen wipers were erratic and mostly did not work. 
 
The hotel was small, but we were shown to a large and comfortable en-suite 
room, much better than we expected, but then we did not really know what to 
expect. However, food or drinks were not forthcoming and we sat down in the 
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lounge to have a talk with Pastor Nana and a few more of his group who had 
now arrived.  
 

So we finally had Pastor Nana in the flesh. 
Here was the man who was head of the 
Wintel (win and tell) Ministries of Ghana, 
the man who had the effrontery to 
contact Rev. Dr. Geoff Waugh, a man with 
a doctorate in renewal and revival 
studies, to plead with him to come over 
and minister to them because they were 
so poor. Wintel consisted of perhaps a 
dozen faithful souls dedicated to 
changing the world for God, just one of 
thousands of such groups found 
throughout Ghana, which was at least an 
outwardly switched on Christian country 
in contrast to the mainly Muslim 
communities through northern and 
central Africa. Christianity was in 
evidence everywhere, particularly on the 
highways and byways, where every 

vehicle, be it a car or a truck was painted in bright colours and carried a Christian 
slogan.  
 
Very little was actually revealed at our first meeting. I think that although they 
fully expected us to come, they didn’t have money or resources and now we 
were there in the flesh they had to get on with it. Vaguely, the situation began 
to unfold, but we had some language problems and Ghana runs on rubber time.  
 
The plan was for us to participate as a team from Australia in a three night open 
air crusade and three day time seminars at Suhum, which was not far, but 
turned out to be some 60 kilometres and an hour and a half drive from Accra. 
Several thousand posters had been printed billing the Australian team as the 
star attraction and literally plastered all over Accra and the surrounding area.  
 
Wintel Ministries, started and run by Pastor Nana, was one of a myriad of small 
church organizations in Ghana. They did not have their own church building and 
operated out of a room in one of the other churches. Their role appeared to be 
one of a catalyst facilitating unity between the Christian communities of Ghana 
and this later developed into perhaps the most important theme of our visit. We 
found as they said in their invitation letter that they were indeed poor, in fact so 
poor that Pastor Nana did not even have a bicycle, the one he had being stolen 
the previous week. And yet their faith was strong enough to write that letter, 
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and God provided their every need. We cried as they said we would, not so 
much because of how poor they were but rather for our own lack of faith 
compared with their faith. So we were exhorted to pray and vaguely told that 
perhaps the rain might stop tomorrow. What rain? 
 
There would not be a meeting that night, but probably sometime tomorrow. We 
would be told in good time. In the meantime Geoff and I were escorted into 
town to a bank to change money. This was an interesting exercise, and we 
emerged with paper bags full of cedi’s. Because there were thousands of them 
to any other currency the banks and most shops had machines to count the 
notes.  
 
Back at the hotel there was still no food or drink in sight and it dawned on us 
that although the hotel had not asked for money on our arrival, and we assumed 
we would pay the account on departure, it might be appropriate to make a 
down payment. That did the trick and food at last appeared.  
 
And so our first day in Ghana came to a conclusion leaving us completely 
bewildered as to just what was expected of us, where and when. 
 
Tuesday 20 June 1995. People came to see us on and off throughout the day, so 
there must have been a flurry of arrangements being made somewhere. I found 
it difficult to understand why we were not just taken to Suhum if it was not far 
where we could have a look over the place and get on with it.  
 
The day dragged on until around 4.30pm, when we were told all was ready and a 
taxi would call for us soon. It was raining.  
 
We squeezed into the taxi – four big Australians and a small Ghanaian driver - 
for what I still naively thought was just a short trip around the corner, or 
perhaps at worst just across Accra. But no, we headed out of the city and into 
the blackness of the night and continuing heavy rain. We drove on and on for 
nearly two hours having by now lost all sense of direction with absolutely no 
idea where we were. We seemed to be following a main road as we did pass the 
occasional car coming towards us, and sometimes perhaps a village in darkness, 
as it appeared the rain and storm had taken out any street or house lights there 
might have been. The possibility of a kidnap or worse passed my mind, but I 
thought best not to mention it. We were completely at the mercy of these 
people and of course God, on whose prompting we were here. There were a few 
lessons in faith in store for us that night.  
 
Finally with bodies complaining of cramp and minds totally confused we pulled 
up just after 7pm, just on two hours after we had started out. Through the rain 
we could vaguely make out that we were in some kind of a town, and probably 
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at the local market place. Pastor Nana hopped out of his taxi behind us so at 
least we were with him again, but to get out in that rain was just not on.  
 
What happened next is probably best taken from Geoff’s book Flashpoints of 
Revival written and published shortly after this adventure, in which he 
documents records of revivals throughout the world over the past two hundred 
years. Several pages have been devoted to what happened in Ghana. Geoff has 
recently revised this book and added a comprehensive Appendix, and reading 
this again has been a prompt to continue writing these memoirs.   
 
We drove for over an hour16 in torrential rain for our first evening open-air 
crusade meeting in Ghana, West Africa. As the guest speaker, on my first visit to 
Africa, I wondered why the meetings had not been switched from the market 
area to a church building with a roof. Our hosts from a small independent church 
that was cooperating with other local churches for these meetings explained that 
they always held crusade meetings outside in the market where the people were. 
But what about the rain, I wondered.  
 
Immediately before this visit to Ghana I taught a course on “signs and wonders” 
at the Asian Theological Seminary in Manila in the Philippines. (It was during my 
mid–year vacation from the Brisbane Christian Outreach Centre School of 
Ministries where I teach). While teaching the class I never dreamed that I and 
several other Australians would be holding outdoor meetings in the middle of the 
tropical rains in equatorial Africa. But there we were. Now we really needed 
some kind of a “sign”, and I was certainly “wondering”.  
 
When we arrived in the mountain town of Suhum, it was dark. The torrential rain 
had cut off the electricity supply. The rain eased off a bit, so we gathered in the 
market square and prayed to God to guide us and to take over. Soon the rain 
ceased. The electricity came on. The host team began excitedly shouting that it 
was a miracle. “We will talk about this for years” they exclaimed with gleaming 
eyes.  
 
I asked them again why they had planned outdoor meetings in the rainy season. 
They told me that if I could only come at that time, then they trusted God to 
work it all out. 
 
Soon the musicians from one of the local churches had plugged their instruments 
into the sound system. I noticed the loud speakers were not facing the faithful 

                                                           
16 Geoff might have thought it was “over an hour”, but by my reckoning it was 
closer to two. 
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Christians gathered in the fluorescent lit17 area, but were pointing at the 
surrounding houses, the stores and a hotel.  
 
My interpreter that night didn’t know a lot of English. I think he preached his 
own sermon based on some phrases of mine he understood or guessed, and 
apparently he did well. When we invited people to respond and give their lives to 
Christ, they came from the surrounding darkness into the light. Some wandered 
over from the pub, smelling of beer. They kept the ministry team busy praying 
and arranging follow up with the local churches.  
 
At that point I left the work to the locals who understood one another. I just 
moved around laying hands on people’s heads and praying for them, as did many 
others. People reported various touches of God in their lives. Some were healed. 
Later in the week an elderly man excitedly told how he had come to the meeting 
almost blind but now he could see.  
 
Although it did not rain again for the whole time we were holding meetings, the 
day after the meetings finished the rains began again. The following week saw 
floods in Ghana that were reported on international television. Later on we 
received letters telling us how the church where we held our meetings had 
grown, expanded their building and sent out teams of committed young people 
in evangelism. Through that experience God showed us a glimpse of what He is 
doing in a big way on earth right now.  
 
We talk about the darkness. Helen and I stayed at the back of the crowd as we 
felt it was important for Geoff to get feedback from the gathering. Africans are 
spiritual people and if they said Satan lived down there in the darkness then we 
believed them. It was certainly a black hole and nobody ventured down there. 
When we saw it next day in daylight it was still a dark and ominous looking area.  
 
Meanwhile in the light, conga dancing broke out as only Africans can dance, with 
the line weaving through the market place. Conga dancing is said to have 
originated in this part of Africa, and went over to America with the slaves.  
 
Finally just before midnight we broke away to get into the taxis for the drive 
back to Accra. It didn’t take quite as long for the return journey as the rain had 
ceased, but it was still over the hour. This was just the first of four round trips.  
 
Wednesday/ Thursday/ Friday 21/22/23 June 1995. Needless to say we were 
hardly asleep when it was time to get up again for breakfast. I can’t recall what 
we had but it was not much more than bread and jam. Later in the week we had 
to ask for a little butter for our bread.  

                                                           
17 There were just six 40w fluorescent lamps to light the outdoor market meeting.  
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There were day seminars today and the following two days at Suhum followed 
by two more night meetings. We rejected Pastor Nana’s suggestion that we 
come back to the hotel for a rest after each seminar and travel out again for the 
night meeting. That would have been just too much travel and no rest at all, so 
we opted to stay at Suhum each afternoon but return to Accra each night. I 
doubt there was anywhere to stay at Suhum! 
 
On the drive out we saw 
in daylight what we had 
missed at night. We 
were actually on the 
main road to Kumasi, 
Ghana’s second traffic 
hub and capital of the 
ancient kingdom of 
Ashanti, and Suhum was 
only 60km from Accra. 
 
The seminars were held indoors at the Christ Apostolic Church. We could not 
drive to the church as the laneway from the street had been washed out by the 
runoff from recent rain, and was no longer suited to anything but walking and 
then with difficulty. However, after we crossed the creek at the bottom we 
found the church set in a pleasant enough, but untidy grassed area surrounded 
by a few houses and gardens.  
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We met Rev. Meenu, the minister of this church and spent the afternoons after 
the seminars sitting on the veranda of his small house with his wife and some of 
his many children watching the world go by, particularly the traffic to and from 
the nearby well.  
 
We were never offered meals here. That seemed to be Pastor Nana’s 
responsibility. They were cooked in Accra and brought out in esky’s by one of his 
group on a local bus. Needless to say we were quite hungry for lunch by the time 
it arrived quite cold at 4pm.  
 
The toilets were another problem and we were not shown to one until we 
reached bursting point and had to ask. Not so simple. Seems Meenu’s was not 
for us and we were directed to a new one a neighbour had just built. It might 
have been new but that’s all that could be said for it. It consisted of a grid of 
small logs straddling a pit and the art was to squat and aim between the logs, 
not an easy task. Then having squatted one had to get up and pull on the pants 
without losing one’s footing and slipping between the logs. No need to mention 
the stench!! 
 
We found as the meetings progressed more and more people were coming and 
the joy continued to flow. As we talked to more and more people we learned 
that very few of the pastors knew each other and the meetings were a great 
opportunity for unity and strengthening the local churches. During the last 
session many testimonies were given and many blessings and healings were 
reported. Interestingly most had occurred at the market place at the night 
meetings. 
 

 

Pastors Nana and Meenu                                               Wintel Ministries Group 
 

The dancing and singing remains one of the lasting memories, particularly the 
way everybody waltzed up with their offering money and in so doing created a 
conga line that wove its way in and out and around the church. Also seemed the 
conga went on and on until there was enough money in the plate!  
 
As there was no Friday night meeting we returned to Accra in the early 
afternoon. We did not wait for lunch! 
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Friday night we had dinner with Pastor Acquah and his wife in their home at 
Tema, a newish suburb not all that far from the Prince Charles. Tema was the 
site of a huge aluminum refinery, probably the single most important industrial 
undertaking in Ghana. It was located here to take advantage of cheap electric 
power from the hydro electric scheme on the Volta River to the north.  
 
Saturday 24 June 1995. Today was payback time when, with the crusade behind 
us, Pastor Nana and his group were determined to take us out and show us 
something of Ghana. We think the plan was to take us down to the Cape Coast 
to see a slave castle, which they did, but unfortunately we doubt any one of 
them had ever been there before, and had no idea of time or distance. The 
result was that by the time the taxis had been organized and filled with fuel, it 
was already noon and there was a long way to go.  
 
Again that might have been OK, but the taxis started to fall apart and we had to 
divert into a little village for some backyard welding repairs – not easy on a 
Saturday afternoon even in Ghana! 
 
With that job out of the way we had to see the big tree. Great, but nobody 
seemed to know where it was, and it took until around 4pm before it was found. 
Now it was a big tree but we have seen a lot larger in Western Australia and 
New Zealand. They sincerely did their best to impress us and we were grateful, 
but, we were still a long way from the Cape Coast where we would have 
preferred to be and darkness falls quickly in the tropics.  
 
The result was we reached the Cape Coast at Elmina Castle (my best guess) with 
just a half hour of daylight remaining. We would have liked at least an 
afternoon, but that was not to be.  
 
The visit to Elmina Castle should have been both memorable and moving, for 
within the walls events took place, which contributed significantly to the shaping 
of the history of the world, particularly the Americas.  
 
In 1471, a Portuguese expedition arrived, led by Don Diego d'Azambuja. Because 
of the vast amount of gold and ivory they found here, they called the area Mina 
de Ouro (the gold mine). Elmina soon became the centre of a thriving trade in 
gold, ivory and slaves, which were exchanged for cloth, beads, brass bracelets 
and other goods brought by the Portuguese. 
 
In 1482, the Portuguese built St. George's Castle (Elmina Castle). This vast 
rectangular 97,000 sq ft fortification is the earliest known European structure in 
the tropics. 
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As the immensely profitable trade in gold and slaves at Elmina increased, it 
began to attract the attention of other European nations, and a struggle for 
control of the Castle ensued. Finally, in 1637, after two previously unsuccessful 
attempts, the Dutch captured Elmina Castle and it remained in their control for 
the next 274 years. 
 
All we could manage was a quick look around as the tourists were being ushered 
out and the castle shut down for the night. We then went down to the fishing 
village nearby for what daylight remained. Then it was time to find somewhere 
to eat.  
 
That is another story and it was 8pm, quite dark and starting to rain when we 
eventually started off for Accra. Not long after we noticed sparks coming from 
underneath the taxi in front of us every time it went over a bump or pothole. 
We had to stop and investigate  
 
Rain was falling and nobody had a light until I produced my pocket torch and the 
suspension or whatever was broken was tied up with a piece of rope. There was 
nothing else to do. No road side service to call in Ghana.  
 
Unfortunately these repairs only lasted for 10/15 minutes and we had to pull up 
on several occasions to retie the ropes. By now it was raining heavily and the 
windscreen wipers would not work! 
 
We talk about the miracles in Ghana. The fact that we did get back to the hotel 
in Accra by midnight, safe and sound, but shaken and anxious, was another one 
of them. The chances of going off the road and drowning in a ditch that black 
rainy night were very real. This was the start of the rain that produced the floods 
reported later on international television, the rain that held off for the duration 
of the mission.  
 
Sunday 25 June 1989. This was our final day in Ghana and having only returned 
to the hotel in the early hours of the morning after a very stressful night out, we 
were reluctant to rise early. The rain eased for a while and we attended the last 
of the three morning services at the Lighthouse Church in Accra. 2000 people 
regularly worship at each of the three morning and one evening services. 
 
Helen and I flew out to London that night, (Geoff and Meg flew out a day later), 
but not without a couple of incidents.  
 
The airport was much busier than we expected but we managed to get through 
the usual procedures of checking, immigration etc., but then on the last hurdle 
before entry to the departure lounge we had to pay 40,000 Cedi additional 
departure tax (maybe it was called something different as we had already paid 
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departure tax with our ticket). I was caught out and did not have anything like 
that amount of money in local currency. US dollars were offered but rejected as 
being too old.  
 
I have to admit they did look old as they had been folded and carried around in a 
pocket in the money belt that supported my trousers for some time, but they 
were genuine US dollars.  
 
No, they were not acceptable and I would have to get local currency. Where at 
this time of night (10pm) at the departure lounge of a foreign airport? “You will 
have to go outside to a bank”. That meant backtracking through immigration 
and customs, seat allocations and outside the terminal until I found a bank open 
and made the exchange. Now you might have guessed that a single cedi is not 
worth much, but 40,000 of them stack up into a pile of money at least an inch 
thick. I had two such stacks, that the bank and later the girl at the departure 
lounge counted on a machine! Helen made some comment and received a serve 
for her trouble about the way Ghanaians are treated on arrival in UK.  
 
Although my backtracking mission had taken some time, we were early and the 
flight was still not due to depart for a couple of hours, so were caught out with a 
difficult to hear early call and almost missed the bus out to the aircraft. The rain 
had stopped so we did not have any bother traversing the open tarmac from the 
bus to the stairs, but we did notice a lot of machinery and noise around the 
wheels of the big Jumbo. We found out when on board that although we were 
boarded early for our comfort18, we were not going anywhere yet as the brakes 
had overheated during landing on to the wet and slippery runway and had to be 
dried before takeoff. Hence the activity around the wheels. This must have been 
a regular occurrence if the machinery was so readily available. 
 
We found the British Airways Jumbo old and tatty, However we realised this was 
Africa and anything better than the local Ghana Airlines was first class.  
 
London and Accra are on the same meridian of longitude and hence the flight 
was direct and due north, straight up the Greenwich meridian. It took just six 
hours. Landing just after dawn at Gatwick rather than Heathrow took the hassle 
out of the arrival.  
 
Monday 26 June 1995. We literally flew through immigration, baggage 
collection, customs and the hire car counter, and were soon on the M4 for a 
very quick trip skirting south of London to our American friend’s, the Winter’s, in 
Camberley where we would stay for the night. We had previously stayed with 

                                                           
18Presumably British Airlines considered their cramped Jumbo seats more 
comfortable than those in the Accra lounge, which was not the case. 
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the Winter’s in Camberley in 1994, but this was a different and larger house, still 
full of every conceivable gadget these American’s seem to accumulate. Barbara 
welcomed us, showed us around, said goodbye and left us to our own resources 
as she was off again.  
 
It was midsummer and a beautiful day to be in England. The rains of the last few 
days were behind us, we were still on a high, so what to do?  
 
We decided a trip up towards the Cotswolds would be a good idea and rang Ken, 
an engineering associate living in Broughton Hacket near Worcester, both to let 
him know we were back in England and to see what he might have in mind for 
the day. We had driven between Camberley and Broughton Hacket a couple of 
times during our 1994 trip, but it was a little too far for today. Maybe there was 
somewhere in between?  
 
Ken was somewhat surprised to get a phone call from me as I had attended a 
week long technology transfer seminar with him at ICL(UK) Edgbaston just six 
week previously, and had even stayed with him for a night and told him of our 
imminent return. He was agreeable to a day out and suggested The Lamb at 
Burford in the Cotswolds, which would be about half way. We agreed.  
 
We had stayed in Burford in 1984 and had been back in 1994 so we more or less 
knew where it was. It was then we realised we did not have maps so after the 
miracles we had just witnessed in Ghana we set off on a prayer in the general 
direction of Burford hoping to eventually arrive by dead reckoning, the Grace of 
God, and an occasional road sign.  
 
We did just that and it has to go down as a miracle. Although we knew where 
Burford was we had no idea of the whereabouts of The Lamb so just turned this 
way and that and there in front of us was The Lamb. Not only that, there were 
two car spaces outside with Ken and Mary getting out of their car in one of 
them! We quickly parked behind.  
 
We had a great lunch and a pleasant walk around the town and the time passed 
all too quickly. We were getting tired so we said goodbye and retraced our steps 
as best we could to Camberley where we fell into a deep sleep oblivious to the 
beautiful long twilight of the English summer.  
 
Tuesday 27 June 1995. This was one of the longest and most incredible days in 
our lives, waking up in England and going to sleep in Canada.  
 
We had an afternoon flight at 3.05pm so we had a morning to pass in England 
before fronting up at Heathrow. The weather was glorious again so we decided 
to spend the time in Windsor.  
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I knew how to get there and the general layout of the town as I had passed 
through twice a day for the week I spent at the ICL (UK) Slough office in 1994. It 
was also on the way to Heathrow. We did not have time to do the castle, but we 
had plenty of time to explore the streets and laneways around it, the shops, and 
the Thames and came away with some very acceptable slides.  
 
We brazened out the traffic and dropped the car off at Heathrow without 
trouble and then found there was a British Airways check-in counter right at the 
hire car drop off. What was even more significant was we asked for, and were 
given, seats in the bubble for the second time in our lives.  
 
A bus took us to the departure lounge on the other side of the airport and we 
were somewhat surprised when asked to open one of our ports. The X-ray had 
picked a suspicious object in the form of an electronic device. It turned out to be 
my transistor radio, packed into a china teapot made in the shape of a British 
Post Box! We all had a good laugh.  
 
It was a very pleasant flight out and across Wales, the Irish Sea and then Ireland 
in all its splendour in it's forty shades of green on a rare blue sky sunny day.  
 
Over the Atlantic we spotted the Greenland icecaps in the distance at one time, 
followed by an hour long flight up the St. Lawrence Estuary to Toronto where we 
arrived at 5pm local time, after a 7 hour flight.  
 
No baggage on the carousel, so we spent the next half hour coming to grips with 
the reality that all we had by way of clothing was what we had on. Yes, we were 
entitled to $50 each per day until it was found so go out and spend up on some 
new clothing. Normally we would have welcomed the opportunity (and we really 
did welcome this one), but we wanted to go out that night and had nothing 
clean to wear!  
 
Our hotel, The Regal Constellation, was just down the road from the airport, 
probably no more than a kilometre. It had been well selected and was 
consistently fully booked by visitors to the Toronto Airport Fellowship. Check in 
was fast. It was still only 7pm and looked like the sun was set in the sky for many 
more hours, so we decided to carry on with our plans and go out, dirty clothes 
and all.  
 
The reason why we were here now needs to be addressed. Through our 
association with Geoff and the Renewal Fellowship in Brisbane, we were kept up 
to date with strange manifestations of the Holy Spirit in different parts of the 
world. Perhaps the most powerful and long lasting was happening in Toronto.  
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It started with the Toronto Airport Christian Fellowship in their little church at 
the end of the runway around New Year 1994 and had continued unabated for 
eighteen months, night after night with thousands of people coming from 
around the world for healing, or just to see what was going on, and in most 
cases getting healed just the same.  
 
So strong were the manifestations and so large the crowds coming, that the 
Airport Fellowship had to move to a new venue within a very short time.  
 
Another excerpt from Geoff’s Flashpoints of Revival is appropriate (page 112)  
 
....On 20 January 1994, the Father’s blessing fell on the 120 people attending 
that Thursday night meeting in our church. Randy (Clark) gave his testimony, and 
ministry time began. People fell all over the floor under the power of the Holy 
Spirit, laughing and crying. We had to stack the chairs to make room for 
everyone. Some people had to be carried out.  
 
We had been praying for God to move, and our assumption was that we would 
see more people saved and healed, along with the excitement that these would 
generate. It never occurred to us that God would throw a massive party where 
people would laugh, roll, cry, and become so empowered that emotional hurts 
from childhood were just lifted off them. The phenomena might be strange, but 
the fruit this is producing is extremely good (Arnott 1995, 58,-59)  
 
People were saved and healed, more in the next two years than ever before at 
that church. Other visitors experienced this renewal, discovering a deep new love 
for the Lord, which they passed on to others. 
 
Word spread. Thousands flew or drove to visit the little church at the end of the 
runway at Toronto International Airport. The church had to relocate into larger 
premises. The blessing still continues. British Journalists nicknamed it the 
“Toronto Blessing”. 
 
Salvation. Healing. Release from oppression. Weeping. Laughter. New zeal for 
the Lord. Leaders impacted by the Spirit of God finding their own churches 
similarly impacted. These results have been reported by hundreds of thousands 
of visitors to Toronto........ 
 
One has thus to wonder about the provisions of God. He set up Toronto Airport 
Fellowship at the end of the runway of one of the busiest airports in the world – 
within walking distance for any arriving passengers if need be. Then when that 
building is too small, a much larger unoccupied warehouse becomes available 
just a couple of blocks away!  
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If we did not choose to take a day trip to the Niagara Falls, we could have been 
in and out of the Toronto Airport Fellowship and never ventured more than a 
couple of kilometres from the airport.  
 
Wednesday 28 June 1995. Today of necessity we had to sort out clothing. There 
was a shop within the hotel where we made a couple of basic purchases and 
then took a shuttle bus to a nearby shopping centre. Here we took the 
opportunity and aimed for good quality replacements courtesy British Airways 
We are still wearing some of these clothes 15 years on.  
 
That night we returned to the Airport Fellowship meeting and spent time rolling 
around on the floor together unable to hold back fits of holistic laughter. It was 
completely involuntary and could no more be stopped than an attack of 
hiccups. It was a most enjoyable and uninhibited experience. We had seen this 
sort of thing break out in Brisbane before, but never on such a scale, where 
there were hundreds of perfectly sober people rolling around on the floor 
laughing their heads off, for no apparent reason.  
 
We were back at the hotel before midnight, but were awakened several times 
before dawn with the uncontrolled laughter of happy people returning. Usually 
in hotels this noise comes from abusive drunks.  
 
Thursday 29 June 1995. Today we took advantage of our location and a bus tour 
from the hotel to Niagara Falls, a drive of about two hours along the shores of 
Lake Ontario, but as usual in these high population areas there were few 
opportunities to view the lake. We were most impressed with the Niagara River, 
which delivered the water from the Great Lakes to the falls. It was surprisingly 
narrow, but must have been quite deep to deliver the volume of water that goes 
over the falls.  
 
We did the usual tourist things including the boat trip up to the base of the falls 
dressed in the supplied blue plastic rain coats to keep us dry, and then took the 
trip up an adjacent tower for an aerial view over the falls and surroundings.  
 
It was June, midsummer in this part of the world, and with a temperature of 
300C and a very high humidity it was a very hot sultry day – something quite 
unexpected when most of the time we tend to think of Canada as a bitterly cold 
country. The most spectacular photos of the Niagara Falls have them frozen over 
in winter.  
 
Back at the hotel we found our lost baggage returned. It had gone on to 
Vancouver. British Airways paid our $200 for the 48 hour delay which pretty 
much covered our purchases. On our return to Australia we claimed back the 
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VAT tax and duly received the refund cheque from a generous Canadian 
Government. 
 
That night we went back to the Airport Fellowship for more fun.  
 
Friday 30 June 1995. As we were not due to fly out for Honolulu and Sydney 
until 7pm that night, we attended a morning lecture session at the Airport 
Fellowship and rested up for the long flight home that evening. Check in was a 
breeze, and for the first time ever, anywhere, our passports were never 
checked! 
 
We were booked on a Qantas flight but as they no longer flew around the world, 
the first leg to Honolulu was operated by an Air Canada Boeing 767. We had 
never been so far north before. It was high summer and the days extremely 
long. Thus flying a great circle route west we had a good five hours of daylight 
before we approached the lower latitudes and started to lose the race with the 
sun. With good window seats we were able to see Canada from east to west, 
from Lake Superior, the prairies and then the spectacular snow capped Rocky 
Mountains. We went out over the Pacific Ocean somewhere near Seattle.  
 
10pm local time we were on the ground in Honolulu to transfer to a Qantas 
Boeing 747-200 for the flight to Sydney. This transfer was our only time ever on 
United States soil.  
 
From here it was just another ten hours in the dark to an early morning arrival in 
Sydney and the trip up to Brisbane. Geoff and Meg spent a week in the UK after 
Ghana before following more or less in our footsteps with their three days at the 
Toronto Airport Fellowship. 
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Chapter 12 - Solomon Island Second Visit (1996) 
 

The Renewal Fellowship in Brisbane had been supporting the Rev Gideon Tuke 
for some two years now since the group of women had attended the men's 
camp in 1994. Several container loads of stuff had been sent across to Simbo 
Island where Gideon lived. This trip was an opportunity that came our way for a 
short packaged visit to the Solomon's including air fares and five night's 
accommodation. We took up the opportunity to visit Gideon at home on Simbo 
Island and focus on what he had done with the stuff and to see the church he 
had built using labour paid for by showing videos to the workers at night using 
the generator, TV set and video player sent over as part of the stuff.  
 
I came home from a Sydney trip on one Friday night and we were off to the 
Solomon’s the following Thursday night. It is interesting how the trip slotted in 
so well between work commitments away from home made well before the 
travel deal came up. You have to believe God has a hand in these arrangements 
when you are about His work. 
 
We departed Brisbane on a Solomon Airlines flight (run by Qantas) at 11pm (well 
over an hour and a half late), and arrived in Honiara at 2.30am on Friday 
morning 16 August. Gideon’s sister Salome and husband Arelo met us on our 
arrival and took us into town for a two hour nap at King Solomon Hotel19 before 
returning to the airport for the 6.30am flight by Twin Otter aircraft to Gizo via 
Seghi. 
 
Seghi was an hour up from Honiara and just a strip of grass cleared out of the 
jungle on a steep slope on a peninsular on New Georgia. It was built by the USA 
marines in WW2 in ten days. It has a crushed coral base and the grass is mowed 
so it was not too bad for light aircraft operation. Back in WW2, coach watchers 
were located near Seghi and they were never found by the Japanese.  
 
We did not see anybody around as we landed but as we taxied back a few 
people appeared out of the bush. Some passengers left and disappeared into 
the bush, some boarded, and we flew onto Gizo20 at 1500 feet over flying 
Munda and Banga Island where Helen attended the men’s fellowship camp 
some two years before.  
 
The air strip for Gizo occupies most of the small island of Nusatope some 2 km 
off Ghizo Island.  

                                                           
19 That was part of the accommodation deal. If the flight had been early, and 
customs and immigration faster we might have had a couple of additional hours.  
20 If you are confused “Ghizo” is the island and “Gizo” the town.  
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Gideon and his brother Philip arrived in from Simbo as we were walking out onto 
the jetty to take the launch to Gizo. We went with him and booked into our 
second hotel for the day and it was only 9am. Another freshen up and a cup of 
coffee while Gideon did some shopping and then it was off on the two hour 
open sea crossing to Simbo Island 
in what I like to refer to as a plastic 
canoe. It did not look much, had 
very little freeboard, no bucket, 
bailing or safety equipment 
whatsoever and was not exactly the 
thing sane people would willingly 
use for a 40km open sea crossing. 
But then the locals used them all 
the time so who were we to object? 
We set out in faith and with more 
prayer than normal.  

Gideon (front) and his brother Philip at sea  
 

We were very thankful when Simbo Island finally appeared out of the mist and 
rain that had hovered over us for the entire crossing and we were even more 
thankful for the calm water in the lee of the island for the run to Lengana. It was 
now 1.30pm.  
 
Gideon lived in the village of Lengana at the time in the minister’s house with his 
wife Vasity and their twins Judith and John, who would be five on 22 August 
1996, three year old daughter Serema, and their older adopted daughter Fiona. 
Fiona has finished primary school and helped with the other children. She would 
attend secondary school when the family moved to Munda on the island of New 
Georgia later this year.  
 
After meeting Gideon’s family and being shown our accommodation and how to 
use the facilities, we rested before departing back to the village of Tapurai for an 
evening service. We had called at Tapurai21 on the way to Lengana from Gizo so 
Gideon could check on arrangements for the monthly youth service, which was 
to be held that night.  
 
We returned from Lengana at around 5.30pm to attend the service and stay 
over for the night, as it was not safe to try to return to Lengana over the reef 
strewn waters at night. On this trip over we were drenched both from the sea 
and from the rain. However, as in Ghana the rain stopped on our arrival and 

                                                           
21 Tapurai as well as Righuru on the east coast were totally destroyed with loss of 
life when a tsunami struck on the Monday before Easter 2007. Geoff and Don 

returned to Simbo in September 2007 to inspect the damage.  
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apart from a short sharp shower one night later it did not rain again during our 
visit. We eventually dried out.  
 
The church was built on a low hill just 
above the village. Getting up to it in 
the dark that night was quite slippery 
and hazardous from the rain, and we 
needed helping hands. Interestingly, 
being built on the hill, it was the only 
building in Tapurai that survived the 
2007 tsunami that destroyed the rest 
of the village. (see later Chapter) 
 
The young people had formed a choir and conducted most of the service that 
night. The girls in the group wore very attractive red dresses they had made for 
themselves, and some of the boys wore red shirts. Their presentation was very 
impressive considering this group of young people were considered drop-outs in 
the islands. They leave high school at form three as limited spaces for higher 
education are available, and return home where there is little to do. 
 
Helen had an opportunity to talk and pray with them and to encourage them in 
what they planned to do. We were told that our visit was very much 
appreciated as it was the first time visitors had prayed with them. Normally 
white visitors only told stories. 
 

We slept that night in one of the class 
rooms of the school after the desks 
had been removed and pandanus 
mats placed on the floor. A thin piece 
of foam was provided for us to give 
some cushion between us and the 
wooden floor, but the locals sleep 
directly on the mats. Toilets were not 
in evidence at Tapurai, or anywhere 

else on Simbo for that matter. The locals just seemed to melt away into the 
bush. For us it was necessary to either venture out into the pre dawn darkness 
or to find a secluded spot off the rather small beach and be quick about it. 
 
Back at Lengana around 8am on Saturday the main events of the day were being 
arranged; a plastic canoe trip to the volcano in the morning and an afternoon 
walk across the island to the eastern shore to Nggagho. 
 
On Sunday we attended the 11am service in the new church. The young people’s 
choir sang again and six children were baptised. Around 4.30pm we walked over 
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to Masuru for the evening service. Sunday night we set up the TV screen 
outdoors to view the videos Helen had taken of the service. The word quickly 
spread and before we knew it there must have been at least 150 pairs of white 
eyes in a sea of blackness to see themselves on the screen. 
 

 
 

The New Church that Gideon Built 
 

Monday we were taken on a trip around the island to the village of Nusa Simbo.  
 

Tuesday was time to grit our teeth and leave, hoping the sea would not be too 
rough. It could have been worse but we still took quite a pounding on our ageing 
bottoms. Helen thought again this might really be our last great adventure. 
However it was a clear day and we could see Simbo disappearing behind us, 
Ranongga glistening in the early morning sun, and most importantly, Ghizo 
ahead of us and getting larger every minute. 
 
We left at 7.30am and after two hours at sea in the little boat we arrived safely 
back at Gizo where we booked back into the hotel for a shower, coffee and a 
change into more suitable travel clothes (remember we had paid for five nights 
but only used two hours). A walk up the street and back (that’s the extent of 
Gizo) and we went off to the airport island 
of Nusatope for flight to Honiara.  
 
This time it only required a small Norman 
Britten Islander22 for the four passengers. 
It was a good trip although the old aircraft 
was quite noisy. The door I was seated 

                                                           
22 An interesting aircraft. This particular one was the first to be imported into 
Australia by Hervey Bay based Island Airways founded by locals Don Adams and 
Sir Reginald Barnwell for use ferrying passengers across to their Orchid Beach 
Resort on Fraser Island. It was still in service in the Solomon’s in 2007.  
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against did not seal very well and water came in when we flew through rain. 
There was a half hour refuelling stop at Munda on the way to Honiara.  
 
Gideon’s sister Salome and husband Arelo met us again on our return from 
Simbo and took us to their home for an evening meal and out to the airport for 
the trip home departing at 9.30pm.  
 
There was a deep open concrete drain running across the tarmac about a meter 
out in front of the departure lounge, and a couple of metal plates formed a 
bridge over it opposite the lounge exit door. I walked out of the door, and seeing 
the aircraft parked to the right and with my eyes on it and not on the ground in 
front of me, walked into the drain, skinning my knee and drawing blood.  
 
As we were boarding there was no point walking back into the lounge, so we 
boarded the aircraft. Incredibly, although it was a Qantas aircraft, there was no 
first aid on board by way of a band aid or bandage. All I was offered was a plastic 
bag of ice!  
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Chapter 13 - South Africa (1996) 
 
I was in South Africa for three weeks in January 1996 visiting our son Jonathan in 
company with another son Bruce. We were on a trip to the Kalahari/Gemsbok 
National Park and would pass through the early missionary town of Kuruman, 
the home of Robert and Mary Moffat, and a base for missionaries such as David 
Livingstone.  
 
Friday 5 January 1996. We only went as far as Kuruman today some 556km by 
my diary from Johannesburg. With next to no traffic and good straight roads we 
were there just after lunch.  
 
I first became aware of Kuruman in an article in the South African Getaway 
Magazine as late as September 1995. It has been the centre of focus for 
Christian missionaries and explorers for 200 years and it is remarkable that more 
people did not know of its existence.  
 
The town lies at the foot of a range of low hills and is characterised by the 
renowned Die Oog (The Eye), the source of the Kuruman River. At a place known 
to the local African tribe as Gaseonyane (the small calabash), the eye gushes 
forth twenty million litres of limestone filtered water daily, and from this 
fountain the town draws its water. The excess water tumbles into an ornamental 
pool full of overfed fish. 
 
The area around the lake naturally enough is covered with lush green lawns and 
trees. This is in stark contrast to the hot dry surrounding country. The town itself 
is also characterised by lush green lawns and footpaths, a legacy of the 
seemingly unlimited water supply.  
 
We had a chalet for the night at a place called the Twee Oog or second eye 
where a secondary spring broke to the surface. However, the cross roads of 
mission activity was not at Die Oog but at the Moffat Mission some four 
kilometres away.  
 
Robert Moffat, a missionary with the London Missionary Society with his wife 
Mary came here in 1820 and stayed for 50 years. During this time he translated 
the New Testament into Setswana and later printed it on his own printing press. 
He built the Moffat Church completed in 1838, which was then the largest 
building in Southern Africa outside of the colonial precincts.  
 
But Moffat was a gardener by trade and the site he chose for the mission station 
was wide enough to plough and he built a four kilometre clay lined canal from 
Die Oog to his garden, still there but reinforced in sections with a little concrete. 
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It soon became clear to the local tribe that life among the settlers could be good, 
but there was a pay-off and the tribe began to attend Moffat’s sermons.  
 
Having completed a school, garden, canal and church and the translation of the 
New Testament by 1838, he found his small printing press was not adequate to 
print the New Testament, so he and his wife returned to England to sort things 
out. They remained in England for three years, raising funds and support and 
returned with a supply of New Testaments printed in Setswana, 50 tons of 
baggage and three new missionaries, one of whom was David Livingstone.  
 

Livingstone’s name is inextricably linked with the Moffat Mission. It was his first 
home in Africa; it was where he met and courted his wife, Mary Moffat, 
daughter of Robert and Mary, and it was here that he, as well as many other 
missionaries, experienced their last slice of European comfort before setting out 
for the interior of Darkest Africa.  
 

It was all there to see and maintained in very good condition despite a few 
tough times. Recently during the apartheid era the mission was declared a white 
area thus dividing the church from the people.  
 

Saturday 6 January 1996. We made an early start from Kuruman for the short 
trip of 385km to the Twee Rivieren camping ground within the Kalahari 
Gemsbok National Park. Being the height of summer dawn came early and 
getting on the road at 6am after a barbeque breakfast was no trouble.  
 

The sealed road we had enjoyed so far narrowed from here on and finally ran 
out 50km on at Hotazel, a manganese mining town. With town names like 
Hotazel and Pufadder in the district need I say any more about the nature of the 
country or the climate?  
 

 
 

Robert Moffat                       David Livingstone's first home in Africa 
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Chapter 14 - Brunei (1996) 
 
In 1996 my consultancy business developed an association with Brunei based 
consultants to provide technical support to the local power supply industry. This 
resulted in trips to Brunei typically from a week to a month's duration at 
irregular intervals depending on the assignment. I had made three trips to 
Brunei now in just under a year and this one, from 18 August to 3 September, 
1997 would be my fourth, and Helen’s first.  
 
I had been in Brunei for a month on my third visit and returned to Brisbane for a 
two week break. Whereas I was usually accompanied by my partner or an 
associate, this time I was to return on my own. It was a low key agenda and an 
ideal time to share my experiences with Helen.  
 
Brunei is a strict Muslim country where religion is practised and reflected in all 
walks of life. Fridays are religious holidays in public institutions, and there is a 
government Ministry of Religion housed in one of the largest of the high rise 
buildings. Alcohol is prohibited so you will not see any pubs, drunks or unruly 
behaviour on the streets, nor should there be any drink driving problems, which 
is a good thing. People dress conservatively. Muslim women wear long colourful 
dresses and scarves to cover up their hair, but I have never seen a birqa or birka 
covering the whole face in Brunei. Men always wear long trousers. This all makes 
sense when outdoors in a hot tropical environment. If you ever see shorts on 
men or jeans on women in public it is a good bet the wearer is an insensitive 
foreigner. There is also a significant population of Chinese origins where the 
women wear western style clothing 
 
All flights to and from Brunei were from Brisbane with Royal Brunei Airlines. 
Although alcohol was banned in the country, there was a notice attached to the 
airline ticket which stated that alcohol was not served on the flight but 
passengers could open their duty free and glasses would be provided.  
 
Following the usual safety demonstration on the video screen before take-off, 
prayers are offered to Allah for a safe trip for the travellers and comfort for 
those left behind. Then, as well as the usual map showing the aircraft location 
height, speed, etc, an outline of the aircraft appeared from time to time with an 
arrow pointing to Mecca with the distance to Mecca in miles and kilometres. 
 
The official name for the country is Brunei Darussalam, meaning the abode of 
peace, and I think it tries to adhere to this idea. I am remiss in referring to the 
country just as Brunei, and have been taken to task on more than one occasion 
for this in reports I have prepared.  
 
As far as Christianity is concerned it is virtually banned.  
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 Contact with Christians in other countries, the import of Bibles and the 
public celebration of Christmas23 are banned by decree.  

 Christians in Brunei are not allowed to proselytize.  
 Schools are not allowed to teach Christianity.  
 If religious organizations fail to register, its members can be 

imprisoned.  
 Teaching of non-Muslim religions in schools is prohibited.  
 Marriages between Christians and Muslims are prohibited.  
 People, who change their religion from Islam to another, are subject to 

social and official pressure.  
 
Religion was never raised in my working relationships, even though the principal 
of the consultancy had all the appearances of being a staunch Muslim and had 
made two pilgrimages to Mecca. On one occasion he took me on a 
comprehensive tour of the magnificent Jame Asr Hassanal Bolkiah Mosque, his 
mosque. He took me into every nook and cranny.  
 
We knew there had to be an underground church in the country. The question 
was how to find it as we could hardly ask our hosts. We committed that one to 
prayer and waited. We then made contact in a most unusual way, again 
throwing doubt on co-incidence.  
 

It was well into the second week of 
Helen’s visit, when I decided to take a 
break and we would walk through the 
water village into town, a distance of 
about 2km across some rickety old 
wooden bridges. It was about 4pm. 
We were about half way across the 
water village when we were caught in 
a tropical downpour that came out of 
nowhere. The only shelter was a small 
structure on a bridge with an old and 

very rusty corrugated iron roof. The rain and wind were so strong we thought 
the roof would surely go and we regretted being caught in such a predicament. 
We were of course soaked to the skin. Wet as we were we decided to carry on 
to the shops and hope for a taxi to take us back to the apartment.  

                                                           
23 Jump ahead to our trip to Nepal in 1998 and references to Raju Sundas, who in 

an audience with the Prime Minister of that Hindu country was instrumental in 
getting Christmas Day declared a public holiday from 2009 after having been 
banned for over 250 years. 
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On entering the Yayasan Sultan Haji Hassanal Bolkiah Foundation Complex we 
must have stood out like sore toes in an area much like a David Jones cosmetics 
floor. Looking lost, it was not long before we were in conversation with a young 
Chinese/ Malay shop assistant lady. It was obvious to her we were visitors and 
the conversation flowed back and forth. After fifteen minutes the subject of 
religion sort of came up and she volunteered she was a Christian. We left with a 
phone number.  
 
Following up a guarded call to that phone number we had a visitor to our 
apartment, who later took us to an obscure cafe for a talk. We had made contact 
with the underground church.  
 
It was getting towards the end of our stay, but we meet up with a resident 
Australian couple. He was a lecturer at the University on a three year contract. 
He knew he was being watched. He told us a lot about what being an open 
Christian in Brunei was all about.  
 
It was arranged they would take us to a church service on Sunday night. I had to 
make a few excuses about our eating arrangements that night, as we would 
normally be picked up and taken to a restaurant. The church was on the third 
floor of a down town building and entry to the room was via the rear fire escape. 
There must have been about a hundred, mainly Chinese, at the service, which 
was the last of several that day. There had to be several as there was a limit to 
how many would fit into the room.  
 
We found this church was quite active in spite of being underground and had a 
dedicated congregation. It seems these services were tolerated as even though 
we made a back door fire escape entry and the activity had to be obvious to 
anybody watching the numbers of people coming and going. House meetings 
were another story. There was a rule brought in by the British just before 
independence banning the meeting of more than four people in a private house. 
This rule was not repealed with independence. Thus house meetings throughout 
the week were never held on a regular basis at the same house, and whenever 
there was a meeting food was always on the table, as it seems a meal did not 
qualify as a meeting. If we had stayed longer we would have been invited to a 
week night house meeting. 
 
As for our Australian friends, his contract for a second three year term was 
rejected on the grounds that he was proselytizing with his students, and they 
were bundled back to Australia.   
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Chapter 15 - Indonesia (1998) 

 
I made three trips to Indonesia in 1998/99 seeking consulting work. There were 
great opportunities, prospects were good and I had important contacts in the 
right places. However, the Indonesian economy collapsed during this period and 
my efforts came to nothing but a great experience. Here are a couple of 
comments from my first visit.  
 
Peter was there to meet me at the Jakarta airport and show me how to get a 
reliable taxi, and we were soon traversing the 20 odd kilometres of freeway into 
downtown Jakarta. Speed limits didn’t seem to apply, but the three toll booths 
had a moderating effect.  
 
Peter preferred to stay at the Radisson Hotel just past what could be described 
as the CBD. It was a new hotel in what was clearly a more Indonesian area. Peter 
preferred the Indonesian experience and with his passion for the country could 
not get enough of it. We passed by the major hotels such as the Hilton, the 
Hyatt, the Marriot, and the Sheraton all located in prime positions in the CBD.  
 
The Radisson was a new hotel in an old area and at ten or more stories stood 
high above its surroundings. Inside it was huge with uniformed staff kow-towing 
and wanting to carry the luggage etc. I was not used to staying in such lavish 
surroundings, but quickly accommodated to it. My room would have been the 
largest hotel room I had ever seen (one in Bandung on a later trip was larger). All 
this in a poor third world country and I was supposed to be here to help! 
 
Peter was employed as the Indonesian representative of a large Queensland 
Power generating authority eager for business in Indonesia, and spent three 
weeks of every month in Indonesia. He very nicely set up and I could now 
understand why he liked the life. But he was busy. It was a late night over dinner 
back at the Hilton with a couple of business associates, including Hutapea24 who 
was well connected to government officials in the power industry.  
 
There was small talk of course as well as business talk. I pricked my ears when 
Hutapea, announced he was a Christian from the Lake Toba area of Central 
Sumatra, and he was very thankful for the education he had received from the 
German Missionaries in the area. This was the very same story that Parulian, 

                                                           
24 I am not being disrespectful referring to these people by just one name as it 
seemed local custom to do just that. Even in official correspondence the “Mr.” or 
whatever was missing unless there was an official title such as “Dr”. or “Ir” 
(Ingénieur or engineer).  
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then a student at the University of Queensland, told one night at a house group 
meeting in our Brisbane home.  
 
Lake Toba is the largest volcanic crater lake in the world and home of the Batak 
people. In the mid-19th century, the German Rhenish Missionary Society 
enabled the Batak Church of Sumatra to grow in size and strength and to provide 
leadership for the nation. Other strong churches developed in various parts of 
the predominantly Muslim country. Now I was becoming aware that although 
Indonesia was predominately Muslim, there was a strong Christian element in 
business and government, much of which had originated around (to me) a 
significant but little known lake in a little known area. 
 
After lunch next day we called on a high flying solicitor who was a key player in 
alternative energy and green power projects. Peter had done his homework well 
and it was a very comfortable meeting as if we had been friends for a long time. 
The solicitor was well connected with the Suharto regime (could have been 
family relationships) who appeared to have political clout although just talking 
to these people you would never guess just what power they had.  
 
I am always amazed at how my business prospered, opportunities came our way 
and the right people seemed to appear at the right time. Our Indonesian 
solicitor friend I was to find out later was known to our business and personal 
solicitor in Brisbane who at the time acted in the capacity of an unofficial 
Indonesian Consul in Australia. This connection bore fruit later when business 
documents had to be drawn up. Don't underestimate the number of Christians 
scattered through the halls of power and the top echelons of society.  
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Chapter 16 - Nepal, India, and Sri Lanka (1998) 
 
In November 1998 we embarked on another overseas mission with Geoff, this 
time to Nepal, India and Sri Lanka. Geoff had taken a group from the Renewal 
Fellowship on a previous occasion and this was a more ambitious follow-up 
invitation, organised by on the spot Renewal Fellowship members Bob and Jill 
Densley, who were working for the United Nations in Kathmandu.  
 
We have always worked on the principle that it doesn’t really matter where we 
are as long as its where God wants us to be. The opportunity to accompany 
Geoff was clear enough but as a partner in an engineering consultancy I had a 
few problems to resolve before I thought I could commit and the answer fell out 
in a most incredible way.  
 
We went and had another one of those never to be forgotten God experiences. 
It was an experience where we learned many valuable lessons, and forged 
friendships and relationships that still exist.  
 
The Decision – Go or No Go 
 
There was a strong feeling that we should go on this mission trip. Geoff never 
asked anybody to accompany him, but was always appreciative and welcomed 
any who prayed about it and felt called to do so. Following on from our previous 
experiences, (Solomon Islands, Elcho Island, and Ghana) Helen felt very strongly 
about a video mission. Geoff had been an evangelist for a long time and 
wherever we went with him, the message was always the same. But he was 
getting older (as were all of us) and it seemed important that some record was 
made of his teaching.  
 
Video cameras were about, but few people were putting them to serious use. 
We had at least a smattering of an idea on how to use the technology, had some 
equipment and could see that here was an excellent way in which Geoff’s 
teaching efforts could be multiplied as local leaders and preachers equipped 
themselves with video players and TV monitors to take this teaching to the 
country areas25.  
 
We had seen this in action in the Solomon Islands, where Rev. Gideon Tuke had 
used video equipment provided by the Renewal Fellowship to build a new 

                                                           
25 This was perhaps a little ahead of time. TV sets and video players were not 
common in Nepal, nor was an electricity supply in country areas. Nevertheless TV 
sets and players were available in the larger centres and that was at least a start 
before portable players became available.  
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church on Simbo Island by showing videos to his workers at night as payment for 
their day labour.  
 
Recording the videos was the easy past. Taking copies off in a foreign land was 
more difficult, but we felt it was essential as it avoided later problems with post, 
customs and security in getting the material back into a country possibly hostile 
to Christian literature of any kind. It was therefore essential that we copied from 
the camera onto VHS tapes that could be left behind, and it was amazing how 
prayers were answered and this was achieved.  
 
We also felt strongly that Geoff needed travelling companions and support, not 
only on the journey, but also at the meetings (although again he never asked for 
this). He was the up front man, but we could play an important support role 
down the back among the participants providing valuable feedback on how the 
messages were being received.  
 
We might have felt strongly that we should go, but as always Satan thought 
strongly that we should not and started to put doubts and obstacles in the way. 
This time it was like Christ being tempted in the wilderness where he was shown 
all the kingdoms of the world that could be his if he would only bow down and 
worship him. I had good prospects in Brunei, Indonesia, and Burma. 
 
My consultancy business had been having a dream run and going ahead in leaps 
and bounds. As well as a lot of work opportunities on the home front, I was 
working on a pilot study for Indonesia and considering moving there for six to 
twelve months, work was still flowing in from Brunei where Bob (my then 
partner) and I had turned down a very lucrative offer to move over for two or 
three years, and there were good prospects of getting back into Burma. These 
were all very attractive propositions, any or all of which might have required my 
attention while I was away.  
 
I was not getting very far discussing these possibilities over the phone with my 
partner and associates, so I did something quite radical. I suggested Bob 
(Canberra), Ian (Sydney, with the Burma connections) and I all meet in the 
Qantas Lounge in Sydney to discuss just where we were was going. This meant I 
would fly down and back to Sydney virtually for the morning, but I thought it 
well worthwhile if we could get all the bits and pieces sorted out once and for 
all. I would then have a clear picture on my availability for Nepal.  
 
That is what happened. I was on an 8.40am flight to Sydney on Tuesday 20 
October with the Nepal trip just weeks away, met the other two in the Qantas 
Lounge, and within five minutes it was obvious Indonesia was no longer on as 
the financial system had collapsed, and Burma really had no substance. The 
remainder of the time until my flight back to Brisbane was called was spent 
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drinking Qantas coffee! There was no longer any doubt. We were as good as on 
our way to Nepal.  
 
The Logistics of Getting There 
 
There were five of us going from Brisbane including Geoff and Meg Waugh, Don 
and Helen Hill and Dhammika George. Bob and Jill Densley were living in Nepal 
and would join us there. Philip George, Dhammika’s husband, would join the 
group later in Sri Lanka.  
 
Different fares were quoted from different sources as expected, but we all did 
our own thing and did end up on the same aircraft at least going over and back 
as far as Sri Lanka. We all returned from Sri Lanka at different times for our own 
personal reasons.  
 
Visas, as always, were a costly nuisance. We were able to get visas to Nepal 
issued in Brisbane, but we had to send passports and documentation to Sydney 
for visas for India. I don’t think a visa was required for Sri Lanka.  
 
Tuesday 17 November 1998. We met at the Brisbane International Airport and 
boarded the 2.15pm Singapore Airlines Flight to Singapore. With the two hour 
time difference we were in the Albert Court Hotel in Singapore by 9.pm for a 
reasonable night’s rest before returning to the airport early next morning for the 
flight from Singapore to Kathmandu, where we would be 41/2 hours behind 
Brisbane time. I had never tried this Singapore hotel, but it was on the airport 
side of the city and ideal for a short night stopover. We must have gone straight 
to bed as I still have our two free drink vouchers! 
 
Wednesday 18 November 1998. We had a 9am flight to Kathmandu and being a 
daylight flight it had great prospects for stunning views of the Himalayas. 
Unfortunately I drew one of those window seats where the window is missing so 
I had to sit back and stare at the bulkhead in front of me and miss any possible 
sightseeing of the Himalayas as we approached Nepal.  
 
As expected it took quite some time to get through immigration and customs, 
but the Densley’s were there to meet us so that was a plus. We settled into the 
Summit Hotel, which appeared to be a popular place for those setting out on 
trekking expeditions. Nothing much happened during the afternoon but around 
dusk we gathered at the Densley’s unit just around the corner for a briefing on 
what had been planned. Basically we would travel west to Butwal tomorrow for 
a Friday meeting, return to Kathmandu on Saturday for meetings on Sunday, and 
then on Monday, fly out to Biratnagar in East Nepal to get to an obscure place 
called Damak for a series of meetings before going onto Darjeeling in India at the 
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end of the week. Bob and Jill Densley would not be coming to Butwal as Bob had 
to work, but they would join in for the rest of the trip and on to Sri Lanka.  
 
We were back at the hotel for an early night as we would be leaving before 
sunrise next morning. Tomorrow would be a big day. In fact there in no way we 
could have imagined just how big.  
 
Thursday 19 November 1998. Today we learned about travel by road in Nepal as 
we travelled the highway between Kathmandu and Butwal. 250km in something 
like nine hours with only very brief stops tells a story.  
 
Our bus was at the Summit Hotel well before sunrise. We were ready and had 
eaten a breakfast of sorts. It was what we would call a mini bus in Australia, 
probably a 12 seater, but as the Nepalese were of much smaller stature than 
Australians something like twenty seats had been fitted. This meant in effect it 
was impossible for us to sit in any seat together with our legs. The only way we 
could fit was to have an aisle seat and stretch our legs down the aisle. After an 
hour this is most uncomfortable. After nine hours it doesn’t matter as the legs 
are numb anyway. Still it was much better than the crowded alternate public 
transport we observed.  
 
Our fellow travellers were mainly young people all off to the meeting at Butwal. 
As well as a young driver, there was a co-driver and a chaperone to look after us. 
When parking or reversing the co-driver hopped out and stood at the back of the 
bus signalling to the driver by a series of bangs to the bus body. Both simple and 
effective.  
 
To put transport in this country into context, up until around 1950, Nepal 
virtually had no roads at all and it was said the only wheels to be found in Nepal 
were on wheelbarrows. Around 1950 the world changed with the Korean War, 
the Chinese communist revolution and then the Chinese invasion of Tibet. All of 
a sudden, Nepal found itself as a buffer state between an independent India and 
China and the world was interested.  
 
The superpowers, China, India, Russia, the USA, UK and even smaller countries 
such as Germany and Switzerland, were all suddenly very interested in pouring 
aid money into the country, particularly for the provision of transport facilities. 
The roads we travelled today were the result of this early and ongoing activity. I 
have extracted a very interesting article on foreign aid to Nepal and attached it 
as Appendix 1.  
 
The reason for the lack of roads seems to be the extreme difficulty in building 
any due to the rugged terrain of the Himalayas. The road between Kathmandu 
and Butwal, although mostly sealed was never straight between any two points, 
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always hilly and hence narrow. Admittedly there was little26 traffic to impede 
progress, but it was just impossible to achieve any speed. Traffic was limited 
mainly to buses and some trucks, with private cars conspicuously absent.  
 
Our route from Kathmandu was generally west though steep sided valleys with 
cultivation wherever possible. At the town of Mugling about three hours and 
100km from Kathmandu, there was a branch road into the popular resort town 
of Pokhara another 100km to the North West.  
 
Our route turned south at this point and followed the valley of a fast flowing 
river to Bharatpur out on the Indian plains. This was the access point to the 
Royal Chitwan National Park, a major game reserve that is home to one horned 
rhinos, Bengal tigers, elephants and other wild game. However, we were on 
another kind of mission today and that did not include detours for game drives.  
 
From Bharatpur the terrain took another dramatic change as we emerged from 
the mountains to travel on the Indian Plains at the base of the Himalayan 
foothills. 120km to go now, and all on flat country. This should not take long we 
thought, but we were mistaken and this section took as long as the others.  
 
The interesting thing now was the way the Himalayas rose almost straight up 
from the plains. Passing through the numerous deep cuttings, it was not difficult 
to accept the mountains were previously the beds of rivers now pushed high 
from beneath as evidenced by the gravel and the many large smooth rocks 
embedded in the exposed soil. This was geology in action.  
 
There was a lot to see along the way, which was a good thing to take the mind 
off the body cramps. Very apparent as we crossed dry stony river beds, were the 
number of people cracking stones with a hammer. These were obviously 
required for road works. I thought this sort of thing was reserved for prison 
sentences with hard labour, but not so in this country.  
 
There were always people including children on the road, often oblivious to the 
danger from passing traffic, slow as it might be.  
 
Butwal could be described as a reasonably sized town located on the Indian 
plains just 22km from the border on an important access road to India. Its 
strategic importance could be emphasised by the presence of several army 
camps along the road in. The road from India crosses the east west highway and 
continues north to Pokhara providing direct access to this town as well as an 
alternative but lengthy route to Kathmandu.  

                                                           
26 From recentTV programs this is no longer the case! Traffic is now quite heavy 
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It was on the outskirts of Butwal that we noticed a motor bike travelling along 
with us. The unusual thing about this was the rider was not in any hurry to pass 
and draw ahead. Then we noticed the name on the motor bike. It was called 
Praise the Lord. It was Raju Sundas, the man who had arranged the Butwal 
meetings out to escort us in. This was our first sighting of a man who was to 
have a huge impact on our spiritual life from here on and become a very 
precious friend. He still calls us Mum and Dad rather than Don and Helen.  
 
It was 3pm and we had been on the bus for nine hours and very glad to be 
escorted to the United Nepal Mission Hostel where we would stay for the next 
two nights. We were mistakenly looking forward to an afternoon sleep, but no 
sooner had we been shown to our room than we were ushered back on the bus 
for the short trip back to the meeting hall. The assembled crowd had been 
waiting all day for Geoff Waugh to appear and if Geoff Waugh was in town, they 
wanted him there.  
 
Although Nepal is a Hindu country, Christian gatherings are apparently tolerated 
provided they are held in a building and not on the street. This gathering was in 
a hall surrounded by a substantial brick wall and more or less in the middle of 
the town. There was a communist hammer and sickle sign at the entrance gate. 
Inside the building was a gathering of Christian leaders and lay people from the 
surrounding districts, many of whom had walked for up to three days just to be 
there. They were full on fire Christians, the like of which we had never seen 
before, except perhaps in Ghana.  
 
The hall was absolutely packed. I have never seen a room crowed to the same 
extent either before or since, and I lie not when I tell you that as our party was 
ushered in through a small door just below the stage, about ten Nepalese moved 
out through a door on the other side to make room for us.  
 
They wanted us all on stage of course for an introduction and welcome, but as 
soon as that was over we worked our way down a side wall, set up the tripod 
and Helen started the video. She could only video for as long as the batteries 
lasted, but tomorrow, hopefully, we could get into the hall before the crowd 
arrived and sort out a power supply. Helen still had an analogue camera and 
battery consumption was high.  
 
Geoff said what had to be said that day and the worship flowed. However, he 
was tired after the trip and unsuccessfully tried to finish the meeting early. We 
did well to get away by nightfall. Tomorrow was going to be some day.  
 
Friday 20 November 1998. This was a full day of meetings supposedly from early 
morning until late afternoon, and we were at the hall early to set up the camera 
in a much better position than the previous afternoon and looked forward to a 
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good day of filming. The crowd poured in and it was not long before it was as 
packed as it had been yesterday. Geoff took the stage and started the day with 
Raju interpreting as very few knew or understood English.  
 
Now Geoff has a very quiet 
ministry and rarely raises his 
voice or shouts, but the same 
cannot be said of others and Raju 
in his enthusiasm was no 
exception. It was amazing how he 
could use his voice to emphasise 
what Geoff had said and so the 
sound level began to rise. 
Sometimes one has to wonder just how good the interpretation was or if in fact 
it might be an entirely different message. The photograph shows Raju in action. 
 
Geoff did not talk all the time of course and there were sessions of worship, 
singing and prayer. By mid morning the noise levels were growing at an alarming 
rate and I was getting concerned and even anxious about the noise coming from 
the hall, particularly given we were in a Hindu community where Christians were 
barely tolerated. There were stories going around, and no doubt true, that the 
Nepal jails were full of dissident Christian leaders, pastors and others, and if the 
noise coming from this hall was not enough to trigger a raid, then what was? 
 
I went outside to access the situation and perhaps take a few photographs of the 
hall or even the town. There were people in the street but they seemed to be 
going about their business and not taking any notice of the noise coming from 
the hall. Nevertheless I decided it might be best if I did not wander off on my 
own, camera in hand, so I just returned inside.  

 
However, all was not well in the community as 
we heard that a couple of young Christian men 
who had been away for a couple of years were 
promptly arrested as spies and shot in a nearby 
village just a week after the Butwal meeting.  
 
At mid day we had a break and it was here we 
observed the Nepalese national dish called dal 
bhat, (lentils and rice) being prepared for lunch. 
Sometimes just a little meat is added.  
 
The afternoon sessions carried on much the 
same as in the morning with more teaching and 
worship. Geoff was of course very tired at the 
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end of the day but again had difficulty getting away. Our evening meal was 
served when we returned to the hostel and we made sure Geoff and Meg 
retired early.  
 
Meanwhile we continued to talk about the events of the day and were about to 
retire ourselves about 8pm when a group from the meeting burst in and wanted 
Geoff. We argued that he was very tired and asleep, but to no avail. They were 
on fire and had decided to set off for their villages at dawn next day and wanted 
more time with Geoff here and now, tonight. We reluctantly had to wake him.  
 
Saturday 21 November, 1998. Today we returned to Kathmandu on our bus. 
However, with most of the young people who came out with us staying over, we 
thought perhaps we might have some more room for our bodies and legs, but 
that was not to be. No doubt about these people, they do not have much, but 
what they have they share, so if there was a bus going back to Kathmandu, and 
there was room, jump on board. Raju’s wife Samita with their two very young 
children travelled back with us and Raju followed on his motor cycle.  
 
We were away at around 8am on a fine clear day, and again thought, 
erroneously as it turned out, than on such a great looking day we might make 
better time on the way back, but it was still a nine hour trip, which put us back 
into Kathmandu around 5pm just as the sun was about to set.  
 
It was just as long and hard as the trip out and with some relief we pulled up at 
the Greenwich Village Hotel, looking forward to a hot bath and relief for our 
bursting bladders. The Summit Hotel was fully booked and Bob Densley had 
booked us into the equally good or perhaps better Greenwich Village Hotel just 
around the corner and at greater expense.  
 
But shock, horror, as we were told there were no rooms for us tonight, but they 
had booked us instead at the brand new Godavari Village Resort “just twenty 
minutes away, and we will take you there by jeep”. Just what we did not need at 
the end of the day, but God had the last laugh.  
 
Now jeep in India and Nepal is the common name for any 4WD of any size and in 
any condition, and so the five of us and the driver, together with all our baggage 
(we took everything to Butwal knowing we would not return to the Summit 
Hotel) were packed into this jeep with far less room than we had on the bus! 
 
Godavari Resort was on the outskirts of Kathmandu and the drive as expected 
took twice as long as we were told, most of the trip being in the dark. We were 
agreeably surprised when, after passing through narrow and winding lanes 
between farmyards, we did emerge in front of a brand new really up market 
resort. It was as we were told, brand new, and it is possible we were at least 
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among the first guests, if not the first in our rooms. There were lists of things on 
the brochures that were included in the rooms, but it was so new some of them 
had not yet arrived! So keen were the staff to please that there was a knock on 
our door perhaps an hour after we had gone to sleep bringing in a room heater 
in case we were cold.  
 
God had been good to his whinging servants that day and we all graciously 
accepted this luxury as a reward for what we had endured in making the trip to 
Butwal. But as great and as appreciated as the comfort of the room might have 
been it was surpassed by the magnificence of creation rolled out before us as 
the sun came up and revealed the view over the surrounding countryside 
stretching way out to the Himalayas and to Mt. Everest. Words fail to describe 
this most unexpected scene (we had arrived in the dark last night).  
 
Sunday 22 November, 1998. We would spend today in Kathmandu and by mid 
morning we had been transported back to the Greenwich Village Hotel where 
our rooms were ready. Just as well we could move back mid morning as 
although we could have stayed and enjoyed more of the Godavari Resort, we 
had work to do.  
 
I don’t recall any discomfort on the return journey. Perhaps we had a larger 
jeep, or it could have been a mini bus. What I do remember was a pleasant drive 
through the outskirts of Kathmandu on a Sunday morning. Noted it was busy 
with a lot of people in the streets, but being a Hindu country, it was not a 
holiday. Saturday it seemed was the appointed day of rest.  
 
We had to get a TV set and a video recorder set up in our room so that we could 
transfer the contents of the mini tapes to a standard VHS. It was editing of a 
sort, but only to the extent that parts not wanted could be omitted. It was still 
analogue video and home editing on computers was not yet available. That 
would come with digital video.  
 
Bob Densley was able to arrange for this equipment to be delivered to our first 
floor room. Don’t know what other guests or hotel staff thought about a TV 
being delivered to our room, as even though it was an up market hotel, TVs in 
rooms were not yet the norm.  
 
I had to fiddle around with leads and a power supply, but everything was 
working before lunch time and Helen was downloading what she had recorded 
at Butwal.  
 
Mid afternoon we went to the Nazarene Church for today’s meeting. This was 
located in an unfinished building somewhere in Kathmandu not far from the 
Greenwich Village Hotel. The church itself was a relatively small room on the 
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ground floor, which, like Butwal was absolutely packed. Although we didn’t have 
to move outside, we found it more convenient to video Geoff through a window 
conveniently located just off the stage.  
 
It was here we met Pastor Rinzi Lama and his wife Nani Beti. Geoff and others 
from the first Nepal mission had already formed an association with the 
Nazarene Church.  
 
Unlike Raju who was just setting out on his evangelical mission, Rinzi was the 
established pastor at this church where he still ministers today, particularly to 
many orphans and street kids in the area.  
 
There seems to be no end to Rinzi and Nani Beti’s own and adopted children27. 
There have been many emails and photographs over the years since our first 
meeting. A married daughter is now studying in Brisbane and we had her and 
her husband over for a meal earlier in the year (2010). A son recently married in 
the USA and we were able to assist Rinzi and Nani Beti to travel over for the 
wedding.  
 
As Raju seemed to have claimed Mum and Dad for us, Rinzi refers to us as Uncle 
and Aunt.  
 
It was a great meeting again, perhaps more controlled and less noisy being in a 
church environment. Afterwards, we were invited for an evening meal with Rinzi 
and Nani Beti who lived upstairs in the unfinished top floor of the building. Care 
had to be taken getting up and down, particularly as it was now dark, as 
although it was no more than three stories high, the second floor was open and 
the stairs very temporary. Up top on the flat roof, there were rows of small pens 
around the edge housing chooks and rabbits. Not sure what we had for dinner.  
 
Videos were discussed of course as was the difficulty of getting a TV set and a 
recorder. We also needed to get more blank video tapes as there was a limit as 
to how many we could bring with us. The subject was passed over and other 
things discussed, when at around 7.30pm somebody suggested where we might 
get video tapes. Bob Densley knew the shop, and also knew it was very close to 
closing time, so he and I promptly said good-bye and thanks for dinner, raced 
down the stairs and out to Bob’s vehicle to head for the shop. We reached it just 
as it was closing. We were able to get in and bought the entire stock of three 
VHS blank tapes! 
 

                                                           
27Rinzi and Nani-Beti visited Brisbane in April/ May 2013. They now look after 32 

street kids and orphans in their home. Rinzi looks after 51 churches 
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This meant we could continue to copy well into the night and next morning to 
leave a video record of Geoff’s teaching up until now in Kathmandu. The timing 
was perfect. That was the final miracle of the day. Waking up at Godavari Resort 
was the first and there were quite a few in between.  
 
Monday 23 November, 1998. Today we were up early to finish off copying and 
found time by mid morning to have a look around. We were on the roof of the 
hotel by 9am for a view over the city and out to the Himalayas, but by then it 
was almost too late to see very far as the exhaust fumes from the motorised 
transport of the city formed a thick smelly smog that blotted just about 
everything in the distance from view. The smell was of oil and kerosene, most 
likely from the numerous small two stroke engines. Nepal had come a long way 
from a country where the only wheels were on wheel barrows fifty years ago.  
 
We went for a walk around the block and found any locals who could speak 
English only too willing to stop for a talk. In particular we met a man who ran a 
private school. He invited us into a class room to see some of his pupils at work.  
 
We did not have time or transport to take us into the main tourist parts of the 
town, so we missed that cultural experience, but we did notice the Nepalese 
prayer flags flying just about everywhere one looked.  
 
We were booked to fly to Biratnagar in East Nepal at 2.40pm this afternoon on 
the way to Damak. You might well ask “where is Damak?” It took a lot of finding 
on a map. In fact I had to buy as second more detailed map. It is on the Indian 
plains about 40km from the eastern border of India and Nepal on the main east 
west highway to the border with India at the Nepalese town of Kakarbhitta.  
 
From Biratnagar, the nearest airport with a regular airline service, it was another 
70km by road to Damak. Bob Densley had driven though it once before on a trip 
from Kathmandu to Darjeeling by road, and Raju, who it seems had arranged the 
meetings, was flying there with us. The alternative was a very long haul on one 
of the crowed long distance buses, probably a trip of at least twelve hours.  

 
Just to add to the excitement or fear 
depending how you look at it, we 
were flying today with Buddha Air. 
It's one thing to have a flying 
kangaroo on your tail, quite another 
to have a flying Buddha! 
 
Graham, our travel agent, had never 

heard of Buddha Air when we asked him to get tickets, and in a Hindu country 
like Nepal, why would anybody want to call an airline by such a name? It was not 
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so surprising when it is realised the Buddha was supposed to have taught28 in 
the north east of the Indian subcontinent around 400BC.  
 
We were at the airport a good two hours before the flight, but that time was 
easily consumed waiting in queues progressing from one check in station to the 
next, all for a 35 minute domestic flight and that was before September 11. 
However, we need not have worried as the aircraft was late and it was more like 
4pm when we finally boarded and were in the air.  
 
While we waited we found an English newspaper and read about a growing 
concern within Nepal about the 100,000 refugees from Bhutan who had been 
forced out of their country as part of an ethnic cleansing many years previously. 
These refuges were now living in camps in East Nepal, right where we were 
going, supported by the United Nations. Nepal wanted to get rid of them as did 
the United Nations and other aid organisations, but nobody, least of all Bhutan, 
wanted them.  
 
We had never heard of the problem in Australia, so it was interesting that we 
should pick up a paper left lying on an airport departure lounge seat and be 
made aware of a situation that was going to loom big in our lives over the next 
few days and extend out over the next ten years. I have downloaded a 2006 
article from the web, which sums up the position. and attached it as Appendix 3. 
 
Buddha Air was a real surprise package, and instead of finding a rundown 
decrepit airline, we found a brand new company with a fleet of new Beech 1900 
turbo prop aircraft quite fit for purpose flying around Nepal. They were very 
proud of the ability of these aircraft to take tourists on flights around Mt. 
Everest. I doubt they could reach above 29,000 feet to fly over the top, which 
would have been dangerous and windy in any case, but the advertised flights 
around the mountain at 25,000 feet at 2km distant would have been 
spectacular.  
 
The 1900 designation seemed to indicate 19 seats – nine rows with one seat on 
each side of the aisle and three across the back. It was a squeeze, but better 
than the Butwal bus and only a short flight. There were now eight of us as the 
Ensley's and Raju had joined the party. Rinzi and others from Kathmandu did 
turn up at Damak, but they travelled by bus.  
 
It was a good flight on this fast turbo prop and we were in Biratnagar in just over 
half an hour, fortunately with plenty of daylight left to sort out local transport 
and get to Damak before dark. We did not get to fly over Mt. Everest, but we did 

                                                           
28 Note Buddha’s birthplace is shown as just a few kilometres south west of 
Butwal.  
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see it in the distance. Unfortunately, the windows were strongly tinted, 
presumably for the glare when flying over the snow country, and this was not 
good for photography.  
 
On the ground at Biratnagar, we had to find two vehicles of some sort capable of 
the 70km trip to Damak. There was not much to choose from, but Bob and Raju 
picked the best looking, negotiated a price, and we were off.  
 
The country was flat and the 
roads reasonably straight. 
Once we had negotiated 
Biratnagar itself, speed 
increased and we made 
Damak just before dark. No 
problem finding the hotel as 
there was only one, 
surprisingly quite a large 
non-descript building that 
had been added to many times over the years and was now virtually shapeless.  
 
We had comfortable rooms of a sort, including our own bathroom/ flush toilet. 
However the bed was another matter. I went through the masonite sheeted 
base when I sat on it.  
 
Still, it was the best and only accommodation in the town, probably better than 
we had expected, and much better than that provided for the nearby Bhutan 
refuges. 
 
It was dark by now and my thoughts at least turned to something to eat and 
perhaps an early night, but that of course was not the way it happened. Instead 
Raju, that ball of energy, and Bob, not far behind, ushered us out onto the 
footpath where they summoned four trishaws. We were going out for a night 
meeting! 
 
Where we were going we did not know, but with this mode of transport it could 
not be very far. We had rather thought there would be a couple of cars if it was 
any distance.  
 
The trishaws were just modified bicycles with three wheels. The driver sat on a 
conventional bicycle seat and there were two side by side seats behind him over 
the back wheels. A flimsy canopy covered the passengers.  
 
Unfortunately the passenger seats were built for Nepalese with much smaller 
girth and bottoms than we burly Australians, so it was very difficult to seat two 
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of us side by side, but we did squeeze in. The alternative might have been to get 
eight trishaws instead of four with one passenger each, but this would have 
offended the drivers who would have lost face in front of their mates.  
 
The drivers were young lads. Helen was very vocal about child exploitation and 
wanted nothing to do with it, and demanded we get cars, but the reality, as we 
found out next morning, was there were no cars available, and even if there 
were it was most unlikely they could have taken us beyond the main road 
turnoff. We might have been dropped into this place in a high-tech aeroplane 
earlier this afternoon, but we were now in rural Nepal surrounded by 100,000 
refugees somewhere nearby in the dark, moonless night.  
 
So we pedalled off into the dark back along the road by which we had arrived. 
Fortunately it was flat and smooth which aided the drivers, but without head 
lights we could not see where we were going. But we did know from when we 
arrived, that the road was built on an embankment and just off the bitumen was 
a deep ditch. If forced off the road were we in the ditch. Fortunately again, there 
were few vehicles in Nepal, and none came along that night to force the issue.  
 
It was probably only four or five kilometres to our destination, and after two 
return trips a day for the next three days we sort of became used to it, but that 
night travelling into the unknown was a terrifying test of faith.  
 
We eventually turned off the main road and bumped our way along what turned 
out in daylight to be a narrow country lane. Perhaps another kilometre and a 
few turns later to completely disorient us we made out a few lights from low 
wattage electric lamps, then the outline of a small building with a group of 
people outside. We had arrived at the “Little Church of Hope” somewhere in the 
wilds of Eastern Nepal where we received a very warm welcome and three days 
of the most amazing experiences.  
 
It was a little church in all respects, except its faith, which surpassed that of 
many, many other churches we had experienced. Small it might have been but it 
was nevertheless an important icon sitting (as we found out in daylight) on a 
very small block of land surrounded by farms. The building was small, but that 
did not matter as the congregation either stood or sat on the bare concrete floor 
so it could accommodate quite a lot of people.  
 
After the introduction, Geoff spoke and conducted a worship service and we 
remounted our trishaws for the return trip to the hotel. The boys had been 
asked to wait, as that was our only way home.  
 
We had to return again in the morning so an arrangement was made with the 
boys to look after our transport for the remainder of the week. We could do 
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little about the child exploitation aspect as that was the way it was in Nepal, but 
we could be generous and pay them well. Helen finally accepted the situation 
and went the extra mile feeding our driver Mars Bars to keep him going.  
 
Tuesday 24 to Friday 27 November, 1998. We had meetings at the Little Church 
of Hope for the next three days and many things happened during this time. I 
am going to lump these three days together as chronological order is not 
important.  
 
Living in the hotel at Damak and travelling with Raju, we had opportunities to 
talk with him and get to know him better. These talks kept us up late at night 
and continued over breakfast. Raju and his wife Samita had two small children 
and believed God was telling them to adopt ten more. That’s a tall order, but 
Raju thought big and I don’t think he was ever disappointed. He had a big vision 
for ministry in Nepal, most of which has come to pass and continues expanding. 
We consider it a privilege to have had these discussions with him at the 
beginning of his ministry and the opportunity to support him over the ensuing 
years. It is humbling to be called Mum and Dad.  
 

 
 

The team assembled outside the hotel for the ride to the Little Church of Hope. 
 

We pedalled (or rather were pedalled) out to the Little Church of Hope 
immediately after breakfast each morning and settled down to a cup of tea with 
the leaders in the pleasant surroundings of the church grounds before the first 
session started. Then we pedalled back for lunch and a quick nap before 
pedalling out again mid afternoon for an evening and night session and a ride 
back to the hotel in the dark. Although there were stars we were in the northern 
hemisphere now and the Southern Cross was no longer there to guide us. 
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Geoff was not the only speaker at these 
meetings billed as The East Nepal Christian 
Leadership Seminar. There were several 
other pastors and church leaders for at least 
part of the time. In particular there was Raju 
and Rinzi whom we had already met, Bashu, 
a very well presented young man with a big 
heart in the right place, and a couple of 
other higher up church leaders, whose 
names I have forgotten. 
 
The remainder of those gathered were 
mainly church leaders from villages both 
near and far. Some had walked several days 
to get there. They were a colourful lot and 
quite different both in appearance and dress 

to those gathered at Butwal. They were probably more Tibetan in origin. They 
had no problem with the lack of chairs and were quite content to sit cross legged 
on the floor. Most of them slept on the floor of the church at night. 
 

The church was surrounded with 
farms on all sides, with just a 
narrow laneway to give access. It 
would have been impossible to 
drive there so trishaws or bicycles 
were the only mechanised means 
of access. It seemed to be a very 
fertile area with small crops, and 
on one side a tea plantation.  

 

The camera was set up on the 
tripod at the rear of the church, 
we found ourselves a couple of 
chairs and started to film Geoff’s 
teaching. This was the pattern for 
the next three days with Helen 
moving around from time to time 
to get shots of the audience from 
different angles.  
 

 A youth choir from the refugee 
camp had been well prepared for their presentations to get things going each 
morning. They had managed to get a uniform of sorts from their meagre means 
but were quite embarrassed that they did not have footwear.  
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Geoff's teaching and preaching was interspersed with worship and items from 
others to become a most enjoyable spiritual experience, even though we found 
communications in another language difficult.  
 

  
 

 

 

 

Colourful People in National Dress 
 

This brings me to a rather special occurrence during the seminar. At different 
times throughout each day there would be times set aside for prayer where the 
participants were invited to pray for each other either in a group or individually. 
Many had the gift of tongues, which is considered a heavenly language used for 
prayer. Tongues have been well documented in the Bible, but often rejected 
today as something that was OK then, but not applicable today. However, 
speaking in tongues is in fact fairly widespread and it happened at this seminar.  
 
Now tongues are usually considered a personal means of communication 
between the one with the gift and God. Nobody understands the language, 
unless interpreted by a third party.  
 
On this particular occasion people were praying in tongues and as Geoff moved 
around among them he was attracted to one man who was praying aloud in 
English. What caught Geoff’s attention was that the English was some of the 
most beautiful expression he had ever heard. He remarked on this later and 
found the man had absolutely no knowledge of English. He neither spoke English 
nor did he understand English but nevertheless he was praying in this beautiful 
and coherent English! 
 
It was during another prayer session that an attachment was formed with 
Chandra, one of the refugee choir girls. She was about 12, 13 or maybe even 14, 
but she was very distraught. During a prayer time with Helen, she burst into 
uncontrolled sobbing as she clutched Helen with arms around her waist. She 
cried so much and for so long that the front of Helen’s dress was quite wet. 
These kids had been through a lot and no doubt there were many more in the 
same position, but she cried out for love and found it in Helen. She had lost her 
mother some time previously.  
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A quite strong bond 
developed between 
Chandra and Helen, so 
much so that before 
the end of the 
seminar, Raju had 
agreed to take her 
into his family, as the 
first of the ten he 
believed he had to 
adopt. He would take 
her out of the camp 
and back to 
Kathmandu where he would provide a home and an education for her. His idea 
was that with a Christian education she would hopefully one day be able to 
return as a missionary to her own people in Bhutan.  
 
We agreed to support Chandra, which we did for the next ten years. However, 
so that she would not feel alone, Raju also adopted her good friend Sanu, whom 
we also supported. By 2010, both girls had finished their education, and gone to 
the USA, not back to Bhutan.  
 
We never went to the refugee camp as we did not have the time, opportunity or 
transport, but we were able to get the Toowong Uniting Church to make a 
donation for several years to the refugees through Raju.  
 
Friday 27 November, 1998. Today we made our way to the Indian/ Nepal land 
border crossing point and then on and up to Darjeeling. Raju may have come as 
far as the border, but I am reasonably sure he did not come any further as there 
is no photographic evidence of his presence, but he was no stranger to 
Darjeeling as that was wife Samita’s home town.  
 
Bob and Jill Densley had driven themselves from Kathmandu right through to 
Darjeeling sometime ago and knew the ropes.  
 
The border was about 35/ 40km from Damak as scaled from the map. The road 
was relatively flat being on the Indian plain and as an important east/ west 
highway, it was sealed. Our only potential problem was finding a couple of cars 
in Damak capable of getting us to the border.  
 
On these missions the clue is to let your requests be made known and it was not 
long before Bob and Raju had found a couple of cars and drivers and negotiated 
a suitable deal. We were on our way and at the Nepal Border Control about 
9am.  
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No problems with the Nepalese, probably because we were leaving the country, 
and we were soon walking across the 200/ 300m of no man’s land into India. 
Our Nepal mission was complete but unfortunately we had not been able to 
download our Damak video before we left. Hopefully we could do something 
about that in Darjeeling.  
 
I cannot say there were any problems getting into India, but it certainly took 
time. The British Raj was not dead yet as I recalled the expression, by Jove, we 
British taught them well, first heard at the Changi Golf Club in Singapore many 
years previously.  
 
We arrived at the office and started to fill in forms. If I recall correctly they were 
required in triplicate but carbon paper was not provided, and we then waited 
until it was our turn to report to the man at the desk, who then proceeded to 
transcribe the contents of our forms by longhand into a leather bound volume. It 
was slow work.  
 
Then all of a sudden he spotted the name Waugh and asked Geoff if he knew 
the famous Australian cricket twins Mark and Steve. When Geoff said he was 
their uncle, things changed dramatically and we were processed into India in 
record time! He is probably still telling his grand children about the day he met 
the Waugh boy’s uncle and ushered him into India.  
 
Interesting to ponder now we had passed through the border controls, as to 
where and how 100,000 refugees from Bhutan managed to get through India 
and into Nepal? Forms in triplicate? Visas? Transcriptions in leather bound 
volumes? Not bloomin’ likely! 
 
Hard to say just where we were in India. The main town on the map was 
Shiliguri, but nearby was a place called Bagdogera where there was an airport. 
We had tickets to fly out of Bagdogera when we returned from Darjeeling. 
Whatever the town was called the whole area was just one conglomerate mess 
of narrow streets, alleyways and thousands and thousands of people all busy 
doing something.  
 
We had selected and hired two vehicles at the border for the drive up to 
Darjeeling as the only way to get there today was by road. They were what we 
might refer to as bongo vans in Australia – sort of small boxes on wheels. These 
seemed to be the norm. There were only seven of us so with the two drivers, we 
fitted nicely four in one and five in the other, together with our baggage.  
 
The alternate way to travel up to Darjeeling was by train, on the Darjeeling 
Himalayan Railway, nicknamed the Toy Train. This was a 2 foot narrow gauge 
railway from Shiliguru to Darjeeling run by the Indian Railways. It was built 
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between 1879 and 1881 and is about 86km in length. The elevation level is from 
about 100m at Shiliguru to about 2,200m at Darjeeling. It is still powered by 
steam locomotives. Since 1999 the train has been a World Heritage Site as listed 
by UNICEF.  
 
It would have been a great experience to travel on this train of course, but we 
were on a different mission. As it turned out there had been a landslide and the 
train was trapped up top at Darjeeling for the time being.  
 
It was a mad rush through the alleyways of Shiliguri, scattering people and 
animals in all directions as we proceeded with the horn announcing our 
presence almost continuously. With our party spread between two bongo vans it 
quickly became apparent there was rivalry between the drivers and we were in a 
bit of a road rage and race.  
 
When we did eventually leave civilisation behind we faced the 2000m climb up 
the range.  
 
Darjeeling is at the end of a mountain spur rising up from the Indian plains. For 
the first half of the trip the road has been cut into the eastern escarpment, 
clinging to the mountain on one side and overlooking seemingly bottomless 
drops on the other. Then the road ducked across to the western side and 
continued in much the same fashion, thereby exposing those securely seated on 
the inside against the mountain for the first half of the trip to the shock, horror 
scenes over the precipitous edge.  
 
The road was sealed and generally in good condition, but there were no safety 
rails at all, and this coupled with the mad Indian drivers made for a thrilling ride 
we could well have done without. There were no reports of anybody going over 
the edge, but it must happen.  
 
The worst experience was when we were detoured extremely close to the edge, 
without a safety rail, to get around some road works.  
 
An even worse thought then occurred. Having safely reached the top, we had to 
come down again in a few days time. Darjeeling was one of those special places 
we would love to revisit, but until there is better access, no way! 
 
By the grace of God, and we really mean that, we did arrive safely at Alice Villa 
Hotel by midday. Not a bad effort, just four hours from Damak.  
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At 2,200m in altitude, the air was 
fresh and clear, but during our 
stay there were periods where 
even the mountains were 
contaminated with exhaust 
fumes. The general area of the 
Alice Villa Hotel looked clean if 
not exactly tidy. It was one of the 
better areas with several public 
schools close by. The whole of 
Darjeeling was built on 
mountainous slopes, and in most 
cases buildings just seemed to be 
built on top of each other. A 
challenge for any architect.  
 
But we were on a mission and no 
time yet to hang around and 
admire the view, not that there 
was much of a view from the 
Alice Villa Hotel despite its 
altitude and generally pleasant surroundings. We went to the dining room for 
lunch and met our host, Rev. David Mangratee who briefed us on what had been 
arranged over the next few days.  
 
Although it was a Friday afternoon and there was never any guarantee as to 
when we would arrive, an initial kick off meeting was hastily arranged. The 
venue for this and all meetings in Darjeeling, except for Sunday when we went 
to the Mt. Herman Church, was an abandoned and somewhat derelict picture 
theatre on the other side of downtown Darjeeling, which, like most buildings 
clung precariously to the side of the mountain.  
 
We were all appalled when we saw what a dark, dismal and foreboding place it 
was. Now, one does not expect to have windows in a picture theatre and we 
were not disappointed in that, but it had been locked up for goodness knows 
how long and was dark and musty inside. Outside was even worse as the alley 
way access was used as an open air urinal, and underneath as a toilet. The 
stench was something awful, penetrating into the building even when the doors 
were closed and we were under lights.  
 
Yet outside, if you could bear standing at the entrance, there were great views 
extending out and over to the white snow capped Himalayas, even though the 
foreground was a mess of tangled steel from an old cableway that had been 
abandoned and left to rust.  
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There was nowhere near as many at this meeting as there had been at Butwal. 
Perhaps there were as many as at Damak, but spread out in the much larger 
building the assembly looked a lot smaller. Still they were very enthusiastic and a 
great time was had by all. Helen set up and videoed most of the action and 
teaching.  
 
Saturday 28 November, 1998. Last 
night we were each presented with 
a woven woollen shawl, which was 
a very thoughtful gift as we had not 
realised just how cold Darjeeling at 
2,200m could get. We had woollen 
jumpers of course as we knew 
Nepal was cold, but nothing much 
else. We noticed a fire place in our 
room, but took little notice when 
we booked in little realising we 
would need a coal fire in our room all night. This explained the men in the street 
with large baskets of coal on their backs. The British certainly brought their 
culture with them when they established this place! 
 
Today I ventured out before breakfast to 
explore our surroundings. As I mentioned 
Agnes Villa Hotel was set in a pleasant 
enough area with a lot of greenery. Maybe 
the greenery was in response to a Kodak 
advertisement sign in the street which said 
Clean Darjeeling, Green Darjeeling.  
 
But I was totally unprepared for the view 
that greeted me as I rounded a corner not 
200m from the hotel and confronted the 
full face of Mt. Kanchenjunga, the third 
highest mountain in the world in all its 
glory, in the bright morning sunlight. At 
8586m it completely dominated the view 
even though it was at least 60km away 
across the deep valley of Sikkim 
(Darjeeling was at the end of the 
mountain spur we had ascended and the 
terrain dropped away steeply from here)  
 
This view had been completely missed yesterday. Nobody had mentioned it or 
even hinted at its existence even though it was so close to the hotel. Needless to 
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say there was a scurry back to the hotel to get Helen and cameras to record this 
great scene, and we continued to pop around the corner every spare moment 
we had during the next few days to enjoy this magnificent spectacle.  
 
Today was a full day of meetings in the old picture theatre. The smell was still 
there as was only to be expected as people continued to be actively about their 
business in the alley and under the hall. We just had to put up with it.  
 
As there was a language problem, Rev. David Mangratee arranged with the local 
very Scottish Presbyterian minister to act as an interpreter. Helen continued to 
record Geoff’s teaching, but all enquiries to borrow a video machine had so far 
proved fruitless. We made our request known through prayer.  
 
Sunday 29 November, 1998. Today being Sunday the meetings were focused on 
public worship at the Mt. Herman Church, which although supposedly on a 
mountain, was really in a valley as we descended quite a way to reach it. A 
couple of local church members provided transport in jeeps which seemed to be 
the most popular vehicles on the mountain. Pity we had not been able to get a 
couple for the trip up from Shiliguri!  
 
The day went well with morning and afternoon sessions and lunch provided in 
between. The afternoon session went on for quite a while and it was dark before 
we were ready to be taken back to Alice Villa Hotel, and we once again 
encountered the bloody mindedness of Asiatic face saving, even amongst 
Christians.  
 
Now the road down to the Mt. Herman Church was quite steep, and with the 
jeep, a sort of what we would have called a troop carrier loaded to bursting 
point, just did not have enough power to get up that hill. It was quite scary 
sitting in the rear of a stalled jeep half way up a very steep hill with nowhere to 
go but backwards in the dark. This was an obvious disaster waiting to happen, 
but admitting his jeep was underpowered and not going to get up that hill with 
it's present load was just too much face to lose for the driver to lose.  
 
He tried many times to get it moving all to no avail, whilst most of us sweated it 
out trapped in the back, as we could not find any way in the dark to get the tail 
gate door open.  
 
Eventually we did get out of that overcrowded death trap and walked up to the 
top of the hill. Helen could not walk, and had to stay on board, but with a 
reduced load, the jeep did make it to the top, and then with everybody back on 
board, back to the hotel.  
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What most of us have suffered as a bad dream29 came very close to a reality that 
night.  
 
Monday 30 November, 1998. This was the last day of organised meetings. 
Tomorrow would be a free day when we could get out and see a little more of 
Darjeeling. It was an interesting day, and a day when I think we could 
legitimately claim at least a couple of miracles.  
 
During a break in the morning session, we met a young man, David from the 
Toto tribe in India, the smallest tribe in the world with just 1050 members. He 
was then homeless, having been forced to leave home and country because he 
chose to become a Christian. His English was good and we had an interesting 
conversation with him about his situation.  
 
In the afternoon Geoff’s voice and the power to the picture theatre failed more 
or less at the same time. It seemed Satan thought he would have a final go at 
wrecking the meetings, seeing the smell and darkness of the venue had failed. 
But that was not to be. Very quickly one of the locals had a bank of car batteries 
on stage to power up the amplifier and although Geoff’s voice was weak, that 
did not matter particularly as most of what he had to say was spoken through 
the interpreter.  
 
During this final session we were of course sitting in the dark as the power had 
failed. We were also quite concerned we had still not been able to beg, borrow 
or otherwise acquire a video recorder.  
 
We were sitting in the dark in the front row of the old picture theatre and there 
was a spare seat next to Helen. Somebody came and sat there during the 
session. When the session was over, and some lights had been restored, Helen 
struck up a conversation with the man in that seat. This was the first meeting he 
had attended. “And what is your ministry?” Helen asked. “Oh, I have a video 
ministry. I take the Jesus Film to the tea plantations........".Let your request be 
made known! 
 
The man was N. K. Rai. Don’t ask about first names, we just know him as N. K. 
Rai and that’s just the way it is. He was a retired Ghurkha, living with his wife in 
Darjeeling on a military pension. He had become a Christian after retirement 
from the Ghurkhas and now spent his time and the little he could afford from his 
pension taking his video machine to the tea plantations and showing the then 
very popular Jesus Film to the plantation workers. There was certainly no 
shortage of audiences, as standing looking out towards Mt. Kanchenjunga, the 

                                                           
29 I am sure you know the one. Car going up a hill, hill becomes steeper and 
steeper, until the car falls over backwards down the hill. Then we wake up. 
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slopes in the foreground for as far as the eye could see were covered in tea 
plantations.  
 
He had visited both Townsville and Brisbane during his army career. He was a 
Hindu then carrying his Hindu Bible in his pocket. He commented that during his 
entire time in Australia nobody had ever spoken to him about Christianity.  
 
He was a reluctant starter with respect to lending his precious video machine. 
That was quite understandable, but I think he realised that his presence at that 
meeting and sitting next to Helen was as near a miracle as any of us had 
experienced and he was around at Agnes Villa Hotel next morning to work with 
us copying what we had to leave in the country. He was of course also very keen 
to get copies of whatever video he could to supplement what he had. It seemed 
to make all that we had done very worthwhile, as although the videos we left 
with others (Raju and Rinzi) were appreciated and no doubt used, N. K. Rai 
specialised in this kind of work and hence they were probably shown to a much 
wider audience.  
 
We have maintained contact with N. K. Rai and his wife exchanging probably a 
letter or two each year. The letters are well typed in a formal style. We also send 
other DVDs of Geoff’s teaching or of other topics and he continues to travel 
around the tea plantations with a DVD player now that video tapes are virtually 
a thing of the past.  
 
Every year around Christmas we receive a package of Darjeeling tea from him, 
and every year there is a note attached to say it has been opened and checked 
by Australian Customs.  
 
There are times when we would just love to return and spend more time with 
the Rai's, but age and that damned road trip up and down from Darjeeling are 
deterrents and it looks like we are not going to see them again, at least not in 
this world.  
 
Tuesday 1 December, 1998. Although this was our lay day and we wanted to 
start copying as early as possible, we had to wait until N. K. Rai came around 
after breakfast with his video machine. In the mean time the group, set out at 
4.30am to watch the sun rise from a vantage point on top of Tiger Hill, a high 
point behind Darjeeling. The early start was necessary as it was a drive of just 
under an hour to the top.  
 
When we arrived, we could just make out the outline of the mountains in the 
distance and joined a line of at least a hundred photographers all busy setting up 
their tripods and equipment to catch the very first rays of the sun on the snows 
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of Mt. Kanchenjunga, and for those with a good telephoto lens, the first rays on 
Mt. Everest itself, which we were just able to make out 120km away.  
 
It takes a long time for the sun to appear when you are waiting with your finger 
on the shutter, but it did come up eventually turning the snows through the 
various shades of purples, reds, and oranges.  
 
There were other things revealed in the lights of the headlights on the way up as 
early rising locals went about their business – squatting over the gutters beside 
the road. Ah well, if that’s the way it has to be at least the darkness provides 
some measure of privacy, but I guess if you’ve got to go you’ve got to go, even if 
you might occasionally get caught with your pants down!  
 
After breakfast N. K. Rai arrived with his machine and we set up in our room. I 
don’t recall any problem getting a TV set, it was probably in our room already. 
However, Satan was a pest all day as he tried desperately to disrupt what we 
doing. This ranged from setup connection problems to intermittent and 
unexplained power disruptions to the hotel. Nevertheless we did achieve our 
objective, the job was done and N. K. Rai went away with a lot of new material 
to use in his ministry.  
 
We often ponder on how he came to be in that darkened old picture theatre and 
sit in that empty seat next to Helen. Co-incidence? Chance? Somehow I don’t 
think so.  
 
There was still time to fit in a few other things in Darjeeling that afternoon with 
our hosts arranging transport. The first was a visit to the railway station to see 
the Toy Train now sitting at the platform with nowhere to go until the landslide 
was removed. This was a rather special occasion for me as I had been aware of 
this strange train ever since I was able to look at pictures in my many childhood 
train books. Now I saw it in reality.  
 
The second was a visit to the mountaineering school and museum. Although in 
India and Mt. Everest is in Nepal, it seems this is where training and expeditions 
were co-ordinated, and the museum is full of memorabilia from the various 
expeditions, both failed and successful.  
 
Another important task completed that day by Bob and Geoff was confirmation 
of our Wednesday flights from Bagdogara to Delhi and onto Colombo. You will 
appreciate the importance of this when we get to Delhi.  
 
Wednesday 2 December, 1998. Today we had a 2.30pm flight booked from 
Bagdogara to Delhi followed by a stopover of about eight hours before a 1.45am 
flight next morning to Colombo. The eight hour connection was a nuisance but 
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the best we could do. Thus with a 2 to 21/2 hour trip down the mountain to 
Bagdogara, there was no need to rush.  
 
The trip down was just as hair raising as the trip up, and at the bottom even 
worse as our kamikaze drivers really put on a fine example of road rage with no 
respect for the paying passengers when another vehicle overtook them. 
Fortunately we were close to the airport and it was soon over, but they blew any 
chance they might have had of a tip.  
 
We stepped out of the hired cars and were about to experience the trials and 
tribulations of flying in India. Security was tight and it took quite a while to get 
through to the boarding gate. There was a strong military presence with armed 
soldiers in evidence, particularly on the tarmac after our aircraft eventually 
arrived. However security delays and late arrival of our aircraft were of no 
consequence as it was either wait here or wait at Delhi.  
 
We were eventually away on the two hour flight to Delhi an hour late and 
landed before sunset at the domestic terminal. From here it was a bus ride to 
the other side to the International Terminal where we settled down for a long 
night. This terminal was almost deserted when we arrived. So far so good.  
 
The crowd started to build up around 9pm so we thought perhaps it would be a 
good idea to get into the queue at the check in, even though there was still four 
hours to departure time.  
 
There were some interesting characters in the crowd now, but none as odd as 
the Indian complete with leather flying jacket and cap. The goggles were 
probably still in his pocket. Seems nobody had told him aeroplanes these days 
had enclosed cabins.  
 
We were quickly at the counter only to find we were not on the Colombo flight 
and there were no spare seats, this despite having checked as required from 
Darjeeling and told we had confirmed seats. We stood our ground at the counter 
for a long time. Midnight came and went.  
 
Thursday 3 December, 1998. In fact we stood our ground until 1am, almost four 
hours on our feet whilst others came and went even though we were an 
obstruction to the free flow of traffic. The ladies retired to seats, but Bob, Geoff 
and I just stood there and waited.  
 
Finally, perhaps just to get rid of us, or they realised any chance of a bribe was 
not going to eventuate, we were told we were on the flight after all, our baggage 
was passed over and boarding passes issued.  
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That was just the start of another mad scramble, as by now the flight had been 
called and we had a long way to go through customs and immigration if we were 
going to actually get on that aircraft.  
 
Next stop was to retrieve our baggage to personally take it through customs. It 
was in a small room piled high in a heap at least six foot deep where it had been 
dumped off the conveyor from the check in counter and well rummaged over 
and jumped on by fellow passengers all anxious to find and retrieve their own as 
quickly as they could. It was a mad house of angry bodies throwing baggage all 
over the place to get down to the bottom of the pile where perhaps theirs might 
be hiding. It took a while but we eventually fought our way in, found ours, 
fought our way out and proceeded to the next staging point. Why we could not 
have kept our baggage and carried it in ourselves from the check in I do not 
understand. This was India where logic did not apply.  
 
Eventually, stage by stage, we reached a boarding gate and started down the 
aero bridge. By now departure time had come and gone. Halfway down there 
was another blockage. This time it was an Air Lanka security check by a crew that 
had been flown in and would return on our flight, so that at least gave some 
comfort they would do a thorough job. Indian security was obviously not to be 
trusted.  
 
It did not occur to us until much later when we saw the security at Colombo 
there was a shooting civil war30 in Sri Lanka between the government and the 
Tamil Tigers.  
 
Then the miracle of the day occurred. Dhammika we knew had worked in 
security of some sort before migrating to Australia. It now turned out she 
worked in airport security in Colombo and one of the Air Lanka staff recognised 
her. We were through. No fuss! 
 
Then the next surprise - or was it? Instead of the normally scheduled Boeing 737 
for this service with seating for perhaps 150, tonight a new Airbus A340 was on 
the job with seating for around 400. Although we were seated behind all other 
passengers, we were not at the back of the aeroplane, there being at least 100 
empty seats behind us, as well as a lot in front of us. It made us quite angry and 
disgusted with India to think there was such a surplus of seats, and yet we were 
told such a string of lies and made to wait those four hours at the counter.  
 
It was a 33/4 hour flight down to Colombo, and not a very pleasant one for Helen 
who had trouble with the ventilation. The solution was to spend most of the 

                                                           
30 In 2001 two Air Lanka 330 Air Lanka aircraft were blown up on the tarmac at 
Colombo Airport.  
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flight either in or near the rear toilets where the air apparently entered the 
aircraft cabin and was fresher.  
 
We arrived in the grey light of dawn, very tired after the frustrations of the night 
and lack of sleep. Needless to say we were not very happy when we found all 
our baggage damaged to some degree. Damage was only to be expected 
considering the treatment it had received before it left India, but now we found 
wilful damage with locks torn off and zip fasteners wrecked. This was malicious 
damage that could only have been done by baggage handlers. Fortunately 
nothing had been spilled and nothing seemed to be missing.  
 
The flight was already late and no doubt Philip George, Dhammika’s husband 
who had recently arrived from Australia to join the group in Sri Lanka had been 
waiting a long time for us to appear out of the arrivals door. He now had to wait 
even longer as we filled in forms describing the damage in detail and tried to 
find out just what Air Lanka was going to do about it.  
 
I am not sure just what did happen. We took it with us as we needed it and were 
not going to trust Air Lanka again, even if they might have offered to have it 
repaired. Even though the blame probably lay with the Indians, I am sure the Sri 
Lankans were equally capable of inflicting similar damage. I do remember Philip 
taking some items to someone he knew for repairs, which in Sri Lanka did not 
cost much.  
 
We were in Sri Lanka on a different kind of mission to Nepal and Darjeeling. For 
years the Renewal Fellowship had helped Philip and his family finance a bottling 
plant for spring water found on a block of land near Kandy which Dhammika had 
inherited. Philip had several brothers and at least one sister and together with 
the parents were all Christian pastors or missionaries and always in need of 
support. Philip and Dhammika sent considerable amounts of their Australian 
earnings back to Sri Lanka to support them. When the land became available 
they looked at ways and means of making something out of it.  
 
There were many ideas at first such as raising chickens, but these came to 
nothing, but when clean spring water was found and proved suitable for 
drinking, the focus was on building a plant to bottle and pack the water for sale. 
This was a much more viable business and the Renewal Fellowship made 
significant contributions toward the project. Not only would the profits go to the 
George family ministries, but it would employ several people in a county where 
unemployment was a problem. 
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The plant31 was now finished and our group had diverted on the way home from 
Nepal to represent the Renewal Fellowship at the dedication service.  
 
The Colombo Airport was at Negombo, a seaside resort and fishing town to the 
south of Colombo. Dhammika’s father (she had lost her mother) lived within a 
few kilometres and we were taken there for breakfast and an initial rest. 
Dhammika’s father had been to Australia to visit his daughter on at least two 
occasions and attended home groups, so we knew him. As well as Philip and 
Dhammika being in Sri Lanka for the occasion, there was a sister home from 
Sweden where she lived with her Swedish husband.  
 
Today was always going to be a rest day to recover after the night’s flight. 
Tomorrow (Friday) we would travel up to Kandy in the hills, Saturday was the 
day of the dedication and Saturday night we would fly to Singapore on our own, 
leaving the remainder of the party in Sri Lanka for a few more days. Today we 
needed that rest and Philip had thoughtfully booked us into a nearby hotel to 
get it. We were able to book in mid morning and were soon asleep.  
 
In the afternoon we went for a walk to the nearby beach, and later Philip took us 
for a short tour, including the fish market. The light was fading so we asked him 
to take us back next morning when the light would be better as there were some 
great photo opportunities.  
 
Friday 4 December, 1998. Today we went up into the hills to Kandy, a well 
known tourist day excursion for passengers on the England - Australia shipping 
run in days when the passenger liners called at Colombo. We might have even 
considered it ourselves in 1960 when as passengers on the Fairsky en-route to 
England we called at Colombo. Unfortunately there had been a delay coming 
into the port and the scheduled day ashore was reduced to a short four hours.  
 
Philip organised a mini bus of sorts with a driver for the trip up and back. It has 
seen better days and the tyres were bald (one blew out on a country road next 
day) but otherwise it did the job.  
 
But firstly, it was a beautiful sunny day at Negombo and we detoured to the fish 
market. It was a colourful scene and we took quite a few great slides as we 

                                                           
31 Although it was a small operation with each bottle filled by hand from a single 
tap, the operation was a success and provided a cash flow as expected. Last we 
heard an export trade had been established shipping bottled water to Israel. 
Philip is a man of incredible faith. If he believes it is in God’s will, then it is in 
God’s will and it will be honoured. He has proved that time and time again. Now I 
know the Israelites need water to drink, but shipping it in a container from Sri 
Lanka and making a profit, well, it defies logic.  
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walked through. It didn’t matter where the camera pointed, you just could not 
go wrong.  
 
It was set up on a wide expanse of beach above high tide with most of the stalls 
selling the larger fish near the road. Between these stalls and the sea large 
sheets of black plastic were laid out on the sand and covered with myriads of 
very small fish spread out to dry in the sun. We would have rejected these as 
tiddlers or bait fish but they were here in great quantities and obviously in great 
demand. A few people walking over them, or big black crows taking a few did 
not seem to matter.  
 
Further down at the shore line were 
the boats and fishermen still 
emptying the nets of these small 
fry. It was here we saw what could 
have been a re-enactment of the 
biblical story of Ruth gleaning in 
Boaz fields, only this time it was the 
poor woman picking out the few 
small fish the fishermen had missed 
(or purposely left) and putting them 
carefully into her basket.  
 
Everybody was so busy doing their own thing, they did not take any notice of 
this bunch of European tourists with cameras wandering around. We were of 
course careful not to walk on the fish.  
 
The trip to Kandy was by a wide but winding sealed road and we were 
comfortably at the top before lunch. Negombo was located such that we did not 
have to drive through Colombo. In Kandy we were staying at the home of Suresh 
Ramachandran, husband of one of Philip’s sisters. He was an evangelist or pastor 
working in Kandy, but it was not always that way.  
 
We met him at the Renewal Fellowship one night when he turned up with Philip 
and Dhammika. He was on his way home to Sri Lanka from the United States but 
had only been able to make it to Australia. He needed his fare to Sri Lanka and 
he had it that night before he left from the pockets of those present. Let me re-
phrase that in case you get the wrong message; his fare was donated from the 
pockets of those present…. 
 
If I can continue to flog that amazing adjective amazing it was an amazing fact 
that there was always at least $1000 available on any Friday or Sunday night 
meeting of the Renewal Fellowship. Giving took on a new meaning within that 
group, and great rewards flowed from it. We were here in Sri Lanka right now to 
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witness the benefits that were about to flow from the support given for Philip's 
water project.  
 
Suresh had been an accomplished entertainer and high flyer on the world 
entertainment stage for many years. He had then seen the light, renounced his 
past wild life and became a Christian. He was now a high power evangelist and 
pastor32 back in his home town of Kandy.  
 
He had rented a large house, which easily accommodated the group for the 
night, and we certainly appreciated his hospitality.  
 
Saturday 5 December, 1998. Today was the dedication and opening of Philip’s 
bottled water project. It was located in hilly country some 20km out from Kandy 
in country that looked a lot like that around Mapleton and Maleny in 
Queensland.  
 
The water bottling plant was quite simple, and with one tap from which bottles 
would be hand filled could hardly be called a plant. The open rooms were 
required to hold empty bottles waiting to be filled and filled bottles waiting to 
be transported to Colombo. The spring was of course at a higher point and the 
water just gravitated down to the tap. Simple enough for us perhaps, but 
something quite new for the locals, and more importantly, they had done it 
themselves and had a marketable product.  

One store room was set up 
that day as a chapel and the 
dedication service was held 
within. Philip, Dhammika and 
members of the George family 
said what they had to say and 
Geoff blessed the project 
before turning on the solitary 
tap and filling the first bottle.  
 
Just remember every journey 
starts with one small step.  

 
After lunch, our time with the group was complete. Helen and I had an 11.45pm 
flight to Singapore, but the remainder would stay in Kandy with Suresh for 

                                                           
32 It is not easy to be an outspoken Christian in a country like Sri Lanka, where 

religious tolerance is low. Suresh went through a particularly hard time a few 

years ago to the extent of spending time in jail.  
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Sunday services. Late in the afternoon, we were taken back to Negombo, picked 
up our baggage at Dhammika’s father’s place and taken to the airport.  
 
The shooting war was still on it seemed and army personnel searched the mini 
bus before we were allowed into the airport. Other than that it was a Sunday 
night late flight and the airport was deserted. We were back with Singapore 
Airlines for a no hassle and on time departure for once.  
 
Sunday 6 December, 1998. We arrived at Singapore Airport at 6am with a fifteen 
hour stop over on our hands. The flight sectors of this trip as you will appreciate 
did not co-ordinate very well, but it was the best that could be done with 
connections to unusual destinations from Australia. We booked into one of the 
short term rooms for the first six hours to catch up on lost sleep, and spent the 
remainder of the time in the Diners Club Lounge, except for a short tour of 
Singapore in the afternoon where special visas were available just for that 
purpose.  
 
Monday 7 December, 1998. Early arrival at Brisbane. Mission accomplished.  
 
The Sequel 
 
As you would have picked up we met a lot of people, but whereas in these 
situations they are usually quickly forgotten when the trips are over, in this case 
we made several sincere and lasting friendships.  
 
Raju: For the record Raju has gone on to become the leader of a very big church 
organisation in Nepal. Shortly after we left he obtained a scholarship to study 
divinity in the Philippines, and thought he could support his wife Samita and 
their two children on his allowance for the three years they would be away, if 
they accompanied him. They did it tough, particularly when Samita fell pregnant 
with their third child. Nevertheless they stayed faithful to God and with some 
monetary and prayerful support from the Renewal Fellowship, Raju came 
through topping his class in the final examinations, even though he had been 
advised to give up at the end of the first year. Not bad for somebody with a 
limited primary school education.  
 
Then before he returned to Nepal he was diagnosed with a thyroid problem. He 
underwent a twelve hour operation, which has been completely successful. The 
Christian surgeon tells how he felt he had to be particularly careful with this man 
as he needed a good voice box.  
 
On his return to Nepal, now with formal educational qualifications, he could 
move, preach, and pastor in wider circles, planting and nurturing many new 
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churches. He was able to move in business and government circles. He is now 
involved in drafting a new constitution for Nepal.  
 
He visited Australia on several occasions lecturing and raising support for his 
work. We were able to have him stay with us at our home at Rainbow Beach on 
two occasions, the last being in 2009 with Samita. When addressing a group at 
Tin Can Bay, he told how he had been granted and audience with the Prime 
Minister of Nepal. During their talk, the prime minister said he liked Christians 
because they were clean and honest. He was also able to persuade the Prime 
Minister to grant a public holiday for Christmas Day – the first time that had 
happened for 250 years.  
 
Raju and Samita went on to adopt a large family. Whether there were ten as he 
felt the Lord was telling him to adopt we do not know, but there was no bottom 
to the love bestowed on those children. Chandra and Sanu were amongst them. 
We continued to support these two and they received a good education. 
 
Raju and Samita had a fourth child of their own born early with complications for 
both mother and child while he was with us on his first visit to Australia. Both 
the baby and Samita’s lives were in danger. There were telephone calls from 
Rainbow Beach to Nepal, as well as a lot of prayer. The outcome was Samita did 
not lose a leg as was feared and the baby survived. Helen had naming rights and 
suggested Alison. We are now supporting Alison through school. 
 
One of the strengths of Raju’s ministry is prayer. He set up what he called his 
Power House at his church in Kathmandu where prayer is offered continuously 
twenty four hours a day. Somebody or a group is always there on roster. On his 
first visit to Australia we picked him up in Toowoomba and were driving across 
to Rainbow Beach when we saw the chimney stacks at the Tarong Power House. 
There was some interesting conversations as we each discussed what we meant 
by a power house33.  
 
We had need for all the prayer support we could get following our daughter 
Christine’s death recently (23 October 2010). An email to Raju cranked up the 
Kathmandu power house, adding significantly to the prayer support we were 
getting from other sources. We are sure it made a big difference to smoothing 
out some sticky patches.  
 
Rinzi: We have maintained a close friendship with Rinzi Lama who has a 
different kind of ministry, but again the focus has been work amongst the street 
kids, many of whom he and his wife Nani Beti have taken in. We get regular 

                                                           
33 I have been in the power supply industry all my working life.  
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updates of their work and have been able to provide some support over the 
years.  
 
Bashu: He has kept in touch from time to time. His first priority when we first 
met him was to find a wife and asked we pray for him in this regard. His and our 
prayers seem to have been satisfactorily answered as he did marry soon after 
and went to the United States to study. We get emails asking for prayer support 
every so often as he returns to run seminars in Nepal. 
 
My Consulting Business. Nothing of any consequence requiring my presence in 
Australia occurred during my absence on this mission, or whilst away on any 
other mission for that matter where we had committed the absence to prior 
prayer. In this case the bombshell came just days after our return when there 
was not one, but two approaches to buy the company. We had also committed 
that to prayer, and here was a timely answer. Within three months the 
consultancy had been sold and we started out on the next phase of life’s 
journey. More doors opened. 
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Chapter 17 - Solomon Islands Third Visit (2003) 
 
We had not travelled overseas with Geoff since the trip to Nepal in 1998, but 
that was about to change. This Solomon Islands trip was the start of a series of 
missions into the Solomon Islands and Vanuatu over the next four years.  
 
Enter The Law Students 
 
April 2002: Here is what Geoff has to say in the Addendum to his book Flash 
Points of Revival (2009 revision). 
 
Vanuatu. The Lord moved in a surprising way at the Christian Fellowship in the 
School of Law at Port Vila, Vanuatu on Saturday night 6 April 2002, the weekend 
after Easter.  
 
The University’s Christian Fellowship held an outreach meeting on the lawns and 
steps of the grassy university square near the main lecture buildings, school 
administration and library. God moved strongly that night.  
 
Romulo Nayacalevu, President of the Law School Christian Fellowship reported: 
 
“The speaker was the Upper Room Church pastor, Jotham Napat who is also the 
Director of Meteorology in Vanuatu. The night was filled with the awesome 
power of the Lord and we had the Upper Room church ministry who provided 
music with their instruments. With our typical Pacific Island setting of bush and 
nature all around us, we had dances, drama, testified in an open environment, 
letting the wind carry the message of salvation to the bushes and the darkened 
areas. That worked because most of those that came to the altar call were 
people hiding or listening in those areas. The Lord was on the road of destiny 
with many people that night".  
 
Unusual lightning hovered around the sky and as soon as the prayer teams had 
finished praying with those who rushed forward at the altar call, the tropical rain 
pelted down on that open field.  
 
God poured out his spirit on many lives that night, including Jerry Waqainabete 
and Simon Kofe. Both of them played rugby in the popular university teams and 
enjoyed drinking and the nightclub scene. Both changed dramatically. Many of 
their friends said it would not last. It did. 
 
Later Jerry became prayer convener at the Christian Fellowship and Simon its 
president. Most of the leaders attended the lively, Spirit led Upper Room Church 
at Port Vila. 
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The University of the South Pacific, based in Suva, Fiji, has its School of Law in 
Vanuatu because of the unique combination of French, English and local laws in 
Vanuatu )previously called New Hebrides) and ruled jointly by France and Britain. 
Students come from many nations of the South Pacific to study law at Vanuatu, 
many being the children of chiefs and government leaders.  
 
The very active Christian Fellowship regularly organised outreaches in the town 
and at the university. About one third of the 120 students in the four year law 
course attended the weekly meeting on Friday nights. A core group prayed 
together regularly including daily payer at 6am, and organised evangelism 
events. Many were filled with the Spirit and began to experience spiritual gifts in 
their lives in new ways. 
 
Geoff and the Law Students 
 
Geoff’s wife Meg died of cancer on 26 February 2002. Geoff took a cruise to 
Vanuatu later in the year and made two unplanned (but might I suggest God 
planned) contacts that were to change the direction of his ministry from then 
on. His first was the contact with the Upper Room Church in Port Vila, which led 
to the law students, and the second was with Chief Willie Bebe on Pentecost 
Island. We will come back to the second later, when we accompany Geoff to 
Pentecost Island in Vanuatu. For now let’s continue with the law students. 
 
A team of eleven law students from the University of the South Pacific, School of 
Law in Vanuatu visited Australia in November/ December 2002, hosted and 
accommodated by Geoff and members of the Renewal Fellowship. Geoff really 
went the extra mile hiring a twelve seat bus and driving them to Sydney and 
back for a few days at Hillsong, as well as to other places.  
 
Jerry from Fiji returned home at Christmas after the visit to Australia and prayed 
for 70 sick people in his village, seeing many miraculous healings. His 
transformed life challenged the village because he had been converted at the 
Christian Fellowship after his wild times at the village34 
 
Simon returned to his island of Tuvalu also transformed at the university 
through the Christian Fellowship. He witnessed to his relatives and friends all 
through the vacation bringing many of them to the Lord. He led a team of youth 
involved in Youth Alive meetings and prayed with the leaders each morning from 
4am. Simon became president of the Christian Fellowship at the Law School 
from October 2003 for a year.  

                                                           
34 You need to read Geoff’s books for the full stories, but for the record here in 
2009 Jerry was a practising lawyer and pastor of a church he had planted in Suva 
as well as a new church in his village.  
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Geoff made several mission and teaching visits to Pentecost Island during 2003 
accompanied by some of the law students. At the conclusion of the visit in late 
November/ early December, Geoff and the group flew on to the Solomon 
Islands. This is where we met the group and this story begins.  
 
Solomon Islands 2002-2003 
 
Now let’s have a look at what was happening in the Solomon Islands in 2002 and 
2003.  
 
Basically the country was out of control and in the grip of ethnic tensions, which 
translates to civil war. I will mention some of the atrocities as told to us later. 
The Solomon Islands government invited Australia to intervene with the Helpin 
Fren deployment of the Regional Assistance Mission Solomon Islands (RAMSI) of 
Australian soldiers and police to help curb the lawlessness. By the time of our 
trip in December 2003, their job was almost complete, peace and order had 
been restored, and they were about to pull out.  
 
Now let’s have a look at how Geoff saw revival in his book Flashpoints of Revival 
(2009 revision)  
 
The Lord poured out his Spirit in fresh and surprising ways in New Georgia in the 
Western District of the Solomon Islands in 2003, and touched many churches in 
the capital Honiara with strong moves of the Holy Spirit. God’s Spirit moved 
powerfully especially on the youth and children. This included many conversions, 
many filled with the Spirit, and many having visions and revelations.  
 
Ethnic tension (another name for civil war) raged for two years with rebels 
armed with guns causing widespread problems and the economy failing with the 
wages of many police, teachers, and administrators unpaid. In spite of this, and 
perhaps because of it, the Holy Spirit moved strongly in the Solomon Islands. 
 
An anointed pastor from PNG spoke at an Easter camp in 2003 attended by 
many youth leaders from the Western Solomon’s. These leaders returned on fire. 
The weekend following Easter, from the end of April 2003, youth and children of 
the huge scenic Marovo Lagoon area were filled with the Spirit and many lives 
transformed.  
 
Revival began with the Spirit moving on youth and children in village churches. 
They had extended worship in revival songs, many visions and revelations and 
lives being changed with strong love for the Lord. Children and youth began 
meeting daily from 5pm for hours of praise, worship and testimonies. A police 
officer reported reduced crimes, and said former rebels were attending daily 
worship and prayer meetings.  
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Revival continued to spread throughout the region. Revival movements brought 
moral change and built stronger communities in villages in the Solomon Islands 
including these lasting developments: 
 
1. Higher moral standards. People involved in the revival quit crime and 

drunkenness, and promoted good behaviour and co-operation. 
2. Christians who once kept their Christianity inside churches and meetings 

talked more freely about their lifestyle in the community and amongst 
friends. 

3. Revival groups, especially youth, enjoyed working together in unity and 
community, including a stronger emphasis on helping others in the 
community.  

4. Families were strengthened in the revival. Parents spent more time with their 
youth and children to encourage and help them, often leading them in Bible 
reading and family prayers.  

5. Many new gifts and ministries were used by more people than before, 
including revelations and healing. Even children received revelations or words 
of knowledge about hidden magic artefacts or ginger plants related to spirit 
power and removed them.  

6. Churches grew. Many church buildings in the Marovo Lagoon were pulled 
down and replaced with much large buildings to fit in the crowds. Offerings 
and community support increased.  

7. Unity. Increasingly Christians united in reconciliation for revival meetings, 
prayer and service to the community. 

 
In July 2003 Dr. Ron Ziru (a dentist) then administrator of the United Church of 
the Solomon Islands hospital at Munda on New Georgia, invited Geoff to visit 
the Western Regions to teach about revival and the Holy Spirit. Geoff witnessed 
the revival already mentioned in the Marovo Lagoon area around Seghe, which 
had now spread to the Roviana Lagoon area around Munda. 
 
Methodist missionaries established strong churches in New Georgia a hundred 
years ago. These were now part of the United Church of the Solomon Islands. 
Munda on the northwest corner of New Georgia has the church’s headquarters 
with its administration, hospital and schools. It lies 80km from Seghe, which is 
close to the Marovo Lagoon. Seghe Theological Seminary is the National Bible 
College for the United Church. 
 
Rev. John Francis Goldie with Rev. S. Rabon Rooney left Sydney on Friday 3 May 
1902 on the SS Titus. The party dropped anchor and went ashore on Nusa Zonga 
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Island on 23 May, 1902 at 4.30pm. After initial contact with the local people a 
permanent head station was built at Kokeqolo for the Methodist Mission35. 
 
Our Trip 4 12 December 2003 
 
Geoff went to Vanuatu on a mission in late November supported by the law 
students. They would then fly together across to Honiara from Port Vila on 
Thursday night 4 December and carry onto Seghe or Munda next day to check 
out the revival both there and in the Marovo Lagoon. We would meet up with 
them, which we did by a set of curious chances that only God could organise, as 
when we left Brisbane we didn’t really know whether we would end up in Seghe 
or Munda. Once again having said we would go, everything worked out well as it 
had on every previous occasion. In fact it usually works out better than expected 
in unexpected ways.  
 
We arrived in Honiara around mid afternoon on Thursday 4 December with an 
onward ticket to Seghe next morning and a return ticket from Munda the 
following Thursday. Seghe is a one hour flight from Honiara and Munda about 
twenty minutes further on. If we had to get from Seghe to Munda we could 
arrange that in a canoe.  
 
As the aircraft taxied into the terminal at Honiara, a military presence was 
immediately apparent as we viewed the large Australian Army tent camp 
located very close to the terminal. As we entered the terminal there was a 
strong Australian army and police presence observing just who were 
disembarking.  
 
Then having collected our baggage a very strange and unusual thing happened. 
A burly Australian policeman picked up our baggage, carried it to the exit and 
started to look for a taxi. That had never happened in Australia! Perhaps he was 
just bored standing around observing, but perhaps the real reason was to 
protect us from the crowd that usually hangs around the exit gates at foreign 
airports.  
 
However, just as he was about to engage a taxi, Dr. (medical) Rooney Jaquilly, a 
relative of our good friend Rev. Gideon Tuke stepped forward to claim us as his 
friends from a now quite bewildered Don, Helen, and policeman.  
 

                                                           
35 Kokeqolo is the area of Munda where the Headquarters of the United Church is 
located, and where we would stay.  
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This was greatly appreciated and we were soon loaded into Rooney's car and on 
our way to the Anglican Melanesian Brotherhood Chester Rest House for an 
overnight stay pending Geoff and the team’s arrival later that night.  
 
We were booked into the rest house one Sunday when we had the Anglican 
priest from Gympie, Father Richard Martin, for lunch after the Rainbow Beach 
church service and mentioned we were going over to the Solomon’s. He knew 
about the Chester Rest House, made a phone call on our behalf and we were 
quickly booked in.  
 
We would not see Gideon this trip as he was on a three year scholarship in St. 
Louis in the USA. Nevertheless he made sure Rooney would look after us. We 
would meet Gideon's wife Vasity later at Munda.  
 
Chester Rest House was an unexpected and pleasant surprise. It was quite new, 
and apart from the usual pot holes and puddles in the street, possibly the best 
accommodation in Honiara at the time, considering the Solomon Islands were 
just coming out of a civil war. It was a double storied timber building set near 
the top of a hill overlooking the town and the port. It had very wide shady 
verandas right along the side overlooking the sea. It was not air conditioned but 
it was certainly well placed for any breeze. It was well patronised by Solomon 
Islanders who had to travel to Honiara  
 
We had a bedroom to ourselves with a common kitchen for self catering, good 
clean showers and toilets. We went to bed that night without any word from 
Geoff. When we woke in the morning we had a ticket for a flight to Seghe later 
that morning where we thought the action would be, but had not heard from 
Geoff. About 8am phone contact was established.  
 
He and the team had not long arrived, the flight from Vanuatu being very, very 
late, and their baggage left behind in Vanuatu. All they had was what they were 
wearing. The team and Geoff were then at the home of Sir Peter and Lady 
Margaret Kenilorea, the first Prime Minister and now Speaker in the Parliament. 
Their daughter Joanna was a law student at Port Vila. They were well looked 
after. 
 
No, the action was no longer at Seghe. They were all going up to Munda.  
 
We had to get tickets to Munda. Fortunately the airline office was just down the 
street and it was not much of a problem as the flight we were on landed at 
Seghe and carried on to Munda. Provided nobody boarded at Seghe, our seats 
would still be available for the last leg. We went out to the airport and met 
Geoff who was also booked on the morning flight to Munda. The team would 
follow on an afternoon flight.  
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There were two flights to Munda that morning, but nobody seemed to know 
which one we were on, or when it would leave. It’s all very laid back in the 
islands so we just took shelter from the sun under an awning facing the tarmac 
and looked out at a lone Twin Otter on the tarmac.  
 
While we were waiting with others, Geoff spotted Ron Ziru, who as it turned out 
was also booked on the flight to Munda. Now, Geoff never said anything and I 
don’t know what the arrangements were, but as Ron had invited Geoff in July, it 
would only be reasonable to assume he had invited him back this time and 
would look after accommodation. Calvin Ziru, Ron’s son, was a law student in 
Port Vila and was coming to Munda with the law students team, so I guess it was 
also reasonable to assume Ron would look after the team’s accommodation. We 
didn’t ask about our accommodation and just tagged along. 
 
Also as we waited for our flight we watched an Australian Army Caribou aircraft 
land, taxi and park close into the terminal. The rear loading door dropped to the 
ground and a group of ragged handcuffed men were marched out onto the 
tarmac. We were now observing the ethnic tensions first hand.  
 
Geoff, Ron and ourselves were all on the same flight and the first to leave 
Honiara. We arrived at Munda around lunch time. There was a brand new truck 
belonging to the hospital to meet Ron. Geoff, Helen and I climbed onto the back 
and we set off for Ron’s home driving straight down the rather long and very 
potholed airstrip runway for the first part of the trip of a couple of kilometres. I 
still didn’t know if we were invited or it was just a matter of not leaving 
strangers behind, especially if travelling with Geoff Waugh. 
 
We were accepted and made very welcome by both Ron and his wife Nancy at 
the Ziru home. It was not a large house, probably three bed rooms, lounge, 
kitchen out the back and a closed in front veranda. There was one bathroom/ 
WC toilet with water pumped up to it from a rather noisy electric pump. It was 
on high stumps and not unlike a lot of Queensland houses. There were some 
rooms underneath and an area for laundry of sorts in the back yard. 
 
Out of all this we were given a good bed in our own room, still unaware that 
when the eleven strong team arrived later that afternoon there would be 
fourteen guests in that house as well as Ron and Nancy. 
 
After the arrival of the team the kitchen was a food production line – always 
busy with many hands preparing, cooking and cleaning up, and of course there 
was always a queue for the bathroom, but nevertheless it worked very well.  
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There is not much at Munda. Just a couple of shops, a bank, a post office, and 
telecom centre, the airstrip and a small port, as well as the United Church 
headquarters.  
 
On the seafront Agnes Lodge was a small hotel, the only tourist accommodation. 
Helen stayed there overnight on her first trip to the men’s camp back in 1994, 
and that was our fallback position, but we had not done anything about it as we 
thought we would be in Seghe. It’s doubtful there would have been room 
anyway as it was probably fully occupied by RAMSI staff. 
 
The United Church hospital, known as the Helena Goldie Hospital, is a small 
hospital originally set up by the Rev. Goldie and named after his wife. As already 
mentioned, Ron Ziru was the present administrator.  
 
Settled in and after lunch we retired to a closed in veranda to get out of the way 
and have a sort of a rest. There were bookshelves all around and I picked up a 
book on bush dentistry that looked interesting. These went into the gruesome 
details of extracting teeth in the bush, not something I needed to know about. I 
did not know then that Ron was actually a doctor of dentistry.  
 
Late afternoon the team arrived – all eleven of them in what they stood up in as 
their baggage was still back in Port Vila. They would beg, borrow, and swap 
these clothes for the next fortnight.  
 
Geoff of course had been talking about this group at just about every Sunday 
night meeting of the Renewal Fellowship in Brisbane for over twelve months. 
We could now put faces to the very familiar names, although picking Jerry from 
Simon from Romulo did not come easily to a couple of now elderly Australians. 
They were as switched on a group of youth as could be imagined, all on fire for 
Christ. They were all from the families of chiefs or leaders in the communities of 
their home lands, and when they had law degrees it augured well for the 
future36 of the Pacific Island Nations.  
 
There was one white face amongst them belonging to Jamie Crossen, son of Dale 
Crossen with whom I had worked in the Queensland power industry. Jamie had 

                                                           
36 There is a lot to tell about what actually happened after graduation, but 
without exception they all took on responsible positions back in their own 
countries. I can’t recall all the details. Jerry and Simon have already had a 
mention. Seine a Fijian girl became a crown prosecutor. Calvin Ziru became 
lawyer to the Solomon Island’s Parliament. And so it went on. We would meet up 
with many of them again when on missions with Geoff to Pentecost Island, 

Vanuatu.  
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met up with the group at the Kenmore Baptist Church during their visit to 
Australia and was now, like us, tagging along.  
 
Ron we found was very fortunate to be alive. He came home one night during 
the civil war to be confronted in his lounge room by an assailant who put a gun 
in his mouth and pulled the trigger. Ron heard the click, but the gun did not go 
off. The assailant then pointed the gun at the ceiling and it did go off. The 
assailant took fright and ran off no doubt wondering just what was going on. 
 
We were living among people who had been through a lot of trauma during the 
past couple of years.  
 
Why Were We Here? 
 
That is a good question, and the answer goes back a long way, probably to the 
time we first met Gideon Tuke at the Toowong Uniting Church in the 1980s 
when he was studying at the Uniting Church Theological College at 
Auchenflower. That kindled an association with the Solomon Islands that would 
be strengthened with Helen’s visit to the men’s camp in 1994 and our visit to 
Gideon’s Island of Simbo in 1996 as discussed in earlier chapters.  
 
The Renewal Fellowship provided hospitality to Gideon and others when they 
visited Brisbane. The Others often came with their families for extended periods 
to study at the University of Queensland or for medical care, and these were 
usually quickly absorbed into our home groups. Over the years we came to know 
quite a few Solomon Islanders. Understanding their culture was another matter.  
 
Then Helen had a video ministry, the beginnings of which have been discussed at 
length in earlier chapters. Technology had advanced and the restrictions of the 
analogue age were now past. She now had a digital video camera and an editing 
program and could produce high quality DVDs. DVD players and TV monitors 
were becoming available even in isolated communities, so here was another 
grand opportunity to multiply the word especially with the opportunity to 
witness and record special events in a real revival situation. It was a unique 
opportunity not to be missed.  
 
Then there was Geoff himself. He was an interesting person, completely focused 
on what he was doing to the extent it was often difficult to get a conversation 
going with him. He never asked anybody to go with him on missions, but he did 
encourage anybody so inclined to pray about it, and never rejected any who 
wanted to accompany him. In the past he was often accompanied by his wife 
Meg, but now without her, we felt we could, if nothing else, provide some 
measure of support by just being there as travelling companions. He had enough 
to do just teaching and preaching. We also enjoyed the experience of just being 
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present at meetings, and being down the back, could provide feedback as to 
what was happening amongst those too shy to sit closer to the front.  
 
The Munda Meetings. 
 
Being December, school was over for the year and Rev. Fred Aleziru37, the local 
minister had organised a camp for Sunday School students, all 400 of them, at 
the Kokeqolo complex. This was an interesting collection of three large buildings, 
all of which had served as a church at some time.  
 
On entering the grounds the first building was the original church, now just a 
structure with open sides and a sago palm thatched roof. It was huge and would 
have held, at a guess, 500 or more people.  
 
Just past this was the second church now used as a hall. It was about the same 
size but of a more conventional timber construction. In this building 400 Sunday 
School students slept on the hard concrete floor and were fed their daily ration 
of rice.  
 
Further in again was the newest building, now used as the church. All meetings 
were held here.  
 
We had a walk of about 800m from the Ziru residence to the complex.  
 
Friday Night 5 December, 2003. No doubt most people would have known of 
Geoff, but nothing was known of Don and Helen Hill – they just turned up. Just 
on dark the group set off down the track in the direction of the church buildings 
for an evening meeting. 
 

As we approached the first building, 
the first church with the thatched 
roof, we were aware of a large 
gathering of people. Now, with the 
open sides there was no need to go 
in through a doorway, so we (Helen 
and I) just walked up to a position 
along the side where we could see 

the stage and see what was going on. We had just walked into one of the 
greatest shows of our life. It was the “thank you” celebration and farewell from 
the local people for the RAMSI contingent about to leave for home.  
 

                                                           
37 Fred had been a student of Geoff's at the Uniting Church of Queensland's 
Trinity Theological College, Auchenflower 
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We set up the tripod (without invitation), turned on the camera to record the 
night, and remained there for the whole show. This was a sincere and as genuine 
a "thank you" as possible from people who had been through hell during the 
past two years and we felt very proud to be Australians as group by group from 
the schools and the community presented their skits and delivered an address 
and a thank you message. There were some very polished and practiced 
performances. What a privilege it was to be the only Australians present (apart 
from the RAMSI police).  
 
Further on in the church building Geoff and the team held their meeting, which 
also went well into the night. Late night meetings become understandable when 
it is realised how much cooler it is at night. From here on there were meetings 
most mornings and afternoons and always at night. Here is what Geoff had to 
say in his book Pacific Revivals. 
 
We held meetings in the main church at Munda and in surrounding villages and 
churches as well. Children and youth always responded freely. They usually led 
the worship with revival songs. Their simple, strong faith and ardent love for 
Jesus touched us all. I really appreciated one of them praying for me with humble 
prophetic insight. So many revival Ieaders are very young. 
 
We taught in morning sessions about revival and answered questions. One 
mother, for example, asked about the meaning of her young son's vision of Jesus 
standing with one foot in heaven and one foot on the earth. What a beautiful, 
powerful picture of Jesus' claim that all authority in heaven and on earth has 
been given to him (Matthew28:8), seen in a child's vision. 
 
Those powerful, yet simple and natural effects of revival in strong worship, 
visions, revelations, healings and deliverance continued to spread throughout the 
Solomon Islands. 
 

Each meeting was different. The law 
students often took part with mime 
and dancing which was well received.  
 
One night there was a singing 
competition between the choirs from 
the various Sunday Schools. That was 
a night of song to remember!  

 
On another night we gathered in the second building for a Christmas party 
including the evening meal. This was followed by a Christmas tree and presents 
for the children. I was nominated as Santa Claus (probably because I was the 
only one there with white hair), but there was no red outfit to go with the job.  
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This was probably the first time those kids had ever received a present of any 
kind. Each one was carefully wrapped. Not one was opened until the 
presentation was all over. Peace and good will had indeed come to Munda that 
Christmas! 
 
WW2 Munda 
 
Munda had been a very important base for both the Japanese and the 
Americans in WW2, and we were able to talk about it with locals, who although 
they were only children at the time, their parents and grandparents had lived 
through it all.  
 
The Japanese built the base from late October 1942. The work was at least 
initially hidden from the air by wiring the tops of palm trees to keep them in 
place and doing the work under the trees. An all weather runway for fighters 
was operational on 17 December 1942. It was heavily bombed from the air by 
the Allies prior to the American landing next year. Munda airfield was the 
principal objective of the Central Solomon's campaign. It was captured by the US 
forces after 12 continuous days of fierce fighting in the jungle area. The high 
ground around the airfield fell on 5 August 1943. 
 
Once seized, the Americans improved and expanded the airbase for their own 
operations with the first American aircraft landing on 14 August, 1943. 
 
We heard many stories from the locals about how the men of the area were 
used as slave labour by the Japanese and the women and children went bush. 
Starvation was a big problem as they only dared come out at night to seek food.  
 
Also interesting to note that the big trees in the area were smaller trees during 
the fighting. The bullets and shrapnel they stopped then are now deeply 
embedded and have ruined many a saw while being milled.  
 
Other Daytime Activities 
 
We went back even further in history one 
day when the boys from the law students 
commandeered a tinny with an outboard 
motor and ferried us across to a small 
island about a kilometre off shore for 
lunch. This was an uninhabited island only 
about 100m in diameter, and was the 
burial place for several of the early 
missionaries. The head stones recorded 
the early history of the first missionaries.  
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On another occasion Gideon's wife Vasity with the twins John and Judith came 
over from Simbo (via Gizo) to see us. This was a long trip in a plastic canoe We 
met and talked on an upturned and rotting dugout canoe just lying there 
between the United Church building and the landing. This was interesting 
enough, but even more interesting was the procession of the hierarchy of 
officials38 from the United Church, including the bishop, who came out to talk to 
Helen and I one by one while we were waiting for Vasity to arrive.  
 
The church was somewhat confused about what was going on and with good 
reason. They were not only trying to come to grips with a revival fired up by the 
children and youth, but now they had Geoff and a team of law students in the 
area, Gideon's wife about to arrive, and as if that was not enough, Don and 
Helen Hill were around with a video camera and sitting on their upturned canoe! 
 
Our Departure 
 
On Thursday morning 11 December we flew off to Honiara on the way home. As 
always flying in these remote areas is interesting with a landing on Seghe and 
another on the island of Yandina between New Georgia and Guadalcanal. From 
here on to Honiara, we flew over the sea at just 500 feet. I don't know why, but 
the pilot announced his intention before the take off so we skimmed the waves 
over Iron Bottom Sound and had great views of Guadalcanal and Honiara 
straight out of our window.  
 
Rooney was at the airport in Honiara to meet us and took us back to the 
Melanesian Brotherhood Chester Rest House. We would not stay overnight, but 
with a flight out around midnight we needed somewhere to rest.  
 
Where is Billy Misi? 
 
There was one more thing we had to do before we left the Solomon Islands and 
that was to find Billy Misi. We had met and befriended Billy and his wife Daisy in 
Brisbane several years ago when Daisy was brought to Brisbane to the Wesley 
Hospital for very urgent medical attention and put on a dialysis machine. We 
met Billy at the Toowong Uniting Church, which was usually first contact with 
overseas people. Daisy of course was in the hospital.  
 
Billy stayed in the Wesley Hostel near the Auchenflower Railway Station. He was 
a Christian and very quickly became a regular member of our home group. A lot 
of prayer went up for Daisy. 
 

                                                           
38 We had met several of them before either on previous trips or in Brisbane. 
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In private life Billy had either retired or was about to do so from one of the top 
jobs in the Solomon Island's Telstra. They were paying his and Daisy's expenses. 
He was about my age.  
 
Daisy had her ups and downs but recovered enough to be able to return to the 
Solomon Islands but the prognosis was not good. A portable machine was 
available for her in the Solomon Islands and they took a large quantity of filter 
pads and whatever else was required with them when they left for home.  
 
Daisy did not live long after her return. Billy was heartbroken and settled into 
retirement secure in the knowledge that his superannuation would keep him for 
the rest of his days. That was the theory. He was very fortunate to have 
superannuation in the Solomon Islands and to have worked for a company that 
looked after its employees so well. Then came the ethnic tensions and one night 
it came to a climax when Billy's home and two cars were torched and Billy was 
lucky to escape with his life. His superannuation of course had long since 
evaporated as there was no way a government who could not pay its police and 
civil servants could find money for pensions.  
 
Billy was devastated and set up a small stall in the Honiara markets to survive.  
 
We had picked up the main details of the story from the Solomon Islander 
visitors to Brisbane and determined we must try to meet him while we were in 
Honiara. We did not have much time on our arrival. Rooney did not know where 
he was and we did not get very far with guests at the hostel, except they 
thought he was at the market and we did get a phone number, but it was a 
common phone on a pole and if it ever rang anybody could pick it up.  
 
Now that we had a free afternoon ahead of us we tried the telephone and 
eventually did make contact with Billy. It was getting on for 5pm so we arranged 
to meet him at a restaurant that night with Rooney and his wife. Needless to say 
it was a great reunion, but a sorry sight to see a man brought so low. Still there 
were hundreds of others who had not survived to tell the tale and did not eat 
with friends that night.  
 
Our flight was supposed to depart at midnight so Rooney dropped us at the 
airport after our meal. The airport was crowded and disorganised. We stood 
around and queued for four hours before finally departing at 2am for a dawn 
arrival at Brisbane.   
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Chapter 18 - Brunei and Sarawak (2004) 

 
Trust in the Lord with all your heart, and do not lean on your own 
understanding. In all your ways acknowledge Him, and He will make your 
paths straight. (Proverbs 3:5-6) 
 
Helen and I were off to Brunei yet again on 22August 2004 and in the queue at 
the check-in counter at Brisbane Airport. A tap on my shoulder revealed Jim, a 
senior power supply engineer, now retired, on his way to New Zealand. He asked 
me if I had heard about Roger. In fact it was probably ten years since I had last 
seen or heard of Roger or Jim.  
 
Roger was a Chinese Malay and had also been a senior power system engineer. 
Jim told me Roger had returned to the electricity department in Kuching, his 
home town in Sarawak, in the early 2000s, and had recently been tragically killed 
with six others in a helicopter crash near the Brunei/ Sarawak border on 12 July 
2004 whilst carrying out aerial surveys. It took seventeen days to locate the 
crash, which was eventually found under the most unusual circumstances, at 
coordinates from a Bible reference, after conventional searches had failed.  
 
Jim did not know any details of the search and we just noted that it was sad 
news and how extraordinary that he should find us in a queue at an airport as 
we were heading for Brunei and Kuching. We did not know then that Edmund 
and Sue, the friends we would visit next weekend in Kuching knew the Yong 
family and the whole story.  
 
Helen had not been to Brunei for several years and it was certainly time to come 
with me again. I had no problem with this or in getting a weekend off. Normally 
with these assignments when all sustenance is provided there is no such thing as 
a day off. I was too old now to work a full two weeks without a break.  
 
We flew off to Kuching in Sarawak on Friday afternoon. Borneo is a big island. It 
takes an hour to cross north to south on the Brisbane flights and today it took an 
hour to fly just part way along the north coast.  
 
We were guests of Edmund and Sue, two Christian PhD students we came to 
know quite well during their four years in Toowong. They had married on their 
return to Sarawak and were now quite excited to have the opportunity to show 
off their new home and to make sure we saw everything possible in Kuching. 
 
It is one thing to visit a country and stay at the best hotel. It is quite another to 
stay with the locals. Apart from the age difference, we were now in a different 
culture.  
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We had mentioned Roger Wong mainly out of curiosity and the way Jim had 
seen us in the check-in queue and passed on the word. We did not expect what 
came next. Edmund and Sue knew Roger's family who attended the same 
Chinese Christian church we would attend Sunday morning. They knew the story 
of the search, the funeral, and passed on a copy of what had happened.  
 
This is what they passed on.  
 
A Wonderful Testimony on Locating the Hornbill Skyways Helicopter  
 
A wonderful testimony on locating the Hornbill Skyways helicopter crash site at 
Gunung Murud, north-west of Pa Lungan, near the Sarawak-Kalimantan border. 
This testimony was conveyed to us by Pastor Silas Singh in church today (8th 
August 2004).  
 
Sarawak Assistant Minister in the Chief Minister's Department, Dr Judson Tagal 
and 6 others were on a trip to Bakelalan to conduct aerial mapping for a 
telecommunication project when the helicopter crashed on 12th July, 2004.  
 
A rescue and search party were set up to locate the crash and to conduct a 
rescue operation. But after two weeks, there were no sign of any crash even with 
using the latest search technology and cost of over RM1million.  
 
Everyone held prayer vigil for their safety including Dr Judson Tagal's brother. As 
Dr Judson's brother was recollecting the memories of him, he remembered that 
Dr Judson gave him a Bible sometime back. He took out the Bible and read the 
page that Dr Judson wrote when he presented the Bible to him. The scripture 
verse in it read as Proverbs 3:5-6 "Trust in the Lord with all your heart, and do 
not lean on your own understanding. In all your ways acknowledge Him, and 
He will make your paths straight". 
 
As Dr Judson's brother read the scripture verse, the word "straight" kept coming 
to him. He believed in his heart that the Lord was speaking to him and prompted 
him to get his map to reveal the location of the crash.  
 
Dr Judson's brother went to the operations room in Miri and looked at the map, 
by then the map had many lines drawn on it -- these were routes taken by the 
rescue team on their earlier trips to locate the missing helicopter. As led by the 
Lord, he drew a line North-West 3 degrees 5 minutes and 6 seconds, the 
numbers as to Proverbs 3:5-6, the scripture verse written in his Bible by Dr 
Judson Tagal.  
 
The rescue party were sceptical and no one listened to him. His brother did not 
give up and contacted Thomas Lim, who is involved in flying doctor service in 
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remote tribal areas, and gave him the location: 3 degrees North-West, 5 minutes 
and 6 seconds. On his way back from flying doctor service, Thomas Lim took out 
the note with the location written on it. 
 
Following the location he spotted the crashed helicopter North-West 3 degrees 5 
minutes 6 seconds just as Dr. Judson's brother had mentioned as the Lord 
directed him. He did not need any high tech equipment to assist him, nor any 
binoculars at all. God gave the exact spot of the crash.  
 
He reported back to the operations room. A party was sent out to confirm the 
crash site and later, further operations were carried out to determine if there 
were any survivors. Sadly to say that there were no survivors.  
 
Of the seven people on board, four of them were Christians including Dr Judson 
Tagal. No one understands how or why they must die but the wonderful thing 
here was that Proverbs 3:5-6 came alive that day. God is good!  
 
All previous information given to locate the crash had been false. It took an 
awesome God to point the correct way in Proverbs 3:5-6! Never doubt the Power 
of the Living God!  
 
The funeral was attended by ministers and dignitaries who many did not know 
the ever living God. That day, the gospel was preached to them! Many heard the 
gospel tor the very first time. This mourning has turned into a blessing because 
many lives were touched!  
 
We did meet some of Roger’s family, but I have no record of names. 
 
Sunday after church we spent a little time in town buying T shirts to take home 
and after lunch ventured into the country again, this time inland to the Bau 
Wind Caves and nature reserve near the Indonesian (Kalimantan) border. We 
walked through the caves which were quite ordinary compared to others we had 
seen, but the more important thing was Renewal Fellowship members Don and 
June Singer had been missionaries in Kalimantan, just across the border from the 
caves. Percy King and the VW Kombi (Chapter 2) could also have worked in the 
same area  
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Chapter 19 - Vanuatu First Visit (2004) 
 
In October 2004 the opportunity arose to accompany Geoff on a mission trip to 
Pentecost Island in Vanuatu. I have already explained how Geoff became 
involved with the law students and Vanuatu. This association developed further 
in 2004 with Geoff making more visits to Vanuatu and in particular to the 
Vanuatu Churches of Christ Bible College at Banmatmat on Pentecost Island.  
 
Geoff was (in retirement) teaching part time at the Christian Heritage College 
School of Ministries, at Wecker Road, Mansfield, and volunteered to conduct 
regular teaching seminars at Banmatmat. The first course of two weeks duration 
was to be held in October 2004, and the first of four courses planned for 2005 
would be held from Easter 2005. These fitted in with his term vacations.  
 
Leaders from the nation and various churches would study these courses in a 
revival context, as a college community, praying, learning and ministering 
together. Teams would then visit villages on mission throughout Pentecost 
Island each weekend putting theory into practice. We went to record the 
teaching sessions on video, which Helen would subsequently turn into teaching 
DVDs for distribution back to Vanuatu and other parts of the world.  
 
We were also able to turn our hand to many other necessary tasks to assist with 
the rehabilitation of the college at Banmatmat including refurbishing of the 
power system, very necessary to charge the camera batteries as well as to 
provide a little light.  
 
Vanuatu was a new and unknown world to us and you might well wonder why 
Vanuatu? In the normal course of events we would never have found ourselves 
setting out on an adventure such as this. But then if God was taking Geoff to 
Vanuatu and we felt we could be of use, there was an exciting adventure ahead.  
 
Vanuatu was not even a word in the world vocabulary until 1980 when the new 
nation came into being out of the group of island in the South West Pacific 
Ocean, then known as the New Hebrides as named by Captain Cook back in 
1774. It consists of 83 islands scattered over the ocean between the Solomon 
Islands in the west and Fiji in the east. It is about 1750km or three and a bit 
hours flying time from Brisbane. It was formally ruled jointly by Britain and 
France.  
 
Vanuatu is sitting astride the Pacific Rim of Fire and volcanic activity is ongoing. 
Mt. Yasur on Tanna Island is billed the world's most accessible active volcano. It 
is possible to drive by 4WD vehicle to within 200m of the crater rim. There are 
two active volcanoes on Ambrym Island, which we flew over both going to and 
coming back from Pentecost Island. Both were pouring smoke and ash into the 
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air during the times of our visits, and this was always visible across the strait 
from Banmatmat where we spent most of our time on Pentecost Island. Locals 
had to be evacuated.  
 
There are no active volcanoes on Pentecost Island, but there is a village called 
Hot Water and there is a hot spring on the beach at Banmatmat, where I 
measured 400C in the puddle I generated with my feet at the water's edge.  
 
On Friday 26 November 1999 at 0021 local time there was an undersea 
earthquake to the south west of Pentecost Island. This resulted in a tsunami 
within fifteen minutes coming ashore at Marteli Bay on the southern tip, just 
south of Banmatmat. This tsunami flattened all low lying structures including a 
brick school house. The church was the only building left standing.  
 
After the earthquake the sea receded about half a kilometre before the tsunami 
struck and carried through inland for a couple of kilometres. Local residents 
were awake at the time still celebrating a wedding, and when the receding sea 
was noticed, (it was a moonlight night) the alarm was raised and they sought 
higher ground. However eight lives were lost.  
 
Banmatmat Bible College was also damaged and landslides restricted the 
already limited access. Ranwadi School suffered structural damage. We saw 
evidence of damage at both Banmatmat and Ranwadi.  
 
Pentecost Island  
 
We spent most of our time on Pentecost island. A lot of new place names are 
going to appear from time to time in this narrative. Some you might have heard 
of before, but most will probably be new, so before I go further into our story 
let's have a look at some of them for background information.  
 
Pentecost was first sighted on the day of Pentecost, 22 May 1768, by Louis 
Antoine de Bougainville. It was also sighted by Captain James Cook during his 
voyage through the area in 1774. It has been influenced by successive Christian 
missionaries but traditional customs remain strong. 
 
Pentecost is one of the 83 islands that make up Vanuatu. It lies 190km due north 
of the capital Port Vila on the large main island of Efaté. It is a lush, mountainous 
island rising high straight out of the depths of the sea and stretches north to 
south some 60km. It supports a population of 12,000. The mountain range, of 
which the highest peak is 947m, marks the dividing line between the humid, 
rainy eastern coast and the more temperate western coast. Because of the way 
it rises out of the depths of the sea there are no significant beaches or fringing 
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reefs, neither are there any safe anchorages or ports, and although surrounded 
by the sea, the people are not sea farers or fishermen.  
 
The population centres are 
concentrated along the west coast, 
although some live inland. Most  
places have village telephones and 
one or two inhabitants own 4WD 
trucks, which the villagers use for 
transport. A couple of these villages 
also have a small bank and a post 
office. The east coast is wild and 
inaccessible, with relatively few 
inhabitants.  
 
Note: Banmatmat is too small to be 
marked on the map. It lies between 
Ranputor and Wanur on the south 
west corner.  
 
Pentecost Island is notable as the 
spiritual birthplace of the extreme 
sport of Bungee jumping, originating 
in an age old ritual called The Gol or 
land diving. Between April and June 
every year, men in the southern part 
of the island jump from tall towers 
around 20m to 30m in height with 
vines tied to their feet, in a ritual 
believed to ensure a good yam harvest.  
 
The ritual is also used to show acceptance into manhood. Land diving was first 
given international exposure when a BBC film crew brought back footage of the 
ritual during the 1950s. Queen Elizabeth II visited Pentecost in 1974 and 
witnessed a land diving ceremony, during which one unfortunate islander died 
(a few days later) because the jump was performed too early in the year, when 
the vines were much less elastic than usual. 
 
There are no real towns. Most islanders live in small rural villages, surviving by 
subsistence agriculture and growing cash crops. Taro, a root vegetable well-
suited to Pentecost's wet climate, is the staple food. Manioc (cassava), yams, 
bananas, sweet potato, coconuts, island cabbage, pawpaw rose apples, citrus, 
sugarcane, cacao, mangoes, pineapples, nuts, and European vegetables are also 
grown. 
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Vegetables are often grated into a paste, wrapped in large leaves, baked in an 
earthen oven and covered with coconut cream to create lap-lap, a savoury 
pudding.. 
 
Villagers keep cattle, pigs, and chickens for food. Pigeons, flying foxes (fruit 
bats), crabs and fish are also caught and eaten, but fishing is a limited activity. 
Imported rice and tinned meat and fish form an increasing part of the diet in 
more developed areas of the island. 
 
Pigs are important in Pentecost Island society, not only as food but as a 
traditional item of value, which may be given as payment during marriage 
ceremonies or as compensation for transgressions. Boars with long, curved tusks 
are particularly prized. 
 
Traditionally, copra (dried coconut meat) was Pentecost Island's main export, 
but this has now been overtaken by kava, a narcotic root used to produce a 
traditional drink with sedative and anaesthetic properties. Kava is grown and 
drunk on many islands in the South Pacific, but Pentecost Island is particularly 
well known for it, and much of the kava drunk in Vanuatu's towns and abroad 
originates here. 
 
Houses are traditionally constructed from local wood and bamboo, and thatched 
with palm leaves. However, wealthier islanders now build their houses using 
imported cement and corrugated metal. 
 
There are two landing grounds, Lonorore in the south-west and Sara in the 
north. Both were grass strips cleared from the jungle when we were there, but 
Lonorore was upgraded in 2008/09 with a new sealed strip capable of handling 
larger aircraft in the prevailing wet conditions.  
 
There are no ports or safe anchorages. Ships travelling between Port Vila and 
Luganville on Espiritu Santo Island travel along the island's west coast, as sea 
conditions are rough and the population is sparse on the east. A fire lit on the 
beach usually attracts a ships attention.  
 
A rutted dirt road runs from the north to the south-west of the island, but it is 
debatable whether it is a walking track used by 4WDs or a 4WD track used by 
walkers. There is another road between Salap in the south-west to Ranwas in 
the south-east. The bulldozer used to build this track lies rusting on the beach 
where the engine failed whist loading it onto a barge to take it away and the 
road had never been maintained at the time of our visit. Many villages are 
accessible only by steep mountain footpaths. 
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Yachties make regular visits and anchor off the villages of Loltong, Waterfall and 
Pangi. Pangi has a jetty capable of receiving cruise ship tenders during the land-
diving season. 
 
Rugged country and lack of communications had seen the development of five 
distinct languages, but most people speak Bislama, the form of Pidgin English 
that is Vanuatu's national language. Educated islanders also know English or 
French, which are taught in schools. 
 
Ranwadi  
 
Geoff had an association with two main places on Pentecost Island, viz., Ranwadi 
and Banmatmat, both through the Church of Christ.  
 
Ranwadi School (officially 
known since 2003 as Ranwadi 
Churches of Christ College) is 
a co-educational boarding 
school. There are just over 
300 students, who come from 
all over Pentecost Island and 
from other parts of Vanuatu. 
The unusual thing about this 
school was to find such a 
place of such importance to the country in such an isolated place on an isolated 
island. Australian aid has been poured into infrastructure. Anybody who is 
anybody sends their children to Ranwadi, and as with the Law Faculty of the 
University of the South Pacific in Port Vila, many of the future leaders of the 
region will receive their basic education at this school. 
 
The school is run on strong religious lines. The motto is Luke 2:52. and Jesus 
grew in wisdom and stature and in favour with God and men. 
 
Banmatmat  
 
This is the location of the Vanuatu Churches of Christ Bible College. It is located 
in a secluded valley on the western shore of Pentecost Island near the southern 
tip about 15km south of the airstrip at Lonorore. It is completely surrounded by 
steep jungle covered mountains running right down to the sea. The only access 
is by foot, or by boat.  
 
Many villages on Pentecost Island have churches founded by pioneer “kanakas” 
who were sent to work on Queensland sugar plantations from the 1880s, and 
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converted to Christianity through a Churches of Christ Queensland Kanaka 
Mission at Bundaberg. On their return they brought the gospel to their villages.  
 
One of these, Thomas Tumtum, returned to his village of Banmatmat on South 
Pentecost around 1901 with a new young disciple, Lulkon, from the 
neighbouring island of Ambrym. Unfortunately and unbeknown to them, the 
village was tabu (taboo) because a baby had died a few days earlier.  
 
Tradition dictated that anyone breaking tabu must be killed, so they planned to 
kill Thomas. However, Lulkon signalled to kill him instead so that Thomas, who 
knew the local language, could evangelise his people. 
 
Just before Lulkon was clubbed to death as a martyr at a sacred mele palm tree 
in the mountains behind Banmatmat, he read John 3:16 from his pocket New 
Testament, then closed his eyes and prayed for them. Those who ate his body 
died of dysentery. Thomas became the pioneer missionary. Thomas lies buried 
in the jungle within a 100 metres of the Banmatmat College. We visited his 
grave.  
 
From the information I have been able to gather, Banmatmat College was 
established by USA missionaries in the 1960s and must have been quite a place. 
Buildings were substantially constructed of masonry blocks with lecture rooms, 
dormitories, houses for the staff and visitors, and a boat shed and boat for 
transportation. Electricity supply was provided from a generator located in the 
bush where the noise would be muted, and underground power was reticulated 
to all buildings.  
 
The place was apparently abandoned a couple of years before we arrived, and 
quickly became overgrown as the jungle reclaimed the land. However by 2004 
Banmatmat had increasingly become a place for revival. Pastor Lewis Wari and 
his wife Merilyn took up residence in the old Principal's House and hosted 
revival meetings. When we arrived it was being slowly reclaimed from the 
jungle, but more about that later as our stories evolve.  
 
Our Trip - 12 October to 1 November 2004 
 
Geoff's windows of opportunity to conduct courses on Pentecost Island were 
dictated by his teaching commitments at the School of Ministries. He would 
finish midterm commitments on Friday 19 October, fly to Port Vila that 
afternoon and then on to Pentecost Island first thing Saturday morning for a 
week end mission at Ranwadi High School before moving down south to 
Banmatmat for teaching sessions over the following two weeks.  
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We had never been to Vanuatu, so opted to go over a few days earlier to have a 
look around Port Vila and Efate Island, and found ourselves on the afternoon 
Virgin Pacific Blue flight on Tuesday 12 October. Virgin were consolidating their 
position as Australia's second domestic carrier after the Ansett collapse and 
were branching out overseas with Pacific Blue This was one of their first 
overseas flights on a brand new bright red Boeing 737 800.  
 
Seine, Simon, Loretta and Jay, four of the law student's organised 
accommodation for us in Port Vila at the Hibiscus Motel, a small place close into 
the Port Vila township, which I see from the few notes I made on this trip, 
surpassed our expectations. They met us at the airport, took us to the motel and 
made sure we were comfortable.  
 
Wednesday 13 October, 2004. Today was overcast with a slight drizzle and a 
couple of muted sunny breaks. This was interesting as all the Australian TV 
commercials (of which there were many at the time) extolling the virtues of 
Vanuatu always showed blue skies. Unfortunately that was not to be our 
experience as although we were to spend some nine weeks in Vanuatu over the 
next year, really fine days were rare.  
 
Always prepared for the worst, we made breakfast from food we brought with 
us, and then walked into the main down town area. It was a small town, with a 
CBD of perhaps a half a dozen small blocks, with the main centre of activity 
centred around the market on the water front.  
 
We walked around the market area, bought a few basic food items and found a 
bank to change money. The bank was slow, and we found out later this was not 
the way to change money in Port Vila. We should have just fronted up at 
Goodies, a tourist shop we missed on the walk in (it was in the other street). Just 
hand over Australian dollars and get local currency over the counter. Everybody 
in the know makes this their first stop. 
 
We found out about the local mini bus system on the way back to the motel. 
This consists of a fleet of vans seating perhaps six to eight people that cruise the 
streets, and for a 100 Vatu coin, (about a dollar) will drop you at your 
destination. Look for, and hail a van with a number plate starting with "B".  
 
Seine had booked our airline tickets to Lonorore on Pentecost Island and we had 
to pay for and collect these. Simon picked us up after lunch and took us into 
town to the Air Vanuatu Office. The air fare to Pentecost Island was high, almost 
as much as from Brisbane, but being international travellers Air Vanuatu gave 
20% discount.  
 
We would visit Air Vanuatu office on a few more occasions during the next year.  
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After that Simon took us out for a look around the campus at the University of 
the South Pacific. 
 
Thursday 14 October, 2004. Today we went on an all day mini bus tour around 
Efate Island, which was about an 80km drive. Again it was a day of high cloud 
and some heavy rain at critical times, not exactly what the tourist promotions 
would have you believe.  
 
It was a day of contrasts and new experiences. First stop after leaving Port Vila 
was at a beach and from here on we just poked along stopping for a look and a 
few stories at any places of interest.  
 
WW2 came to the New Hebrides in the form of an American forces invasion. The 
Japanese advance was turned back from Guadalcanal in the Solomon Islands to 
the west, but the Americans used and abused the New Hebrides as a supply base 
and probably changed the culture forever. We saw a lot of evidence of this 
occupation today. One thing that made a lasting impression was the American 
Vine39 which had taken over the island. It had been introduced during WW2 
(hence the name) as a very fast growing plant that would cover up and 
camouflage buildings and other things that might be of interest to the enemy. It 
did that quite well, but the US army left and the vine took over the island. We 
were shown an abandoned mine site where everything, including buildings and 
presumably the hole in the ground was completely covered. The mine had to be 
pointed out or it would have been missed from the road side.  
 
Having been made aware of the American plant on our second day we were 
always on the lookout for it, and it was never far away, even on Pentecost 
Island. 
 
Just before lunch we stopped near the mouth of a large creek, where several 
dugout canoes with outriggers were waiting for us. We carefully climbed on 
board half a dozen to a canoe and were paddled upstream for a few hundred 
meters where we went ashore and were accosted by a tribe of ferocious looking 
natives armed with spears and clubs who looked as if they were about to do us 
in and have us for lunch instead of the other way around. It was however all in 
good fun and part of the tourist experience  
 
We stayed with them for a good hour during which a light lunch was served and 
we were entertained with some great dancing and singing in spite of the heavy 

                                                           
39 Ironically it is a climbing, coiling, and trailing vine native to southern Japan and 
southeast China. Its name comes from the Japanese name for the plant, Kuzu. It 
is a weed that climbs over trees or shrubs and grows so rapidly that it kills them 
by heavy shading. The plant is edible, but often sprayed with herbicides. 
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rain that decided to fall at the crucial time. Helen excelled with her video of the 
dancing despite the mud and the rain. 
 
A little further on from here we stopped to view several large mounds of earth 
in an open field. John, our guide asked what we thought these might be. Nobody 
knew the answer, which was only apparent if you were in an aeroplane and 
looked down, when, we were told, they would appear as a large USA to identify 
a USA base and guide pilots into the landing strip. I wonder if the Americans ever 
thought it could work in reverse. 
 
Then, further around the island and getting close to Port Vila, we stopped at a 
small private WW2 museum, which housed the private collection of an old man. 
Here we viewed all sorts of war stuff that he had collected over his life time 
including pullets (bullets) and other items with English language corrupted name 
tags. 
 
Perhaps the most interesting items in his collection were not directly weapons of 
war, but of coke bottles from the USA occupation. Now to us a coke bottle was a 
coke bottle, and they were all of a characteristic shape, but when shown by the 
expert, each had the USA city of origin moulded into the bottom! How's that for 
trivia?  
 
The last call of the day was to the site of the TV production Survivor40, 
completed only a couple of months previously. There was not a lot left at the 
site, but the up market toilets with carpeted floors were still standing and in use. 
This was impressive and in stark contrast to what was seen on the screen.  
 
Friday 15 October 2004. A team of four or five law students flew out to 
Pentecost Island this morning to prepare for the weekend activities at Ranwadi 
High School. Geoff would fly in tonight and stay with a local family. We would 
meet Geoff at the airport tomorrow morning. 
 
In the morning I took a walk into town on my own, leaving Helen at the motel to 
watch TV or otherwise amuse herself. There were only two channels, and the 
first she selected was broadcasting religious programs. The second was 
broadcasting from China. It even went so far as to broadcast the local Vanuatu 
news from Beijing by an Englishman with a very BBC English accent.  
 
We came across many other instances of Chinese interest in Vanuatu.  
 

                                                           
40 Survivor: Vanuatu — Islands of Fire, also known as Survivor: Vanuatu, is the 
ninth season of the American CBS competitive reality Television series. It 
premiered on September 16, 2004. 
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Vanuatu is a country of tourist resorts, many of which are located right in Port 
Vila. Perhaps the closest was the Iririki Island Resort just a couple of hundred 
metres across the lagoon from the market. A 24 hour ferry shuttles guests back 
and forth across the lagoon.  
 
We needed to see what a Vanuatu resort offered and today we went across on 
the ferry for lunch. Unfortunately it was another drizzly day, but there was great 
potential if the sun was ever shining. 
 
Both today and on other occasions I went for long walks. It was a great country 
to be in, the people were friendly and there was no problem going wherever I 
pleased. I felt completely safe even on my own. This is something I would not 
have done in Honiara in the Solomon Islands, although it might have been easier 
in outlying areas such as Gizo. There did not seem to be any ethnic tensions as in 
the Solomon Island, and there had never been civil war to my knowledge as had 
been the recent experience in the Solomon Islands.  
 
Saturday 16 October 2004 - Pentecost Island. We met Geoff at the airport as 
planned and were on our way to Lonorore on Pentecost Island on time at 8am. It 
was a very easy flight in an Air Vanuatu Twin Otter. No other activity at the 
airport followed by what turned out to be the standard twenty minutes climb to 
8,000ft, cruise for ten minutes and then a twenty minute descent to the landing. 
I like flying in the Twin Otter, especially in an aisle seat as there is a good view 
right up through the cockpit to the instrument panel.  
 
Although over the sea for most of the flight with good views of other islands, the 
flight path crossed over Epi Island and then on the descent over Ambryn Island 
where two volcanoes were active and the desolation of the ash plains clearly 
visible. 
 

Arrival at Lonorore  -  EMI - them he, TABU - taboo, BLONG ENI MAN - belong (for) any 
man, IKO LONG AIRFIELD - he go along/ on airfield, TAEM - time, PLEN IE LAN. This 
translates as "It is forbidden for anyone to go on the airfield when the plane lands".  
 

Lonorore was just a grassed clearing in the jungle parallel to the coast. There 
was just one small structure more of the nature of a shelter than a building for 
waiting passengers and an airline office to check tickets. There was radio of sorts 
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inside and occasionally the voice of a pilot would shatter the silence of the 
jungle. Up in the bush there was a toilet (a proper one) and one small house 
where the airport family lived. There was also a row of post office boxes at the 
house where local mail was placed to be picked up later. Lonorore was more 
than just a name.  
 
We were met on arrival by a 4WD truck from Ranwadi. We and a couple of other 
passengers disembarked and our baggage unloaded. As was practice in Australia, 
the co-pilot stayed on board the aircraft with the right hand engine running, 
whilst the pilot supervised the unloading, jumped on board, started the left hand 
engine and in five minutes had taken off for the next island on today's itinerary.  
 
We set off on the 10km trip to Ranwadi, which would take about an hour. That 
tells a story! The track was not all that bad, it was just the time taken to ford 
several fast flowing streams, as well as a stop at a local farm to pick up a couple 
of chooks with their legs tied, which were thrown in the back with Geoff, me and 
the luggage, and which we would no doubt eat at some time over the weekend.  
 
Mostly Helen was given the front seat, but not always. Geoff and I and anybody 
else travelling were always in the back. It was usually best to stand as it was 
easier to hold on and there was a good view ahead of pot holes on the ground 
and tree branches overhead. In reality it was quite an enjoyable experience, and 
something which is no longer allowed in Australia.  
 
On arrival at Ranwadi, we and the chooks were unloaded with our baggage and 
made welcome.  
 
We were taken to a house and shown to a bedroom we could occupy for the 
week end, and surprise, surprise, there was a bathroom with a flush toilet inside 
the house.  
 
Geoff was taken to the residence of the principal, Silas Buli, and his wife where 
he would be their guest.  
 
The usual occupant of our bedroom was a volunteer builder from New Zealand 
named Ron, who had something to do with the new building program supported 
by the Australian Agency for International Development (AusAID).  
 
Introductions over we were taken on a tour of the school. Being a Saturday 
there were no classes, but being an isolated boarding school, the students were 
occupied with other activities, especially the senior boys who spent the morning 
(as well as time after school during the week) making the thousands of concrete 
masonry blocks needed for the new buildings.  
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As well as casting the blocks41 in steel moulds they were also called to unload 
building materials whenever the barge came into the beach below the school. 
There are no sea ports on Pentecost island, and the seas can be rough. Thus 
when the barge loaded with cement and other materials appeared, school work 
stopped and all hands went down to the beach to get the stuff ashore, and the 
barge back to sea. Once on land, the 4WD truck ran a shuttle service to bring it 
up the hill to the school.  
 
After lunch the law students staged a mock trial in the Assembly Hall where poor 
Geoff was arraigned before the court on a charge of being drunk and disorderly 
in a public place. This was a great opportunity for the law students to interact 
with the school students and to show by demonstration just how the court 
process in Vanuatu worked. Seine was the Crown Prosecutor and Joanna 
Kenilorea, daughter of Sir Peter and Lady Margaret, the first Prime Minister and 
now Speaker in the Parliament of the Solomon Islands was the judge. 
Interestingly, Seine became a crown prosecutor in Fiji after graduation. The boys 
also had parts to play in the court process.  
 
At some time during the day I was introduced to Ezekiel Buli, the school 
mechanical and general maintenance man. He could have been a brother of the 
principal Silas Buli, but if not then a very close relative.  
 
He showed me around his world at the school including his workshop and the 
electrical generator and power system, and we discussed his problems. Our 
arrival on Pentecost had not gone unnoticed and he had already been told to 
accompany us to Banmatmat on Monday where we would see what could be 
done to get the power supply system working again. 
 
Tonight after dinner there was a rally in the Assembly Hall which the whole 
school attended. As guests accompanying Geoff we thought we would be able to 
just mingle unobtrusively in the crowd at the back of the hall where Helen could 
do some videoing of procedures, but this was not allowed. Custom dictated we 
had to sit up on the stage with the official party and Helen had to video from 
that vantage point.  
 
It was another great night run mainly by the law students, who by now had 
established a great rapport with the school. As public speaking was part of their 

                                                           
41 Interesting when it is considered that previous buildings using this type of 

construction were often damaged in earthquakes. During our visit to South 
America in 2009, we found that churches on the island of Chiloe‘ were 
traditionally built of wood to minimise earthquake damage. This had been the 
case for 500 years.  
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chosen profession their performance and delivery of their message was 
something to be enjoyed and appreciated. Geoff took over at the end, but there 
was not a lot more for him to say. He had a great team of apprentices.  
 
Sunday 17 October 2004. Lights out last night was a real cut off point. The 
generator stopped and that was that for the night. Today being Sunday 
everybody attended the morning church service, which went on for a couple of 
hours. Geoff was guest speaker. I had learned many years ago to throw my 
watch away and forget about time as it becomes irrelevant when worship 
becomes intense.  
 
The service was memorable in several respects. Firstly the hall was full and that 
makes a big difference especially with the singing. Without TV and radio, singing 
becomes a cultural thing and outlet and those kids put everything they had into 
it. Then there was the dress, especially the girls who adorned themselves in their 
very best and colourful Sunday finery. Helen did very well with the video camera 
as we were now allowed to sit up the back.  
 
We had lunch (a large plate of rice) with the school after the service. On the way 
in we passed the store rooms where bags of rice labelled Gift from the Peoples 
Republic of China were very much in evidence42.  
 
Helen's video camera was well known around the school by now and after lunch 
while the law students were practicing for the night meeting senior students 
asked Helen to video some dance segments they had practised. The law 
students, used to dance and mime in the culture of the Pacific, had performed to 
Hillsong music last visit. Now these students had their own version. So successful 
was this session that the generator was started up, music and a TV set found, 
and the students saw themselves for the first time on TV. They wanted more 
and more and this interaction filled the whole afternoon. It was quite amazing 
how the normally shy girls jockeyed for position in the front row of the dance 

                                                           
42In colonial days, Ranwadi owned a large tract of surrounding land, on which 
students cultivated their own food. However, following Vanuatu's independence 
in 1980, the school faced demands from traditional landowners for the return of 
their ancestral land. The ensuing land dispute was solved by the signing of a 
Lease Agreement under which Ranwadi kept the core of its land in return for a 
small annual rent payment to the villagers. The remainder of the land, including 
the site of present-day Vanwoki village, was returned to its traditional owners. 
Although the agreement led to good relations between the school and the 
surrounding communities, it also left the school dependent on imported 
foodstuffs which represent a major drain on the school's budget and a cause of 
malnutrition among its students. 
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and mime segments so they could get a better view of themselves on the 
screen.  
 
We left a DVD player behind, edited this segment and mailed it back. It was 
probably played continuously when the generator was on, and was taken by 
these same students on mission to other schools or churches in the islands. 
Sometimes God's agenda overrules.  
 
There was another meeting in the Assembly Hall tonight which must go down as 
one of our greatest God experiences of all time. Geoff included the event in his 
book South Pacific Revivals (page 126) where he records the highlights of revival 
history throughout New Guinea and the Pacific Islands. Helen, from a vantage 
point at the back of the hall, recorded this unique event on video.  
 
The night's worship led by the law students started off as usual with singing. 
then spontaneously turned into a joyful party. Then Joanna Kenilorea gave a 
testimony about a very sad event in her family that brought the Kenilorea's back 
to God. She was especially eloquent in her address and when finished, Geoff 
found that it had been so powerful that he had no more to add that night and 
made an immediate altar call43 for prayer. 
 
Almost as one, 300 high school students, teachers and others present rose from 
their seats and moved out into the aisle to the front of the hall. There were a 
couple of slow starters, but when it became apparent that Geoff could not 
possibly pray for each individually, even these moved up to the back of the 
crowd until everybody in that room had come forward.  
 
Geoff in all his years of ministry and association with renewal ministries and 
revival (and that was the subject of his doctorate) had never experienced 
anything like it. The most remarkable thing for Helen and me was we were 
there and part of it in such a remote and previously unknown part of our 
world! It was surely a night to remember.  
 
Silas, the principal was over-awed. He had risen from his bed every morning at 
4am for many years to pray for the school and here was an answer. 
 
Monday 18 October 2004. We were moving on to Banmatmat today, but you do 
not just get up and leave after a weekend like the one we had experienced. We 
were therefore led up on stage again at the 8am Assembly of the entire school, 
thanked, blessed and farewelled. The entire assembled school of 300 then rose 
and sang all verses of the Vanuatu National Anthem, before Geoff, Helen and I, 

                                                           
43 A call to the front for prayer is not in the Bible, it is just a "way". 
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and the law students were lined up just outside of the door to shake the hand of 
every student and teacher at the school.  
 
The law students left for the airport at Lonorore, and we followed later in the 
morning for Banmatmat with a driver and Ezekiel.  
 
The distance to Banmatmat was only about 25km but it took all day44. The track 
south from Lonorore, not being used as much as the one north to Ranwadi, was 
much slower. In fact in parts it was not a track at all, detouring onto the stony 
beach to get around steep headlands. Pentecost Island was a wild place.  
 
We stopped at the village of Pangi where there were a couple of stores, a bake 
house, post office, bank and telephone. The arrival of a vehicle in the village 
brought a few people out, mainly people who knew Geoff from his previous 
visits.  
 
Good-days exchanged we continued on for perhaps another half kilometre to 
Salap and Chief Willie's Bungalows, definitely the end of the road. From here on 
if you were serious about Banmatmat it was boat or walk.  
 

We met Chief Willie and his wife and had 
an afternoon tea and conversation with 
them while a boat was arranged to take 
us to Banmatmat. First lesson; nothing is 
prepared in advance. It was probably 
Chief Willie's plastic canoe moored out in 
front, the only thing visible in the 
immediate area that floated. Soon 
however, a dugout canoe appeared and 
was paddled out to bring the plastic 
canoe to shore. We would spend a lot of 
time with Chief Willie and his family over 
the next year, but today we were in 

transit and left as soon as we could as the sun was sinking and we did not want a 
night arrival at Banmatmat. It was probably no more than a five kilometres trip 
from Chief Willie's.  
 
We had a couple of extras on the boat. No point going if there is not a full load. 
These would have been from nearby villages to attend Geoff's lectures as 
nobody except Lewis Wari, the Churches of Christ pastor and his wife Merilyn 
lived at Banmatmat at the time. There were also some taro roots and a bunch of 
bananas for food, but this time no live chooks.  

                                                           
44The drive plus a later boat plus waiting for the boat  
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Our arrival was soon noted and we met Lewis and Merilyn on the beach. They 
helped carry our stuff up to the visitor's quarters about fifty paces inland. 
Another surprise, the visitors quarters, at least in the half dark, looked like a five 
star hotel given we (or at least I) expected a grass hut with a toilet somewhere in 
the bush.  
 
No, this was a concrete masonry building consisting of a central kitchen/ dining 
room area with a bedroom each side, a veranda and a store room. Out the back 
by a few paces but still under the cover of the roof, was a flush toilet, a wash 
room and a shower. Maybe the shower was cold, but there was a hot spring on 
the beach, which provided for a warm swim. There was a gas stove in the 
kitchen, which worked when we bought  the gas in the next village. 
 
There was a double bed in one bedroom for us complete with a foam rubber 
mattress and mosquito net and a wardrobe of sorts. Geoff had a couple of single 
bunks, a desk and a wardrobe in his bedroom. If you go in answer to God's 
calling, then you will surely go in God's provision. Maybe it was not really five 
star in the cold light of day, but it was comfortable, dry and fit for the purpose 
and we were very thankful. It's all relative to your expectations.  
 
Although wired for power and light, the generator had failed long ago and we 
were provided with kerosene hurricane lanterns and candles. I would address 
the power supply problem during the ensuing days.  
 
Not everything worked, but we could cope with that and even fix some of it 
remembering Banmatmat had been abandoned and was returning to the jungle. 
The vegetation around the visitor's quarters had been cleared and there was no 
"American weed" as there might have been. The toilet did not always flush. We 
brought back a new inside to fix that on another visit. The shower tap needed 
some attention, but oh how much better it was than what it could have been.  
 
However, having moved in with our stuff, we were not allowed to relax and 
enjoy our surrounding, but rather were taken straight to the chapel where the 
pastors and elders who would participate in the course were already assembled 
to hear Geoff. They had come to hear Geoff Waugh and that was exactly what 
they intended to do! Let the conference begin with uninhibited singing and 
dancing as it seems only the islanders know how. It was a great welcome and a 
great night, even under the light of just two kerosene hurricane lanterns.  
 
We had been feeling sorry for Geoff back home with all the hardships he was 
enduring in the Islands when all the time he was lapping it up in a tropical 
paradise. I guess he never actually told us what it was like, or if he did we did not 
actually listen to what he said. Another case of only hearing or interpreting what 
one wants to hear or interpret.  
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Surviving Banmatmat 
 
We might not have had all we wanted, but we certainly had all we needed and 
this is probably the place to note a few of these logistics and observations 
before we get into the details of the next couple of weeks. 
 
Although Lewis and Merilyn were the resident caretakers at Banmatmat 
occupying the principal's house, Michael and Margaret Watas and their three 
young daughters were also staying there in a single room in the married 
quarters. They were employed to do the work around the place.  
 
Their home was a thatched grass hut at Ranputor (half way back to Pangi). 
Michael was not a local man but from the Island of Tanna who came to 
Pentecost following his marriage to Margaret. We sensed he might have been of 
a lower cast as we observed the way he was treated.  
 
Michael was not only the odd job man, but also a baker and each day of the 
conference baked twelve loaves of bread. 
 
We looked after our own breakfast, but Merilyn always made an early morning 
call with a loaf of bread, bananas, pawpaw and anything else edible that might 
be suitable for breakfast. This was supplemented with a few tins and packets of 
this and that which Helen had packed for just such a situation. This included tins 
of New Zealand butter, which I had last seen nearly 50 years ago when in 
National Service. We could not bring much as we were strictly limited to 20kg 
each on the Twin Otter flight, but the little we had was well managed and went 
a long way. Sometimes we would get a few eggs, and occasionally a huge turkey 
egg, which was good omelette material.  
 
We looked forward to breakfast in our own kitchen as most things were 
recognisable. We coped with lunch and dinner, which were cooked meals taken 
with the group in the main kitchen/ mess. Rice was served with every meal as 
well as base vegetables such as taro and manioc roots and a variety of 
unrecognisable greens from the jungle. Sometimes something else from the 
garden might be added. I do not recall ever having freshly caught fish and until 
the last trip in 2005, we never had beef, although the locals raised cattle for sale. 
Occasionally there would be a tin of fish.  
 
After a couple of meals with the group we came to realise they did not start 
their meal until we had finished ours. It was a little embarrassing at first, but it 
had to be accepted as part of the culture. After a while we became used to this 
and just accepted it for what it was - respect. Actually the custom was to get 
your meal then walk away to eat by oneself with your hands, no utensils. Not us, 
we brought our own cutlery and plates. 
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The lecture room was one of two in a building in the middle of the complex. It 
was in a state of disrepair with a rusted iron roof and most of the glass louvers 
broken, but the roof did not leak, and apart from the noise of rain on the roof, 
rain never held up proceedings.  
 
However, alongside were the remains of the original building which collapsed in 
an earlier earthquake and left exactly where it fell. This seemed to be a trait in 
Island Culture. If it ain't broke don't fix it and if it is broke just leave it and start 
again somewhere else.  
 
For those who rose early in the morning there was a dawn prayer meeting in the 
chapel. We would either wake up with the chooks crowing in the bush before 
the prayer time, or if we slept through that, we would wake up to the singing in 
the chapel. Either way a good way to start the day.  
 
Geoff's sessions started after breakfast with a worship segment around 8am 
(yes, we used a clock, it was not always island rubber time) followed by lectures 
all morning with a break around 10am. Lunch came up at noon. After lunch 
there was a sharing time until 3pm when English lessons started. It was usually 
dark before dinner was served in the dim light of two hurricane lamps. A night 
worship session with inspired singing and dancing in the chapel followed. 
 
Helen recorded the morning lectures from the back of the lecture room with the 
camera mounted on a tripod and later edited this into some twenty hours of 
teaching on DVDs, which were returned to Pentecost as well as being distributed 
through Geoff to other places he had visited such as Kenya, Nepal and the 
Solomon Islands. There was no need to leave copies in Vanuatu as there was no 
restriction on getting Christian literature back in. The DVDs could not be 
produced here in any case.  
 
The major problem with recording was keeping the batteries charged. I do not 
have any clear recollection of how that was achieved. The generator had long 
been defunct at Banmatmat, and it was not until the next trip that I bought a 
small portable generator and brought electric light back to Banmatmat.  
 
There had to be a portable generator somewhere in the equation and the best I 
can suggest is that we either had a small one on loan from Ranwadi, or one 
came in with one of the participants, most likely Rolanson, the pastor of the 
church at Panlimsi, a village near Pangi. Rolanson had a TV and a VHS player, 
which he used as part of his ministry.  
 
Wherever the generator came from is really immaterial, but it must be 
mentioned as without it there would have been no video. That was part of the 
provision of our needs. It was inefficient to run a portable generator for the 
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hours it took to charge the batteries, but that was the way it was. Petrol was 
available at a high price in small quantities (a couple of litres at a time) by 
walking to the store in Wanu, the next village to the south, which was much 
closer than Pangi.  
 
Geoff planned eight teaching sessions, Tuesday to Friday of each week. The first 
Monday was obviously out as we were travelling to Banmatmat, and the second 
Monday was out as that was the one day of the week set aside to tend the 
gardens. I tried to attend each teaching session as although I had attended 
regular Renewal Fellowship meetings with Geoff for at least fifteen years, these 
were oriented towards worship and I had never sat through his serious and 
specific teaching sessions. The program was something like this: 
 

Tue 19 Oct What is evangelism 

Wed 20 Oct Evangelism in the NT Church 

Thur 21 Oct Principles of evangelism 

Fri 22 Oct Gifts for evangelism 

Tue 26 Oct Revival evangelism in the Pacific 

Wed 27 Oct Revival evangelism OT 

Thur 28 Oct Revival evangelism offerings 

Fri 29 Oct Revival evangelism visions 

 
Tuesday 19 October 2004. I helped Helen set up in the lecture room, but 
because Ezekiel was with us, I spent most of the morning with him as he showed 
me over the electrical installations at Banmatmat as he knew them. It was quite 
a well thought out system to supply power to the whole of the complex from the 
kitchen/ mess room area, chapel, the various living quarters, the library and the 
houses for the principal and teachers.  
 
However, the generator had an obviously damaged rotor that had to be taken 
off site for repairs, and having fixed that there may have been further problems. 
Ezekiel thought he could get the engine going again as apparently it was OK 
when the generator failed.  
 
I offered to pay for repairs to the generator which had to be shipped to 
Luganville on Santos. Ezekiel would have to disconnect it and arrange shipping, 
as I had neither the tools, the time or the local knowledge. If that could be done 
quickly, then it should be returned before our next planned visit at Easter next 
year. With a working generator, the rest of the installation could be repaired, 
refurbished and put back together section by section.  
 
That was the plan and I left a cheque with Lewis, who thought that was the best 
way to handle the finance. Ezekiel and I discussed the electrical installation in 
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each building and the cable systems between, particularly with respect to what 
each of us could do. His time however was limited as he had responsibilities at 
Ranwadi, so if he could do the onsite work that was beyond me such as handling 
the generator repairs, I could probably handle the electrical wiring. We left it at 
that and Ezekiel set out on Wednesday morning to walk the 25km back to 
Ranwadi.  
 
Geoff planned four two week sessions in 2005, and it would help significantly if 
power could be provided, particularly in the chapel and lecture room for night 
lectures. With this in mind we chose to return with him from Easter 2005 for 
several weeks if necessary. I therefore spent most of my spare time in the 
afternoons inspecting each installation, making plans for its repair and 
refurbishment, and making up lists of materials required. On return to Australia I 
refined my thinking and drew up refined lists. Small items I could buy in 
Australia, and we could carry them over, but the major items were too heavy 
and Lewis would have to see what he could get from Luganville or Port Vila.  
 
That's how it was left, but not how it turned out. That is the story of our next 
visit. 
 
The Rest of Week No.1 
 
With Ezekiel returned to Ranwadi, I had the mornings free to sit in on Geoff's 
lectures. These all focused on evangelism and the teachings of Jesus and the way 
Jesus went about training his disciples. Geoff would follow up his lectures and 
lead the team out to the villages over the weekend doing it the way Jesus did. 
Practical hands on training. They would walk (the only way on Pentecost Island) 
and take nothing with them for the trip, relying on village hospitality on the way. 
This is probably something we cannot do in our society, but it could be done on 
Pentecost Island, was quite appropriate to the culture and situation and it 
worked well.  
 
We did not go as Helen could not walk the distances involved, and I opted to 
stay with her at Banmatmat. We had our own special weekend.  
 
Saturday 23 October 2004. The team was farewelled early that morning and 
after that we were almost on our own. Lewis, Merilyn  and family stayed behind 
as did Michael, Margaret and family and a few locals from nearby villages, so this 
gave us time to just move around the gardens and beach at Banmatmat sitting 
on logs here and there and talking to anybody who came along, something that 
could not be done as easily during lecture days. We even had a swim in the 
warm water near the hot spring.  
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Prior to the weekend the women made lap-lap, which occupied all of one 
afternoon. Lap-lap is as much a ritual as a food only made, it seems, for special 
occasions, and as visitors we qualified as a special occasion. We had to be fed, 
and as we were going to a local church service at Ranputor on Sunday followed 
by a picnic lunch on the beach, lap-lap was the ideal food for the occasion.  
 
Here is what I picked up off the net, which I thought was a very good description 
of lap-lap.   
 
 Where is it found? Vanuatu, Pacific Islands:  
 What is it? A lovely savoury or sweet hearty pudding dish. 
 Serving suggestion? Add flying fox bat meat and serve hot from the oven 

on banana leaves. 
 Taste? Hearty, very heavy and nutritious 

 
I don't recall it being either savoury or sweet, and there was definitely no flying 
fox added (that we know of). It was quite heavy and delicious in its own way. 
Only a small piece could be eaten at a sitting.  
 
Our lap-lap was made from taro and manioc, and were wrapped in a special 
local leaf rather than banana leaves. The interesting thing is that even after 
three hours subjected to hot rocks, the leaves have only turned a golden brown 
and the parcel is still in one piece.  
 
The making took place in what I called the cook house, a masonry block building 
behind the kitchen with a ground floor where open cooking fires were lit. The 
inside walls and ceiling are absolutely black with a thick accumulation of fatty 
soot from years of exposure to the smoke from these fires. I thought at one time 
there was no wiring or lights in this building, but then I saw the outline of a 
fluorescent light fitting on the ceiling also completely covered in fatty soot.  
 
The primitive methodology used is worth noting. Firstly on Pentecost Island 
everybody including the women carried a machete and were quite skilled in 
using them for all sorts of things, including splitting a coconut cleanly in half with 
one swift stroke of the blade (with the coconut being held in the other hand, 
which made the action even more impressive). As the kernels of at least a dozen 
coconuts were required, a dozen coconuts were quickly opened with one deft 
stroke for each (the milk had previously been taken out).  
 
To scrape the kernel out of the half shell, a sharp steel spike was fixed to the 
front to a stool and the operator sat on the stool with the spike protruding 
between their legs and a bucket underneath to collect the kernel. The coconut 
halves were then taken firmly in both hands and the kernel removed by scraping 
on the steel spike. Easy when you saw how.  
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Next it was necessary to grate the taro and manioc. There were two types of 
scrapers or scratchers to do this job. The first was the locally manufactured 
article made from a sheet of iron punctured by nail holes with the rough sides of 
the nail holes used as a grater. The other occurred naturally as the thorny bark 
of a jungle plant. It was also quite effective.  
 
With the ingredients of taro/ manioc and coconut kernels and milk all mixed 
nicely together and kneaded with the hands into a smooth paste, this mixture 
was then placed onto an interleaved layer of special broad leaves, which were 
then neatly folded over and tied to form the parcel. This was then carried 
outside and placed on a bed of preheated stones, covered with another layer of 
hot stones and left to cook for three hours.  
 
Helen captured the whole preparation process on camera, although the lighting 
in the sooty cook house was poor. We sampled some of the lap-lap for tea, and 
the remainder was put aside for our picnic lunch on Sunday.  
 
Sunday 24 October 2004. So far the weather had been good, and although 
overcast on most days there had been no serious rain. However the track over 
the headland to Ranputor, being in the jungle, was always wet and slippery. 
Concrete had been laid in some parts to give a more secure footing, but 
landslides and earthquakes had tilted these sections such that they were now 
hazards themselves and care had to be taken to avoid slipping off the track 
sideways over the edge. Nevertheless this was the only highway and agile school 
children and bare footed locals used the track every day. It was only booted 
visitor like us who had a problem. 
 
If Helen was to get to church at Ranputor, she would have to traverse the track. 
There was no boat available. Thus we set out early and with Lewis ahead and me 
behind and several rest stops, we made it over the top and down the other side. 
With the tide out it was then possible to get through the mangroves and walk 
onto the beach to Ranputor.  
 
Ranputor was only a small village so there was only a small congregation, but 
everybody joined in. After that it was an inspection of the church and grounds, 
group photographs, and some more singing under a tree near the beach 
accompanied by Lewis on the guitar.  
 
Historically this was an important location being so close to Banmatmat and it 
seems a stronghold of the Tumtum family. The most significant grave in the 
church yard was that of teacher and elder Willie Tumtum, born 1918, died 1980, 
the son, presumably, of Thomas Tumtum, the man who brought Christianity to 
the area from the cane fields of Bundaberg.  
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For our picnic lunch, banana leaves were spread out in the shade of a tree near 
the stony beach, and a huge amount of lap-lap spread out on that together with 
other food items such as bread, fruit, and tins of fish. I don't recall any rice. Note 
the only fish was still out of tins! 
 
A quick nap followed after lunch before tackling the track back to Banmatmat. 
This was more difficult than coming over as the tide had come in with the waves 
breaking into the mangroves. Helen struggled and at one stage when further 
progress looked impossible, Lewis, in desperation, suggested we should pray. 
We did. 
 
Monday 25 October 2004. Geoff and his team arrived back Sunday night, but 
today, Monday, was a rest day for us but a working day for the locals to tend the 
gardens in the hills behind Banmatmat.  
 
The Rest of the Week No.2.  
 
Tuesday 26 October 2004. Today the lectures resumed and life went on much 
the same as for the first week. However, as we were leaving on Sunday, Geoff 
would not take a team out this coming weekend. Instead, we made a pilgrimage 
into the mountains on Friday afternoon to the site of Lulkon's martyrdom.  
 
This was a very special experience and I felt privileged to be part of it. Helen 
unfortunately had to stay at Banmatmat as the location was in the jungle high in 
the hills behind Banmatmat something over an hour's trek away. Interestingly 
there was a reluctance on the part of the locals to go, and there were only one 
or two in the group who had ever made the journey, or even knew the spot.  
 
The group assembled in the chapel immediately after lunch for prayer before 
setting out in single file, machetes at the ready, along the well marked but 
overgrown track up to the gardens, where small areas of the jungle had been 
cleared to expose rich soils for the gardens,. Taro, manioc, bananas, paw paws 
and other fruits were cultivated.  
 
From here on it was a matter of forcing a way through the dense undergrowth 
by dead reckoning with the leader cutting a path with his machete. It was a bit 
scary being in this thick jungle, and although a snake ended up on the end of the 
leader's machete, they were not to be feared as there were no poisonous snakes 
on Pentecost Island.  
 
Finally after what seemed a very long time, but probably not that far in distance 
as travel was very slow, the elders called a halt, held a conference and agreed 
we had arrived at the spot, and there before us stood a lone mele palm. It was 
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not the palm Lulkon had stood under as after a 100 years that one had gone, but 
it was thought to be from a seed of the original. 
 
We gathered around the palm for a service led by Geoff and Lewis. Lewis had 
brought his guitar to accompany the singing. It was a very special place and a 
very special thought provoking service, especially when it is realised that only 
100 years ago, these people were cannibals, in which case we might have found 
ourselves in Lulkon's situation.  
 
Digressing a little, this was the time when a series of videos were produced 
known as the transformation videos. These focused on extraordinary events, 
particularly healing in various forms that followed periods of prayer by 
dedicated groups. The one relevant to the South Pacific called Let the Seas 
Resound showed how an area of Fiji had experienced a remarkable recovery 
after many years when the river was fouled, the land turned infertile and the 
fish disappeared from the sea. The land was restored and the fish returned.  
 
It had been noted that in many cases where God healed the land following a 
period of intense prayer, that it was initially accompanied by a light misting rain 
that came out of a clear sky and lasted for perhaps ten minutes. It seemed a sign 
that God was pleased.  
 
This happened while we were at Lulkon's tree. Although we were in thick jungle, 
there was a sliver of a clearing in the trees that allowed a glimpse of an intense 
blue sky. Out of this sky for about ten minutes when the worship was perhaps 
most intense, there was this period of light rain.  
 
There could be many natural explanations of course, and being high up in the 
mountains, mists are always around. But let us not dwell on these possibilities 
too much. Whatever the reason it made the hair on the back of the neck stand 
on end and reinforced the God moment of what we were doing.  
 
That night on our way to the chapel, Helen saw a light, which looked like a fire in 
the hills about where Lulkon's tree would have been. Now remember there was 
no electric power at Banmatmat, so any extraneous light needed an explanation. 
Several locals went back up the mountain in the morning but could not find any 
evidence of a fire. On subsequent trips Geoff heard many stories of strange 
happenings.  
 
Sunday 31 October 2004.  Sunday was the day for us to (reluctantly) depart from 
this isolated island paradise. Saturday had ended with a huge farewell feast in 
our honour when chook was served and we were all presented with woven 
baskets and strings of beads. Geoff would return many more times, and we 
would come back on two more occasions in 2005.  
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Sunday morning a boat was found to take us and our stuff as far as Chief Willie's 
bungalows where we spent time with him and his family.  
 
After lunch a 4WD truck appeared to take us to the Lonorore Airfield for the 
flight back to Port Vila.  
 
At the airfield we were surprised to find a group of eight or nine Australians, half 
a plane load. They, as a group wanted to stay that way and conversation with 
them was difficult. But we knew the language this time and quickly realised they 
were a group from AusAID in Canberra who had been told to spend the weekend 
at Ranwadi to check on the aid program. They were not impressed with the hard 
beds or three meals of rice a day and could not get off the island fast enough.  
 
Fortunately the plane was on time that afternoon and with the noise of the 
engines that was the end of any further contact with our fellow countrymen and 
women in a foreign land. Pity the money spent on that week end was not used 
to provide an additional class room or two, but that unfortunately was just the 
way it was.  
 
We went to the Upper Room Church service in Port Vila that night where we 
met up with the law students again and experienced the place where the Pacific 
Islands adventures and ministry had started for Geoff in what at the time looked 
like the end of the road for him and the beginning of retirement. Instead it 
opened new doors in ways that we humans could never have planned or 
brought about, and those doors are still open.  
 
It will never make news headlines but just think of the impact of what looked 
like a chance meeting between Geoff and the law students has had and will have 
on the life and well being of the South Pacific Islands both now and in the future. 
Eleven committed Christian lawyers let loose in that society is a force to be 
reckoned with.  
 
Still what we had experienced all started with two men, Thomas Tumtum and 
Lulkon....... 
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Chapter 20 - Vanuatu Second Visit (2005) 
 

During last year’s (2004) trip to Vanuatu Geoff offered to return on four 
occasions this year (2005) to run degree courses for pastors and leaders and to 
help get the closed Banmatmat Theological College up and running again and we 
accompanied Geoff on at least two of these. This is the record of our second 
trip, Easter 2005.  
 
Our first trip opened our eyes to Pentecost Island, its people, its needs, and in 
particular that wonderful place called Banmatmat, which was crying out for help 
and recovery from the jungle encroaching upon it. The power supply system was 
defunct and I found myself as the one in the best position to do something 
about it. Lights were needed for night functions, and as Helen was now 
committed to creating DVDs of Geoff's teaching we had to be able to recharge 
the camera batteries.  
 
We had not set out to rehabilitate a rundown mission college - it just so 
happened...... Without tools and a lot of bits and pieces there was little I could 
do on the first trip, but I did examine what was there and made plans. I could do 
something to improve the creature comforts at Banmatmat.  
 
It would have been great to return Banmatmat to its former glory, but what was 
required was far beyond what I could do on my own. What I therefore proposed 
was to get things working again as far as it was within my means, both financial 
and physical, so that the place would be a little more comfortable during Geoff's 
proposed four by two week visits in 2005. It would take commitment, a lot of 
money and a lot of dedication to do more than that.  
 
On our return home in 2004, I consolidated what we had found into a report, 
which I sent off to Lewis Wari, the Churches of Christ pastor then living at 
Banmatmat, and Ezekiel, the handyman/ mechanic at Ranwadi College, more or 
less setting out the situation as I saw it. I have included the covering letter in this 
text rather than in an appendix, as it is worth reading to set the scene for our 
2005 visits.  
 
Thursday, 4 November 2004 
Lewis/ Ezekiel 
 
The attached document is a report I have put together based on what I found at 
Banmatmat and some ideas on how the power supply system can be refurbished 
to at least a comfortable level to allow light in most buildings and some power 
points for TV monitors and similar devices that will not consume a lot of power.  
 
Main points are as follows. 
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 The diesel generator and the portable generator need to be repaired before 
anything else. Provision has already been made for this.  

 Because the diesel generator has to be sent to Santo for repairs it will not be 
returned for some time. The portable generator can be repaired on site and 
should be available in the near future. This can be used in the interim to 
supply temporary lights. 

 The existing power system installation needs a lot of repair and checking 
before the diesel generator can be connected.  

 
We have already provided funds for the generator repairs and are prepared to 
provide additional funds for materials to refurbish the distribution system and 
wiring in the buildings to a readily achievable basic standard. I can also be 
available to assist with the repair and checking if required.  
 
As the diesel generator will probably not be returned until late January, which is 
well into the wet season, and most of the initial work is outdoors, there is little 
point in considering reinstalling it until after the wet. The earliest would be with 
Geoff after Easter.  
 
Please advise if you would like me to continue with the work already started and 
if so advise of resources available. In particular: 
 
 I understand Ezekiel will return to reinstall the generator, but can he be made 

available for a longer period to assist with refurbishing the underground 
distribution system? 

 Are there any others to assist and what are their skill levels? 
 Can tools be made available as they are heavy to carry from Australia?. 
 Can you order materials such as cable, fluorescent lights, distribution boxes 

etc., for delivery to Pentecost? If you can I will prepare a list of requirements. 
I suspect it would be easier to get materials in Vanuatu rather than Australia 
and so avoid customs and shipping hassles.   

 Do you have any comments on the proposed timing? Is there a more 
convenient time? 

 
Note that I am only proposing a basic repair and refurbishment at present as the 
system is quite old and in a poor condition. I have not included rewiring of the 
Kitchen Outhouses, or lighting over the pathways. If the college expands, then 
the power requirements will increase, new buildings will be required and that is 
the more appropriate time to invest in a new and upgraded system. My main 
concern is to provide a basic but safe system within the limitations of the funds 
and resources presently available. 
 
Don and Helen 
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We left a cheque with Lewis for the generator repairs and parts, as he thought 
that was the best way to do it45, although I had my doubts.  
 
I followed up the report with a letter and a list of parts needed that were too 
heavy or bulky to carry over in our baggage. We were limited to 20kg each on 
the Twin Otter flight to Lonorore on Pentecost Island, and after clothes and 
some food, it left little space for tools, new switches etc.  
 
However, Lewis was not able to do anything about it and a lot of equipment on 
the site that should have been dumped had to be repaired and returned to 
service patched up as best I was able. Innovation had no limits. 
 
Ezekiel sent over a list of workshop manuals he would like to get his hands on 
now that he had a contact in Australia (me). I managed to source a couple, and 
together with a few parts for the WC at the guest accommodation unit (our 
place) sent them over with Geoff when he went back on his own for a Christmas 
2004 rally.  
 
Meanwhile I took every opportunity to pick up electrical fittings at good prices 
and had a good stock that would fit into our baggage for the trip, using spare 
capacity in Geoff's 20kg, as he travelled with virtually nothing! Small tins of paint 
and rust inhibiter were also included.  
 
We departed on Tuesday 22 March, a few days before Geoff to explore a little 
more of Vanuatu. Geoff had lectures in Brisbane and would come over on Friday 
25 March (Good Friday).  
 
Day 1 - Tuesday, 22 March 2005. We had a 9.30am flight from Brisbane to Port 
Vila with Pacific Blue, now well established with regular flights to Vanuatu direct 
from Brisbane. After an early afternoon arrival we booked into the Hibiscus 
Motel using a bongo van (with the number plate commencing with B) trip in 
from the airport for a gold coin. A trip into town followed with the first call this 
time being Goodies as we were now street wise and in the know. We changed 
AUD1,000 over the counter.  
 
Next stop was Air Vanuatu Office where we paid for, and picked up our tickets to 
Pentecost Island for Saturday. We also took the opportunity to arrange a two 
day overnight trip south to Tanna Island on Thursday and Friday to see Mt. 
Yasur, the active volcano 361m above sea level with a circular summit crater 
400m in diameter, accessible by hiking or vehicle. Vanuatu is on the Pacific Rim 
of Fire and Mt. Yasur is one of the most accessible volcanoes in the world (after 

                                                           
45 It did not work and we finally cancelled the cheque and did other things in 
other ways.  
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getting to Vanuatu). Interestingly we met and talked to two volcanologists at 
Brisbane Airport while waiting for our flight on Tuesday. They were heading to 
Tanna Island to do some study.  
 
Day 2 - Wednesday, 23 March 2005. A lay day to enjoy Port Vila, mainly down 
town at the markets, the museum and the area around Parliament House. Had a 
phone call from Chief Willie in the afternoon.  
 
Day 3 - Thursday, 24 March 2005. We had an 8am flight by Twin Otter to Tanna 
Island. It was about forty minutes, about the same time and distance as the 
Pentecost Island flight but in the opposite direction.  
 
Tanna Airport was a surprise. No grass strip in a jungle clearing this time, but 
rather a new modern (but small) international airport called, White Grass, with a 
sealed strip, courtesy of Vanuatu's Chinese friends. The terminal building was 
especially large and spectacular. Being close to New Caledonia it serviced 
international flights from that direction as well as local flights from Port Vila .  
 
We had booked an overnight accommodation and 4WD tour package to Mt. 
Yasur with Evergreen Bungalows. Even though we arrived before 9am they were 
there to meet us and had us at the bungalows within minutes as it was just 
down the road.  
 
The bungalows were built as separate buildings on a headland overlooking the 
sea in a very attractive setting. As the tour did not depart until the afternoon in 
order to see the sunset from Mt. Yasur, we spent the morning carefully 
exploring the rock pools and admiring the coloured fish. I say carefully as the 
shore line was right on a coral reef and quite a treacherous place to walk 
without getting cuts from the sharp coral. Beauty comes at a price! 
 
After lunch and before the tour, the heavens opened up with one of the heaviest 
tropical downpours we have ever experienced. Looked like the tour was off, but 
as Pacific Islanders, like Asians, cannot lose face, we set off in the still raining 
aftermath of the storm.  
 
There were no sealed roads on Tanna Island and we had to cross to the other 
side of the island - maybe 30km, but when sliding all over the place and climbing 
in and out of washouts, who really knows how far it was.  
 
Without a doubt it was a thrilling drive we could have done without. Thanks to 
the skill of the driver the mission was accomplished and we did return safely to 
the Bungalows later that night.  
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We were of course delayed by the storm, so by the time we arrived near Mt. 
Yasur there was not a lot of light left for photography, but at least the rain had 
ceased. We stopped for a while on the black ash slopes that surround the 
mountain before driving up to within 200m of the crater. From here it was a 
gentle walk to the edge, noting the ground was hot in places and the landscape 
was strewn with recently arrived rocks thrown out from the crater.  
 
We were there at a relatively quiet time. There were rumbles from below and 
peering over the edge there was a glow from the eternal fires. Occasionally 
rocks would be thrown up, but today nothing came up more than level with the 
crater rim. I wondered if the storm might have put the fire out, or had at least 
subdued it. There was a lot of steamy smoke around. 
 
Day 4 - Friday, 25 March 2005. We returned to Port Vila on a 12.35pm flight on 
an Air Vanuatu ATR-42 aircraft, the largest they had, and I suspect limited to 
flights in and out of Port Vila, Tanna Island and perhaps Luganville on Santo 
Island. It also made international flights to Noumea.  
 
Being Good Friday we arrived at a deserted airport at Port Vila, and had to wait 
until transport of some sort turned up to take us to the motel. I went for a long 
walk that afternoon through the town to the area where the cruise ships berth.  
 
Days 5/ 6, Saturday/ Sunday 26/ 27 March. We met Geoff at the airport for the 
8am flight to Lonorore on Pentecost Island. Getting used to this now. Seems a 
Twin Otter leaves every morning at this time for somewhere, just make sure it's 
the right day for your destination. As was the case on our previous trip we were 
picked up at Lonorore airstrip by a 4WD truck from Ranwadi School and taken 
off to the school where we were accommodated in the same house as on our 
previous visit.  
 
We spent Easter Saturday and Sunday at Ranwadi High School and after a quiet 
Saturday afternoon started the Easter Day celebrations at 4am with the 
women’s dawn service. Then it was straight on down to the beach for a baptism 
service for about 40 students as the sun rose over the mountains behind us and 
the moon46 set into the western sea. This was a very special place and a very 
special event in the life of the students and the school. 
 
The school assembled around a small semi-circular bay where the water was 
chest deep on the children. The bay was decorated with palm leaves and tropical 
flowers. Church women and pastors made a semi-circle in the water as the 
entire school sang hymns quietly and unaccompanied by the shore . 

                                                           
46 The dates for Easter are set by the phases of the moon. Hence the full moon 
setting while the sun was rising.  
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The women then quietly and reverently escorted each 
girl and boy into the water and passed then on until 
they came to the three pastors who prayed and 
immersed them before passing them on around the 
circle to the shore.  
 
Many were overwhelmed by the experience and 
would long remember this important day in their 

lives. Later at the main service they were acknowledged as members of the 
church and given certificates.  
 
We walked up the steep road to the school for a quick breakfast before a four 
hour worship service. Throw away your watches on Pentecost—it's Island 
Rubber Time!  
 
At night there was another powerful worship service addressed by Geoff.  
 
Day 7 - Monday, 28 March. Today we travelled by 4WD truck from Ranwadi to 
Pangi, and by boat on to Banmatmat. This was a re-run of the trip last year with 
a stop at the village of Pangi to greet those who we knew from last year, and 
then another kilometre on to Salup, where Chief Willie was waiting for us. There 
was always a warm welcome from Chief Willie and his wife.  
 
As usual there was a delay until a boat was produced from somewhere to take 
us, our luggage, a few bunches of bananas, and anybody else who wanted a lift 
on to Banmatmat, where we arrived just on dark.  
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This time we knew where we were going so there were no surprises. We quickly 
unpacked, refreshed and we were off to the welcome meeting in the Chapel - 
illuminated as last time by two kerosene hurricane lamps. That had to change! 
 
Day 8 - Tuesday, 29 March 2005. This morning the rain started and it rained and 
it rained continuously for the next three weeks. Fortunately there were no frogs, 
poisonous snakes or leaches in the jungle so we were safe from those nasties, 
but from here on we had to contend with mosquitoes and our clothes either wet 
with sweat, wet with rain or just plain wet and smelly. Mould grew everywhere. 
We were told we need not worry about malarial mosquitoes as they stayed in 
the grass in the rain! 
 
However we did manage to get a small portable generator set flown in from Port 
Vila just before the airstrip closed for three weeks and I was able to restore 
power of a sort to at least some of the buildings, working under very difficult 
conditions.  
 
This and every day from here on started either at or before 6am. As before we 
were woken by the cock-a-doodle-doing of the chooks that foraged around the 
place, or by the early risers singing hymns and choruses in the Chapel in 
preparation for early morning worship. We were mostly with them but 
sometimes we did sleep in.  
 
Then it was back to our quarters (shared with Geoff) for breakfast, again 
provided by Merilyn . After breakfast we would walk over to the No.1 Lecture 
Room where I would set up the tripod and Helen's camera at the back ready for 
an 8am start.  
 
Geoff adhered to the established pattern teaching through until noon with a mid 
morning break, after which there 
would be something to eat in the 
Kitchen/ Dining Room, before an 
afternoon sleep. Geoff usually 
returned to the Lecture Room 
between 2pm and 4pm for a time of 
sharing or teaching followed by a rest 
and dinner before the night worship. 
It was a full on day and night.  

The Lecture Room  

I was at Banmatmat on this occasion to work, so I did not normally sit in on 
Geoff's teaching unless it was convenient to do so. Today it certainly was not. It 
was now quite obvious that it was not a practical proposition to repair either the 
old diesel or the old portable generators, so the only way we were going to have 
some light and power was to get a new portable generator. I had already 
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checked on availability from either Port Vila or Luganville, and the only type 
readily available at a price I was prepared to pay was a 0.65kW "Power-Mate". 
Small it might have been, but I had cut down demand to a minimum by 
substituting the now commonly available 11W and 14W bayonet cap (BC) 
fluorescent tubes for the old 20W and 40W metal units and if only one building 
was powered at a time, 0.65kW would see us through. It also had to be small to 
be air freighted out. If air freight was not used, we would have gone home 
before it arrived.  
 
Things were not working out quite as planned in my letter to Lewis!   
 
Lewis and I walked to Wanur, the next village to the south, where there was a 
telephone and we could order the generator from Port Villa. This was a 3 or 4km 
walk mainly along a well defined jungle track, not quite as steep as the one out 
to the north to Ramputor and Pangi. Wanur was only a small place but petrol 
could be obtained (by the litre bottle) and there was a small Anglican Church. It 
was the village devastated by the November 1999 tsunami I mentioned earlier.  
 
Lewis made the phone call and the generator was ordered, but to pay for it we 
would have to go to the Post Office at Pangi. That would be another walk 
tomorrow.  
 
There was a public telephone at both Wanur and Pangi. To use the phone you 
needed to buy a card and punch in the number before dialling. With money on 
the card the world was at your feet, even on Pentecost Island. 
 
We returned to Banmatmat and during the afternoon I made a start on the 
refurbishment of the wiring in the Chapel. Two reasons for starting here: 
 
1. The need was most urgent as the 

night services were conducted 
using the light from just two 
kerosene hurricane lamps. 

2. It was probably in better 
condition than anywhere else as it 
was the most used building.  

 
Day 9 - Wednesday, 30 March 2005. This was a very interesting day. Lewis and I 
had to make our way up (north) to Pangi, about 5 or 6km from Banmatmat. We 
set out in light rain over the very slippery and steep track over the headland to 
Ramputor that caused Helen so much trouble last year, and then through the 
abandoned coconut groves around Ramputor before we could get onto the 
beach for the final stretch into Pangi.  
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We were in the coconut grove, 
when the lightning flashed and the 
thunder roared and we were well 
and truly caught out in the open in 
a violent storm. We went for the 
only shelter in sight - and old and 
long abandoned copra drying shed. 
It was a bit tumbled down, but the 
iron roof was still sort of 

waterproof. Here Lewis and I climbed up a rickety old step-ladder and huddled 
for at least an hour (check out the photograph) on a concrete platform until the 
worst of the storm blew over. It was terrifying!  
 
We could not stay here all day so we left when the rain reduced to a heavy 
drizzle. This storm was the start of a very wet spell and the rain continued 
unabated for the next three weeks. What we did not know until much later 
when we thought we were on our way back to Australia, was that the airport 
would shortly close and we would be isolated until it reopened a week after the 
rain stopped.  
 
Now when approaching Pangi, there is a creek to cross before Chief Willie's 
place. Normally it is one of these shallow creeks that just trickles over the beach 
and you walk through hardly wetting your feet. Today it was different. The storm 
had turned it into a raging torrent that had gouged a channel of unknown depth 
across the beach. It looked quite angry and dangerous and we hesitated to work 
out how we would get across.  
 
We noticed there were half a dozen girls coming towards the creek from the 
direction of Pangi, so Lewis suggested we wait and see how they tackled the 
problem! Not the sort of thing I would have expected from Lewis.  
 
We watched. They went upstream where the washouts were not as deep and 
helped each other across by holding hands. Lewis and I held hands and crossed 
safely at the same spot, but it was a struggle and downright dangerous even 
holding hands and supporting each other.  
 
At Pangi there was a General Store with a Post Office cum Bank around the back. 
Here we transferred the money for the generator to Pacific Supplies Ltd in Port 
Vila from my MasterCard - 30,000 vatu for the generator and 2,500 vatu for air 
freight. It would be flown out first available flight. 
 
Not sure now what the exchange rate was, but the cost would have been less 
that AUD1,000 all up. Note that now (in 2013) a similar sized generator could be 
bought in Australia for around AUD200.  
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On the strength off this purchase Lewis took me around behind some buildings 
to a restaurant where he shouted me lunch. It was a vegetable and rice 
concoction, and in spite of its looks it was hot and very welcome after the 
adventures of the morning. We were of course soaking wet.  
 
On our return to the creek it had gone down a lot and no longer posed a threat. 
We returned to Banmatmat where I resumed work on the wiring and fittings in 
the Chapel.  
 
Day 10 - Thursday, 31 March 2005. I completed refurbishing the wiring in the 
Chapel today but, for the time being, it was never going to be more than a patch 
up job.  
 
Day 11 - Friday, 1 April 2005. I had accumulated a collection of old fluorescent 
fittings removed from various buildings and spent the day salvaging what I could 
and scrapping the rest. I had brought a small tin of white paint and some rust 
inhibitor with me for the job. I needed a stock of repaired 20W and 40W 
fluorescent fittings for the Kitchen/ Dining room restoration as the 11W and 
14W BC fluorescent lamps were not strong enough for the purpose.  
 
Day 12 - Saturday, 2 April 2005. Geoff and his class set out early this morning to 
walk to Palimsi, Pastor Rolanson's village, which was inland by a few kilometres 
from Pangi, probably a 10km walk from Banmatmat. They would spend the 
weekend there putting Geoff's teaching into practice. We would stay at 
Banmatmat on our own except for Lewis and Merilyn, Michael and Margaret and 
their three young daughters.  
 
Day 13 - Sunday, 3 April 2005. This was a real rest and read day. We did not try 
to get over the steep jungle track to the church at Ramputor as it was still 
raining. Geoff returned with some of the group by boat just on dark with the 
generator on board. It had been delivered on the Saturday morning flight to 
Lonorore, and picked up by somebody passing by. The boat was the ideal way to 
get it to Banmatmat. The airport was closed for three weeks after that flight due 
to the rain. It was a close call.  
 
We went down to the water's edge when we heard the boat approaching and 
waded in to help unload onto the beach. That was until we saw what looked like 
a few hundred young sea snakes writhing in the shallow in the torch light. They 
could not possibly have been sea snakes, but they surely looked like snakes. The 
locals had no explanation.  
 
Day 14 - Monday, 4 April 2005. Every Monday was garden day, the day of the 
week on which everybody attended to the village gardens. Although Lewis was 
the only permanent resident at Banmatmat, there were other gardens beside his 
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located in clearings up the mountain sides. I busied myself unpacking the 
generator and checking it out.  
 
Now power used to be distributed throughout the Banmatmat complex by a 
system of underground mains that surfaced at strategic spots into small 
galvanised junction boxes, to which the closest buildings would be connected.  
 
The boxes were in a terrible state of disrepair and should have been scrapped, 
but there was no easy way of getting new one's so I went about getting rid of 
the rubbish and weeds around them and cleaning them out. I traced out the 
circuits coming into and out of them. The mains originated in the bush at the 
diesel generator, but as that was no longer part of the equation, I could connect 
the portable generator anywhere into the system.  
 
The easiest place for the generator, at least initially, was right at the Chapel, but 
that would be noisy, so I chose the Lecture Room No.2, a central location 
abandoned after the 1999 earthquake, and set about getting connections from 
there through the appropriate existing underground mains and junction boxes to 
the Chapel, making sure any connections not required were disconnected.  
 
Tonight there were lights in the Chapel, and Helen's batteries had a good charge.  
 
Day 15 - Tuesday, 5 April 2005. Armed with refurbished 40W fluorescent fittings 
I tackled the Dining/ Kitchen area so we could see what we were eating at night. 
Here I wanted to make some alterations and needed lengths of new cable. There 
was none of course, but I had been exploring and found my way into the 
abandoned Boat Shed near our accommodation and found a treasure trove of 
used cable that had been pulled out from somewhere just waiting for me to use. 
It needed a bit of a wash and a lot of straightening out, but I still remembered a 
few tricks of my trade and the cable problem was solved.  
 
Day 16 -  Wednesday, 6 April 2005. Work continued on the Dining Room 
 
Day 17 - Thursday, 7 April 2005. The Dining Room lighting was complete and we 
dined under fluorescent lights.  
 
Day 19 - Saturday, 9 April 2005. Geoff took the leaders and pastors away again 
for the weekend, this time trekking across the island to the eastern side. I 
carried on work tackling the Married and the Guest Quarters. Here I found a 
faulted cable to our quarters, which meant we could not connect into the 
lighting system. It was still raining, but Geoff and his group just carried on.  
 
Day 20 - Sunday, 10 April 2005. On our own but plenty to do. There was a good 
beach and we even went swimming. The water was quite warm in places near 
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the hot spring on the beach. It continued to rain most of the time most of each 
day and we were continually in wet or damp clothes. 
 
Day 21 - Monday, 11 April 2005. Garden day again for the locals. I tackled the 
library. The book and audio tape collection was vast for a place like this, but I 
guess this came about because of its isolation and need for references in a place 
of learning. Whoever built and supported this place had deep pockets. The 
books were in reasonable condition, but it would need a big and devoted heart 
to sort things out again if the college ever reopened.  
 
Day 22 - Tuesday, 12 April 2005. Today it was the Men's Quarters. This was a 
relatively new building and I found things in good condition, but nevertheless I 
still had to dismantle most of the installation to make sure.   
 
Day 23 - Wednesday, 13 April 2005. Today I completed the Men's Quarters and 
moved up the hill to the Principal's Residence now occupied by Lewis and 
Merilyn  and their four children. It was once nothing short of a mansion, but now 
it was in a sorry state. A very large house set on a levelled out area overlooking 
the college and grounds.  
 
I had complete run of the house and I am sure I found myself in rooms Lewis had 
never opened. There were offices and studies filled with books and equipment 
and like the library just about everything needed to live in glorious isolation in 
the 1960s and 1970s was there.  
 
I checked and cleaned all fittings in the house, but connections to the out-
houses were just disconnected to be sorted out later.  
 
I identified the source of the cable coming into the house, but I did not connect 
the house as the load on the little generator was too much. Instead I made a 
connection point were the portable generator could be plugged in. Lewis could 
bring the generator up here after we had gone and they would live here on their 
own.   
 
You would be surprised what I found in the outbuildings. One was a workshop 
full of all kinds of tools! 
 
Day 24 - Thursday, 14 April 2005. Part of today was spent at the Lewis residence 
to complete all I was going to do (or could do). I then moved down to a house up 
behind the library where another staff member would have lived. This house 
was not on the urgent list as nobody was living there and I had by now run out 
of parts as well as time we were leaving on Saturday. I had a look around 
anyway.  
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Day 25 - Friday, 15 April 2005. We were leaving tomorrow so a big farewell feast 
was prepared for us in the Dining Room tonight - under lights! Some of the free 
range chooks came to grief today and ended up cooked, gift wrapped in large 
green leaves (heads and all). and placed before us on the table.  
 
Speeches were made and woven bags 
and beads presented. No trouble getting 
the bags through quarantine in Brisbane, 
provided they were fumigated, but the 
strings of beads were another matter if 
they included seeds.  
 
We felt bad about accepting these 
strings of beads knowing the trouble and 
long hours the women had taken to 
make them, when they could easily be 
confiscated on arrival at Brisbane. We 
solved the problem at Brisbane Airport 
this time by cutting the strings, removing 
the seeds and keeping the shells. Note the photograph where I am holding a 
presentation cooked chook in my hand and both Helen and I have woven bags, 
leis, and several strings of beads around our necks.  
 
Day 26 - Saturday, 16 April 2005. It looked as if the sun might come through this 
morning, but by the time a boat came to get us the weather was turning foul 
again and we were caught in a storm at sea on the short run across to Chief 
Willie's bungalows where we would stay the night before flying out on Sunday 
afternoon. It was a rough trip and we were drenched again.  
 
The rain eased after we arrived and we found a large yacht from the USA at 
anchor off the beach in front of Chief Willie's bungalows. The occupants had 
been anchored here for a few days and were anxious for fine weather so they 
could sail away to Santo Island. Chief Willie told them there were two witch 
doctors that controlled the winds in this area, one for the east wind and one for 
the west wind, and sometimes they fought. The omens were good today and 
this afternoon the weather would calm down and they could go. Sure enough, 
by 2pm it was calm and they departed.  
 
Then we heard the news from the outside world. The airport at Lonorore had 
been closed for two weeks (the Saturday flight with the generator had been the 
last flight in), and it was not likely to re-open for another week. We had two 
choices, either stay at Chief Willie's bungalows until we could get out, or return 
to Banmatmat. We chose to stay with Chief Willie as it would be much easier to 
get from here to Lonorore at short notice than it would be from Banmatmat, 
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and anyway, how did Chief Willie know the airport would be closed for another 
week? Maybe he did. He knew when the wind would drop off for the yacht! 
 
Staying with Chief Willie at his 
bungalows was not a bad option. 
He had built four of them for 
tourists who came to witness the 
land diving. Geoff had provided 
some of the money. They were 
built in native style with sago 
palm roofs and bamboo matting 
sides, and were weather proof. 
The floor was gravel off the beach covered for the most part with woven mats, 
and the raised bed had a rubber mattress and a mosquito net and was 
comfortable enough. They were wired for electric lights for when Chief Willie 
ran his portable generator.  
 
The toilets and bathrooms were down in the bush, and although basic and small 
were kept clean.  
 
So we stayed here as guests47 of Chief Willie until Friday when we managed 
seats on the first plane in after Lonorore dried48 out.  
 
Now closure of the airstrip had an unexpected side effect. As no flights had 
arrived for two weeks the supply of phone cards on the island had run out and 
phone calls could no longer be made from the island. We were neatly trapped 
with now useless high tech communications for want of a piece of paper with a 
code number.  
 
In our particular case we had a Pacific Blue flight to Brisbane on Monday. If we 
were not on that flight we forfeited the fare. The out was to give the airline 24 
hours notice and the fare could be applied to any future flight for the next 
twelve months. The 24 hour deadline was approaching, but we could not make a 
phone call to contact the airline. 
 
The problem was solved on Sunday, when Geoff found an old phone card with 
an unknown few minutes remaining.  
 

                                                           
47 We did offer to pay and he did reluctantly accept as the bungalows were a 
business venture and he provided three meals a day for us during our stay.  
48 Lonorore was a grass strip on a hill side. Although well drained, the problem 
was a spring near the top after heavy rain. Geoff reported after his visit in 2012 
that the strip is now sealed.  
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As a call to Pacific Blue to explain our predicament might take time, and the 
money might run out part way through, I called our daughter Judi in Perth with a 
very quick explanation and asked her to make the necessary calls from Australia. 
It's good to have a switched on and understanding daughter. She made the calls 
and although less than 24 hours before our flight, the airline was sympathetic 
and allowed us to transfer the fare to our next flight. We could not re-book as 
we did not know when we would get off Pentecost Island, and in any case we 
could not telephone again until a plane came in with phone cards.  
 
So we settled in for the wait, but there was plenty to see and do.  
 
That night, Chief Willie, Geoff and I walked into Pangi by torch light and then 
inland to Panlimsi to Pastor Rolanson's Church where there was a night meeting. 
It was drizzling rain again, but the greatest hazards of the night were the 
numerous fresh cow pats all over the path. The locals in this area raised beef 
cattle for export.  
 
It was a good and lively meeting after which we walked home. I tried to sneak 
into bed without waking Helen and I think I was successful. However, Helen did 
wake shortly after as she thought I was rocking the bed. I was sound asleep. An 
earth tremor had been responsible for the movement.  
 
In the morning we noted a very large timber beam right over the bed. If that had 
dislodged you might not be reading this story.  
 
Day 27 - Sunday, 17 April 2005. Geoff conducted a church service at Chief 

Willie's, and apart from that we just 
enjoyed the beach and the antics of 
Chief Willie's grandchildren and 
friends. We were greatly amused with 
them and took lots of photographs, 
particularly of some of the young 
naked boys as they imitated their 
elders and went through the motions 
of land diving from logs on the beach. 
The weather was clearing and maybe 
Lonorore might start to dry out.  

 
The Rest of the Week.  
 
The sun did shine again. Chief Willie looked after us and showed us around his 
area. Previously we had done little more than pass though.  
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In Pangi there is a small jetty and a nearby plaque to note a visit by Queen 
Elizabeth II and Prince Philip on 16 February 1974 to witness the land diving, 
which, as already mentioned was the only recorded occasion when somebody 
died.  
 
We were shown bales of kava roots 
ready to be loaded on the first ship 
to come this way. These roots are 
used to produce a drink with 
sedative and anaesthetic properties. 
Kava is consumed throughout the 
Pacific Ocean cultures, and a lot of it 
comes from Pentecost Island.  
 
Kava is sedating and is primarily consumed to relax without disrupting mental 
clarity (so they say).  
 
Then we were shown how taro and cassava and other food crops were grown.  
 
I went for long walks including a walk back to Banmatmat when the sun shone 
brightly, to get better photographs, and then a walk in the direction of Lonorore 
as far as Captain Cook's Rock. Yes, the good captain had also been to this part of 
the world and had a large rock just off the beach named after him. It is here that 
the track to Lonorore (I won't call it a road) diverts from the jungle and runs 
along a stony beach for a few hundred meters.  

 
On another occasion Chief 
Willie took me for a long 
walk to the land diving site. 
As the season was 
approaching the new tower 
was being built. New 
towers are required every 
year to maintain the 
required elasticity. The 
tower itself acts as a shock 
absorber in addition to the 
vine. 

 
I was allowed to climb all over the tower if I wanted to, but age had caught up 
with me and I did not take up the offer. However, I did talk to the man in charge 
of construction and recorded the interview on Helen's video camera.  
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He told me about the construction, 
but the most amazing thing was 
the way the length of the vine 
attached to the diver's feet was 
determined. He just looks the diver 
up and down and from that 
provides the required length of 
vine. No other measurements and 
the diver accepts the vine without 
question. That is indeed a step in 
faith!                                                                  A vine coiled up and ready for use. 

 

The tower is built in the side of a steep hill side and the only saving grace I can 
see is that the diver does not actually dive straight at the ground, but lands 
down the slope, so there is some latitude. If the vine is too long he just goes 
further down the slope. If not he might not reach the ground. The art of a good 
diver is that he can bounce back after his fall is arrested by the elasticity of the 
vine and actually finish up standing back on his feet! 
 
Day 32 - Friday, 22 April 2005. Word came through the bush telegraph that 
there would be a plane on Friday morning and we had seats on it. Chief Willie 
arranged a 4WD truck to take us the 10km to Lonorore to see what happened.  
 
There was a bit of a shelter at Lonorore and a radio in the little office. Before the 
Twin Otter arrived we could hear the pilot talking on the radio to somebody 
about the way the plane was out of balance and something had to be done 
about it. He was not happy, but soon after the Twin Otter duly arrived, 
presumably from one of the outer islands.  
 
As was normal practice, the aircraft came to a halt and the pilot hopped out 
leaving the co-pilot in the cockpit with the starboard engine running. He opened 
the passenger door and three well built tourists emerged. Then the pilot opened 
the luggage compartments at both the nose and tail of the aircraft and 
proceeded to unload everything. The stuff that came out ranged from passenger 
baggage, live chooks with their legs tied, taro roots, bananas and all that.  
 
He then reloaded swapping things from front to back and vice versa. When he 
seemed happy, we boarded and sat rather squashed in the seats presumably 
vacated by the tourists, the pilot came on board, and we prepared for takeoff.  
 
There expected there were no spare seats, but we were not prepared for the 
amount of cabin baggage including more chooks with their legs tied placed 
under seats. It seemed that local custom demanded gifts of food when visiting 
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friends and relatives, and without refrigeration what better things than live 
chooks? 
 
One had to wonder how that little aeroplane jammed full of humanity and live 
stock was ever going to get airborne, especially up that hill at Lonorore, but it 
did. It just accelerated and when at the top of the rise just kept climbing away 
into the deep blue yonder, up to 8000 feet in twenty minutes, level for ten more 
and then down 8000 feet in the next twenty minutes. Unfortunately it started to 
rain again half way across to Port Vila. If that kept up this might be the one and 
only flight for a while. We heard later that it was. Our flight was a window of 
opportunity. We could have been delayed on Pentecost Island for another week.  
 
At Port Vila we were able to book into the Hibiscus Motel again for two nights 
and a flight to Brisbane on Sunday morning at 7am with Air Vanuatu/ Qantas.  
 
We had Saturday at leisure, but I did visit Pacific Supplies where I had bought the 
little Power-Mate generator, to see what else there was and to check out lawn 
mowers as the old one at Banmatmat had seen better days and we might have 
to make another donation next time we came over. I also made myself known at 
Agricultural Supplies, another company who dealt in generators and lawn 
mowers.  
 
Day 33 - Sunday, 24 April 2005. It seemed a quick flight home to Brisbane on 
Sunday morning with good clear daylight views of the rugged mountains of New 
Caledonia.  
 
Finally back home after a day short of five weeks, we found the world had 
moved on. The Pope had died and a new Pope had been elected and installed. 
Joh Bjelke Petersen the controversial ex Premier of Queensland had died.  
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Chapter 21 - Vanuatu Third Visit (2005) 
 
When we left Pentecost Island we were not sure when we would return, if at all. 
We would not be available to accompany Geoff on his next visit. The next 
opportunity for us would be late September/ early October. We loved the place 
and there was still a lot we could do.  
 
I had done about as much as I could with the electricity system. It was a patch up 
job, but it was safe and provided lights at night. There was an unknown 
underground cable fault between the last junction box and the Guest House, 
which prevented the Guest House (our place) from being connected, and due to 
the loading, I had purposely left Lewis Wari's house disconnected.  
 
A second larger generator would be useful. It could be used as the source of 
power for the now connected central system including the Chapel, Kitchen, 
Married Quarters, Men's Dormitory and Library, and the little Power-Mate could 
be brought down to the Guest House for our private use. There was an old one 
that needed parts. However the parts would cost more than a new generator.  
 
Then there was the question of a lawn mower as Ezekiel had repaired the one 
available at Banmatmat for the last time. Although Banmatmat was surrounded 
by jungle, the buildings were spread out in a garden setting and there were large 
areas that looked a lot better when mowed, so a good mower was really 
essential.  
 
My visit to Agricultural Supplies in Port Vila before we left in April was 
worthwhile. They sold both generators and mowers. Unfortunately there was a 
30% tax on mowers on top of a 121/2% VAT, but the good news was they had a 
30% discount sale for goods bought in September each year.  
 
When a return visit in September was confirmed, I bought another generator 
and a mower (by phone and email before we left) and paid by electronic transfer 
from the Westpac Bank at Milton. That saved a lot of trouble and we bought 
with the 30% discount.  
 
I picked up a range of bits and pieces of electrical fittings again and with a supply 
of tinned butter, vegemite, coffee etc, we packed our bags to 20kg and set off 
on yet another adventure.  
 
Day 1, Monday 26 September 2005. For some reason, which we cannot recall 
we could not travel over with Geoff, but left a few days later on the now regular 
10am Pacific Blue flight to Port Vila. On arrival at 2pm local time we booked into 
the Hibiscus Motel, went into Goodies to convert another AUD1,000 over the 
counter and on to Air Vanuatu to pick up our tickets for the flight out to 
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Lonorore. However, this time we could not get a direct flight and had to deviate 
via Luganville on Santo Island, which included three landings on other islands.  
 
With time on our hands and a fine afternoon at last, we took a taxi to Hideaway 
Island for an evening meal and a look-see. 
 
Day 2, Tuesday 27 September 2005 - Bali Hai and Pentecost. It was an early 
flight today and we ordered a taxi for 5.45am for a 6.45am flight, just to be sure. 
The trip to the airport is no more than 10 minutes and with only one flight with a 
maximum of 18 people, check in is quick - when the staff finally turns up.  
 
First stop was at Norsup on the Island of Malekula. Never heard of it before, but 
that was part of the adventures for the day. Seems it was a popular tourist 
destination just a half hour flight from Port Vila with a narrow sealed strip not 
much wider than a country road. Norsup was large enough to support a hospital.  
 
Five minutes on the ground to drop off a couple of tourists and we were on our 
way to Luganville on the Island of Santo, just ten minutes away.  
 
We had a couple of hours to wait for the next flight and, knowing this would be 
the case Geoff had arranged through a contact he had that Dominic, a baggage 
handler at the airport would meet us and take us for a tour. Dominic was there 
and we took a taxi into town on a brand new highway recently provided by the 
Chinese. The Chinese were spending a lot of money in Vanuatu, and it was 
visible.  
 
We had an early morning look around a deserted but very clean and tidy town. It 
was smaller than Port Vila, but still quite an important town in Vanuatu with an 
international airport. Pacific Blue later extended some of their flights from 
Brisbane through to Luganville.  
 
There was not a lot to do after driving up and down the main street, but the 
local market was in progress and we had a look around. We bought a few 
onions, as onions were not on the menu on Pentecost Island. 
 
The next leg of our flight turned out to be on a little Norman Britten Islander, an 
ugly looking aircraft which I did not particularly like due to the cramped seating 
and noise from the two Lycoming engines just outside of the windows. I had 
flown on them in the Solomon's, Australia and Africa and every time hoped it 
would be the last time, but here we were again in the South Pacific with a couple 
of locals about to fly across to Ambae Island - in an Islander! 
 
Ambae was the legendary Bali Hai invented by James Michener and later 
popularized by the Broadway musical South Pacific. During WW2 James 
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Michener was stationed on Santo Island and the sight of Ambae looming on the 
horizon inspired one of his best stories.  
 
The call at Ambae was quite unexpected. In fact we made two landings, one at 
Langana and the other at Walaha, both very primitive and rough fields in jungle 
clearings. One has to wonder how the wheels and undercarriage cope with these 
conditions. There were only half a dozen on the aircraft (It can carry 9) and we 
disembarked the other passengers on Ambae. We then flew across the sea to 
Lonorore, where we were literally dropped off as if at the end of a taxi ride, and 
left completely alone with our baggage on the side of the strip.  
 
We were told our schedule had changed when we picked up the tickets, but by 
then it was too late to contact Chief Willie or Geoff with the new arrival time, so 
we could do nothing about it. It never crossed our minds that the airstrip, small 
as it was, could be deserted, or that on hearing an aeroplane somebody would 
not be alerted to investigate. But deserted it was at 11am in the morning.  
 
Fortunately following on from our experience last trip I had bought not one, but 
two phone cards in Port Vila, so I was able to ring the General Store in Pangi, and 
spoke to John who arranged for us to be picked up. Harry turned up at 1.30pm, 
21/2hours later. 
 
Chief Willie was pleased to see us and had a boat waiting so that was something. 
The second generator and the lawn mower had been delivered and we took 
them with us in the boat to Banmatmat. This time we arrived before dark, after 
quite an adventurous day to previously unknown places.  
 
Day 3, Wednesday 28 September 2005. First job was to unpack the new 
generator and get it working. I could then connect Lewis Wari's house to the 
central system and take the little Power-Mate down to our Guest House so we 
could have some extra light at night and top up Helen's batteries. Helen in the 
mean time continued to record Geoff's lectures.  
 
Day 4, Thursday 29 September 2005. I tackled the Guest House and fitted new 
lights on the veranda and out the back to illuminate the toilet area (that was, of 
course only possible when the generator was running and of little use in the 
dead of night!). I also fitted a separate switch on the light in Geoff's room so he 
could stay up later if he wanted to do some reading or writing. We were getting 
quite comfortable. 
 
I also broke new ground and tried my hand at fibre glassing. You may recall that 
some of the junction boxes out in the weather were in poor condition and 
should have been replaced. As this would not happen, something else had to be 
done.  
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I had a talk to a good friend at Rainbow Beach and he gave me instructions on 
how to repair things with fibre glass. In fact he went further and put a little kit 
together for me to pack in our luggage that would allow me to perhaps weather 
proof some of the boxes and extend their life.  
 
Day 5, Friday 30 September 2005. Today it was time to unpack the new mower. 
It started easily and by nightfall Michael had mown half the main field.  
 
Day 6, Saturday 1 October 2005. Today was open day with a clothing market in 
the Dining Room. This was quite important for the local women at it was not 
easy for them to get to the outside world for even basic clothing. Even Chief 
Willie paid a visit, and after lunch he, Geoff and I took a walk to the village of 
Wanur. 
 
Day 7 Sunday 2 October 2005.  
This was a special 
day of worship 
when the churches 
in the area 
combined for 
worship at 
Banmatmat for 
probably the 
longest service we 
have ever 
attended - 4 hours 
and 10 minutes, 
but as I have often 
said throw away 
your watches and 
enjoy the experience.  
 
Day 8, Monday 3 October 2005. This was garden day and a day to get over 
Sunday.  
 
Day 8, Tuesday 4 October, to Day 11 Friday 7 October 2005. Helen continued to 
record Geoff's lectures each morning and as there was little more that I could do 
with the power system, I attended in the morning for the remainder of this 
week. One afternoon Chief Willie made another visit and we returned the call on 
another afternoon.  
 
There was little rain during this trip and I took advantage of the sunshine to 
complete my photographic record of Banmatmat knowing that I would most 
likely never be back.  
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As Friday was our final day again there was another big dinner that night when 
more chooks met their end and we were presented with more woven bags and 
strings of beads.  
 
Day 12, Saturday 8 October. We were all ready on the beach by 10am waiting 
for the boat to take us across to Chief Willie's bungalows where we would stay 
the night before our flight out on Sunday afternoon. Unfortunately something 
went wrong and the boat did not arrive. It was 4.30pm before we managed to 
arrange another boat.  
 
Day 13 Sunday 9 October  2005. The flight was 21/2 hours late today and it was 
5.30pm before we were back at the Hibiscus Motel.  
 
Day 14 Monday 10 October 2005. We returned to Brisbane on the Pacific Blue 
afternoon flight.  
 
Helen set about editing Geoff's teachings and produced a lot of teaching DVDs, 
which were widely distributed to places where we had been with Geoff including 
Nepal and Darjeeling, as well as back to Pentecost Island. Most communities on 
Pentecost had a small generator, DVD players, and a TV screen. We left a DVD 
player behind with Chief Willie on this trip.  
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Chapter 22 - Solomon Islands Fourth Visit (2007) 
 
Geoff was spending six weeks in the Solomon’s during September and October 
2007. As he would be visiting Simbo Island the home of our long standing friend 
Rev. Gideon Tuke and family, and two villages on Simbo had been destroyed in 
the 2 April (2007) Tsunami, it was an opportunity not to be missed in spite of the 
need to once again expose myself to the two hour open ocean canoe ride across 
from Gizo to Simbo.  
 
I picked up with Geoff at the United Church Theological Seminary at Seghi prior 
to traveling on to Simbo with him. Helen would have given anything to also 
participate, but unfortunately was still recovering from a knee operation in early 
July and would not be able to cope with the rigors of travel in this part of the 
world where roads and cars do not exist and a lot of the travel is on foot.  
 
Geoff reported daily by email to his support group and students whenever there 
was an email café available. I have drawn on a lot of Geoff’s email material as 
background in compiling this diary. 
 
Geoff’s mission started at Honiara and after Simbo, Geoff would go onto 
Choiseul Island.  

 
Day 1 - Thursday 13 September, 2007 - Getting to Seghe. I have often 
commented that flying used to be an adventure but with the advent of modern 
aircraft and terrorism it has now been turned into a hassle. Enter Solomon 
Airlines where it is still both an adventure and a hassle.  
 
First step nowadays is to look up a timetable on the net and plan around that. I 
wanted to fly from Brisbane to Honiara and onto Seghe on the same day to 
avoid a Honiara stop over, and on the way back, fly from Gizo to Honiara to 
Brisbane on the same day for the same reason. 
 
Yes, it was all possible and I booked the necessary flights.  
 
However that was the first pass and Geoff’s arrangements had to be changed 
after I had booked and paid. No problem, except the timetable no longer 
seemed to apply.  
 
I had been issued with an electronic ticket and when I picked it up it still showed 
the original booking! No problem again as an amended itinerary was attached 
that showed the correct flights. If I was not satisfied Solomon Airlines would 
issue a new electronic ticket for $120AUD! I accepted the ticket as issued and 
hoped for the best.  
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Solomon Airlines had recently chartered a new Embraer49 76 seat jet airliner – 
the latest cutting edge technology from Brazil and the first of these aircraft in 
the South Pacific skies. I was looking forward to the experience and all looked 
well with a window seat row 5. I needed that for a quick exit for a very tight 
connection at Honiara.  
 
All seemed well as boarding time approached, but there was no aircraft in sight. 
Then an announcement “due to an engineering problem there will be a four 
hour delay – please pick up a complimentary meal ticket”. I watched the 
Embraer being towed past the gate down towards the old Brisbane Airport.  
 
That was shattering news. No possibility of a Honiara connection now – no 
communications to Seghe –– need to find a bed in Honiara for the night. Four 
hours is a long wait on your own in the departure lounge. 
 
I telephoned Helen and she emailed friends in Honiara to advise them, but that 
was all that could be done. An hour went by and I walked back to spend my $12 
meal voucher.  
 
Then came an announcement – “we have found the part and the aircraft is ready 
for immediate departure”. I hurry back – no sign of the aircraft. Nevertheless we 
went through the gate, tickets and passports checked, down the stairs and out 
onto the tarmac and directed to walk several hundred meters toward Brisbane 
to an old 737-200 series aircraft painted up and labeled as Air Norfolk!  
 
I said to the attendant at the bottom of the stairs “are you sure we are going to 
the Solomon’s?” 
 
That was the first turn-around miracle of the day. The aircraft was one of the 
fully refurbished all business class OZJET fleet. With only 76 passengers booked 
on the Embraer to share the 102 plush leather seats on the old Boeing I had row 
5 to myself and one of the best flights ever. In spite of a two hour departure 
delay, time was made up with a Honiara arrival just 11/2 hours late – at exactly 
the time my flight to Seghe was supposed to leave! 
 
From here on the second miracle of the day. I was one of the first off and third in 
the immigration queue. Bags off quickly, no customs problem and I was out of 
the door in ten minutes flat. There were supposed to be four people to meet me 
including a prepaid taxi to take me to the domestic terminal. Nobody there. Try 
the phone – it did not work. Try Solomon Airlines (who I was assured would look 

                                                           
49 Late note – Solomon charted the Embraer for three years and cancelled after 
three months. At the time of booking they no longer operated this aircraft, but 
nobody told me this and it still appeared on the itinerary.  
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after me and provide accommodation if I missed my connection) – they do NOT 
have an information desk at the airport. 
 
OK I’m on my own. Taxi to the domestic terminal (about half a kilometre away) – 
deserted except for three or four women sitting near the entrance.  
 
Then I spotted a pilot coming to the toilet in the reception area - “Has the 
Seghe/ Gizo flight left yet?” 
 
“No but it’s fully booked you won’t get on!” 
 
“Is there anybody inside I can talk to?” 
 
“See what I can do” - and he disappeared back through the door from which he 
had emerged.  
 
Eventually somebody did appear. I explained I wanted to get on the Seghe flight 
if it had not departed and I had a confirmed ticket. I then had to explain why my 
ticket still showed the old flights on different days but eventually a long 
telephone call seemed to sort that out. 
 
Eventually he took my baggage, weighed it and me, and left me standing with 
two baggage reclaim stubs and nothing else as he disappeared.  
 
Next problem was to find the aeroplane and other passengers, which I 
eventually did through an unlabelled door. The passengers were walking out to 
the Twin Otter loading up baggage on the tarmac.  
 
It then occurred to me that I could not see my bags. I suggested to the man 
loading the bags that mine did not seem to be there. He ran inside the terminal 
and shortly emerged with them - he had forgotten. The bags were put on board, 
and having seen to that I was the last to get on as the engines started and we 
were off.  
 
It had been just 36 minutes since the jet from Brisbane had arrived and I was 
going to Seghe after all in spite of the delays.  
 
(I have just checked and found it was the same old Twin Otter 4F-FNT used on 
our first trip eleven years ago in 1996. I am convinced I even recognised the 
same pilot – nothing seems to change in the Solomon’s!). 
 
It was a one-hour flight to Seghe and we made a rough landing on the grass in 
the jungle clearing as the sun sank very low in the west. Another half hour and 
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there would have been no Seghe landing that night (or the next day as there 
were no scheduled flights). It was a close call.  
 
Rev. Gideon Tuke was there to meet me. There are no cars at Seghe so we 
walked and carried my baggage for the kilometre to Gideon’s house near the 
Seminary where Gideon’s wife Vasity and 10 year old Helen had tea ready as the 
sun set and the hurricane lights came on. No electricity at Seghe these days.  
 
Geoff had been working hard in Seghe with a four hour teaching schedule each 
morning of the week, followed by a revival meeting every night, which could go 
on for several hours. That night was no different and the meeting started soon 
after the evening meal. Gideon had organised conventional beds for Geoff and 
me in the spare room with a thin rubber mattress and a mosquito net, but tired 
as I was I was not to get into it until much later that night after the meeting.  
 

 
 

The Seghi, Uepi, Marovo Lagoon Area 
 

Day 2 - Friday 14 September, 2007 – Seghe and Marovo Lagoon Trip. I slept 
well when I eventually made bed but was rudely awoken at 4.45am in the pitch 
dark by the Seminary bell that summoned the students to morning worship. 
That went on for an hour and with the first elements of dawn just breaking and a 
brilliant morning star in the eastern sky I returned to bed for another hour’s 
sleep – or so I thought as Seghe must have the most vocal chooks on earth.  
 
Gideon was appointed as a lecturer at the Seminary earlier this year and brought 
Vasity and Helen from Simbo to look after the domestic chores and meals during 
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the busy week with Geoff in residence. I spent the morning with Gideon, firstly 
on his regular morning radio schedule on the United Church network to check 
out accommodation arrangements for Gizo on the coming Sunday night and 
then a general tour of inspection.  
 
The Seminary is the only United 
Church training institution in the 
Solomon’s and it has had its ups and 
downs over the years. It looks very 
tired and shows the signs of neglect. 
On occasions it has been closed. 
However, there are now 15 
students who attend lectures for 
two years followed by two years 
field training and another year full 
time before graduation.  
 
Things appear to be changing as revival spreads. It started with the children and 
young people and was initially opposed by the hierarchy of the United Church, 
but there is now a co-operative acceptance and things are on the move again. 
This has been considerably enhanced through Gideon’s appointment as a 
lecturer and the bishop elect for the Gizo Region Rev Jebede Padokama, a 
present lecturer at the seminary who approved Geoff’s visit and attended all 
reconciliation and revival seminars and night meetings. 
 

The radio schedule is necessary as 
there is no working telephone (or 
email) to Seghe. Maybe there was one, 
but it needed to be repaired. The 
government apparently will do the 
repairs free of charge when they get 
around to it.  
 

There has been no electricity for at least four years since the generator stopped 
working. It is a big 30kVA 4 cylinder diesel set and there is something wrong with 
the voltage regulator. The diesel is still supposed to work, but that is debatable 
as it has not been started for four years. I was asked to track down spare parts. 
Unfortunately the generator was old and parts were no longer available.  
 
Alongside the power station is a large workshop, which looks well equipped with 
powered woodworking machines. These are covered in dust and dirt and 
obviously have not been used since power generation ceased.  
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There is a three phase overhead power line system to the church and houses. 
Gideon is very concerned the students cannot have good light for night study – 
but that’s the way it is.  
 
I had heard the Uniting Church in Australia had made a substantial donation to 
repair the water supply system at Seghe. I saw no evidence of any action and 
neither had Gideon.  
 
There is a small hospital within 
the Seminary complex (but not 
apparently a part of it), where 
minor ailments and illness can be 
treated, but no doctor. Very 
serious cases would need to be 
transported to the hospital at 
Munda at the other end of the 
island. That would be a three 
hour trip by the fast boat every Sunday afternoon or a one day trip by canoe, the 
only means of transport, except by air one or two days a week.  
 
I had landed at Seghe airstrip several times. It had been bulldozed out of the 
jungle in just 10 days by the US in WW2 and nothing has been done since. It is 
now owned by the United Church. I met Clement, an elderly resident, who is 
responsible for its upkeep. Gideon told me it yields $10,000SID per month for 
the church in landing fees. The approach is steep and the view forward through 
the windscreen of the Twin Otter gives the impression of a jungle clearing on a 
steep hill side. The Twin Otter has impressive short take off and landing 
capabilities, which are used to the full getting in and out of Seghi airstrip.  
 
The strip divides Seghe. On the western side, which must be crossed by 
everybody including school children on most days as there is no way around, is 
another section of the village with the shop, school, courthouse and 
accommodation for stranded passengers – an interesting thought. The 
courthouse only looks after civil matters. There is no jail for criminals.  
 
There is a large concrete wharf 100m east of the airstrip. This is located on the 
deep channel between New Georgia and Vangunu Islands and is where the 
newly introduced fast boat service from Honiara to Seghe, Noro and Gizo calls 
on the way to Gizo on Sundays and on the way back on Mondays. Only the day 
should be noted as the arrival could be any time – you just have to be there.  
 
After sitting in on the latter part of Geoff’s morning teaching session I opted to 
go with Gideon on an afternoon canoe trip on the Marovo Lagoon to pick up 
Gideon’s 15 year old daughter Judith from the isolated United Church boarding 
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school at Patukae. Geoff was going with one of the students to Nga Ngari to pray 
with a sick woman.  
 
Marovo Lagoon is world heritage listed and is the largest lagoon in the world. It 
contains 1000 islands, which is probably a conservative estimate. It is located on 
the north eastern shore of New Georgia extending to the east and south of 
Vangunu Island. A fringing reef dropping off steeply to the open ocean protects 
it. A narrow channel perhaps 100-200m wide separates New Georgia and 
Vangunu, which to all intents and purposes would otherwise be one island. 
Seghe is on the New Georgia side of the Channel and Patuvita, which I will talk 
about later, is on the Vangunu side.  
 
The trip took just over an hour on a fast canoe – never far from a shore or an 
island with the sea colour changing from vivid greens to vivid blues as the sun 
reflected off water of different depths. We never travelled far in a straight line 
and dodged around unseen reefs and numerous islands varying from a few palm 
trees to rugged jungle clad peaks.  
 
Every time a village came into sight I thought we must be there, but there was 
always another turn and another channel to follow. I was surprised to find a 
large ocean going ship anchored in one of the channels loading logs coming 
down out of a jungle clearing. Then I was even more surprised to see another 
ship up another channel until I realized that with all our twisting and turning it 
was the same one viewed from another direction.  
 
Finally a huge red roofed building, obviously a church, came into view on a high 
headland and I thought this had to be the place, but again we veered away and 
headed for yet another couple of buildings across the water, which this time was 
the school.  
 
Judith was waiting at the water edge for the boat, anxious to get home for a 
two-week break. Reluctantly 
she went back to give me a 
very quick look at the school,   
a scatted collection of class 
rooms, dormitories and 
teacher's residences. It was 
the only thing on the island 
and must have been one of 
the most isolated and basic 
boarding schools in the 
world.                                                        Gideon's daughter Judith on right 
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More canoes were arriving to pick up children as we headed off towards the 
large red roof across the water, which turned out to be the church and we were 
given a grand tour.  
 

This is when the impact of revival in Marovo 
Lagoon really comes home. Here at a place 
called Chubikopi was a church almost complete to seat probably 500-700 people 
on an isolated island in a remote part of the world in a village with a population 
of no more than 100. Thus the congregation would all virtually have to travel 
across by canoe. We were told it was already full for Sunday services. What a 
vision these people had to take on to finance and build this place. More about 
revival evidence in Marovo lagoon later. The trip back was just as enjoyable as 
the trip over and we were in Seghe again about 4.30pm.  
 
Geoff had just returned with the exciting tale of his adventure to Nga Ngari. His 
visit to the village to pray for the sick woman turned into a two-hour revival 
meeting with the whole village in attendance. Then when he made a call for 
anyone requiring prayer to come forward all 100 responded. He reported they 
had also pulled down their old church and the steel frame for a much larger 
building – probably about the size of the Chubikope church, had been erected.  
 
Time for a short sleep and evening meal before another full on night meeting in 
the Seminary Church. Tomorrow was Saturday and was to be a day of rest and 
relaxation. It was, sort of. 
 
Day 3 - Saturday 15 September, 2007 – Uepi Resort, Patuvita Night Meeting. 
Saturday today, and a day at leisure. Geoff could certainly do with a day off as he 
had been doing two and sometimes three teaching/ mission meetings a day for 
almost two weeks. No 4.45am gong at the Seminary on Saturdays, but the Seghe 
chooks crowed all night.  
 
Gideon, Geoff and I with Helen and Judith hired a fast canoe for the hour long 
trip across the Marovo Lagoon to Uepi Resort. This time it was more or less a 
straight line trip, but we still passed a lot of small islands all of which were 
covered in thick green jungle down to the water. The thought crossed my mind 
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as to how this could be so when the little bit of land that was above water level 
was surrounded by salty ocean water. Must get lots of rain! 
 
Uepi is an Australian owned resort accommodating about 30 people. It was built 
about 20 years ago. It is situated on a point on the channel leading out to The 
Slot. Like most resorts in areas such as this it is dive oriented and beautiful as the 
surroundings might be there is not a lot to do if you do not dive.  
 
Uepi is a barrier reef island, covered in rainforest, defined by fringing reef and 
sandy beach and flanked by the warm waters of the lagoon on one side, and the 
oceanic depths to 2000m of The Slot, a deep marine abyss, on the other. This 
was the notorious Slot of WW 2 days when the Japanese ran the gauntlet of the 
allied navy every night to supply their forces on Guadalcanal. 
 
We arrived too late to order lunch, but could use the dining room and lounge. 
We were requested to respect the privacy of the guests and not to walk through 
the accommodation areas. 
 
We all went for a swim. Virtually no beach, just straight into beautiful clear deep 
water with myriads of fish. This was great and we soaked it up. Afterwards I 
went for a walk to a little jetty about 100m away and found to my amazement 
that this jetty overlooked a very deep pool of clear water on the edge of the 
channel, so deep that the bottom was not visible directly below. Again myriads 
of multicoloured fish swam by and I was able to photograph them as if I had 
been diving with them. Then came a dozen or so large sharks, but they never 
once attacked a fish. Geoff was intrigued and had a strong desire to swim with 
them. That's OK Geoff, but count me out. I just want exclusive photographic 
rights!  
 

Geoff swimming with the Sharks.                               An audience watching Geoff 
 

Geoff checked with the resort and found they actually feed the sharks 
sometimes and they thought it was safe to swim with them. I guess divers do 
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this all the time, but as far as I am concerned that’s different. So Geoff swam 
around for half an hour while I kept the camera ready. Believe it or not the 
sharks gave Geoff a wide berth and I was not able to get any close up action but 
I did get one shot including Geoff and a couple of sharks.  
 
Geoff had inadvertently spent a few minutes at the resort on the previous 
Sunday when his flight from Honiara to Seghe could not land at Seghe as the 
strip was too wet and boggy. So instead he was dropped off at Ramada in the 
north east of the Marovo Lagoon in the company of eight tourists going to the 
resort. They trekked with their big bags through a little jungle track to the boat 
pick up spot where he hitched a ride on the 150hp resort canoe travelling at 
about 60kph for over an hour across the lagoon to the resort. He thought he 
might have to spend a night at the resort. However, God seemed to have other 
plans and like me he was going to be at Seghe before nightfall that day.  
 
Gideon had travelled up from Honiara on the fast boat arriving at Seghe about 
4pm (Geoff could have done the same but had already purchased a plane ticket). 
The first person he saw was the airport manager who reported the airport 
closed and of course no Geoff. He made the correct assumption he would have 
been carried on to Ramata so quickly arranged for a canoe to go over from 
Seghe. The resort boat and the Seghe canoe arrived at the same time so Geoff 
only had to step from one to the other and he was on his way to Seghe where he 
arrived just on dark.  
 
Saturday night was billed as a big meeting at Patuvita across the channel. This is 
where the revival started with children of the lagoon at Easter 2003. Geoff had 
previously visited this church in September 2003. The old church building has 
been pulled down and the foundations were being pegged out on an open ridge 
high above the lagoon for the new one, which will probably hold up to 1000 as 
the revival swells the numbers.  
 
Mark, the superintendent minister came across in a canoe to pick up Gideon, 
Geoff and myself just on dark and we had a private meeting with him more or 
less by way of a rest stop after climbing up the hill to the old hall in the semi 
dark. Mark as superintendent looked after seven other ministers in the lagoon 
area and twenty-one congregations and tonight a big crowd was expected. (I 
estimated about 400 in the hall (number of rows by number in a row), and 
Gideon reported a lot more standing outside).  
 
Again students led the worship. Most of the adults were traditional, but there 
were forty or so in revival ministry teams who pray for the sick, cast out spirits 
and evangelise. We joined the meeting by 8pm and finished at 1.30am! 
 
Worship went for an hour. Geoff then preached for nearly an hour. In his words -  
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Very lively stuff. Only tiny kids went to sleep - 50 of them on pandanus leaf mats 
at the front. Then we prayed for people - and prayed, and prayed, and prayed 
and prayed, on and on and on and on! I involved the ministers (after praying for 
them and leaders first), and the students - and still people came for prayer - by 
the hundreds. We prayed for leaders who wanted prayer first, then for their 
ministry teams, then for youth leaders and the youth, and then for anyone else 
who wanted prayer, and at about midnight Mark called all the children for 
prayer, so the parents woke them up and carried the babies. I guess I prayed for 
30 sleeping kids in mother’s arms and for their mothers and fathers as well.  
 
Then after midnight when the meeting "finished" about 200 remained for 
personal prayer, one by one. So I involved 4 students with me, and that was 
great on-the-job training as well as praying. We prayed about everything 
imaginable, including many barren wives, men whose wives were un-
cooperative, women whose husbands weren't interested, and healings galore - 
certainly many more than 100 healings. In every case, those with whom we 
prayed said that the pain was totally gone. I doubt if I've ever seen so many 
healings, happening so quickly. At 1.30am there were still 30 people waiting for 
prayer, so I got desperate, and prayed for them all at once. I told them just to put 
their hands on the parts of their body needing healings, and I prayed for them all 
at once, while the students and some ministers still there laid hands on them, 
and I also moved quickly around to lay hands on each one. They were all happy, 
and again reported healings. I wish I'd thought of that at midnight! But at least a 
few hundred had a chance to talk with us and be specific about their needs.  
 
It was too late at night (or early in the morning) to go looking for a canoe back to 
Seghe, so we accepted a bed at Super Mark’s house (as he was now being 
called). It was a reasonable house for the area and solidly built. Super Mark’s 
wife had anticipated this when I had watched her drive nails into a bedroom wall 
with the back of an axe earlier that night to rig mosquito nets over the beds.  
 
Day 4 - Sunday 16 September, 2007 – Seghe to Gizo. We were woken up by a 
gong at 6am and went down to the church where a very small group had 
gathered for an early morning prayer meeting. After a breakfast of dry biscuits, 
jam and tea/ coffee we made our way back down to the channel for a canoe trip 
to Seghe. It was then that I noticed the rather large concrete wharf and the road 
bulldozed back up the hill just to the side of our track down. My original thought 
was snigging logs out of the jungle. No way – these facilities were in place to 
bring in the building materials for the new church. What a vision these people 
have! 
 
Back at Seghe Geoff and I went straight to bed and slept until mid day while the 
local church service was in progress.  
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It was then time to pack up and walk around to the wharf to catch the fast boat 
to Gizo. It ran every Sunday and was due probably sometime around 2pm but 
without communications a large group gathered under the shelter of the nearby 
market building and just waited. It came in at 4pm.  
 
It was indeed a fast boat and 
looked to me as if it might have 
started off life as a Hong Kong to 
Macau ferry. Long and slender, it 
seemed very top heavy and 
unstable particularly at the wharf 
when everybody crowded to one 
side. There must have been 200-
300 on board in three inside 
cabins and a rear deck. As Gideon said, "it was just like an aeroplane".  
 
Just a few minutes to throw the luggage for Seghe off and load us and we were 
off heeling over alarmingly as we gathered speed down the channel out of the 
Marovo Lagoon and into the Roviana Lagoon on the south side of New Georgia.  
 
The man came around for the tickets and I paid SID1040 for four adults and two 
children. We were in the top cabin, which was supposed to be business class at a 
higher fare, but as the air conditioning did not work we did not pay the extra. 
We had to spend time on the crowded rear deck to get some fresh air from time 
to time. The weather turned overcast and misty and we missed the beauty of 
the Roviana Lagoon and just settled down for the three-hour trip to Noro at the 
western end of New Georgia, where we arrived after dark. The only things of 
passing interest were the lights of John Goldie College at Munda before we 
arrived at the town of Noro.  
 
Most of the passengers disembarked here. However, as the baggage was piled 
up all over the place, and there was a mad scramble to get ashore, we 
considered it prudent to stay below and keep an eye on ours just in case it was 
unloaded. This meant we did not see Noro apart from the glimpse through a 
porthole.  
 
Noro is said to be the third largest town in the Solomon’s and this is probably 
true. There is a fish cannery here and a forestry industry. Flying back on the way 
home I had a good view from the air and it was spread out with several ships in 
port and quite a few red dirt roads into the interior logging camps.  
 
As soon as the passengers were off we moved down to the lower forward cabin 
where the air conditioning was working, and then froze all the way to Gizo 
where we arrived an hour and a half later at 8.30pm.  
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Passenger convenience or consideration did not exist. We berthed outside of the 
broken down slow boat (it had been here for several months and occupied the 
only wharf space). To get ashore we had to manhandle ourselves and baggage 
over the side and onto the slow boat under very poor light, find our way to the 
wharf side and then over the side again to the wharf. However, there was no 
spare wharf space on the wharf and we landed onto a pile of timber and iron 
chains. Because we were bringing bedding and other stuff back from Seghe to 
Simbo, Gideon then had to make his way back against the traffic to the fast boat 
to retrieve the rest of our stuff.  
 
By then the crowd started to thin and we checked we had had everything. We 
hailed a small bongo van taxi for baggage and we walked the 100 odd meters to 
Gelvinas Motel, being very careful to shine the torch into the potholes of the 
Gizo street. I did not see any changes since we were here eleven years ago in 
August 1996. I am sure I recognized some of the pot holes!  
 
A family room for the Tuke’s, and a twin for Geoff and me with prospects of a 
good sleep in a good bed. No water, hot or cold, came out of the hot taps so cold 
showers again – but there was power and the air conditioning worked.  
 

 
 

Day 5-  Monday 17 September, 2007 – Gizo to Simbo. An early proper breakfast 
at the Gizo Hotel (buffet and cooked – eggs, toast sausages etc at Australian 
prices) and then Geoff was into the internet café on the ground floor of the 
hotel to catch up on his Seghe reports. He stayed there on and off until around 
1.30pm with a storm approaching and at least two hours at sea ahead of us. On 
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and off were the operative words as that’s the way the internet system worked 
at Gizo that day.  
 
I needed to get money from the ATM at the ANZ bank, as the motel did not take 
MasterCard. This was the only bank in Gizo with such a thing. It worked but only 
allowed a withdrawal of SID500 or about AUD100. I tried again to get more but 
the system just closed down and that was that! I tried again an hour later to no 
avail. I queued in the bank and a very helpful girl finally said it was OK. Tried 
again but it was not. I was desperate for cash so negotiated a MasterCard 
withdrawal over the counter, but this required a confirmation phone call to 
MasterCard and took half an hour. If you want to fill in a morning in Gizo, just go 
to the bank! 
 
Meanwhile Vasity and the girls (Judith and Helen) went shopping for provisions 
such as bags of rice and other food items. Gideon’s 15-year-old son John 
(Judith’s twin) arrived in with the driver and the canoe from Simbo and the 
loading and stowing process began.  
 

It was the same canoe 
Gideon had when we 
visited Simbo eleven 
years ago and one of only 
three Simbo canoes 
remaining after the 
tsunami. All three just 
happened to be at sea or 
at Gizo when the tsunami 
hit. Those still at Simbo 
were destroyed.  

 

Gideon was on Gizo when the tsunami hit at 7.45am on Monday 2 April, the 
Monday before Easter. He wanted to come home that Monday and impressed 
on John and the driver not to delay setting out on the trip to pick him up and to 
get away at first light around 6am - which they did. The tsunami hit both Simbo 
and Gizo while they were at sea and they felt the earthquake in the boat. The 
exposed headland at Gizo took the full force of the tsunami and the town 
suffered major damage (including loss of part of the hospital), but it was 
basically slack water that poured through the market and the streets in the area 
where the canoes tie up. Water covered the main street and reached the ground 
floor of our motel. It was all over when John and the driver arrived.  
 
The police forbade anybody to move due to the possibility of aftershocks, but 
Gideon admitted to disobeying and setting out in the canoe back to Gizo.  
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When I was not at the bank, I was walking around the Gizo markets. It was too 
far and too hot to walk down to the damaged area of Gizo, and I was more 
interested in Simbo damage in any case. It seemed aid agencies were at least 
visible if not active. Several new canoes with prominent names and logos, as 
well as new 4WD drive vehicles parading very slowly through the streets they 
had to share with pedestrians. I was told the aid agencies had been allocated 
areas. Gideon’s youngest brother Lorima was in charge of Red Cross aid in Vella 
Lavella, Oxfam had Gizo and World Vision had Simbo.   
 
Government and relief agencies were concentrating on rebuilding essential 
services in these tsunami hit islands, especially Gizo, the provincial capital. Most 
relief money was supposed to go into re-establishing hospitals, clinics, schools, 
administration offices and banks and shops. There was not much evidence of 
any changes in eleven years and the Gizo hospital was still not operational.  
 
We had fish and chips Gizo style (three hunks of battered fish and sweet potato 
chips more like wedges) for lunch and as Geoff was still working we bought the 
same meal take-away style for him to eat on the canoe. It was a reasonable meal 
for SID25.  
 
We finally set off just after 1.30pm loaded down to the gunnels with very little 
freeboard. Everything was either packed up under the forward canopy or as a 
heap under a huge black plastic sheet amidships. The seats were barely visible. I 
could not see exactly what was on board under cover – the surprises came when 
we unloaded. Gideon readily admitted it was overloaded, but that’s just the way 
it is here with these people who have been making these trips for hundreds of 
years - dugout canoes and paddles before the advent of fibre-glass and outboard 
motors.  
 
John sat astride the bows and when he had pulled up the anchor lay out there 
on his stomach for the rest of the trip. All we saw of John from then on was his 
bottom up profile over the top of the low canopy. Geoff, Judith and me occupied 
the front seat and as the heap in the middle was higher than the seats we could 
lie back and were reasonably comfortable, but could not turn around to see 
behind. Gideon and Vasity shared the rear seat facing backwards as the heap in 
the middle took up any foot room there might have been. I think Helen might 
have slept on the floor at their feet. The driver stood at the back. That's eight 
people accounted for.  
 
We caught a quick glimpse of a very faint and indistinct Simbo on the far horizon 
as we came out of the protection of the Gizo anchorage and we turned in that 
general direction. Then for the next five minutes we were drenched in a 
torrential downpour. The sun came out shortly afterwards and the sky turned 
blue and as we took on the rolling ocean swell, held onto the side and watched 
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out for flying fishes and floating coconuts. At the same time the mind kept 
saying – “what on earth made you commit to being out here in this thing and 
with this load”?  
 

Then about an hour out – and a 
long hour at that – the motor 
coughed and stopped. It’s one 
thing to be traveling along 
roughly parallel with the ocean 
swell with a lot of forward motion 
and just a gentle up and down 
across the long swells, but with a 
stalled motor the overloaded 
canoe just sat very low in the 

water and wallowed in lazy circles until the motor fired again after much pulling 
of the starter rope. There was a great feeling of relief to hear that motor fire – 
and keep on firing. The motor stopped on two more occasions. Although only six 
months old there was a well known breathing problem with the fuel tank so 
those in the know were not unduly concerned.  
 
I think we all thought about the incident late last year (2006) when 35 youth set 
out in two canoes to travel from Gizo to Choiseul to the National Christian Youth 
Convention (about 80km). Both canoes had engine trouble and two young men, 
Dio Pabulu and Tony Zepa from Simbo, swam for 9 hours from noon to 9pm 
against the current to get help.  
 
They staggered exhausted onto a village beach and later a RAMSI vehicle picked 
them up and radioed for a RAMSI launch to rescue the 33 youth in the two 
canoes. Towed ashore late that night, they repaired one engine and the 35 then 
boarded one canoe and set out again!  
 
We met Dio Pabulu on Simbo and he accompanied us on a later canoe trip 
around the island. The motor also broke down on this occasion, but the water 
was shallow and he poled the canoe ashore. 
 
Just on the two hours we rounded the end of Simbo and passed close inshore off 
the white coral beach to observe from the sea what was left of Tapurai village. 
The only building was the church on a low hill behind the narrow piece of flat 
land, which had been the village. The flat land was deeply eroded and becoming 
overgrown with weeds.  
 
As it was high tide we were able to continue close inshore to Gideon’s village of 
Mengge a kilometer or two further on (at low tide it is necessary to make a wide 
detour out to sea around the reefs).  
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Along the shore line, which Gideon said had been moved back 20-30m, there 
were many clumps of dead trees. Looking up we could see where jungle was 
being cleared to make new gardens. The Tapurai people were resettling there 
and we would visit later.  
 
Giving thanks for a safe arrival after what was in reality a good trip, if only the 
mind would forget all the what ifs, we pulled into the shore below Gideon’s 
house, removed the covers and passed the cargo ashore. It was just amazing 
what came out of that canoe -- bags of rice, lots of groceries, fuel, bedding used 
at Seghe, baggage for six people (if we assume the driver and John traveled 
light), a gas bottle, etc., etc.,  
 
An inspection of Gideon’s new house, an open air shower, a good dinner and 
that was the end of the day. No night meeting.  
 
Note – the tsunami did not reach as far as Gideon’s house but it was well shaken 
by the earthquake and shifted a little on its stumps. The damage had been 
virtually repaired, but there was a looseness about it and the floor creaked more 
than it should when walking through the house.  
 
Day 6 - Tuesday 18 September2007. – 
Simbo, Tapurai New Village, Lengana. 
Today dawned bright and clear, but it takes 
a while for the sun to actually get through 
the mist that seems to hang around in the 
tropics.  
 
Gideon organized a mid morning trip to the 
new Tapurai settlement and then a late 
afternoon meeting for Geoff at Lengana in 
lieu of a night meeting to save a lot of 
people walking about in the dark getting to 
and from the meeting. The student minister 
Hapara Sotutu joined us and traveled to 
most places with us over the next few days, 
as Gideon often had other things to do.  
 
The new Tapurai village was situated within a couple of kilometers of the old 
village, but about a hundred feet above the sea on a now cleared shelf of land. 
World Vision had provided some tents and as there was no church building or 
hall, a very large temporary bush timber frame covered with a green tarpaulin 
served the purpose.  
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There was some dispute over who actually owned the land and until that was 
resolved no permanent buildings we being erected. Land ownership did not 
seem to deter the clearing of the jungle and it is to be hoped the two extremely 
large trees left standing near the temporary hall would remain. All trees seemed 
to have been cut but the trunks still lay on the ground. 
 
Gideon told us the village families wanted to stay together, and it had been 
resolved that community was more important than family. Hence although most 
were living in tents, that was as much their decision pending resolution of the 
land issues as any lack of support from aid agencies.  
 
Tapurai people had already moved once from the south eastern end of the 
island when the ground became too hot to walk on because of volcanic action, 
so I am assuming land rights were an ongoing problem for them. It is even more 
difficult when there is no written record of who owned what.   
 
World Vision presented a set of tools including hammers and saws to each 
displaced family, to help rebuild. However that did not take into account the fact 
that very few was skilled in using tools and there was no money to buy building 
materials in any case.  
 
We met Gideon’s 
eldest brother 
Daniel on arrival 
and had a brief 
talk before 
moving over to 
the hall, where 
the whole village, 
men women and 
children had 
gathered to hear 
Geoff. Half were 
inside and half 
outside. The 
meeting took the usual format of praise singing followed by an address by Geoff. 
I wondered what he would say to these displaced people, but the appropriate 
revival message seemed to come through - where there are disasters, expect 
revival miracles, and he has plenty of materials to call on. Recall the words of the 
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang movie song from the ashes of disaster come the roses of 
success. 
 
The meeting went for two hours and the time passed quickly. It was 1pm when 
we left for a lunch in one of the houses in an adjacent long established village 
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with Daniel, Amos (an elder) Martin Luther (Western Province Council) and 
others. This was probably the first time the question of what was happening 
with aid was asked, but we did not have any positive answers. Many people had 
donated to relief work and it was all being channeled through the Solomon 
Islands Government, who seemed to be concentrating on infrastructure.  
 
That means the villagers get little or nothing personally. The United Church had 
SID4,000 to give to the relocated villagers on Simbo. When that was shared 
around each family received SID15 (that's AUD5 per family). They've been 
rebuilding with bush materials and making dugout canoes. New dugout canoes 
dot the shores. They are vital for fishing and transport. 
 

Back to Gideon’s for a 
shower and quick sleep 
before a short walk through 
the low-lying jungle area to 
Lengana where the major 
schools and a clinic are 
located. I had walked this 
track before but now the 
vegetation had been 
knocked around in the 

tsunami and there were quite a few bare and washed out sections.  

 
The waves came ashore at Lengana and although they came a few hundred 
meters inland they did 
little damage to the 
substantial buildings – all 
well back from the shore. 
One school building was 
washed away and had 
been replaced. The waters 
stopped about 20m in 
front of the Church Gideon 
built with the generator, 
TV set, and video machine sent over 12/13 years ago. (Gideon paid wages by 
showing videos to the workers at night). The wrecks of a couple of canoes were 
evident where they came to rest – never shift anything. These included the front 
section of the United Church canoe – the rear section was never found. I guess 
they will just stay and rot under the trees where they were left. 
 
Simbo seems to be sinking. The small concrete wharf at Lengana used to be 
above water at all tides. It is now only visible above water at low tide and 
submerged at high. Notice the slight tilt in the photograph below.  
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The meeting started with a small crowd around 5pm and finished around 
6.30pm. John came over and took us back by canoe – a pleasant ride as the sun 
disappeared below the horizon.  
 
Day 7 - Wednesday 19 September, 2007 – Simbo, Lengana Again. Today Geoff 
had a teaching session in the morning and a big meeting tonight in the Lengana 
Church. We walked over the same tracks as we did late yesterday afternoon and 
to our surprise there was a small steel ship at the jetty.  
 

It was low tide and it could be 
easily unloaded. It belonged 
to the Christian Fellowship 
Church and traveled around 
the islands dropping off and 
picking up supplies. Looking at 
it, I was not at all sure it would 
have been any better at sea 
than the canoe.  

 
The teaching session was well attended and went off well and we had a small 
lunch afterwards provided by the local Superintendent Minister’s wife, under a 
clump of shady bamboo.  
 
Sleep time most of the afternoon before returning by canoe for the night 
meeting. On landing we found a young lad had just been bitten by a crocodile 
and was being stitched up at the clinic. This was the second attack in a week and 
the first attacks in living memory. Maybe a side effect of the tsunami. On Friday 
morning on the way back to Gizo we passed a RAMSI rubber ducky on the way 
over to Simbo to do something about it.  
 
Having accidently had a fall myself a couple of weeks earlier and then stitched 
up in a doctor’s surgery with local anesthetic, I really felt for anybody being 
stitched up without the benefit of anesthetics or doctors. The victim would 
remain at the clinic to recuperate – no medivacs from Simbo.  
 
Gizo hospital was not yet fully operational and all serious cases were taken by 
canoe to Munda. It’s a great life in paradise until something like this happens.  
 
At the mid morning meeting Elder Amos told me the elders pray for sick 
Tapurai people and nobody from the village has gone to the clinic to be treated 
for illness since 2003.”You can check the book – the only entries will be for 
mothers to get their babies weighed.”  
 
A great moonlight canoe trip back to Gideon’s after the meeting. 
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Day 8 - Thursday 20 September, 2007 – Rigumu, 
Tapurai Old Villages. Today was free of meetings and 
the day we would land and look around at the 
devastated sites of Rigumu and Tapurai.  
 
To do this we traveled by canoe, firstly half way 
around the island to the eastern side to Rigumu and 
then back to Tapurai. Gideon could not come as he 
had called a meeting of the elders of the Tuke family 
to resolve a few issues, but we had John, Hapara 
Sotutu and Dio Pabulu, the young man who had 
swum for nine hours on the Choiseul trip, to show us 
around. The motor behaved badly and stopped on several occasions, but the 
fuel line was finally cleaned and Dio was not required to swim for the shore this 
time. However, he had to pole the canoe through the shallows at times.  
 
I had not previously been to Rigumu. It had been situated on a low-lying shore 
on the weather side of the island but protected by a substantial fringing reef 
where the open ocean swells were breaking. That did not stop the tsunami wave 
however and the site had been leveled of everything. It was now an eroded and 
deserted brown water swamp of uprooted trees.  
 
It would have to be assumed by a first time visitor such as myself that, had it 
been like this before the tsunami, there is no way people could have lived there, 
and hence what was now to be seen was the direct result of the tsunami. There 
was just no high ground and it was mostly boggy wherever we walked. There 
was certainly the evidence of the wharf at Lengana to support the island sinking 
theory in that location, but no such reference existed at Rigumu. Either the 
ground had sunk at Rigumu, or the sea just washed it away.   
 
There was little to 
be recognized – a 
shattered concrete 
shower base here, 
a few short house 
stumps there and 
looking through 
the swamp in one 
direction I noted 
several mosquito 
nets hooked up in 
trees.  
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There were two deaths and six injuries at Rigumu. A relative of Gideon told me 
later the dead were his grandchildren who were found caught up in trees. He 
was away on the other side of the island at the time. This information turns 
statistics into heart-rending reality.  
 
Helen and I had been to Tapurai before in 1996 and had slept (intermittently) on 
the floor of the school after attending a meeting in the church up on the hill. 
Gideon had produced thin foam mattresses from somewhere, but they were 
really thin!  
 
We vividly recall the 
difficulty we had getting up 
to the church in the rain 
that night, due to the 
slippery mud on the tracks. 
It was also our first 
attendance at a church in 
the Solomon’s and we were 
somewhat amazed at the 
way babies and young 
children were laid out on 
the bare concrete floor and 
actually went to sleep! 
 
I walked up to the church again – in daylight this time but again with great 
difficulty as the tracks were eroded and overgrown through the neglect of six 
months, and strewn with uprooted trees and rubbish. It was half way up one of 
these tracks that Bishop Rollingson Zapo died from head injuries received from 
debris in the wave as it washed him there from 100m away. His companion 
escaped unharmed.  
 
On the way back and very near new Tapurai we pulled into the shore again and 
walked up some very steep hills over the edge of a crater rim and down into the 
crater to view a sizable crater lake perched well above sea level. It was very 
popular with children swimming. This was a great opportunity for them as they 
were still traumatized and would not go down to the sea.  
 
A storm came up in the afternoon and what was to have been a visit to climb the 
volcano on the southern end of the island had to be cut back to a canoe ride 
down and back. The vent at sea level was still there sending up steam and 
sulphur as each wave came in, just as it had done on my previous visit. The 
sulphur encrusted scars high up on the side of the crater still looked the same so 
I don’t think that volcano was to blame for the recent tsunami.  
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Day 9 - Friday 21 September 2007 - Back to Gizo. We had early breakfast and 
made a 7.30am start back to Gizo to give Geoff as much time as possible at the 
internet café. The sea on the lee of the island was like glass and augured well for 
a good trip over, which it was. Maybe it was going home, or maybe I was getting 
used to it, but with a much lighter canoe, it was quite pleasant rolling up and 
down across the long ocean swell just watching the flying fish. Gideon came with 
us on his way back to Seghe and Vasity came to say goodbye. 
 

I spent the day walking around 
and observing the activity 
especially around the market, 
watching canoes come and go 
with their produce and human 
cargoes. Gizo on a Friday was a 
busy place. It’s all over by 
around 3pm as the canoes 
need daylight to return home.  

 

There was a meeting arranged 
for Geoff that night in the 
United Church, but although it 
was well attended the going 
was much harder in the town 
than it was in the village 
environment. Geoff flew on to 
Choiseul Island to continue his 
mission next day. 
 
Day 10 Saturday 22 September, 2007 – Back to Brisbane. That was it for me. A 
short trip by launch across the lagoon at 9am to the small off shore island where 
the airstrip is located and then a one and a half hour Twin Otter flight direct 
back to Honiara. These trips on good days are a delight especially flying over the 
Roviana and Marovo Lagoons.  
 
There is always something of interest flying with these small airlines. I looked 
into the rear baggage compartment and there was a prominent sign which said 
that fish had to be well wrapped to avoid the salt corroding the control cables 
(that passed through the compartment). 
 
Nothing much to mention about the trip home. Another OZJET 737-200 
operated the service and with more seats than the Solomon Island Embraer, 
there was plenty of room for everybody – something very unusual on 
international travel nowadays.  
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Appendix 1 - Elcho Island 
 
The Lord poured out the Holy Spirit on Elcho Island in northern Australia on 14 
March, 1979.  
 
Djiniyini Gondarra was then the Uniting Church minister in the town of 
Galiwin'ku at the south of the island. He had been away on holidays to Sydney 
and Brisbane, returning on the late afternoon Missionary Aviation Fellowship 
flight. This is his account of that Pentecost among Australian Aborigines, first 
printed in his book Let my People Go: 
 
When we landed at Galiwin'ku airport we were welcomed and met by many 
crowds of people. After the evening dinner, we called our friends to come and 
join us in the Bible Class meeting. We just sang some hymns and choruses 
translated into Gupapuynu and into Djambarrpuynu. There were only seven or 
eight people who were involved or came to the Bible Class meeting, and many of 
our friends didn't turn up. We didn't get worried about it. 
 
I began to talk to them that this was God's will for us to get together this evening 
because God had planned this meeting through them so that we will see 
something of his great love which will be poured out on each one of them. I said 
a word of thanks to those few faithful Christians who had been praying for 
renewal in our church, and I shared with them that I too had been praying for the 
revival or the renewal for this church and for the whole of Arnhem Land 
churches, because to our heavenly Father everything is possible. He can do 
mighty things in our churches throughout our great land. 
 
These were some of the words of challenge I gave to those of my beloved 
brothers and sisters. Gelung, my wife, also shared something of her experience of 
the power and miracles that she felt deep down in her heart when she was about 
to die in Darwin Hospital delivering our fourth child. It was God's power that 
brought the healing and the wholeness in her body.  
 
I then asked the group to hold each other's hands and I began to pray for the 
people and for the church that God would pour out his Holy Spirit to bring 
healing and renewal to the hearts of men and women, and to the children. 
 
Suddenly we began to feel God's Spirit moving in our hearts and the whole form 
of our prayer suddenly changed and everybody began to pray in the Spirit and in 
harmony. And there was a great noise going on in the room and we began to ask 
one another what was going on. 
 
Some of us said that God had now visited us and once again established his 
kingdom among his people who have been bound for so long by the power of 
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evil. Now the Lord is setting his church free and bringing us into the freedom of 
happiness and into reconciliation and to restoration. 
 
In that same evening the word just spread like the flames of fire and reached the 
whole community in Galiwin'ku. Gelung and I couldn't sleep at all that night 
because people were just coming for the ministry, bringing the sick to be prayed 
for, for healing. Others came to bring their problems. Even a husband and wife 
came to bring their marriage problem, so the Lord touched them and healed 
their marriage. 
 
Many unplanned and unexpected things happened every time we went from 
camp to camp to meet with the people. The fellowship was held every night and 
more and more people gave their lives to Christ, and it went on and on until 
sometimes the fellowship meeting would end around about midnight. There was 
more singing, testimony, and ministry going on. People did not feel tired in the 
morning, but still went to work. 
 
The outpouring of the Holy Spirit in Arnhem Land has swept further to the Centre 
in Pitjantjatjara and across the west into many Aboriginal settlements and 
communities. I remember when Rev. Rronang Garrawurra, Gelung and I were 
invited by the Warburton Ranges people and how we saw God's Spirit move in 
the lives of many people. Five hundred people came to the Lord and were 
baptised in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.  
 
There was a great revival that swept further west. I would describe these 
experiences like a wild bush fire burning from one side of Australia to the other 
side of our great land. The experience of revival in Arnhem Land is still active in 
many of our Aboriginal parishes and the churches. 
 
We would like to share these experiences in many white churches where doors 
are closed to the power of the Holy Spirit. It has always been my humble prayer 
that the whole of Australian Christians, both black and white, will one day be 
touched by this great and mighty power of the living God (Renewal Journal #1, 
1993, pp. 21-23) 
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Appendix 2 - Nepal - Overseas Aid 
 
Nepal has been a recipient of foreign assistance since 1952 when it joined the 
Colombo Plan for Cooperative, Economic, and Social Development in Asia and 
the Pacific. The plan was established, under a slightly different name, by the 
Commonwealth of Nations in 1951. During the 1950s, many Nepalese received 
scholarships through the Colombo Plan to go to different countries for studies in 
technical and professional areas 
 
During that time, all other aid was in the form of grants, mostly directed toward 
developing agriculture, transportation infrastructure, and power generation. 
Other areas targeted for assistance were communications, industry, education, 
and health. India and the United States each were responsible for more than 
one-third of all grants. Both countries established aid missions to Nepal and 
directed aid to special projects. Other major donors during the 1950s were the 
Peoples Republic of China and the Soviet Union, Britain, Switzerland, Australia, 
Japan, and New Zealand, also were involved in lesser assistance programs. The 
United Nations (UN) provided some technical assistance. 
 
Until the mid-1960s, Nepal depended mostly, if not totally, on foreign grants for 
all its development projects. Most of these grants were on a bilateral basis. 
Grants from India helped to build the airport in Kathmandu, the Kosi Dam, and 
various irrigation projects. The Soviet Union helped to build cigarette and sugar 
factories, a hydro electric plant, and part of the East-West Highway. Grants from 
China helped to construct roads; a trolley bus line in Kathmandu; and leather 
and shoe, brick, and tile factories. United States grants supported village 
development, agriculture, education, and public health. The United States also 
helped to start the Nepal Industrial Development Corporation, which granted 
loans to several industries. 
 
Beginning in the 1960s, some bilateral assistance was in the form of loans. The 
loan share of foreign aid increased from under 4 percent between 1965 and 
1970 to more than 25 percent by the 1985-88 period. 
 
In the 1970s, multilateral assistance programs started to play an important role 
in development planning and accounted for more than 70 percent of funding for 
development planning. By the end of the 1980s, the great majority of foreign aid 
was in the form of multilateral assistance programs. The major sources of 
borrowing or grants for these programs were the International Development 
Association of the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank. Most of these 
loans could be characterized as soft loans. 
 
Sources of foreign aid were numerous. Eleven UN agencies, seven multilateral 
lending agencies (such as the World Bank), and eight private agencies (for 
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example, the Ford Foundation) had participated in aid programs. At least 
seventeen countries offered bilateral assistance. Under the auspices of World 
Bank, the Nepal Aid Group was created in 1976. By 1987 sixteen countries and 
six international agencies participated in the group. The level of commitment 
from the Nepal Aid Group had increased from Rs1.5 billion in 1976-77 to Rs5.6 
billion in 1987-88. The bulk of foreign aid contributions after 1976 came from 
this group. 
 
Most economic development projects were funded with external assistance on 
concessional terms. In the mid- to late 1980s, recorded aid disbursements 
averaged more than US$200 million annually--about 7 percent of GDP. More 
than 70 percent of the aid was in the form of grants; the remainder was in the 
form of concessional loans. A high percentage of technical assistance and direct 
aid payments were not documented. Much of the aid granted was underused. 
 
By 1991, Nepal was receiving external assistance in the form of project aid, 
commodity aid, technical assistance, and program aid. Project aid funded 
irrigation programs, hydroelectric plants, and roads. Commodity assistance 
targets included fertilizers, improved seeds, and construction materials provided 
by donor aid agencies. Technical assistance covered services of experts to advise 
the government in training indigenous personnel to perform research in 
technological fields and resulted in the development of skilled labour. Program 
aid supported various projects, in particular the agricultural and health fields. 
 
Dependence on foreign aid was increasing. Between 1984 and 1987, foreign aid 
as a percentage of GNP increased from under 8 percent to almost 13 percent. 
Debt service as a percentage of GDP increased from less than 0.1 percent in 
1974-75 to almost 1 percent in 1987-88. Outstanding debt in this period 
increased from Rs346 million to almost Rs21 billion. 
 
From FY 1970 through FY 1988, United States commitments, including United 
States Export -Import Bank funds, totalled US$285 million. In the 1980s, bilateral 
United States economic assistance channelled through the Agency for 
International Development averaged US$15 million annually. The United States 
also contributed to various international institutions and private voluntary 
organizations that serviced Nepal for a total contribution to multilateral aid in 
excess of US$250 million in the 1980s. Other Western countries and official 
development assistance and bilateral commitments for the 1980-87 period 
totalled US$1.8 billion. The Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries 
(OPEC) provided US$30 million in bilateral aid from 1979 to 1989. Communist 
countries provided US$273 million in aid from 1970 to 1988. From 1981 until 
1988, Japan was the premier source of bilateral ODA for Nepal, accounting for 
more than one-third of all funds. The second biggest donor during that period 
was the Federal Republic of Germany (West Germany). 
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Appendix 3 - Bhutan Refugees 
 
(Published in Ongoing Nakba, Spring 2006) 
 
Today more than one-sixth of Bhutanese citizens have been evicted from their 
country and forced to become refugees. If safeguards are not provided, they will 
become stateless. Over105,000 southern Bhutanese citizens live as refugees in 
camps in eastern Nepal and another 30-35,000 are scattered outside the refugee 
camps in Nepal and Northern India.  
 
The history of displacement  
 
Bhutan is a mountainous country surrounded by China to its north and India to 
its east, west, and south. Bhutan is a multi-racial, multi-cultural and religious 
country with a population of nearly 700,000. It is comprised of fourteen ethnic 
groups including three major groups: the Ngalongs, the Sarchops and the ethnic 
Nepalese or the Lhotsampas. The country is governed by the monarchical 
system of government and the ethnic Ngalongs’ Wangchuk Dynasty since 1907. 
 
In early 1988, the government implemented the new Census policy, which used 
the Citizenship Act of 1985 to categorize southern Bhutanese into seven types. 
The aim of this new act and census policy was to deprive the southern 
Bhutanese (ethnic Nepalese) of their citizenship. People previously recognized as 
Bhutanese were re-classified as Illegal Immigrants under the provisions of the 
nefarious 1985 Citizenship Act implemented in the 1988 census. As prescribed in 
the 1985 Citizenship Act, the census officials demanded the land tax receipt of 
1958 as a proof of Bhutanese citizenship from the illiterate people of southern 
Bhutan. Most of these individuals could not produce this thirty-year old 
document and were categorized as non-national. On 9 April 1988, on behalf of 
the southern Bhutanese people, Mr. T. N. Rizal, Royal advisory Councillor for 
southern Bhutan, appealed to the King. His appeal met with his arrest and 
imprisonment for 3 days. 
 
T.N. Rizal went into exile in Nepal to work for the human rights of the Bhutanese 
people and under his leadership, the People’s Forum for Human Rights, Bhutan 
was created. Unfortunately, Mr. Rizal along with other activists were abducted 
from Nepal on 16 November, 1989 and imprisoned. After the incarceration of 
many human rights activists and other innocent people, human rights violations 
in Bhutan intensified. 
 
As people filled the streets to demand human rights and democracy, the Royal 
Government branded all the activists and supporters of the movement as anti-
nationalist and gave the Royal Bhutan Army (RBA) carte blanche to crush the 
movement. The consequences were appalling: arbitrary arrests, torture, rape, 
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threats, harassment, fire, destruction of houses and confiscation of citizenship 
cards. The majority of schools in southern Bhutan were closed, health services 
restricted, a ban was placed on the movement of essential commodities, 
citizenship cards were confiscated, southern Bhutanese government employees 
were dismissed, homes burned and demolished, southern Bhutanese fled from 
the country, some due to eviction by government forces, others due to fear of 
arrest and torture. Most of the citizens were pressurized into leaving voluntarily 
and were forced to sign a so-called Voluntary Migration Form at gun point. 
These individuals are considered to have renounced their nationality under the 
terms of the 1985 Citizenship Act. The exodus of hundreds of thousands of 
people into Nepal provoked a humanitarian crisis. At the request of the 
Nepalese Government, the UN High Commissioner for Refugee (UNHCR) 
established a Bhutanese Refugee Camp in South-east Nepal in 1991. 
 
In March 2001 a joint verification team comprised of officials from the 
government of Bhutan and Nepal began interviewing 12,183 Nepali speaking 
people living in Khudunabari, one of the seven refugee camps run by the UNHCR 
in eastern Nepal. Among the 12,183 interviewed, 75% were found eligible to 
return to Bhutan. On 22 December 2003, the Bhutanese leader of the 
Verification Team spelled out the conditions of return to assembled refugees in 
Khudunabari camp. 
 
Category 1 (293 People): may return to Bhutan as citizens, but not to their 
original houses and lands. 
Category 2 (8,595 people): will have to reapply for citizenship under the terms of 
the 1985 Citizenship Act after a probationary period of two years spent in a 
closed camp. 
Category 3 (347 people): includes relatives of those to be charged with criminal 
acts. They will be detained in a designated camp. 
 
Despite several talks and official visits between 1994 and 2004 no solution has 
been found to the Bhutanese refugee crisis. 
 
The condition/ situation in the camps 
 
The conditions in the Bhutanese Refugee camps are terrible. People are going 
hungry on a regular basis, children and others are sleeping without blankets in 
the cold and some of the refugees do not have clothes. Also, they do not have 
lamplight in the evening which, among other things, means that students do not 
have light to do their homework at night. The exiled Bhutanese refugees not 
only lost their homes, but were also dispossessed of their personal belongings. 
 
Since 2001, UNHCR is implementing policies that encourage Bhutanese refugees 
to leave the camp through reducing day-to-day facilities and services such as 
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provision of kerosene, oil, vegetables, clothes, and scholarship. Besides all these 
policies, UNHCR is also reducing its partners’ presence in the camps, such as SCF 
UK, OXFam and Nepal Red Cross Society (NRCS). Since 23 December 2005, 
Bhutanese refugees started the Relay Hunger Strike in Bhutanese refugee camps 
in an attempt to: 
 
1. Bring a fast solution to the Bhutanese refugee crisis (“We do not want to be 

refugees forever!”); 
2. Internationalize the Bhutanese Refugee Problem. 
 
The position of refugees regarding repatriation and resettlement 
 
Bhutanese Refugees have collective and inalienable rights under international 
law to return to the homes and property from which they have been forcefully 
removed. There are many examples of refugees who returned to their home 
land such as Afghan and Bosnian refugees. The same principle, the Right of 
Return, apply to the Bhutanese Refugees. In general, Bhutanese refugees want 
to repatriate back to their own country, Bhutan. Nepal-Bhutan bilateral talks and 
destructive policies implemented by UNHCR have created this unbearable 
situation, which has led nearly 40 % of Bhutanese refugees to say they may 
agree to resettle. However, this does not indicate that resettlement is the best 
durable solution to the Bhutanese refugee crisis. 
 
The strategies developed by the refugees to implement their return 
 
Bhutanese refugees always believed in a peaceful movement to implement their 
right of return, using actions such as hunger strikes, petitions and forming 
political organizations. Appeal Movement Coordination Council (AMCC) created 
a high-profiled mass-based movement until December 1997 in a peaceful 
manner. Its first phase was marked by appeal letters, mass meeting and 
demonstrations in Nepal and India. Its second phase began in January 1996 with 
a series of Peace March from the refugee camps to Bhutan. This march was met 
with arrests and detentions. On numerous occasions, marchers tried to enter 
Bhutan, but were arrested and deported. 
 
A coalition of Bhutanese organizations, under the current leadership of Mr. Tek 
Nath Rizal will continue to employ peaceful strategies to repatriate the 
Bhutanese refugees, such as press conferences, workshops and seminars for 
Bhutanese refugees and petitions to governments and UN bodies. It also plans 
to undertake a strong international advocacy campaign through a network of 
international organizations, NGOs and support groups throughout the world. 
 
Ram Lal Acharya 
Sanischare Bhutanese Refugee Camp, Sector H2-21, Eastern Nepal.  


